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This dissertation examines the conceptualization and materialization of municipal parks 
and parkways in Wuhan during 1927-1937, a great triple metropolis of central China, and 
articulates a spatial understanding of them against the background of a worldwide public park 
movement since late nineteenth century, a wider agenda of urban reform in the tri-cities of 
Wuhan, and broader efforts to remake Chinese cities in the wake of the foreign encroachment 
in early twentieth-century China. It construes these parks and parkways as a kind of newly-
established public open space, and explores their architectural expressions and the social 
relations which informed their production and use. The empirically-based research intends to 
articulate the role of these municipal parks and parkways as an explicit spatial manifestation 
of the body and the mind of the citizen, which was viewed to be essential for constructing a 
modern nation-state in Nationalist China.  
Upon the introduction of Western municipal administration and city planning, a group of 
Wuhan technocrats proposed a park-and-boulevard system in late 1920s as a fundamental part 
of Wuhan’s urban reconstruction agenda. Based on their professional training and experience 
in the West, the Wuhan reformers employed new ideas such as efficient land-use zones, 
diversified and widespread parks, interconnected multi-way parkways, as well as an 
underground drainage system. The green park system, from one aspect, was a reaction to the 
urban industrialization in Wuhan and its consequent problems similar to those in the West; it 
would create purifying lungs and rural oases, order and rationalize city’s development, and 
transform the city into a healthier environment catering to the needs of the people’s mental 
and physical well-being. 
Furthermore, the technocrats in Wuhan regarded public parks essentially as a space for 
public education. They incorporated a range of scientific facilities into the municipal parks, 
introducing scientific knowledge and wholesome life styles to the widest masses. The 
facilities were seen as a way to overcome superstitions and irrational beliefs, to enlighten the 
citizens and ultimately to revitalize the country. Reacting against the perceived lack of active 
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life in Chinese tradition, a wide range of athletic facilities was configured in the parks, aiming 
at building up a new physique for men, women and children as an integral part of nationalism. 
Besides, Wuhan’s reformers also concretized the national humiliation discourse, deployed a 
collection of memorial structures, and constructed settings for public speaking, so as to 
transform imperial subjects “scattered like loose sand” into a politically conscious citizenry.  
It is worth noting that the process of conceiving and configuring the municipal parks and 
parkways was neither a simple wholesale transplantation from the West to the East, nor a 
linear progression of the new replacing the old. Alongside the new elements imported, 
traditional components remained or were recycled. Furthermore, the municipal park network 
in Wuhan was largely initiated by the government, emphasizing people’s responsibility to 
further the development of the nation. Nevertheless, the government’s push to establish a new 
urban landscape and social order had to be mitigated, to a considerable degree, by residents’ 
own interests. From this point of view, these parks and parkways were also products of 
conflicts rather than homogeneous visions, defined, contested and negotiated by a 
constellation of promoters, designers, elite and ordinary parkgoers, under the pressing 
demands of state building, social rights and civic ambitions.  
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
Municipal parks are a form of public parks. The public park proper is an open space 
belonging to the public as of right and provided with a variety of facilities for the enjoyment 
of leisure.1 “Public” implies free and uninhibited access, but this was not necessarily the case 
in China. For instance, in some parks only limited areas were accessible to the public; some 
opened for merely a restricted period; and others charged an admission fee. Generally 
speaking, the term public park was used very loosely in China with different degrees of 
accessibility. In comparison, “municipal” means pertaining to the local self-government or 
corporate government of a city or town. Municipal parks are mainly promoted, funded and 
administered by certain local government or park committee under its direction, and offer free 
access to the public. Accordingly, their advantage over all other forms of public parks is that 
complete control rests with the local authority and the unalienable right of public access for 
recreation is secured.2  
 
1.1 The Emergence of Municipal Parks in Early Twentieth-
Century China 
For China, the concept of public park (gongyuan), where common people can go for 
relaxation and recreation, is purely Western and modern.3 Linguistically, although the 
Chinese characters gongyuan had existed in the classical Chinese lexicon, they actually 
referred to official gardens or land owned by the emperor, something quite different from the 
Western notion of the park as a public space. The term gongyuan was a “return graphic loan 
word”, which refers to classical Chinese-character compounds that were used by the Japanese 
                                                 
1 Spiro Kostof, The City Assembled: The Elements of Urban Form through History (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1992), 165.  
2 Hazel Conway, People’s Parks: The Design and Development of Victorian Parks in Britain (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991), 1-8.  
3 Jermyn Chi-Hung Lynn, Social life of the Chinese in Peking (Peking-Tientsin: China Booksellers, 1928), 59-60.  
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to translate modern European words and were reintroduced into modern Chinese.4 A 
gongyuan with the Western concept of a public park, then became very different from yuanlin 
(garden groves), a term used in both classical and modern Chinese. Historically, especially in 
the Ming and Qing China, gardens groves were private or imperial ventures for the enjoyment 
of the owners and their invited guests, and represented a highly Confucian version of 
conspicuous consumption among the literati.5 While yuanlin meant imperial or private 
preserves, gongyuan implied public ownership and public access.  
Public parks were first promoted in industrializing Europe during the mid-nineteenth 
century. The construction of a public park, useful landscape within the town for the use and 
enjoyment of the larger public, was essentially a Victorian idea, as a response to problems of 
sanitation and urban growth in Britain, the forefront of the Industrial Revolution.6 From the 
1820s or 1830s, the English towns were at the outset of industrial urbanization, undergoing 
ever-quickening increases in size. But still under weak administration by outdated authorities, 
their space pressures visibly intensified as never before. Building could not keep pace with 
the demand for accommodation, and consequently what houses already existed became more 
and more dense. Without drains, privies, and water supply, the tenements lacked ventilation 
and filled with faecal deposits and dirt. Furthermore, among the sunless and moist cellar 
dwellings, the city residents at times suffered grievously from epidemics such as Asiatic 
cholera and yellow fever.7  
In the face of the dreadful conditions in cities, people began to notice the value of public 
walks and parks. Some reformists like John Claudius Loudon (1783-1843) indicated that 
                                                 
4 Lydia He Liu, Translingual Practice: Literature, National Culture, and Translated Modernity--China, 1900-
1937 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1995), 302-29; Huang Yiren, “Gongyuan kao,” Dongfang zazhi 
[Eastern Miscellany] 9, no.2 (1912): 1-3.  
5 Literary gatherings were often held in such gardens, and their names became synonymous with poetry and 
intellectual discussions. Craig Clunas, Fruitful Sites: Garden Culture in Ming Dynasty China (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1996); J. Handlin-Smith, “Gardens in Ch’i Piao-chia’s Social World: Wealth and Values in Late 
Ming Kiangnan,” Journal of Asian Studies 51, no.1 (1992): 55-81; Christopher Thacker, The History of Gardens 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 43-44; Stanislaus Fung, and John Makeham, eds. “Chinese 
Gardens: In Honor of Professor Chen Congzhou of Shanghai,” Special issue, Studies in the History of Gardens 
and Designed Landscapes 18, no.3 (1998).  
6 Alessandra Ponte, “Public Parks in Great Britain and the United States: From a ‘Spirit of the Place’ to a ‘Spirit of 
Civilization’,” in The Architecture of Western Gardens: A Design History from the Renaissance to the Present Day, 
ed. Monique Mosser and Georges Teyssot (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1991), 373.  
7 George F Chadwick, The Park and the Town: Public Landscape in the 19th and 20th Centuries (New York: F. A. 
Praeger, 1966), 48-49.  
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public parks were breathing spaces for public health and recreation in the metropolis, and 
called for building public parks from the threats of enclosure and development.8 The need for 
parks in England was officially recognized around 1833, when the Select Committee on 
Public Walks presented a Report to Parliament about the open space available for recreation 
in the major industrial centers and the smaller towns. The committee identified the benefits of 
parks: parks would be the lungs for the city and would refresh the air; they would improve 
people’s health and provide places for exercises; they would be an alternative form of 
recreation to the tavern; they would provide beneficial contact with nature, so elevating the 
spirit. Furthermore, as all members of society would use parks, social tensions would be 
reduced and the classes would learn from each other.9 Thereafter, more parks were built in 
city after city, particularly in England’s industrial midlands, advocating “green lungs” within 
the swelling urban mass.  
The park enthusiasm spread rapidly. Napoleon III, who had lived in London from 1846 to 
1848, was impressed by the English innovations of construction and urban problem solving, 
and desired to bring an even greater degree of modernity to the French capital. Around 1853 
Napoleon III and Baron Haussmann refashioned the Bois de Boulogne, Louis XIV’s old 
hunting park, into an English-style public pleasure ground. What’s more, they further 
proposed Paris municipal park system, an unprecedented network of vast woodland reserves, 
large urban parks, and planted squares.10 For French parks and gardens, the influence of mid-
nineteenth-century English parks was discernable and the results of this influence in turn 
became influential in England.11  
Across the Atlantic, Americans followed suit. Inspired by Birkenhead Park in Manchester, 
Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux began laying-out New York’s Central Park in 1858. 
This park inaugurated an era of park building across the continent. In 1870 “every respectable 
                                                 
8 John Claudius Loudon, “Breathing Places for the Metropolis” in the Gardener’s Magazine, 5 (1829): 6-90. 
Quoted in Melanie L. Simo, “John Claudius Loudon on Planning and Design for the Garden Metropolis’ in 
Garden History 9, no.2 (1981): 184-201.  
9 Chadwick, The Park and the Town, 19. 
10 Florence Mary Baker, “Parisians and Their Parks: The Creation and Development of the Paris Municipal Park 
System, 1853-1900” (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1994), 1-2.  
11 Chadwick, The Park and the Town, 159. 
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sized city in the country, prompted by what New York has done, is talking about parks.”12 As 
Olmsted elucidated, creating parks in cities would promote a whole range of public benefits: 
parks would bring nature into the city; they would be practical and necessary additions to the 
physical infrastructure of the metropolis, providing a general recreation ground; their ponds 
and reservoirs would serve as adjunct to municipal water-supply systems; and they would 
soften and tame human nature, by providing wholesome alternatives to the vulgar street 
amusements that daily tempted poor and working-class youth.13 Most importantly, he lays out 
the political and philosophical case for public parks in terms of threes: to combat air and 
water pollution; to combat urban vice and social degeneration, particularly among the 
children of the urban poor; and to advance the cause of civilization by the provision of urban 
amenities that would be democratically available to all. The public park movement not only 
created some of the most lasting and beneficial public works produced in North America, but 
also began the drive for urban improvement and planning to increase the liveability of cities.  
The idea of building public parks also spread to Asia. After the Meiji Restoration, Japan 
gradually incorporated the Western concept of the public park in Meiji town and city planning, 
and promoted public parks as a kind of places for displaying modern civilization and civility. 
In Tokyo, for instance, Ueno Park was established in 1873, and four more public parks were 
opened in the coming years, offering both recreational and educational facilities for people’s 
enjoyment.14 At the western edge of Asia, Turkish cities also acquired similar public spaces 
and urban infrastructures in the 1930s, such as Youth Park in Ankara, Kültür Park in Izmir, 
etc. With their pools, landscaping, casinos, tea gardens, and zoos, these parks became truly 
popular spaces for the people from all ages, classes, and genders.15 
                                                 
12 Robert Morris Copeland, “Paris Gardens,” The Nation 10 (20 January 1870): 4. Quoted in Jon A. Peterson, The 
Birth of City Planning in the United States, 1840-1917 (Baltimore; London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2003), 42.  
13 Frederick Law Olmsted, “Public Parks and the Enlargement of Towns,” in The City Reader, eds. Richard T. 
LeGates and Frederic Stout (New York, NY: Routledge, 2007), 4th edition, 307-13.  
14 Edward Seidensticker, Low City, High City: Tokyo from Edo to the Earthquake (New York: Knopf, 1983), 122-
23.  
15 Sibel Bozdogan, Modernism and Nation Building: Turkish Architectural Culture in the Early Republic (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2001), 77-79.  
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In general, public parks were created as an antidote to the intrinsic drawbacks of urban 
life.16 In the eyes of the early park advocates, great parks would be a kind of Edenic refuge 
from the dust and toil of great cities. Into this paradise would throng the aged and the young, 
the poor and the rich, little children and pale sickly women, each enjoying the rural visions of 
pastoral peace to counteract urban stress. Ideals of solace, escape, freedom, gregarious and 
relaxed pleasure, health, wholesome exercise, aesthetic culture, moral uplift, social 
democracy, and communion with nature all commingled in their vision. The parks would be 
green oases for the refreshment of the city’s soul and body.  
In the early decades of the twentieth century after China’s 1911 Revolution, public parks 
were promoted by the governmental authorities as a part of the reformist efforts to remake 
Chinese cities. In Beijing (Peking), the sacred Altar of Earth and Grain (Shejitan) was 
transformed into a Central Park by the Municipal Council in 1914. A sequence of imperial 
altars and gardens was also opened successively to the public, for example, the Altar of 
Agriculture (Xiannongtan) in 1917, the Altar of Heaven (Tiantan) in 1918, the North Sea 
(Beihai) and the Earth Altar (Ditan) in 1925. The traditional imperial hierarchy of space was 
broken down.17 Guangzhou (Canton), the early Nationalist base, was also the seedbed of the 
city administration movement in the early 1920s, thanks to the support of Sun Ke (Sun Fo), 
Sun Yat-sen’s son. During his mayorship, a series of public parks was established, and 
elements of “scientific” planning were introduced, emphasizing not only technological change 
but also social and cultural changes.18 With the completion of Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in 
Nanjing, the whole Purple Mountain was turned into the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Park in 1929. 
It was configured as a cultural center for the national capital, closely intertwined with Sun and 
Guomindang ideology.19 In provincial capital of Sichuan, Chengdu, Yang Sen (1884-1977), a 
military leader who fought his way into procession of the city in 1923, expanded Shaocheng 
                                                 
16 Chadwick, Park and the Town, 218. 
17 Zhu Qiqian, “Xu” [Preface], in Zhongyang gongyuan nianwu zhounian jiniance [Commemorative album of 
Central Park for its 25th anniversary], ed. Zhongyang weiyuanhui [Committee of Central Park] (Peking: 
Zhongyang Gongyuan shiwusuo, 1939), xu 1.  
18 Jeffrey W. Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” Planning Perspective 11, no.4 (1996): 342-46; 
Edward Bing-shuey Lee, Modern Canton (Shanghai: The Mercury Press, 1936), 132-46.  
19 Charles David Musgrove, “The Nation’s Concrete Heart: Architecture, Planning, and Ritual in Nanjing, 1927-
1937” (PhD diss., University of California, San Diego, 2002), 256-70.  
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Park with public athletic grounds and a Popular Education Institute (Tongsu jiaoyuguan), and 
devoted funds to the construction of Central Park.20 In Wuhan, Shouyi Park was opened 
without an entrance fee at the foot of Snake Hill in 1924 commemorating the 1911 Revolution, 
and Zhongshan Park started from 1929 in honor of Sun Yat-sen as the founding father of the 
Chinese Republic.21 There were more municipal parks in other cities: for instance, Xishan 
Park in Wanxian (Sichuan), Central Park in Chongqing, Zhongshan Park in Xiamen, and so 
on.22 These municipal parks emerged mostly in treaty ports or cities with foreign enclaves, 
where the alien autonomy, together with the order and progress presented in the concessions, 
provided a challenge and a model for Chinese reformers’ modernizing agenda.23  
The newly built municipal parks in China began to depart from traditional Chinese 
gardens, although some of them were restructured from former imperial or private gardens 
and certain previous components remained. Usually, a traditional Chinese garden is 
considered as a landscape painting in the three dimensions, or an artistic recreation of nature. 
It is composed of trees, rockeries, a pond or lake, zigzagging footpaths, winding corridors, 
bridges, and other garden structures for habitation, quiet viewing, and merrymaking. The 
elements are arranged in such a way that they are often more artistically designed than nature 
itself.24 In comparison, the newly-established municipal parks used Western counterparts as a 
primary reference, employing the formal, symmetrical arrangement of the plan (both in its 
major outlines and in the patterned details of garden bedding and parterres), the artificial 
manipulation of water in fountains, the extensive use of grass in lawns, the sound disposal of 
various sports fields and other exogenous skills. In essence, novel, civilian, open, and 
available for public use, these public parks stood in sharp contrast to the complex symbolism, 
                                                 
20 Kristin Eileen Stapleton, Civilizing Chengdu: Chinese Urban Reform, 1895-1937 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2000), 220-25.  
21 Wang Changfan, ed., Wuhan yuanlin: 1840-1985 [Wuhan gardens, groves and parks: 1840-1985] (Wuhan: 
Wuhan shi yuanlinju, 1987), 85, 128.  
22 Xishan Park was created in Wanxian (Sichuan) in 1924, Chongqing Central Park around 1926, and Xiamen 
Zhongshan park from 1926. See Zhongguo dabaike quanshu: jianzhu, yuanlin, chengshiguihua [Chinese 
encyclopedia: Architecture, landscape and urban planning] (Beijing: Zhongguo dabaike quanshu chubanshe, 1988), 
568-69.   
23 Joseph Esherick, “Modernity and Nation in the Chinese City,” in Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity and 
National Identity, 1900-1950, ed. Esherick (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000), 2-4.   
24 Joseph Cho Wang, The Chinese Garden (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 17. 
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literary elegance, and poetic meaning of private gardens, or the grandiose splendor of their 
imperial counterparts.  
 
1.2 Wuhan in the Early Twentieth Century 
 
Fig. 1.1 The map of Wuhan tri-cities, ca.1865-90 (Source: William T. Rowe, Hankow: Commerce and 
Society in a Chinese City, 1796-1889, 22). 
 
From the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), “Wuhan” was a customary acronym of Wuchang, 
Hankou (Hankow) and Hanyang tri-cities (Fig. 1.1). It is also the name given to the single 
municipality that they today comprise. This great triple metropolis of central China straddled 
the Yangtze at a point some 1,100 kilometers from its mouth (Fig. 1.2). Its location marked 
the transition between the easily navigable lower river and its treacherous upper reaches in 
western Hubei and Sichuan. Moreover, a short way up the Yangtze lay the mouth of the 
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Xiang River, the central artery of Hunan province, which linked central China with the south 
and southeast (Fig. 1.3). Thus, Wuhan constituted a center of communications for “Middle 
Yangtze Macroregion” (Fig. 1.4), essentially Hubei and Hunan, with portions of Jiangxi, 
Henan, and Shanxi appended.25   
 
Fig. 1.2 The map of China during the republican era (Source: Joseph W. Esherick, “Modernity and 
Nation in the Chinese City,” in Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity and National Identity, 1900-
1950, ed. Joseph W. Esherick, 3). 
                                                 
25 William G. Skinner, “Regional Urbanization in Nineteenth-Century China,” in City in Late Imperial China, ed. 
William G. Skinner (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1977), 212-15. 
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Fig. 1.3 A portion of the Middle Yangtze Macroregion (Source: Rowe, Commerce and Society, 64). 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 The map of macroregions, China (Source: John King Fairbank and Merle Goldman, China: A 
New History, 13). 
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Since at least the Han Dynasty (206BC-220), Wuchang was strategically important 
because of its location at the confluence of the Yangtze River and its largest tributary, the Han 
which flows in from the uplands of northwest China.26 As the center of administration and 
education, Wuchang under the Qing dynasty served as the seat of the Hubei governor and the 
governor-general of Hubei and Hunan provinces, and in the early Republic as the capital of 
Hubei Province. Across from Wuchang, at the northwest juncture of the Han and Yangtze, lay 
Hanyang, a much smaller, sleepy county seat with its modest administrative and commercial 
roles. To the northeast across the Han, was Hankou (Fig. 1.1). Although its late origin in the 
late 15th century,27 as the single largest port for the collection and sale of commodities in the 
entire Qing empire, Hankou reached its national prominence as the first among “Four Great 
Trading Towns in China” in the early 19th century.28 In 1861, Hankou was declared open as a 
treaty port with the British Concession established.29 Subsequently, till 1895, foreign trade 
gradually became a major adjunct to the existing domestic system.30 In general, each of the 
three cities had a distinct identity and history. 
In the last two decades of the Qing dynasty, the tri-cities benefited and prospered under 
the nationwide self-strengthening movement. Their integration as a single metropolis was 
triggered by a series of sweeping reforms under Hunan-Hubei governor-general Zhang 
Zhidong (Chang Chih-tung, 1837-1909). From 1889 to 1907, Zhang pushed the extensive 
reforms covering communications, finance, heavy industry and education in Wuhan in the 
wake of Western political and economic encroachment in China, justified by his “ti-yong” 
thinking.31 He established arsenals, iron mills, coal mines, and other government-sponsored 
                                                 
26 Pi Mingxiu, ed., Jindai Wuhan chengshishi [Urban history of modern Wuhan] (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue 
chubanshe, 1993), 23-26.  
27 Hankou appeared, when the Han River suddenly shifted its lower course and came to enter the Yangtze at a 
point just north of Hanyang city between 1463-1487, in the Ming Cheng-hua Reign.  
28 Pi Mingxiu and Wu Yong, ed., Hankou wubainian [Five hundred years of Hankou] (Wuhan: Hubei jiaoyu 
chubanshe, 1999), 26. The other three towns were Jingde in Jiangxi, Foshan in Guangdong, and Zhuxian in Henan.  
29 In 1861, Hankou was declared open as a treaty port in pursuance of the provisions of the Treaty of Tianjin and 
the Beijing Convention, which confirmed the opening of ten new treaty ports such as Hankou, Jiujiang, and the 
right of British ships to sail up the Yangtze.  
30 William T. Rowe, Hankow: Commerce and Society in a Chinese City, 1796-1889 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1984), 76-89. In 1895, the Treaty of Shimonoseki was signed, and for the first time legitimated 
the establishment of foreign factories in the interior of China.   
31 Zhang epitomized his line of reasoning as “Zhongxue wei ti; xixue wei yong [Chinese learning for fundamental 
principles; Western learning for use]”. From ships, guns, and foreign languages, the interest had grown to include 
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industrials. Hubei Arsenal and Hangyang Ironworks of 1890s, as well as several Wuchang 
cotton mills of next few years, marked the beginning of an extremely rapid development of 
local mechanized industry.32 Particularly, the Hanyang Ironworks became the hub of China’s 
iron and steel industry during the first half of the twentieth century.33 What’s more, Zhang 
supervised China’s first north-south railway, the Beijing-Hankou Railway. Its completion in 
1905 reinforced the strategic importance of Hankou as the center of domestic trade and 
heralded the beginning of an extremely rapid development of local industry.34  
In 1911, Wuhan, for the first time, assumed the focus of national politics as the birthplace 
of the 1911 Revolution. In October 1911, forces hostile to the ruling Qing dynasty launched a 
successful uprising in the city of Wuchang, then Hanyang and Hankou in succession, sparking 
a revolution which quickly overthrew the last emperor of all China and led to the 
establishment of the Republic. Between 1912 and 1927, the commercial economy of Wuhan 
reached new highs, partly benefiting from the international environment during World War I. 
Sophisticated, large-scale processing and manufacturing facilities for overseas were on the 
rise, and steam-powered manufacturing processes became widespread. The enterprises that 
Zhang Zhidong started moved from official control to merchant control (guandu shangban). 
For instance, the new Yangtze Ironworks (previous Hanyang Ironworks) became the largest 
operation of its kind in central China outside Shanghai. Hankou also grew into a major 
financial center in the 1920s.35 Although warlords fought each other, Wuhan prospered in the 
                                                                                                                                            
technology, technical learning, and Western education. These were the new means whereby the essence of China’s 
tradition might be preserved while its power was rebuilt in a changing world. See William Ayers, Chang Chih-
Tung and Educational Reform in China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971); Daniel H. Bays, 
China Enters the Twentieth Century: Chang Chih-Tung and the Issues of a New Age, 1895-1909 (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1978). 
32 William Rowe, Hankow: Commerce and Society in a Chinese City, 1796-1889 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1984), 12.  
33 In the 1890s, Zhang wrestled with the twin goals of strategic industrialization and modern military production in 
the midst of the Qing court’s emergency diversion of funds and resources to deal with the Russian and Japanese 
threats in the northeast. He chose to fund the ironworks for raw material rather than the arsenal for military arms. 
Hence over the long run the Hanyang Ironworks became the hub of China’s iron and steel industry during the first 
half of the twentieth century. See Thomas Kennedy, “Chang Chih-tung and the Struggle for Strategy 
Industrialization: The Establishment of the Hanyang Arsenal, 1884-1895,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 
33(1973): 154-182; Benjamin A. Elman, A Cultural History of Modern Science in China (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2006), 194.  
34 Wang Ke-wen ed. Modern China: An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism (New York: Garland 
Pub., 1998), 414-15.  
35 Stephen R. Mackinnon, “Wuhan’s Search for Identity in the Republican Period,” in Remaking the Chinese City, 
ed. Esherick, 163-64.  
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midst of a strong merchant-driven effort to modernize its economic and civic life.36 With the 
boom of capital and trade, and the modernization of banking, infrastructure and education, 
Wuhan gradually gained the reputation as inland China’s most modern city (Fig. 1.5). 
American observers readily associated its position in the national economy and its inland 
location with that of Chicago.37 Under a building boom, the foreign concessions in Hankou 
acquired a modern, industrializing façade that could rival those of Tianjin and Shanghai.38 
Nevertheless, given the lack of municipal institutions, there was little coordinated effort at 
overall urban or architectural planning.  
 
Fig. 1.5 The map of Wuhan tri-cities, ca.1927 (Source: MacKinnon, “Wuhan’s Search,” 164). 
                                                 
36 Zhou Yirang, “Wuhan sanzhen zhi xianzai ji qi jianglai,” [The Wuhan tri-cities and their future] Dongfang zazhi 
21, no.5 (1924): 66-69.  
37 Walter Weyl, “The Chicago of China,” Harper’s 18 (October 1918): 716-24.  
38 Yang Bingde, ed., Zhongguo jindai chengshi yu jianzhu [Modern Chinese Cities and Architecture] (Beijing: 
China Architecture and Building Press, 1993), 145-148. 
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In 1926, after the Guomindang’s Northern Expedition reached the Yangtze valley, Wuhan 
resurfaced politically as the capital of the national government. New principles of municipal 
administration were introduced by Sun Ke, the first mayor of Guangzhou in 1921 who 
reorganized this municipality according to contemporary western (particularly American) 
notions of municipal government.39 In April 1927, an integrated municipal government for 
Wuhan as a whole was established for the first time.40 Subsequently, Wuhan was entangled 
into civil wars between the different factions within the Guomindang,41 till April 1929 when 
Wuhan became a special municipality (tebieshi) with a full panoply of municipal departments, 
under the relatively tight control of the Nanjing government.42 Soon Wuhan tri-cities reverted 
to the semi-divided administrations; however, the new institutions of local municipal 
government were resumed, allowing for better administration of urban affairs.43 What’s more, 
a group of technocratic talents were employed into the new municipal government. Mostly 
educated in Europe, America or Japan, the technocrats took the Western-style municipal 
progress as a paradigm, and sought to implant the foreign models into Wuhan as means of 
social health advancement, commercial and industrial development, as well as nation-state 
building. Particularly, they shared an infrastructure-oriented view of the most pressing tasks 
facing city government, and launched a vigorous public works program to improve the city’s 
physical environment, including street cleaning, road improvement and expansion, planning 
of the city’s sewage system, and the building of municipal parks.   
The urban reconstruction campaign was interrupted in 1938 by the Anti-Japanese War. 
For ten months from January to October, Wuhan again assumed the focus as the wartime seat 
of a new coalition government after the Japanese had taken Shanghai and Nanjing and before 
                                                 
39 About Sun Ke’s activities in Guangzhou, see Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” 342-44, 354-55;  
40 Tu Wenxue, ed. Wuhan tongshi: Zhonghua Minguo juan (shang) [General History of Wuhan: the volume during 
the Republican era, first half] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2006), 150-52; Hankou minguo ribao, 17 April 1927.  
41 In 1927 Chang Kai-shek (1887-1975) and then Wang Jingwei (1883-1944) jettisoned the leftist Wuhan 
government in favor of a more conservative regime in Nanjing.  
42 The special municipalities were placed under the direct jurisdiction of the Ministry of Interior and their mayors, 
who would be appointed by the central government. The point, for the Guomindang, was to divorce these cities 
from the control of what were often rival provincial governments and strengthen the authority of the National 
Government by taking these powers and tax revenues away from the provinces.  
43 Pi, Jindai Wuhan, 349-56. Hankou was administered first under the province as a special zone, Hanyang as a 
county seat, and Wuchang as the provincial capital. In 1930, Hankou Special Municipality changed its name to 
Hankou Municipality. In 1932 after the 1931 flood, Hankou was returned to the control of Hubei provincial 
government.  
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Chiang Kai-shek retreated to Chongqing. Wuhan in 1938 was in the international spotlight as 
the capital of courageous Chinese people who, like citizens of Madrid, were locked in a life-
and-death struggle against the evil forces of fascism.44 After that, Wuhan was occupied by the 
Japanese, and administered by puppet municipal governments until 1945 when the Japanese 
were finally defeated.  
In general, the tri-city complex of Wuhan gained the reputation as inland China’s most 
modern city, and three times the city became the center stage of national politics – 1911 
Republican Revolution, 1927 Guomindang’s Northern Expedition, and 1938 Anti-Japanese 
War. In many ways, Wuhan became the place for a new and modern Chinese national identity 
embodied in early twentieth-century China.45  
 
1.3 Municipal Parks in Wuhan: 1927-1937  
Precursors of Wuhan’s parks were built in the foreign concessions of Hankou since the 
late nineteenth century. For instance, there were Customhouse Park (Haiguan gongyuan), 
Japanese Pleasure Garden (Riren gongle huayuan), Four Season Garden (Siji huayuan) and 
Victorian Park. In addition, there was a broad Open Ground between the city wall and the 
concessions (Fig. 1.6, Fig. 1.7). Next to Foreign Race Course (Xishang paomachang), it was a 
popular field for lawn tennis, green bowl, football and other exercises. Open for recreation, 
relaxation and fun, however, these parks excluded Chinese from the beginning.46  
                                                 
44 In welcoming speeches to a world peace delegation of international students in June 1938 at Wuhan University, 
Communist Wang Ming and Nationalist commander Chen Cheng played up the Wuhan-Madrid connection in a 
unified and carefully orchestrated effort to capture the imagination and energy of youth, as well as the eyes of the 
foreign press. For further details, see Huang Jianli, “The Formation of the Guomindang Youth Corps: An Analysis 
of Its Original Objectives,” East Asian History, no. 5 (1993): 133-48.   
45 Stephen R. Mackinnon, “Wuhan’s Search for Identity in the Republican Period,” in Remaking the Chinese City, 
ed. Esherick, 161-73.  
46 Wang Changfan, ed., Wuhan yuanlin: 1840-1985, 58-59.   
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Fig. 1.6 A view of the Open Ground and Hankou Foreign 
Race Course, ca.1890s (Source: Wuhan shi dang’anguan 
and Wuhan shi bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 56).  
Fig. 1.7 Hankou Foreign Race Course, ca. 




Fig. 1.8 A corner of Qin Yuan, 
ca.1920s (Source: Wang 
Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin, 
unpaged).  
 
Fig. 1.9 A scene in Qin Yuan, 1923 (Source: Wuhan shi 
dang’anguan and Wuhan shi bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 121). 
Besides, a couple of private gardens were opened for public entertainment in the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Some were traditional literati gardens such as Qin Yuan in 
Wuchang (Fig. 1.8, Fig. 1.9). Constructed by retired gentry-official Ren Tong, it was opened 
in the 1910s as a scenic and poetic retreat from urban bustles.47 Others were mixed-style 
gardens of compradors such as Liu Yuan in Hankou. Liu Yuan featured a couple of 
multistoried buildings, imported several electrical leisure facilities, and primarily catered to 
commercial activities of its owner Liu Xinsheng.48 In general, these parks resembled 
traditional Chinese gardens with pavilions and lily ponds, and without much of the open space 
characteristic of Western parks. And they unexceptionally charged a considerable admission 
fee, and thus excluded a large amount of the urban poor.49   
                                                 
47 Ren Tong, ed., Shahu zhi [Gazetteer of the Sha Lake] (Wuchang, 1926), 3-6.    
48 Liu Zaisu, Wuhan kuailan [Summary review of Wuhan] (Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1926), 9. 
49 Zhou Yirang, “Wuhan sanzhen,” 72-73.  
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Since the mid-1920s, especially after 1928, a sequence of municipal parks was 
conceptualized and materialized by local governments as one of the top priorities among the 
reformist projects. Shouyi Park, the first park in Wuhan without an entry fee, was opened in 
1924 Wuchang, commemorating the Wuchang Uprising which sparked the 1911 Revolution 
and led to the downfall of the imperial regime. Led by Xia Daonan, it reorganized previous 
Nai Yuan, a traditional garden of Hubei Judicial Administration Bureau (Nieshu) in the Qing 
dynasty, and built some memorial structures for the Insurrection. Later in 1933 it was 
expanded to embrace the whole Snake Hill, and turned into a great Wuchang Park. While 
some historical remains were restored, new facilities were introduced, such as a kindergarten, 
a library, a newspaper teahouse, a zoo, playgrounds, etc, providing much more recreation 
opportunities for people. Across the Yangtze, Zhongshan Park opened in 1929 Hankou in 
honor of Sun Yat-sen as the founding father of the Chinese Republic. Based on the previous 
1.3 ha of Xi Yuan, a private garden of Li Huatang, Zhongshan Park was enlarged to 12.5 ha in 
1934. It consisted of an artificial lake, old Xi Yuan, a formal garden, and various sports fields 
which held a number of athletic meetings. Besides, it was furnished with modern facilities 
such as a meteorological observatory, a library, a museum, greenhouses, public lavatories, 
etc.50 Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was a favorite site of Wuhan residents, and also the largest 
urban park along the Yangtze valley.  
What’s more, a metropolitan park system was proposed for Wuhan in 1929, envisioning a 
series of parks, larger in number, broader in coverage and richer in diversity, to be linked by 
grand avenues and boulevards.51 Firstly, a series of hills and lakes in Wuchang and Hanyang 
was appropriated for great natural parks; for Hankou, where there remained few natural hills 
or lakes, ten large parcels were reserved to be great parks at the newly-reclaimed inland area 
outside the old city wall. These large parks would serve the entire city, and provide the people 
with a refuge from the urban milieu. Secondly, a network of grand parkways (gongyuan 
                                                 
50 Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang [Synopsis of Hankou Municipal Constructions], 
no.1 (1930): 37-38.  
51 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): jihua 9, gongwu 
xingzheng jihua gailüe 11.  
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dadao) was proposed linking all the large parks. Flanked with rows of overarching trees, these 
parkways, would not only carry local people to new large parks under a canopy of green, but 
also create a park-like environment benefiting the bodies and spirits of the residents nearby.52 
Thirdly, a variety of small-scaled parks were also planned as local “breathing lawns” (tongqi 
caodi), providing fresh air and enabling healthy exercise for the people living in the vicinity.  
According to the plan, the scenic areas of Grand Hill (Hongshan), Taming Tiger Hill 
(Fuhushan), Erecting Sword Spring (Zhuodaoquan) and Tiger Spring (Huquan) at the east 
suburb of Wuchang were also opened, as cemeteries (gongmu) for the fallen officers and 
soldiers in the Nationalist revolutions. Tortoise Hill in Hanyang was also surveyed and 
proposed to open as Hanyang Fuxing Park. Some riverfront areas in Hankou and Hanyang 
were planted, and some originally bare and windswept tracts in suburb were reclaimed as 
nurseries. Regarding small-scaled parks, Fuqian Park was completed in front of Hankou’s 
municipal government building, and Yuemachang Park was constructed in front of the 
Hubei’s Guomindang Party Headquarters. They were furnished with geometric parterres, 
fountains, pavilions, benches and small athletic fields, catering to people’s quick relaxation 
and refreshment. Besides, several parkways were built in the 1930s, such as Riverfront 
Avenue and Zhongzheng Boulevard in Hankou.53 All these parks and parkways, 
predominantly funded and administered by the local municipal government, were free of 
entrance fee for the rich and the poor, men and women, young and old, Chinese and 
foreigners, and offered them a broad range of recreation and enjoyment.  
Around 1938, the Anti-Japanese War (1938-1945) interrupted the ongoing park 
construction. Many parks suffered tremendous damage from fire, negligence, and the 
catastrophes of war. The Anti-Japanese War had barely come to an end in 1945 when a civil 
war began. The years of 1945-1949 were another period of turmoil. With threats of civil strife, 
                                                 
52 Ibid., gongcheng 83.  
53 Hankou shi zhengfu [Hankou’s municipal government], ed., Hankou shizheng gaikuang: minguo ershisinian 
qiyue zhi ershiwunian liuyue Introduction of Hankou municipality: July 1935 – June 1936] (Hankou: Hankou shi 
zhengfu, 1936), 1-6; Pi, Jindai Wuhan, 357-60.  
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economic instability, and a nation of weary and war-torn people, the public park movement 
failed to gain any ground. 
In general, Wuhan’s municipal parks during 1927-37 were consciously designed as a new 
kind of public space, catering to the needs of the whole community’s mental and physical 
well-being. Typically, for a number of parks in other republican cities, which were 
transformed from former private or imperial gardens, the physical plans of previous grounds 
were neither reshaped nor carefully preserved upon being christened public parks.54 As far as 
Wuhan’s municipal parks were concerned, most of them were either following Western-
inspired geometric planning, or a mixture of the formal and traditional Chinese garden design. 
What’s more, the parks were consciously designed multi-functional. Some of them were 
supplied with libraries, museums, zoos and other facilities, inculcating scientific knowledge 
to visitors. Some configured a wide range of sports fields and facilities, and hosted a number 
of athletic meetings, encouraging men and women, young and old to do exercises and build 
up their bodies. Besides, monuments and other memorial structures were constructed in the 
parks for people to pay their respects, while a range of assembly halls and outdoor stages was 
built for public gatherings and lectures. Obviously, the municipal parks took various tastes 
and preferences into consideration, rather than offered limited types of elite leisure activities 
familiar from the imperial days. Further at the city level, they covered a range of types, such 
as nature reserves, suburban parks, large urban parks, smaller neighborhood parks, cemeteries 
and planted avenues, making park improvements more accessible throughout the Wuhan tri-
cities. 
Moreover, these municipal parks in Wuhan, open free to all visitors, enabled a wider 
social mix in comparison with their counterparts in other Chinese cities. At that time, some 
public parks, such as Beijing’s Central Park, Citizen’s Park and Chengdu’s Shaocheng Park, 
had admission charges, which effectively prevented the huge working class (almost 80% of 
                                                 
54 Dong Yue, “Memories of the Present: The Vicissitudes of Transition in Republican Beijing, 1911-1937” (PhD 
diss., University of California, San Diego, 1997), 152. 
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the urban population) from frequenting the parks.55 Municipal parks in Guangzhou also saw 
several reversals on the entry fee, for both financial and manageable considerations. Free 
public parks would have attracted beggars, the homeless, and other undesirables, something 
park administrators wanted to avoid for fear of losing middle-class patrons. Therefore, 
although parks were claimed to be public and nonprofit institutions throughout the period, the 
reality remained that a large economic underclass was excluded from the newly-created 
public urban space.56 In comparison, Wuhan’s municipal parks dismantled this barrier and 
had visitors from all sections of the society.   
Practically, the municipal parks attracted a large number of visitors, and contained a great 
diversity of social activities. For example, Hankou’s Zhongshan Park had to enlarge its gate 
due to the overcrowded visitors.57 Many residents who used to indulge themselves in smoking 
and gambling, came out to the parks, walking, swimming, boating, or reading.58 Quite 
frequently, the government organized memorial ceremonies, public lectures, exhibitions, 
floral festivals, athletic games, and parades there. Parks also became a favorite site for public 
gatherings, and hosted a large number of public meetings at various scales. In essence, these 
new public parks entered the political and social life of the city people and contributed to the 
emergence of a new urban culture.  
On the basis of above analyses, my dissertation takes Wuhan’s municipal parks and 
parkways between 1927 and 1937 as the research focus, and attempts to move away from the 
conventional model of individual parks and to examine the whole park system. Through 
examining its conceptualization and materialization, it intends to articulate a spatial 
understanding of the unprecedented green infrastructure in the contexts of Wuhan’s 
topographical development, the urban park movement worldwide, and the Chinese material 
                                                 
55 Admission charges, ranging from 20 copper coins to 1 silver dollar, were usually more than an urban worker 
(who on average made only 40 coppers a day in the early twentieth century) could afford. See Shi Mingzheng, 
“From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks: The Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century 
Beijing,” Modern China 24, no.3 (1998): 245-47; Li Deying, “Gongyuan li de shehui chongtu – Yi jindai Chengdu 
chengshi gongyuan wei li” [Social conflicts in parks: A case study of parks in modern Chengdu], Shilin, no.1 
(2003): 1-11.  
56 Shi, “From Imperial Gardens,” 245-46.  
57 Wu Guobing, “Wo yu Hankou Zhongshan Gongyuan ji shizheng jianshe” [Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, urban 
constructions and me], in Wuhan wenshi ziliao wenku [Cultural and historical records of Wuhan], ed. Zhengxie 
Wuhan shi weiyuanhui wenshi xuexi weiyuanhui (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 1998), vol. 3, 478.  
58 Ibid., 480.  
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and intellectual modernization in the wake of the Western encroachment. The research 
attempts to explore the following questions:  
1. What were these municipal parks and parkways like, such as locations, layouts, forms, 
facilities? When and how were they conceived and constructed? What were the original plans 
like? By whom? How much were the plans turned into reality? Why and why not?  
2. How new were these municipal parks? Besides the accessibility, what were the 
differences between traditional private gardens and municipal parks? Were there similarities 
or continuities? If yes what were they?  
3. What is a municipal park? What is a municipal park system? We have been 
conditioned to believe that this name designates a piece of artfully reconfigured land, a 
tangible realization of a design by a specific designer or designers. But is it accurate? Is a park 
best understood as a designed natural landscape?  
4. What functions, in political, economic, social and cultural aspects, were assigned to 
these municipal parks? Who defined them? How did they work in use? Were there certain 
disparity between the intended use of parks and the way that groups or individuals actually 
used them? If yes, what was the disparity? In comparison with the worldwide park movement, 
as well as the nationwide park construction, what were the differences and similarities? What 
roles did Wuhan’s municipal parks actually play in the contexts of Chinese material and 
intellectual modernization?  
 
1.4 Relative Research, Knowledge Gap and Research Approach 
Past Research 
Studies on Public Parks in China 
Today, public parks in contemporary China, are mostly taken as a kind of designed 
landscape, and the corresponding studies remain mainly within the realm of architectural and 
art history. For Chinese researchers on modern architecture, in the more typical tendency of 
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architectural history to focus on the modern buildings, it is frequently neglected that gardens 
or designed landscapes also underwent remarkable transformations in the East-West cultural 
encounters.59 Among the existing studies on Chinese gardens and groves (Zhongguo yuanlin), 
modern parks are generally at a marginal existence overshadowed by classic gardens.60 The 
researches mainly discuss the aesthetic and stylistic changes in the form of casual references, 
and record modern parks as part of the parenthetical history of garden or landscape design. At 
times, these brief descriptive studies understate the transformations of public parks in the 
republican era, and exaggerate their developments after 1949 due to political considerations.  
Most recently, a couple of social historians begins their tentative investigations on certain 
modern urban parks, taking public parks as interesting points of departure that provide unique 
perspectives from which to view society. In “From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks: The 
Transformation of Urban Space in Early Twentieth-Century Beijing”, Shi Mingzheng 
examines the elimination of imperial space and the expansion of public space in modern 
                                                 
59 In diverse versions of Zhongguo jianzhu shi [History of Chinese Architecture], public parks are generally 
omitted, although modern architecture has gradually received considerable attention. See Liang Sicheng, 
Zhongguo jianzhushi (Tianjin: Baihua wenyi chubanshe, 1998); Pan Guxi, ed., Zhongguo jianhushi, 4th ed. 
(Beijing: China Architecture and Building Press, 2001); Zou Denong, Zhongguo xiandai jianzhu shi [A history of 
modern Chinese architecture] (Tianjin: Tianjin kexue jishu chubanshe, 2001). During the survey of modern 
architectural heritages of the fourteen Chinese cities in the 1980s-90s, urban parks seemed out of the vision of 
architectural historians. The survey was organized by Institute of Chinese Modern Architecture and Japanese 
Institute of Asian Modern Architecture. Fourteen modern Chinese cities were listed. They were Tianjin, 
Guangzhou, Haerbing, Nanjing, Qingdao, Wuhan, Yantai, Beijing, Chongqing, Kunming, Lushan, Xiamen, Dalian, 
Shenyang, Yingkou, Jinan. Wu Jiang, in his work Shanghai bainian jianzhu shi: 1840-1949 [The History of 
Shanghai Architecture: 1840-1949], has labeled public parks as one of the new architectural types, but supplied no 
further descriptions or explanations. See Wu Jiang, Shanghai bainian jianzhushi: 1840-1949 [History of Shanghai 
architecture, 1840-1949] (Shanghai: Tongji daxue chubanshe, 1997). And among the nearly 300 articles published 
in the nine conferences on modern history of Chinese architecture from 1988 to 2006, public parks are seldom 
discussed as a research focus. These conferences were presided by the late Prof Wang Tan and Prof Zhang Fuhe, 
first in Beijing in 1986, second in Wuhan in 1988, third in Dalian in 1990, fourth in Chongqing in 1992, fifth in 
Lushan in 1996, sixth in Taiyuan in 1998, seventh in Guangzhou and Macau in 2000, eighth in Ningbo in 2002, 
ninth in Kaiping in 2004, and tenth at Beihai in 2006. According to the ten volumes of proceedings, there are only 
two articles taking public parks as a research focus. See Li Shiqiao and Zhang Tianjie, “Gonghe de lixiang yu 
gonggong kongjian: Hankou Zhongshan gongyuan 1928-1938” [Republican Ideals and Public Space: Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park from 1928 to 1938], in Zhongguo jindai jianzhu yanjiu yu baohu [Research and Conservation of 
Modern Chinese Architecture IV], edited by Zhang Fuhe (Beijing: Qinghua daxue chubanshe, 2004), 409-22; Jia 
Jun, “Jiuyuan xin gongyuan, chengshi sheng linhe – cong Zhongyang gongyuan nianwu zhounian jiniankan xidu 
Beijing zhongyang gongyuan”[New Park from Old Temple and Wonderful Landscape in City – Exploration of 
Central Park in Beijing with An Analysis of the Anthology for the 25th Anniversary of the Central Park], in 
Zhongguo jindai jianzhu yanjiu yu baohu 5 [Research and Conservation of Modern Chinese Architecture, vol.5], 
ed. Zhang Fuhe (Beijing: Qinghua daxue Press, 2006), 521-28. 
60 An Huaiqi ed., Zhongguo yuanlin shi [The history of Chinese landscape architecture] (Shanghai: Tongji daxue 
chubanshe, 1991); Meng Yanan, Zhongguo yuanlin shi (Taibei: Wenjin chubanshe, 1993); Ren Changtai and 
Meng Yanan, ed., Zhongguo yuanlin shi (Beijing: Beijing yanshan chubanshe, 1995). The first edition, among its 
ten chronological chapters on Chinese gardens and groves in total, includes modern public parks into the last 
chapter. The latter two editions end their chronological analyses at the imperial and private gardens in Qing 
dynasty, and thus completely neglect modern parks.  
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Beijing.61 Taking newly-established parks as venues that different forces contested to control, 
the research demonstrates the recentralization impulses of the early republican governments 
and the roles of both the state and the local elite in the public park movement of Beijing, so as 
to join the prevailing debate on “public sphere/civil society” in Chinese studies.62 The 
perspective has also been adopted by a few Chinese scholars. For instance, Zhao Ke, Li 
Deying analyze Shaocheng Park in Chengdu, Xiong Yuezhi explores Zhang Yuan in 
Shanghai, Chen Jingjing examines urban parks in Guangzhou, and Chen Yunqian studies the 
Zhongshan Park movement in the republican era under the cult of Sun Yat-sen.63 These 
studies pay attention to various social and political activities in public parks. However, they 
barely touch on physical environments and components, probably due to disciplinary 
restrictions.  
 
Studies on Remaking Chinese cities 
From a modest start in the 1970s, the history of modern China has become one of the 
most active fields of academic research. On the basis of the increasingly open availability of 
source materials and the development of social science theories, the past two decades saw a 
substantial reassessment of China’s Republican era (1911-49), a previously so-called 
                                                 
61 Shi Mingzheng, “From Imperial Gardens,” 219-54.   
62 The debate is about the expansion of a public sphere in late imperial and early republican Chinese society. The 
works of Mary Rankin (1986) and William Rowe (1984, 1989), for example, focusing on late imperial Zhejiang 
and Hankou, respectively, point to community-centered, extra-bureaucratic elite activism as the major force behind 
China's modern political transformation. The work of David Strand (1989) on early republican Beijing further 
demonstrates how new organizations, such as the police, political parties, chambers of commerce, and labor unions, 
developed in parallel with old institutions, such as guilds, volunteer firefighting brigades and militias, charities, 
labor gangs, and elite mediation. Together, these works suggest that the public sphere expanded rapidly, taking 
advantage of the state’s inability to extend itself aggressively into new areas of social life. See Shi Mingzheng, 
“From Imperial Gardens,” 219; Mary Backus Rankin, Elite Activism and Political Transformation in China: 
Zhejiang Province, 1865-1911 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1986); Rowe, Commerce and Society; 
Rowe, Conflict and Community; David Strand, Rickshaw Beijing: City People and Politics in the 1920s (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1989).  
63 Zhao Ke, “Shaocheng gongyuan de pishe yu jindai Chengdu,” [Construction of Shaocheng Park and modern 
Chengdu], Journal of Chengdu University (Social Science), no.2(1999): 37-40; Li Deying, “Gongyuan,” 1-11; 
Xiong Yuezhi, “Zhang Yuan – Wanqing Shanghai yige gonggong kongjian yanjiu,” [Zhang Yuan: A case study of 
public space in late imperial Shanghai] Dang’an  yu shixue [Archives and historiography], no.6 (1996): 31-42; 
Chen Jingjing, “Jindai Guangzhou chengshi huodong de gonggong changsuo – gongyuan,” [Park: Public space of 
the city activities in modern Guangzhou], Supplement to The Journal of Sun Yat-sen University (Social Science) 20, 
no.3 (2000): 116-26; Chen Yunqian, “Kongjian chongzu yu Sun Zhongshan chongbai: yi minguo shiqi Zhongshan 
gongyuan wei zhongxin de kaocha” [Reconstruction of space and the worship towards Sun Yat-sen: an 
investigation with Yat-sen Park as its center in the Republic of China], Shilin, no.1 (2006): 1-18.  
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confused interregnum between the Qing dynasty and the Communist state.64 The scholarship 
has broken away from the revolutionary paradigm and the anti-urban stance of the Maoist era, 
and viewed the Republican period increasingly as part of a continuous transition during which 
China modified its traditional society and adapted to new roles in world affairs – sometimes 
with considerable success.65 The research focus has shifted away from early Republican 
national governments and national revolutionary movements towards local social 
organizations, and cultural history. Cities, as the locus of modern and vibrant centers of 
economic, social, and cultural change, have received a growing interest in both China and 
abroad.66 In particular, the urban transformation in early twentieth century, with both physical 
and social manifestations, has been acquiring earnest concerns of historians in Chinese studies.  
Initially, The Chinese City between Two Worlds asserted the historical significance of 
cities in China, and launched studies on the modernization of traditional Chinese cities. As the 
authors indicate, “China’s first encounter with modern industrial civilization took place in the 
cities; it was in the cities too, that Chinese efforts at modernization began.”67 From the 1980s, 
scholars have investigated a much broader range of issues related to the physical, political, 
social and cultural transformation of the modern Chinese city, for instance, Michael Tsin’s on 
Guangzhou municipal government, Kristin Stapleton’s on urban planning and administration 
in Chengdu, Frederic Wakeman’s on the Shanghai police, Ruth Rogaski’s about Bureau of 
Public Hygiene in Tianjin, Brett Sheehan’s on banks, and Shi Mingzheng’s urban 
infrastructure in warlord Beijing, and other researches about public utility companies.68 These 
                                                 
64 In this initial phase, the Republican era was perceived as a passing moment epitomized by political corruption, 
student movements, and revolutionary parties. Scholarly priorities were focused on the early history of the Chinese 
Communist Party and on the socio-economic analysis of the countryside where the Chinese revolution had 
achieved its first success. For instance, in the two Republican-era volumes of the Cambridge History of China, the 
1911-49 period was seen as one of destructive disintegration of an old, predominantly rural, social and political 
order presided over by a corrupt and ineffective Nationalist state.  
65 Yeh Wen-hsin, “Introduction: Interpreting Chinese Modernity, 1900-1950,” in Becoming Chinese: Passages to 
Modernity and Beyond, ed. Yeh Wen-hsin (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 1-3.  
66 Until the 1970s, cities and urban life were not of major interest to scholars researching modern Chinese history, 
perhaps because, as Mark Elvin and G. William Skinner suggested, scholars were “bemused by the fact that the 
Maoist revolution came from the countryside and seemingly (though only seemingly) bypassed the cities as agents 
of change.” See Mark Elvin and G. William Skinner, eds., The Chinese City between Two Worlds (Stanford, Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 1974). 
67 Elvin and Skinner, Chinese City, 2.  
68 Michael Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity in China: Canton, 1900-1927 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1999); Stapleton, Civilizing Chengdu; Jr. Frederic Wakeman, Policing Shanghai, 1927-1937 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995); Ruth Rogaski, “From Protecting the Body to Defending the 
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studies, mostly focusing on one aspect of a specific city, articulate the development of new 
institutions and infrastructure in modern Chinese cities, and make diversified evaluations of 
urban reformist projects. In addition, some other works puncture the modern façade and 
present a much more complex view of republican Chinese cities.69 They attempt to uncover 
connections between urban popular and consumer cultures, and issues whose significance 
extends beyond the city itself, such as nationalism, the construction of gender identity in a 
changing society, and Chinese modernity. Altogether, these micro-histories present a multi-
layered, diversified, cosmopolitan urban fabric interweaving the modern and the traditional.70  
Since the 1990s, a group of historians, on the basis of their PhD research, have been 
advancing the issue of urban space as part of the agenda for research in modern China. They 
have explored the changing urban landscapes in cities like Beijing, Nanjing, Suzhou, 
                                                                                                                                            
Nation: The Emergence of Public Health in Tianjin, 1859-1953” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1996); Brett 
Sheehan, “The Currency of Legitimation: Banks, Bank Money and State-Society Relations in Tianjin, China, 
1916-1938” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1997); Shi Mingzheng, “Beijing Transforms: Urban 
Infrastructure, Public Works, and Social Change in the Chinese Capital, 1900-1928” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia 
University, 1993).  
69 Beyond male-dominated elites, some studies have paid attention to the experiences of the industrial working 
class, sojourners and migrants from the countryside, and women of different classes and statuses. Bryna Goodman, 
Native Place, City, and Nation: Regional Networks and Identities in Shanghai, 1853-1937 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1995); Jr. Frederic Wakeman and Yeh Weh-hsin, eds., Shanghai Sojourners (Berkeley: 
University of California, Institute of East Asian Studies, Center for Chinese Studies, 1992); Elizabeth Perry, 
Shanghai on Strike: The Politics of Chinese Labor (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1993); Gail 
Hershatter, The Workers of Tianjin, 1900-1949 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1986); Emily Honig, 
Sisters and Strangers: Women in the Shanghai Cotton Mills, 1919-1949 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University 
Press, 1986); Emily Honig, Creating Chinese Ethnicity: Subei People in Shanghai, 1850-1980 (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 1992); Gail Hershatter, Dangerous Pleasures: Prostitution and Modernity in Twentieth-
Century Shanghai (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997); Weikun Cheng, “Nationalists, Feminists, and 
Petty Urbanites: The Changing Image of Women in Early Twentieth-Century Beijing and Tianjin” (Ph.D. diss., 
Johns Hopkins University, 1996). Some others explore urban culture through tourism, newspapers, popular novels, 
pictorials, radio broadcasting, movies, and other popular forms of entertainment. For instance, Perry Link, 
Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies: Popular Fiction in Early Twentieth-Century Chinese Cities (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1981); Zhang Yingjin, The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film: Configurations of 
Space, Time, and Gender (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1996); Zhang Yingjin, ed., Cinema and 
Urban Culture in Shanghai, 1922-1943 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1999); Leo Ou-fan Lee, 
Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China: 1930-1945 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1999); Yeh Wen-hsin, ed., Becoming Chinese: Passages to Modernity and Beyond (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2000). Recent dissertations on urban cultures include Carlton Benson, “From 
Teahouse to Radio: Storytelling and the Commercialization of Culture in 1930s Shanghai” (Ph.D. diss., University 
of California, Berkeley, 1996); Joshua L. Goldstein, “Theatrical Imaginations: Peking Opera and China’s Cultural 
Crisis, 1890-1937” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, San Diego, 2000); Jin Jiang, “Women and Public Culture: 
Poetics and Politics of Women's Yue Opera in Republican China, 1930s-1940s” (Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 
1998); Liping Wang, “Paradise for Sale: Urban Space and Tourism in the Social Transformation of Hangzhou, 
1589-1937” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, San Diego, 1997), etc.  
70 They have reflected a growing integration into Chinese studies of not-so-new developments in sociology and 
cultural studies as well as growing access to Chinese archives, which has facilitated a burgeoning of research on 
topics that were previously largely inaccessible.  
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Hangzhou, Ningbo, Chengdu, Xiamen and so on.71 The studies have considerably engaged 
new developments in cultural history and urban studies. Informed by Michel Foucault’s 
problematization of disciplinary power,72 many of them examine the city as a site of both 
cultural production and cultural representation, and correspondingly read minute, empirically 
observable particularities to reveal the codes, forces, and processes at work in shaping cultural 
forms. Regarding current scholarship in cultural history, the interpretation of cultural form in 
                                                 
71 For instance, Shi Mingzheng deals with the public space to investigate the roles of both the state and society in 
Beijing’s transformations. He argues that the late Qing and early republican reforms transformed urban space, and 
the interplay of official and private forces – the municipal government and local gentry and merchants – shaped the 
outcome. See Shi Mingzheng, “Beijing Transforms”. Dong Yue, regarding the built environment and people’s 
consciousness of space as a crucial factor to the formation of urban identity in Republican Beijing, scrutinized 
spatial and administrative transformations, the pattern of power relations revealed in the struggle among different 
forces to control urban spaces, and state-sponsored projects to construct new public, symbolic, and ceremonial 
spaces. In conclusion, she developed the concept of “recycling”, which described and theoretically framed a 
primary mode of material and cultural production and circulation that came to characterize Republican Beijing. 
See Dong Yue, “Memories of the Present”; Madeleine Yue Dong, Republican Beijing: The City and Its Histories 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003). Besides, focusing on the construction of the symbolic legitimacy 
of a capital city, Charles Musgrove delineated the scientific methodology used to plan the Nationalist Nanjing, the 
aesthetic experiments used to construct it, the reinvention of traditions used to make official spaces seem sacred, 
etc. The intention was to demonstrate that the legitimacy was the product of conflicts, rather than the unanimity 
under the charisma of the late Sun Yat-sen. See Musgrove, “Nation’s Concrete Heart”. In addition to capital cities, 
Peter Carroll investigated the late nineteenth and early twentieth century transformation of Suzhou’s intellectual, 
physical, and social urban spaces as government officials, business elites, and common citizens strove to remake a 
traditional city into a vibrantly modern and distinctly Chinese urban center. By exploring the (re)construction of 
the city’s first horse-road, the grand Prefectural Confucian Temple, and various ancient monuments, he elucidated 
how modern urban space was created out of conflicts over notions of local self-interest, national civilization, and 
local history. See Peter James Carroll, “Between Heaven and Modernity: The Late Qing and Early Republic 
(Re)Construction of Suzhou Urban Space” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1998); Peter James Carroll, Between 
Heaven and Modernity: Reconstructing Suzhou, 1895-1937 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2006). 
Wang Liping studies the emergence of Hangzhou as a modern tourist city through the reorganization of urban 
space and the manipulation of historical traditions of sightseeing. It analyzes the modern response of Hangzhou’s 
elite to the city’s decline in status in terms of the invention of tradition and the commodification of culture. See 
Wang Liping, “Paradise for sale: urban space and tourism in the social transformation of Hangzhou, 1589-1937” 
(PhD diss., University of California, San Diego, 1997). Qin Shao conducted a multidimensional study of a 
simulation of modernity that transformed a provincial town Nantong, from a rural backwater to a model of 
progress between 1890 and 1930. This transformation was dissected through depicting a range of new institutional 
and cultural phenomena used by the elite to exhibit the modern, such as a museum, theater, cinema, sports arenas, 
parks, photographs, name cards, paper money, clocks, architecture, investigative tourism, and so on. See Shao Qin, 
Culturing modernity: the Nantong Model, 1890-1930 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2004). Another 
historian, Wang Di, highlighted the streets in Chengdu, a shared public space in an under-studied inland city, 
during the transformative decades between 1870 and 1930. He explored the relationship between urban 
commoners and public space, the role that community and neighborhood played in public life, how the reform 
movement and Republican revolution changed everyday life, and how popular culture and local politics interacted. 
Furthermore, he argued that life in public spaces was radically transformed in Chengdu in the early twentieth 
century, and that this resulted in the reconstruction of urban public space, the re-creation of people’s public roles, 
and the redefinition of the relations between ordinary people, local elites, and the state. See Wang Di, “Street 
Culture: Public Space, Urban Commoners, and Local Politics in Chengdu, 1875-1928” (PhD diss., the Johns 
Hopkins University, 1999); Wang Di, Street Culture in Chengdu: Public Space, Urban Commoners, and Local 
Politics, 1870-1930 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2003). There are also studies on other cities such 
as Guangzhou, Xiamen, Dalian, etc. See Wing-yu Hans Yeung, “Guangzhou, 1800-1925: The Urban Evolution of 
a Chinese Provincial Capital,” (PhD diss., University of Hong Kong, 1999); James Alexander Cook, “Bridges to 
Modernity: Xiamen, Overseas Chinese and Southeast Coastal Modernization, 1843-1937,” (PhD diss., University 
of California, San Diego, 1998); Christian A. Hess, “From Colonial Jewel to Socialist Metropolis: Dalian, 1895-
1955” (PhD diss., University of California, San Diego, 2006).  
72 Many of them have endorsed Foucault’s critique against any understanding of culture as reflective of social 
reality. Most of these studies embraced Foucault’s works in their analyses. And related works appeared in their 
reference, for example, Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1979); Michel Foucault and Paul Rabinow, The Foucault Reader (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984).  
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the search for original meaning is replaced with the search to reveal the making of meaning, 
and such making is presumed to vary depending on agency and reception. Thus, there is a 
preference for revealing the richness of relationships over the simplicity achieved by systems 
or abstractions.73 Correspondingly, these works present diversified and complex pictures of 
the inter-nested physical, intellectual, and social transformations within the late Qing and 
Republican cities. What’s more, considerably inspired by theoreticians such as Henri 
Lefebvre, Jürgen Habermas, David Harvey and so on,74 they explore topics like representation, 
social control, urban identity, territory, the uses of space and everyday life, and make efforts 
to reveal the means by which people inscribe space with meanings. In their discussions, they 
treat space as a site through which social relations are made manifest. It is an insight with 
profound implications for architectural history, but as researchers specialized in cultural and 
social history, they grasp it without interest, understanding, or focus on concerns specific to 
architecture. As a result, these works raise important issues about the way cityscapes are 
construed and perceived, but proceed essentially tangential to architectural history.   
Recognizably, some works above are answers to the recent call in modern Chinese history 
for studies on cities that lie “beyond Shanghai”.75 To a certain degree, in the past two decades, 
Shanghai has become the singular focus of studies on modern Chinese cities. As China’s 
largest city with its economic and cultural dominance, however, it cannot represent the full 
range and diversity of the urban experience in modern China. In this vein, Esherick’s 
Remaking the Chinese City investigates cities such as Tianjin, Changchun, Chengdu, 
Hangzhou, Beijing, Nanjing, Wuhan and Chongqing, seeking to address, in a comparative 
way, issues that affected modern cities in China and the world.76 In this volume, Stephen 
                                                 
73 Stieber, “Microhistory of the Modern City,” 383.  
74 Henri Lefebvre, Writings on Cities, translated and introduced by Eleonore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas 
(Cambridge, Mass: Blackwell Publishers, 1996); Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public 
Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989); David Harvey, 
The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural Change (Oxford England; Cambridge, 
Mass.: Blackwell, 1989); David Harvey, The Urban Experience (Oxford, UK: B. Blackwell, 1989). These books 
are listed in their reference.  
75 Joseph Esherick, “Modernity and Nation in the Chinese City,” in Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity and 
National Identity, 1900-1950, ed. Esherick (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000), 12-13; Yeh Wen-hsin, 
“Introduction: Interpreting Chinese Modernity, 1900-1950,” in Becoming Chinese: Passages to Modernity and 
Beyond, ed. Yeh (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 3-4.   
76 David Strand, “New Chinese Cities,” in Remaking the Chinese City, ed. Esherick, 223.  
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MacKinnon contributes to the chapter on Wuhan, namely, “Wuhan’s Search for Identity in 
the Republican Period”. But unfortunately, the reformist projects by local municipal 
governments in the 1920s and 1930s were outside of his vision. As a historian who wrote 
prolifically on Chinese journalism in the 1990s, MacKinnon devotes half length of the article 
to Wuhan in 1938, when the Sino-Japanese War brought extraordinarily open political 
atmosphere and transplanted unprecedented cultural flowering from Shanghai.77 Concerned 
more about the merchant-driven efforts from 1911 to 1927, he says, “except for the 
construction of new foreign bank headquarters and a city park in Hankou, relatively little in 
the way of impressive new building went up in the business districts of Wuchang or Hankou 
during the 1930s.”78 For him, the efforts of urban reconstruction from the late 1920s to the 
1930s, are clouded by the relatively tight control of Guomindang, stagnant urban economy 
and perhaps the inaccessibility of pertinent primary materials.  
Besides MacKinnon’s work, there exist considerable researches focusing on modern 
Wuhan. The late imperial Hankou has been elegantly analyzed by William Rowe in his two 
seminal books.79 His study has successfully enriched our understanding of late imperial 
Wuhan’s urban landscape, freed future urban historians from the trappings of previous 
theoretical shortcomings dealing with urban development in China, and presented a 
formidable raising of the bar for future urban historians to follow.80 As for the republican 
decades, a series of articles has revealed diversified scenes during the 1911 Revolution, the 
1927 Insurrection, or the 1938 Emergency.81 The city of Wuhan has received the attention it 
deserves. However, the studies on Republican Wuhan (1911-49), especially Nationalist 
                                                 
77 Stephen MacKinnon publishes on Chinese journalism, with articles on press freedom and the Chinese 
Revolution, U.S. media coverage of China, and the history of the Chinese press in the Republican period. See 
http://www.asu.edu/clas/history/faculty/mackinnon.html.   
78 MacKinnon, “Wuhan’s Search,” 166.  
79 William T. Rowe, Hankow: Commerce and Society in a Chinese City, 1796-1889 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1984); Rowe, Hankow: Conflict and Community in a Chinese City, 1796-1895 (Stanford, Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 1989). 
80 Linda Cook Johnson, Review of Hankow: Conflict and Community in a Chinese City, 1796-1895, by William 
Rowe, Pacific Affairs 63, no.3 (1989): 387-388; Keith Schoppa, Review of Hankow: Conflict and Community in a 
Chinese City, 1796-1895, The American Historical Review 96, no.1 (1991): 230-231.  
81 Hsiao Tso-Liang, “The Dispute over a Wuhan Insurrection in 1927,” The China Quarterly, no.33 (1968): 108-22; 
Tien-wei Wu, “A Review of the Wuhan Debacle: The Kuomintang-Communist Split of 1927,” The Journal of 
Asian Studies 29, no.1 (1969): 125-43; Stephen R. MacKinnon, “The Tragedy of Wuhan, 1938,” Modern Asian 
Studies 30, no.4 (1996): 931-43. 
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Wuhan (1927-37), are mostly carried out under the obsolete revolutionary paradigm, and the 
issue of urban space is overshadowed by complex political conflicts. 
For Chinese scholars on modern Wuhan, most of whom are from non-architectural fields, 
their achievements during these last 25 years have been impressive. Archives have been 
organized and partly opened, and documents have been collected and compiled.82 A large 
amount of research has been done in recent years, greatly fleshing out our understanding 
about urban society and culture of Wuhan during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.83 In 
particular, some of them have started to investigate the urban transformation in early 
twentieth-century Wuhan. Having broken away from previous interpretive frameworks based 
upon the concept of class conflict in the Maoist era, nevertheless, they generally retain an 
essentially Marxist approach emphasizing the role of economic and social transformations as 
moving forces of history. Some of them have investigated municipal parks, and have 
                                                 
82 For instance, Wuhan shi zhi (Wuhan Gazetteers), over 12,270,000 words in 28 volumes, cover wide-ranging 
aspects from 1849 to 1985 like politics, economics, urban construction, culture, society, etc. See Wuhan difangzhi 
bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan Gazetteers], ed., Wuhan shizhi [Wuhan Gazetteers] (Wuchang: 
Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1989-2000). And the eight volumes of Wuhan wenshi ziliao wenku (Cultural and 
Historical Records of Wuhan) unfold large amount of source articles like personal memoirs and oral records. See 
Zhengxie Wuhanshi weiyuanhui wenshi xuexi weiyuanhui, ed., Wuhan wenshi ziliao wenku [Cultural and 
Historical Records of Wuhan] (Wuhan: Wuhan Press, 1999). Besides, over 100 valuable historical maps during 
1136-1994 are collected. See Wuhan lishi tiduji bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Compilation committee of historic maps 
of Wuhan], ed. Wuhan lishi dituji [Historic maps of Wuhan] (Beijing: Zhongguo ditu chubanshe, 1998). 
83 For instance, Pi Mingxiu edited several chronicled histories of modern Wuhan, while Feng Tianyu and Chen 
Feng have investigated the process of Wuhan’s modernization from late Ming to the present. See Pi Mingxiu, 
Wuhan geming shiji yaolan [Overview of historical sites of Wuhan revolutions] (Wuhan: Hubei renmin chubanshe, 
1981); Pi, ed. Jindai Wuhan; Pi and Wu, Hankou wubainian; Pi Mingxiu, ed. Wuhan tongshi [General History of 
Wuhan] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2006), 10 vols; Feng Tianyu and Chen Feng, eds., Wuhan xiandaihua 
jincheng yanjiu [Research on the process of Wuhan’s modernization] (Wuhan: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1999). 
There also appear monographs contributing reliable knowledge about topics such as Zhang Zhidong, the 1911 
Revolution, urban population, chambers of commerce, emigrant communities, religious organizations and cultural 
activities. For example, Su Yunfeng, Zhang Zhidong yu Hubei jiaoyu gaige [Chang Chih-tung and educational 
reform in Hupeh] (Taibei: Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica, 1976); Wang Ermin, Zhang Zhidong yu 
wanqing zhongxi diaohe zhi sixiang [Zhang Zhidong and the thoughts on East-West unison in late Qing] (Taibei: 
Mutong chubanshe, 1977); Zhang Kaiyuan, Wuchang qiyi [Wuchang Uprising] (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1964); 
Zhang Kaiyuan, Xinhai gemin yundong shigao [Historical Materials of the 1911 Revolution] (Beijing: Zhongguo 
renmin daxue chubanshe, 1988); Zhang Kaiyuan, Xinhai qianhou shishi luncong [Seminar on Historical Events 
around the 1911 Revolution] (Wuhan: Huazhong shifan daxue chubanshe, 1990); Zhang Kaiyuan, ed., Xinhai 
gemin cidian [Dictionary of the 1911 Revolution] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 1991); Zhang Kaiyuan, ed., Xinhai 
qianhou shishi luncong xubian [Sequel of Seminar on Historical Events around the 1911 Revolution] (Wuhan: 
Huazhong shifan daxue chubanshe, 1996); Su Yunfeng, Zhongguo xiandaihua quyu yanjiu: Hubei sheng, 1860-
1916 [Regional studies of China’s modernization: Hubei Province, 1860-1916] (Taibei: Institute of Modern 
History, Academia Sinica, 1981); Xu Mingting, ed., Wuhan zhuzhici [Songs of Bamboo Branch of Wuhan] 
(Wuhan: Hubei renmin chubanshe, 1999); Luo Han, Minchu Hankou zhuzhici jin zhu [Annotation to Songs of 
Bamboo Branch of Hankou in the early republic], annotated by Xu Mingting (Beijing: Zhongguo dang’an 
chubanshe, 2001); Tu Wenxue, Tu Wenxue zixuanji [Anthology of Tu Wenxhu] (Wuhan: Huazhong ligong daxue 
chubanshe, 1999); Tu Wenxue, ed, Wuhan laoxinwen [Old News of Wuhan] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2002); 
Tu Wenxue, ed., Wuhan shihua congshu [Series on Historical Anecdotes of Wuhan] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 
2004); Yuan Jicheng, ed., Hankou zujie zhi [Gazetteer of Hankou Concessions] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2003); 
Yan Changhong, ed., Lao Wuhan fengsu zatan [By-talks on Customs of Old Wuhan] (Beijing: Zhongguo dang’an 
chubanshe, 2003), etc. 
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chronologized great events which took place there. Nevertheless, they usually take urban 
space as a social container of urban transformations, a passive reflection rather than an active 
agent, hence they have diverted much of their attention to the social tension and political 
unrest. Municipal parks, as an urban social space, are far from articulately addressed.  
 
Identification of the Knowledge Gap 
According to the above analyses, we can find that a large amount of archives and 
documents have not received enough scholarly attention. As for scholars focusing on 
architectural history of modern Wuhan, their research mostly concentrates on historical 
buildings in the former Hankou concessions. They take newly-compiled Wuhan gazetteers as 
primary references, which only devote a couple of pages to the creation of municipal parks 
during the republican era. Actually, in Wuhan, municipal parks were promoted as one of the 
top priorities of the reformist projects during 1927-37, and frequently recorded as star items in 
contemporary municipal gazettes. For instance, Xin Hankou, the monthly gazette of Hankou’s 
municipal government, provided detailed visual records of park projects, covering designs, 
constructions, renovations, festivals and other events. Considerable drawings of park layouts 
and furniture design were incorporated into the work reports of Hankou’s Public Works 
Bureau. Since the early 1990s, these materials in archives have been opened to the general 
public, but they remain nearly untouched till today.  
Besides, there are also a number of unofficial historic documents, both visual and written. 
The visual materials include maps, photographs, picture postcards, paintings, and engravings, 
prominently featuring Wuhan’s municipal parks as a source of civic pride. The written 
materials consist of newspaper, magazines, poems, correspondence, surveys and reports, 
memoirs, tourist guides, merchant handbooks, travel narratives, novels and biographies, 
written by local residents or Western visitors. Set in Wuhan, these works often have scenes in 
municipal parks, and thus can provide some insights into the social and cultural history of the 
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parks. Certain newspapers, governmental and nongovernmental, would sometimes report on 
park openings and other special events, providing insight into the daily use of the parks.  
Moreover, primary and secondary materials are sometimes used inappropriately when 
analyzing municipal parks. In the field of architectural and garden history, most researchers 
take up a static, narrow connoisseurship of landscape design.84 They treat park designers as 
exclusive makers, or parks as bearer of stylistic changes. A park is usually analyzed as a 
designed landscape, a cultural medium, or a social container, rather than an urban social space, 
which is historically produced and shaped by social practices. Researchers from sociology, 
cultural geography, Chinese studies or other disciplines, notice various social and political 
activities in public parks; however, they analyze them without interest, understanding, or 
focus on concerns specific to architecture.85 Their studies are neither illustrated with drawings 
of park layouts, photographs of buildings, furniture or scenes, nor supplied with specific 
descriptions for concrete park settings. Because of disciplinary constrictions, they usually 
disregard visual analyses as potent tools and overlook the internal discourses that constitute 
architectural knowledge.  
Some existing studies on public parks of modern China rely mainly on official evidence, 
such as local gazetteers, park commissioners’ reports, municipal gazettes, etc.86 Usually, these 
materials tended to stress novelty, and hence fostered the mistaken impression that with the 
arrival of a new era the landscapes and activities of the former period were suddenly 
abandoned. In this vein, certain scholars endorse a linear conception of universal historical 
progress, rarely thinking empathetically. But park history is pervaded by complexity, subtlety, 
and irony. Furthermore, based chiefly on official documents, some studies often keep an 
                                                 
84 Liu Tingfeng, “Minguo yuanlin tezheng” [The characteristics of landscape architecture during the Republic of 
China], Jianzhushi [The Architect], no.113 (2005): 42-47; Jia Jun, “Jiuyuan xin gongyuan,” 521-28; Chen Zhihong 
and Wang Jianping, “Cong huaqiao yuanlin dao chengshi gongyuan – minnan jindai chengshi yuanlin yuanjiu” 
[From overseas Chinese gardens to city parks – research of modern landscape architecture in southern Fujian], 
Zhongguo yuanlin [Chinese Landscape Architecture] 22, no.5 (2006): 53-59. This kind of static connoisseurship 
can be found in a majority of articles on landscape history in Zhongguo yuanlin, a premier Chinese journal about 
Chinese landscape architecture.  
85 Shi Mingzheng, “From Imperial Gardens to Public Parks,” 219-54; Zhao Ke, “Shaocheng gongyuan,” 37-40; Li 
Deying, “Gongyuan,” 1-11; Xiong Yuezhi, “Zhang Yuan,” 31-42; Chen Jingjing, “Jindai Guangzhou,” 116-26; 
Chen Yunqian, “Kongjian chongzu,” 1-18, etc.  
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essentially top-down perspective: how the state or urban elites constructed a new Chinese 
version of modernity. When declaring that the outcome of public parks was shaped by 
municipal governments or local gentry elite, they ignore a large number of grassroots visitors. 
But actually, Wuhan’s municipal parks were opened free of charge to all, and embraced 
numerous park-goers from all sections of the society. In addition to government officials and 
local elites, there were men and women workers, students, rickshaw pullers and coolies, who 
frequented the municipal parks. Certainly these parks were predominantly constructed and 
managed by the municipal government and urban elites. Nevertheless, common people also 
took the opportunity from their limited resources to claim their right to public space, and at 
times, challenged the established use of the parks. Correspondingly, the role of common 
people should also be observed in the history of public parks.  
 
Literature Review and Research Method 
Western Parks 
In the West, since the 1960s a growing number of historians have focused attention on the 
development of the green infrastructure.87 Initially, parks were described as a kind of public 
art, embodying the aesthetics and social thought of their designers. From the late 1970s 
onwards, interdisciplinary research by scholars in the fields of sociology, anthropology, 
geography and art history, have changed the understanding of and attitude towards park 
history. Firstly, parks constitute an excellent example of how social forces shape and are 
shaped by the physical world. Social, economic, political, and psychological processes 
influenced park location, size, shape, composition, and equipment and landscaping. Once 
these features were fixed, they both limited and stimulated the options available for human 
interaction. Secondly, urban parks were also important for the role they played in urbanization. 
They were part of the rise of modern institutions – the successive attempts to gain control 
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over the social and physical consequences of urbanization in the context of industrial 
capitalism. Their past and potential use in the processes of creating social, psychological, and 
political order, of planning and controlling land use, and of shaping civic form and beauty 
make them worthy subjects for in-depth explorations.88 Park history, in current Western 
scholarship, is emphatically not just part of the parenthetical history of gardens or landscape 
design.  
For architectural historians who write park histories, they usually view original intent as 
the primary focus of their research and narrative. Some researchers contextualize original 
intent through writing biographies of park designers. They chronicle designers’ lives, 
sometimes from cradle to grave, and give ample attention to the historic context in which they 
lived and worked as well as to the nature of their innovative park designs.89 Some researchers, 
instead of analyzing long spans of designers’ careers, focus on specific parks as part of certain 
designer’s work, and make micro-readings on certain parks and their creators.90 For instance, 
Frederick Law Olmsted and the Boston Park System provided a comprehensive and 
thoroughly absorbing account of the famous park system Olmsted developed for Boston, 
along with many of his lesser-known small parks, playground and riverfront projects.91 At a 
similar local level, some studies further include clients as a part of park creators. Eden by 
Design reprinted, reintroduced and reinterpreted the 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan for the 
Los Angeles Region, a visional but unimplemented document. The book conducted a 
postmortem of how and why it failed, and thereby broadened our understanding of the politics 
of urban and regional planning during the interwar period, a crucial but overlooked period for 
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environmental thought and politics.92 Some others, beyond micro-examinations, explore the 
trajectory of park development at a national level.93 Generally speaking, such works take 
explore how landscape architects and, at times, the prevailing fashions in land planning 
influenced public policy and the creation of the green infrastructure. Taking park creators at 
the center, they reconstruct and assess the matrix of meaning and intention that swirls about 
the original designers, and clients and, at times, their broader social, cultural, and 
technological contexts.  
Researchers from other disciplines, when using landscapes as primary source materials, 
often attempt to redress the imbalance in the scholarship which privileged design over use, 
and unfold the political implications of the ideology and implementation of urban parks. 
Galen Cranz, on the basis of her sociological training and architectural setting, wrote a 
stimulating and instructive book about American urban parks. In her book The Politics of 
Park Design, she analyzed both parks and forces, and identified four distinct stages in the 
evolution of urban public parks.94 In a similar periodization structure, People’s Park by Hazel 
Conway provided useful analyses of many of the basic issues involved in the creation of 
Victorian municipal parks.95 These works go a long way beyond a narrow, arcane 
connoisseurship of landscape design, touch on areas that go beyond the mechanical details of 
park design, construction and maintenance, and open up many intriguing possibilities for the 
further study of parks beyond the designers’ perspective.  
Paying much attention to park uses, researchers started to excavate the hidden social 
history. Some illuminated people and different ethnic or economic groups who had different 
understandings of how spaces should be used, managed, or organized;96 some focused on the 
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role of the state in promoting and regulating urban space;97 some addressed the transformative 
power of commodities and transportation links.98 Some other studies put people at the center, 
and explore the shifting definition and redefinition of the parks and their various publics. For 
example, The Park and the People: A History of Central Park brought a complete redefinition 
of the history of New York’s Central Park. It told the story of a park ultimately was authored 
not by single figures of talent and power but by a collective ensemble, the “people” of the 
book’s title. The study transcends landscape architecture and encompasses the economic, 
political and cultural history of New York City.99 In general, these studies spotlight the 
interrelationships between the city, parks, their designers and users, and provide much larger 
contexts in which to get a greater appreciation of landscapes. Most importantly, they suggest 
that the notion of parks as contested social terrain must be given substantial consideration. 
 
Traditional Chinese Gardens 
Chinese gardens had a long and complicated history in China. In contrast to the geometric 
formality of Renaissance gardens, traditional Chinese garden art appreciated untrammeled 
beauty with an emphasis on free form, continuous flow, and unexpected twists and turns. 
More important, rooted in traditional Chinese culture, it placed man in a subordinate position 
and represented the essence of nature in a “symbolic representationalism”, rather than realistic 
re-creations.100  
From 1949 under the comparatively peaceful conditions, and especially since the end of 
the Cultural Revolution in 1976, ever-increasing cultural and academic exchanges between 
China and the West have stimulated the advance of Chinese garden studies around the 
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world.101 Researchers annotated garden treatises,102 examined lives of early expert 
craftsmen,103 and carried out in-depth case studies ranging from the Ming literati gardens to 
the Qing imperial gardens.104 Some scholars began to analyze Chinese garden aesthetics, and 
relate the characteristics of Chinese gardens to Chinese culture as a whole. In Gardens and 
Chinese Culture (Yuanlin yu zhongguo wenhua), Wang Yi made an innovative departure from 
the common progressivist narrative of developments culminating in the Ming and Qing 
dynasties, and illuminated the inter-relationship of gardens and the development of Chinese 
thought.105 David L. Hall and Roger T. Ames explored the cosmological setting of Chinese 
gardens rooting in Chinese culture.106 As a classic of the subject, The Chinese Garden: 
History, Art and Architecture, excavated the meanings that lay behind Chinese gardens. In a 
scholarly and accessible way, it explored the interplay among Chinese gardening, philosophy, 
painting, architecture and literature, and provided unique insights into a great civilization and 
an intimate glimpse of the lives of the artists, scholars, poets and emperors who made it.107 
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Besides, pre-modern and early modern Chinese writings on gardens, landscape painting 
(shanshui) and calligraphy evoked further exploration on the subtleties of classical Chinese 
garden.108 These studies made explicit the idea that landscapes are the products of specific 
cultural conditions.  
What’s more, in recent years, certain Western scholars brought the social role of gardens 
into our vision. Young-tsu Wong presented a comprehensive study of Yuanming Yuan [The 
Garden of Perfect Brightness], with its innovative exploration of the activities and daily life of 
the royal household. The book aimed at reconstructing the life of a defunct garden by bringing 
together a geographical setting and the administrative functions and cultural events that took 
place there.109 Joanna Handlin Smith penetrated the ways that gardens were used in late Ming 
Jiangnan both to express the owner’s individuality and to situate him socially.110 Focused on 
T’ai-ho County in Jiangxi province during the Ming dynasty, John Dardess also tried 
integrating the study of garden culture with Chinese social history.111 The seminal research of 
Fruitful Sites: Garden Culture in Ming Dynasty China by Craig Clunas, grounded the 
practices of garden-making in Ming China firmly in the social and cultural history of the day, 
and diverted the academic study of Chinese gardens in the West away from the realm of 
aesthetics towards a socio-economic direction.112  
In general, recent academic studies on Chinese gardens, have known more about the 
difference between Chinese and Anglo-European contexts, and hence have taken up an 
increasingly realistic attitude. By placing Chinese gardens in the real world of economics, 
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politics, and cultural authority, they start to explore down-to-earth aspects instead of the 
spiritual dimensions of the myths of orient, and articulate Chinese gardens as a product of 
social practices in certain contexts.  
 
Urban Social Space 
Through the studies cited above, it is clear that the study of park/garden and the society 
has become an integral part of historical inquiry in the West. Actually, physical structures 
always encapsulate an extra-physical reality. Architecture and landscape speak silently yet 
explicitly of the social change they manifest and help shape. Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson 
argue that any architectural structure is an object whose spatial form is a form of social 
ordering.113 In Spiro Kostof’s words, urban form is never innocent of social content:  it is the 
matrix within which we organize daily life, and all of us have strong opinions about it.114 
Space – even Foucault-style disciplinary space of the modern nation in all its orderly 
rationalism – is nothing without performance. 
Since the 1970s, a number of works have further unfolded the geographical and 
sociological dimensions of space. Henri Lefebvre’s treatise, The Production of Space, 
underscores the focus on space that stems from the simple realization that space is not a 
passive container, but a social product, a manifestation in material form of social practices.115 
The work theorizes the social construction of space through three main categories of analysis: 
spatial practice, representations of space by planners and urbanists, and the representational 
space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols. It sets forth a series of 
“triple” concerns grasping the importance of space. His discussion opens stimulating avenues 
for historical research into the relationships among the functions of urban space, the control 
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exerted by bureaucratic and disciplinary interests, and the daily experience of urban 
inhabitants.116  
Another urbanist, David Harvey, rather than thinking in terms of causality, proposes that 
space and social relations are so intricately linked that the two concepts should be considered 
in a complementary rather than mutually exclusive way.117 Breaking ground in the same 
direction, Manuel Castells starts from the questions of understanding social relations. 
According to Castells, urban social change is the redefinition of urban meaning, where urban 
planning is the negotiated adaptation of urban functions and urban design is a symbolic 
attempt to express an accepted urban meaning in certain urban forms.118 There are extensive 
discussions by a large number of theoreticians that identify the missed aspects and new 
openings in their works. Some contemporary urban theorists argue that urban space gains its 
meaning as a consequence of the activities carried on within it, the characteristics of the 
people who occupy it, the form given to it by its physical structures, and the perceptions with 
which people regard it.119  
Indeed, the study of geographical or sociological space expands our understanding of the 
modern urban environment. Recently urban historians have attempted to replicate the 
contemporary wonder expressed by historical actors towards modern urban transformation as 
a complex dialectic and place this sensibility at the center of this scholarship. However, for 
architectural historians, the future strength remains the rallying of evidence to make 
arguments about the architecture of the urban environment.120 While theory is necessary to 
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frame the questions that drive research, and theoretical input from other fields can and should 
invigorate and enrich architectural history, the field needs to incorporate the theoretical, not to 
build further theory but as a source of new questions so that it can continue to do what it does 
best: to mine archival and other empirical evidence in order to analyze the visual and spatial 
history.121  
Accordingly, we need to reaffirm what we have learned from the development of 
architectural forms and ideas, a history with its own distinct logic, while at the same time 
acknowledge the ways that that history participates in a multitude of other cultural 
processes.122 The strongest research for architectural historians will apply those conceptions 
of space in conjunction with a spatial understanding that is specific to architecture. We can do 
that best through the close reading of evidence in case studies, fulfilling the promise of 
microhistory to describe thickly the complex and multivalent ways that urban form takes 
shape, engenders experience, creates identity, expresses ideology, and operates independently 
as a product of architectural knowledge. The insights of contemporary theory can indicate 
new directions for research, and accordingly the task of architectural historians is to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of visual, spatial, and typological analyses to illuminate our 
understanding of the urban environment. 123  
 
A “Cultural Landscape” Approach  
Besides the perspective of urban social space, through the literature on Western parks and 
Chinese traditional gardens, it is clear that gardens, parks and designed sites are themselves 
no less expressive of the culture that produces them. In fact, as Dianne Harris has elucidated, 
one decade after the appearance of the publications of Edward Soja and Derek Gregory,124 
there has been what can properly be called a postmodernization of landscape history as 
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well.125 Here, the term “postmodern” is used to encompass the broad range of theoretical 
developments that include semiotic and linguistic theories that stress the contextualization of 
texts; feminist and postcolonial theories that focus on recovering the voices of the oppressed 
and others on the margins of society; postructuralism, which works to unmask the pretended 
neutrality of physical space; relativism and its emphasis on the acknowledgement of situated 
knowledge; and a range of reinterpreted Marxist theories. As for the term “landscape”, it 
refers to a wide range of outdoor forms and spaces including, but not limited to, parks, urban 
open space, cemeteries, monument sites, estates, and gardens of all sizes and types.126 What 
the postmodernization of landscape history clarifies is the significance of the landscape as a 
critical agent in the formation of culture.127 My research, focusing on Wuhan’s municipal 
parks and parkways, correspondingly takes a “cultural landscape” approach.  
Firstly, as indicated by certain architectural historians, architectural history has suffered 
from captivity to analytic assumptions that were invented in the nineteenth century to justify 
the claims of the architectural profession. The utility of several of the elementary categories 
of architectural history has been questioned, such as the assumption of the individual work as 
the unit of analysis, the distinction between creator and audience, and so on. As a result, a 
“landscape” approach is proposed to architectural history that acknowledges the multiplicity 
and fragmentation of environmental meaning.128  
Secondly, with regard to cultural landscape studies, they are inclusive, incorporating 
architecture and landscape design of any style and type as well as urban space and any human 
modification of so-called natural environments. Cultural landscape studies now imply an 
approach rather than a topic, one that is inherently interdisciplinary and deeply contextualized.  
The paired terms – culture and landscape – signify an inseparable condition, a belief that the 
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landscape is both the product of cultural forces and a powerful agent in the production of 
culture.129  
Therefore, informed by poststructuralism and cultural studies, my research intends to 
move beyond the boundaries of formal analysis, and transcends a static, narrow 
connoisseurship of landscape design. It considers the landscape as a critical agent in the 
formation of culture, acknowledges the multiplicity and fragmentation of environmental 
meaning, and accepts the entire cultural landscape as the unit of analysis. At the same time, 
although being influenced by the work of environmental historians, geographers, and 
poststructural theorists, my research also intends to take the advantages as architectural 
historians as described above, and hence carries out effective visual and spatial analyses to 
illuminate our understanding of the park-and-parkway project.  
 
1.5 An Overview of Chapters and Issues 
Based on the analyses above, my dissertation is framed by an awareness that parks and 
parkways are not only repositories of culture but also themselves cultural representations. The 
empirical work construes the green infrastructure through a sequence of selected contextual 
frames related to sociological and political concerns, statecraft, the body, gender studies, etc. 
It investigates the architectural expressions of the parks and parkways, explores the social 
relations which informed their production and use, and seeks their underlying meanings and 
their representations.  
Chapter 2, “Remaking Wuhan: 1927-1937,” examines Wuhan’s urban reconstruction 
campaign during the Nanjing Decade, and elucidates the localized circumstances of building 
municipal parks and parkways. The study starts from the rise of technocracy since the 1920s. 
In Wuhan, it was the newly-positioned technocrats who advanced an ambitious scheme of 
scientific city remaking, and further materialized a sequence of municipal parks and parkways 
as exemplary projects. The chapter accordingly focuses on the technical personnel and their 
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city remaking experiments in the background of the nation-wide movement on city 
administration and reconstruction in early twentieth-century China, and ascertains indicators 
for their action of promoting reformist projects including municipal parks and parkways in 
contemporary Wuhan’s society. 
Subsequently, the research, which is concerned with cultural meanings in addition to 
aesthetic values, expands through three themes: scientific knowledge, modern sports, and 
political mobilization. It does not attempt to construct a comprehensive history of public 
parks in Republican China. Rather, what to be presented are selected scenes that are pertinent 
and meaningful to the making of Wuhan’s municipal parks and parkways in 1927-1937. The 
selection of the three themes is based on their relevance to the central thesis of this study and 
the current availability of materials.130 The theme-based chapters (Chapter 3, 4 and 5) follow 
a similar format: the first sub-chapter provides a context for the rise of the new idea and the 
fall of the old notion, aiming at providing a factual background; the subsequent sub-chapters 
make detailed examinations focusing on the particular topics.  
Chapter 3, “Parks and Scientific Knowledge,” contextualizes these municipal parks in the 
far-reaching intellectual shift from Confucian classics to modern science in modern China, 
and dissects the means by which municipal parks and scientific knowledge define one another. 
The research firstly introduces the modern transformation and trans-valuation in Chinese 
thought about science. Among the many transformations that have swept China in modern era, 
one of the most subtle and influential is the intellectual conversion to “scientism”, an intellec-
tual appreciation of science by non-scientists and an assumption that all aspects the natural 
order can be explained through scientific examination.131 It was rightly in this circumstance 
that modern urban administration was introduced to China as a science of the management of 
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men, materials and services, city planning was experimented in Chinese cities as a science of 
organizing and stabilizing urban society through the rational design of space and the 
systematic ordering of human activity, and public parks and parkways were planned and built 
as an unprecedented green “lungs” and “arteries” for Wuhan city and its people.  
Subsequently, the chapter scrutinizes Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, the first municipal park 
in a modern sense of the word “municipal”, and further investigates the whole park-and-
parkway network, through which the Wuhan technocrats endeavored to make the city a 
pleasant place for its citizens’ newly enlightened life. The study explores the scientific ideas 
of park planning, design and construction, and reveals the complex of urbanistic 
considerations behind their physical appearance. The fourth sub-chapter goes down to a 
micro-level, examining park facilities such as libraries, weather stations, experimental farms 
and kindergartens, which were considered to be instrumental for the new learning, and 
exploring the ways in which these facilities inculcate scientific knowledge to the visitors from 
different sections.  
Chapter 4, “The Popularization of Tiyu,” concentrates on the modern athletic facilities 
and opportunities in Wuhan’s municipal parks. Unlike cultivated and quiet leisure in 
traditional Chinese gardens, the municipal parks in Wuhan were unexceptionally furnished 
with a wide range of athletic facilities, and encouraged energetic outdoor pursuits. Western, 
novel, and progressive, these sports fields and equipments opened for all visitors including 
men and women, young and old, and constituted a crucial feature of Wuhan’s municipal parks. 
This chapter correspondingly construes the introduction of modern athletic facilities in the 
municipal parks – through the modern Chinese physical culture known as tiyu – as one of the 
most significant of the new social practices since the late nineteenth century.  
During the Republican era, tiyu rose drastically as a systematic ideology invested with 
specific ideals of the relationship between the individual and the national body. It was widely 
believed that tiyu was necessary to build up strong bodies, while strong bodies were 
indispensable to protect the Chinese nation from acts of invasion and denigration. Actually, in 
recent decades, the body has been increasingly viewed as a complex thing, and the study on 
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the body becomes necessary to understand control and resistance as inscribed in the texture of 
daily life. Michel Foucault’s analysis of the political technology of the body, for example, 
sees the body as an object of knowledge and a target for the exercise of power.132 Pierre 
Bourdieu, in his Outline of a Theory of Practice, shows how everyday body techniques are 
actually the main means by which the existing social order is produced and maintained.133 
This chapter does not intend to examine the theoretical discussions of the body; it focuses 
instead on tiyu, as one aspect of the body culture which is defined as things people do with 
their bodies and the elements of culture that affect those actions.134  
Chapter 4 first investigates the transformation of Chinese physical culture since the late 
nineteenth century in China and specifically in the Wuhan tri-cities. It reveals the political 
interests which extolled the patriotic and moral worth of tiyu, and also notices the public’s 
demands for opportunities to participate in and enjoy the new pastimes in Wuhan as an 
industrializing city. The second sub-chapter focuses on public athletic grounds, the most 
noticeable sports facilities in Wuhan’s municipal parks. It examines the range of standard 
fields together with the diversified athletic meetings they hosted, and elucidates their roles in 
popularizing the mass tiyu and supporting the national system of competitive sport in the 
1930s. The next two sub-chapters turn to the sports facilities and opportunities for women and 
children respectively, as two categories of the heterogeneous park users. Different from 
traditional practices during the imperial days, tiyu in the early twentieth century incorporated 
women and children in order to develop their bodies for the good of the country. The research, 
embedded in the reform of Chinese women and children in modern era, examines the layouts 
of sports fields and equipments, the ways of their arrangements, their diversified types, the 
various recreations they enabled, as well as the styles and spirits of playing. Besides the 
efforts to build up physiques for each segment of mass society, the choreography of 
difference is also noticed in the programs and uses.  
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Chapter 5, “Political Mobilization and Discipline,” places the municipal parks in the 
profound challenge of China’s nationhood at the turn of the twentieth century. It examines the 
physical structures and settings in municipal parks and explores the ways that they mobilized 
and disciplined different sectors of Wuhan’s society into politics in modern era. In the early 
twentieth century, China was undergoing the troubled transformation from an empire to a 
republic, that is, a “contraction” in Chinese thought from “all under the heaven” (tianxia) to 
“a country in the world” (guojia). Upon drastic re-orientations of the Chinese national self-
image and world view, the Republican elite endeavored to transform imperial subjects 
“scattered like loose sand” into a politically and nationally conscious citizenry, so as to drive 
out foreign imperialists and claim a national space on the contemporary world map.  
The fifth chapter first investigates the efforts of political propaganda and mass education 
to arouse Chinese people from their state of indifference in face of national crises. Particularly, 
since 1925 the Guomindang government increasingly canonized departed Sun Yat-sen as the 
Founding Father of the Chinese Republic. He helped to unite the masses of China under his 
charisma, and to establish the Guomindang’s authority and legitimacy. The following sub-
chapters, accordingly, explore the various ways that Wuhan’s municipal parks were enlisted 
in the service of the dominant ethos. The second sub-chapter investigates the construction of 
Zhongshan Park, as a means to perpetuate Sun’s existence under the nationwide cult of Sun 
Yat-sen. The third sub-chapter focuses on the spatial representation of national humiliations 
(guochi), which intended to reframe the memory of past humiliation and arouse people’s 
consciousness. The fourth sub-chapter turns to the variety of memorial structures, and 
analyzes the subjects, styles and details of monuments, gestures and dresses of the statues, 
and their placements. In combination with memorial rituals that were held in parks, it explores 
how they instilled among the Chinese people the ideology of the new republic, and 
encouraged them to continue political struggles. The fifth sub-chapter examines the physical 
settings for public speaking, a new public form of political communication capable of 
incorporating the populace into politics. It examines their locations, sizes, arrangements, the 
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acoustical technologies and other approaches adopted for communication, and the different 
methods of indoctrinating republican ideas into a heterogeneous and traditional population.  
After analyzing the admirable achievements framed by the three themes, Chapter 6, 
“Negotiations between Progress, Privilege and Tradition,” turns to the conflicts and 
compromises in the down-to-earth process of actualizing the green infrastructure. From 1928, 
when Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was sketched out, to 1937, when the Sino-Japanese military 
struggle dominated Wuhan’s politics, culture and society, the park system blueprint was 
partly translated into actual construction despite severe fiscal constraints. Nevertheless, it can 
be noticed that the park-and-parkway network was never built without obstacles, nor was it 
completely constructed according to initial plans. Consequently, the sixth chapter goes 
beyond the technical talents and progressive visions, and investigates the stories of users, 
laborers, neighborhood groups, merchants, etc. Particularly, Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue, the 
parkway built earliest and the most influential one, is elaborated as a specific case to excavate 
the conflicts and negotiations between progress, privilege and tradition.  
The conclusion chapter summarizes the conceptualization and materialization of the 
municipal parks and parkways from the discussions above. As the three themes demonstrate, 
modern scientific knowledge, the athletic body and political consciousness were dedicated to 
the cultivation of intellect, physical strength, and political morality of citizens for national 
revival. All of them can be understood as aspects of the efforts to build a modern and strong 
nation-state under the Guomindang. Thus, the municipal parks and parkways in Wuhan 
constituted a spatial manifestation of the body and the mind of the citizen as a crucial part of 
the nationalist project. The conclusion chapter further locates Wuhan’s municipal parks and 
parkways in the nationwide park construction during the early twentieth century, and makes 
some comparisons with their counterparts in other Chinese cities. At last, the chapter briefly 
investigates the vicissitudes of the green network after 1937, and assesses the infrastructure in 
light of the following continuities and changes.  
In general, the study is an attempt at remedying some of the shortcomings of existing 
literature. It not only integrates the analysis of spatial and social practice together, but also 
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interprets the materials with broader theoretical insights. It carries out visual analysis, unfolds 
relevant internal discourses, and seeks to make connections between the architectural research 
on parks and a larger cultural context, such as issues concerning knowledge, the body, gender, 
public sphere and everyday life. It does not focus exclusively on elite culture, but also touches 
on the roles of ordinary users despite the deficiency of relative records. In sum, this empirical 
research on Wuhan’s municipal parks in 1927-37 aims to contribute to the studies on urban 
transformations in modern China, to provide visual and spatial substance to understand the 
changing urban landscape and public space, the complex remaking of Chinese cities, and the 
richness and diversity of urban experience in modern China.  
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Chapter 2  Remaking Wuhan: 1927-1937 
The early twentieth century saw a major effort to remake Chinese cities.1 The thrusts of 
reformist efforts concentrated in a few spheres, above all, remaking the urban spatial regime 
(architecture and urban planning), and sprucing up the city and its people (sanitation and 
public hygiene).2 Drawing on Western models as well as established Chinese institutions, 
urban reformers began to apply modern city administration and planning principles, and 
sought to remake Chinese cities clean, healthy, safe, orderly, efficient, productive by 
promoting a new type of orderly and productive urban community.   
In particular, from 1927 when the first nation-state in modern China was established by 
the Guomindang, until 1937 when Nanjing and then Wuhan were massively bombarded by 
the Japanese, it was a short but the only period of formal unification and relative stability in 
pre-1949 China.3 Despite the weakness of the authority and the challenging environment, the 
decade of 1927-1937 saw remarkable developments in nation building, economic recovery 
and cultural development in major Chinese cities. At that time, the Nanjing government 
followed an ambitious blueprint of “national reconstruction” laid down by its revolutionary 
leader Sun Yat-sen, and hence took the management and construction of modern Chinese 
cities as an urgent task of modernization and nation-building.4   
Wuhan in 1927 officially entered the Guomindang fold when the Northern Expedition 
entered the city and established a local Guomindang revolutionary government. Although 
there still existed conflicts within different factions of Guomindang, the following decade of 
1927-1937 saw some coordinated and systematic efforts of urban reconstruction led by the 
local government in Wuhan. Under the nationwide tide of city administration and 
reconstruction, the Wuhan government brought forward ambitious agendas for the city’s 
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modern transformation, both physically and intellectually, and constructed a sequence of 
municipal parks and parkways as an exemplary reformist project.  
 
2.1 The Rise of Technocracy 
Since 1927 when the Guomindang army controlled Wuhan, a group of Western-educated 
specialists were employed into the new municipal government. Liu Wendao (1893-1967, Fig. 
2.1), Wuhan mayor in 1927 and 1929, and Hankou mayor in 1929-1931, majored in political 
economy at Waseda University in Japan, and continued his doctoral study in politics at 
University of Paris, France under the support of Liang Qichao.5 Wu Guozhen (1903-1984, Fig. 
2.2), Hankou mayor from 1932 to 1938, studied economics and municipal administration at 
Grinnell College in Iowa, and won his PhD degree in politics from Princeton.6 Furthermore, 
the technical bureaus responsible for hygiene, education, public works, and public utilities 
were unexceptionally led by new men with technical university training, often acquired 
abroad. For instance, Shi Ying (1878-1943), the commissioner of Construction for Hubei, 
received his modern education in England, France and Belgium.7 Dong Xiujia (1891-?), the 
head of Hankou’s Public Works Bureau, had studied urban economics at the University of 
Michigan and city administration in the University of California, USA.8 His successor Chen 
Keming was trained in civil engineering at the University of Glasgow, UK.9 A majority of the 
section chiefs in Hankou’s Public Works Bureau were engineers trained in Europe, America 
and Japan, for instance, Gao Lingmei at Tokyo Imperial University (now The University of 
Tokyo), Rao Jiewu at Osaka Institute of Technology, Chen Chongwu in Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), and Wu Guobing from the University of London.10 Despite the 
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lack of precision of the municipal statistic, they give a general impression of a fairly high 
level of education among the municipal employees, and a relatively high proportion of 
graduates from foreign universities.11   
  
Fig. 2.1  Liu Wendao, ca.1929 
(Source: Xin Hankou 1, no.5, unpaged) 
Fig. 2.2  Wu Guozhen, ca.1930  (Source: 
Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, no.1, 
unpaged) 
 
Mostly trained abroad, these technocrats had firsthand experience of the new municipal 
advance. For instance, Haussmann’s Paris, perhaps the first modern city in Europe, had 
impressed Wuhan administrators such as Liu Wendao, Shi Ying and Wu Guobing. During 
their stay in Britain, Chen Keming, Wu Guobing and Shi Ying had seen some of the 
developments in transportation, sanitation, and parks that made London the leader in 
modernization among European cities. Moreover, some technocrats such as Wu Guozhen, 
Dong Xiujia and Tang Zhenlong, had ever attended municipal courses at American 
universities, and got to know a range of latest innovations in the City Beautiful and 
subsequent City Practical movement. Actually, in consonance with the last bursts of great 
cities since the nineteenth century, considerable cities such as New York, London, Berlin, and 
Tokyo had turned to comprehensive city planning and the application of Industrial Age 
technology to reconstruct their cities. For the Wuhan technocrats, the efficiency and order in 
these foreign cities presented them an alluring vision that made well-regulated cities the key 
to a powerful nation. After return to China, these technocrats correspondingly sought to 
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implant the foreign models into Wuhan as means of social health advancement, commercial 
and industrial development, as well as nation-state building.12 
In particular, during the Nanjing Decade of 1927-1937, although the city had several 
different mayors,13 there still existed two relatively steady periods: one was the two years 
from 1929 to 1931 under Liu Wendao, and the other was the six years from 1932 to 1938 
administered by Wu Guozhen. The first Mayor Liu Wendao showed great interests in 
modernizing municipal administration, and took urban reconstruction as a primary municipal 
affair.14 He explicitly declared his policy of “appoint people on their abilities” (ren ren wei 
cai), and recruited a large number of experts in urban administration and construction into the 
municipal government so as to “draw upon all useful opinions (ji si guang yi).15 For instance, 
Liu reappointed Wu Guozhen as the head of Land Bureau, despite that Wu was a former 
official of the rebel Guangxi Clique.16 Liu also invited Lu Danlin, the celebrated editor of 
Shizheng quanshu [A complete handbook on urban administration], to take charge of the 
compilation work of Wuhan’s municipal government.17 During his term, Liu appropriated 
seventy percents of the municipal budget to the Public Works Bureau, and embarked a 
vigorous urban reconstruction and reorganization.18   
Another mayor Wu Guozhen, capable, honest and modern-minded, also shared the 
infrastructure-oriented view of the most pressing tasks facing city government.19 On the basis 
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of his professional training in municipal administration in America, Wu established a unified, 
efficient and comprehensive municipal government, in charge of the city’s physical 
infrastructure, spatial configurations, and social patterns. Wu’s performance in Hankou 
impressed the Nanjing government so deeply that he was appointed the mayor of Chongqing 
in 1939, the wartime capital after Wuhan was bombed out by the Japanese, and the mayor of 
Shanghai in 1946 after the triumph of the Anti-Japanese War. Wu’s achievement on Wuhan 
urban reconstruction was even appreciated by the local grassroots. In 1948, ten years after 
Wu’s resigning from Wuhan, a nameless Hankou rickshaw puller complained the road in 
disrepair, saying that “if Mayor Wu is still here, the road must have been renovated early 
on.”20 What’s more, different from previous officials, Wu never appointed any of his cronies 
during his tenure. In the eyes of his relatives, Wu was “liuqin buren”, which meant that he 
refused to have anything to do with all kins and friends.21 Instead of his relatives and friends, 
Wu engaged the previous technical officials if qualified, and thus continued the efforts to 
realize the ambitious urban reform agenda.22  
Usually, as the old Chinese saying goes: “when leading cadres are changed, rank-and-file 
cadres will be replaced (yichao tianzi yichao chen).” It meant that subordinate staff was 
dependent on the changing of the officials in charge of the bureaus and, at an even higher 
level, on the rotation of the mayors at the head of the municipality. If the chief officials were 
replaced frequently, the subordinate staff would also be reshuffled frequently. Usually, they 
were replaced according to a principle of client-patron relationships based essentially on 
geographical affinity and secondarily, on family ties or friendship and on membership in the 
same professional group.23 As a result, it would be difficult to implement a coherent policy, 
all the more so as they had to become familiar with local conditions before undertaking any 
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action. Moreover, the employees in subordinate positions did not feel exceptionally motivated 
when they could be dismissed at any time because a new director was installing his friends or 
relatives. In Wuhan, nevertheless, when the mayorship changed, considerable technical 
officials were not replaced correspondingly. Taking Hankou’s Public Works Bureau as an 
example, nearly two thirds of the section chiefs had been in their positions from 1929 to 1937. 
Because of the relative stability, the municipal personnel were motivated to acquaint 
themselves with the local situations, and commit themselves energetically to the projects they 
would be seeing through to the end.  
 
2.2 New City Administration and Construction 
Upon the Western municipal administration introduced as a science of the management of 
men, materials and services, the newly-established Wuhan Municipality remodeled previous 
weak and divided administration of the tri-cities. Until the end of the Qing dynasty, Wuchang 
served as viceregal, provincial, prefectural, and county capital; Hanyang served as seat of its 
own prefecture and county; Hankou, due to its relatively late and sudden appearance, 
remained legally no more than a suburb of Hanyang city, which it dwarfed.24 Although 
prospered as a commercial hub of central China, Hankou had not been a legitimate city in the 
eyes of the bureaucracy until 1900 when Hankou was for the first time conferred full county 
status under Huguang Governor-general Zhang Zhidong. It was in the late 1920s after the 
Guomindang’s Northern Expedition that the administrative morass in Wuhan tri-cities came 
to an end. Upon Sun Ke’s suggestion, the Nationalist government in 1927 established an 
unprecedented integrated municipal government for Wuhan as a whole, so as to allow for 
better administration of urban affairs.25 In April 1929, after several internal wars of the 
Guomindang, Wuhan became an independent administrative unit, directly under the control of 
the central government in Nanjing.  
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Under this new administrative system, the administrative authority was to be centralized 
in the hands of the mayor and a commission. The latter, headed by the mayor, consisted of 
seven bureaus, namely, the Finance Bureau (caizhengju), the Public Security Bureau 
(gong’anju), the Bureau of Social Affairs (shehuiju), the Land Bureau (tudiju), the Public 
Works Bureau (gongwuju), the Bureau of Health (weishengju), and the Education Bureau 
(jiaoyuju). With responsibilities ranging from public utilities to education, the new institutions 
of municipal government nearly regulated in every sphere intervening in the life of the city. 
Although Wuhan tri-cities reverted to the semi-divided administrations in late 1929, the new 
institutions of the local municipal administration remained.26 Such administrative 
centralization and rationalization enabled coordinated efforts for comprehensive urban 
reforms.  
Besides Wuhan, considerable Chinese cities underwent what might be called the City 
Administration Movement in the first third of the twentieth century when modern municipal 
administration was introduced. During the previous imperial days, Chinese cities were not 
separate administrative units, but seats of counties or prefectures whose responsibilities 
included a substantial rural hinterland. The cities were administered by imperial authorities. It 
meant that the cities were not independent juridical entities with autonomous municipal 
bureaus, but governed directly by either central or provincial administrative institutions.27 
And major cities usually consisted of multiple jurisdictions designed to curb the power of the 
local urban elite.28 At the turn of the twentieth century, new ideas of city administration were 
firstly introduced through the foreign settlements of cities like Shanghai.29 The order, beauty, 
and efficiency in the foreign concessions provided a model and also a challenge for China’s 
own modernizing agenda. It resulted in municipal “self-government” experiments during the 
late Qing and early Republic periods. Around 1914, an office for city administration was 
firstly established in Beijing, and the Beiyang Government in 1919 promulgated national 
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regulations for city organization. In 1921, Guangzhou, the provincial capital and headquarters 
of the Nationalist movement, became the first Chinese city to be given a modern municipal 
government. Inspired by Western models, Sun Ke designed a rival city organizational plan 
“The Provisional Regulations of Guangzhou Municipality” (Guangzhou shi zanxing tiaoli), 
representing the Nationalists’ first attempt to set up a modern municipal administration. The 
example set by the Beijing and Guangzhou city governments was quickly followed by 
political leaders in other cities such as Tianjin, Shenyang, Xiamen, Shantou, etc.30 One 
observer noted that “over the past ten years the cities and towns of every province have been 
affected by the current of the times and have begun some sort of construction…City 
government offices in each region have sprung up like bamboo shoots after a rain.”31 Chinese 
cities, taking western-style municipal progress as a paradigm, put modern municipal 
administration in practice as part of national reconstruction (guojia jianshe).  
In addition to the institutional advance, the newly-established municipal governments also 
desired physical transformation and infrastructural improvement. Among the urban 
administrators, it was widely assumed that space could exert an educative influence over 
people’s minds, and that a new political arrangement should involve a new arrangement of 
urban space. They accordingly took the overall shaping of physical cities as a matter of great 
urgency, and made large scale, special-purpose efforts to reshape urban settings according to 
scientific ideas and technology. In many Chinese cities, street widening projects and sanitary 
as well as supply networks were implemented. Public facilities such as schools, clinics, and 
railway stations were built with new construction materials and according to new design and 
technology. There also involved other civic improvements, such as telephone services, parks, 
playgrounds and so on.32 In essence, with the institutions of municipal governments in place, 
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the reorganization of urban space started to be carried out extensively as a fundamental part of 
China’s reform agenda. 
The newly-positioned technocrats in Wuhan also recognized the urgency of transforming 
the tri-cities. Actually, since the 1911 overthrown of the Qing dynasty, there had been no 
overall urban construction in Wuhan. Its metropolitan area was burned to the ground by the 
Qing troops in 1911, and subsequently, warlords fought each other, plunging the city into 
disintegration and confusion. The tri-cities, except the foreign concessions in Hankou, had 
been in a state of “under-administration” for decades. Buildings had proliferated, but 
according to no plan and often with disregard for elementary rule of hygiene and safety. 
Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of desperately poor peasants flooded into the tri-city 
complex, and total population of the tri-cities exceeding 2,000,000. With the intensive 
population expansion and the rapid growth of the urban center, open space for recreation 
became unavailable. The laboring people lived for the most part in shantytowns along its 
outskirts, or lodged in narrow courts and confined streets, nearly ignorant of all public life. 
Behind the modern façade of the concession area, Wuhan was dirty, disorderly, dark, 
unhealthy and inefficient, an environment which encouraged opium smoking and gambling 
with little alternatives of urban life.33 In response, the newly-established municipal 
government launched vigorous public works programs to improve the city’s physical 
environment, such as cleaning up streets, widening roads, building underground sewers, and 
opening public parks. 
 
2.3 City Planning Ideas and Experiments 
Significantly, the urban reconstruction proposal in Wuhan contained some advanced 
concepts of modern city planning. For instance, Wuhan Special Municipality drew up a 
                                                                                                                                            
he kongjian yiyi gaizao ji ‘chengshi yizhi’ de biaoxian – 20 shiji chuqi Guangzhou de chengshi he jianzhu fazhan" 
[Renewing, Remapping and Redefining Guangzhou, 1910s-1930s], in Zhongguo jindai jianzhushi yanjiu, Lai 
Delin (Beijing: Qinghua daxue chubanshe, 2007), 363-394.  
33 Zhou Jianqiu, ed. Hankou minzhong leyuan zhengxinlu [Letters on Hankou people’s paradise] (Wuhan: Hubei 
guanzhi yishuaju, 1928). 
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general land-use zoning plan for the triple-city, in order to guide city’s orderly development 
in the following 60 years (Fig. 2.3).34 Actually, the idea of zoning, the separation of social 
activity and building forms according to their function within the urban milieu, had just been 
developed into a prime tool of the new city planning ideology in early twentieth-century 
America.35 According to the zoning plan of Wuhan (Fig. 2.3), the triple-city area covered 
about 400 sqkm, of which about 90 sqkm were water-surfaces. Of the remaining 300 sqkm, 
about 80 sqkm were designated as industrial areas, 130 sqkm as commercial, and about 20 
sqkm as areas for educational and government institutions. The remainder, about 80 sqkm, 
mostly around the several lakes, was dedicated to residential use, a kind of garden-suburb 
concept. And detailed road-network plans were also drafted for individual municipal areas of 
Hankou and Wuchang, with each specialized street carefully keyed to an internal or express 
hierarchy, and sites defined explicitly for new civic center, airports, public parks, etc. What’s 
more, a park system was planned by Wuhan Public Works Bureau in 1929, envisioning a 
sequence of parks to be linked by over 45m-wide avenues and boulevards. On the basis of the 
Japanese standard, it further recommended the guideline of at least 9m2 green parkland per 
person.36 These planning experiments were really pioneering and far-sighted in early 
twentieth-century China.  
                                                 
34 Wuhan shi chengshi guihua guanliju [Bureau for City Planning], ed. Wuhan chengshi guihua zhi [Gazetteer of 
Wuhan urban planning] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 1999), 40-41.  
35 Katharine Kia Tehranian, Modernity, Space, and Power: The American City in Discourse and Practice 
(Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press, 1995), 122-124.  
36 Wuhan shi chengshi guihua, ed. Wuhan chengshi guihua zhi, 42-43. 
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Fig. 2.3 The zoning plan of Wuhan tri-cities, ca.1929 (Source: National Library of China, Beijing) 
 
City planning, at the outset of the twentieth century, was a novel field, on the way to be 
professionalized and regularized. Although city planning is as old as cities themselves, it was 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century that the professional practice of planning 
arose as an essential component of social organization and political governance as we 
recognize today. First with the rise of rationalism and science during the Renaissance and the 
Enlightenment, and later with the emergence of the chaotic conditions of the industrial city, 
urban planning developed as a way of organizing and stabilizing urban society through the 
rational design of space and the systematic ordering of human activity. For example, in 
response to the surging industrial-urban growth, German municipal officials in the 1890s 
transformed centuries-old communal rights over property and state controls over outskirt 
growth into advanced regulatory and planning capabilities, partly with a view to solving the 
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severe housing question. In Great Britain, the national government played a key role through 
the Town Planning Act of 1909. The law authorized local authorities and land owners, if they 
wished, to frame urban development plans, subject to the approval of the national government 
through its Local Government Board.37 In comparison, German planning commonly 
attempted a thoroughgoing control over the entire urban environment, especially the 
expanding fringe of a city, while the British town planning emphasized suburban design along 
garden city lines, not the general shaping of the city.  
In the case of America, city planning can be understood as a child of Progressive Era 
urban reform,38 born out of its response to the urban environment that had emerged in the 
United States during the latter two-thirds of the nineteenth century, especially after the Civil 
War.39 In the first two decades of the twentieth century, city planning grew into a profession 
through a number of critical achievements, such as Charles Mulford Robinson’s book The 
Improvement of Towns and Cities in 1901, the McMillan plan for Washington, D.C. in 1902, 
the New York City comprehensive plan in 1904, the first National Conference on City 
Planning held in 1909, and the ascendance of Frederick Law Olmsted Jr.’s vision for planning 
in 1910. As Olmsted Jr. said in 1916, city planning meant the attempt to exert a well-
considered control on behalf of the people of a city over the development of their physical 
environment as a whole.40  
Since the 1920s, some Chinese cities, according to Western urban planning concepts and 
the practices, attempted comprehensive planning for overall guidance of city growth. In 
                                                 
37 Gordon E. Cherry, The Evolution of British Town Planning: A History of Town Planning in the United Kingdom 
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40 Frederick Law Olmsted Jr., “Introduction,” in City Planning: Aeries of Papers Presenting the Essential 
Elements of a City Plan, ed. John Nolen (New York and London: D. Appleton And Company, 1916), 1-2.  
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Guangzhou, celebrated American architect and city planner Henry Murphy was employed in 
1927 to draft a new plan melding Chinese tradition with foreign progress.41 At Nanjing, the 
work was done on a much more comprehensive scale, especially in view of the fact that 
Nanjing was the capital. The National Capital Reconstruction Planning Committee (Shoudu 
jianshe weiyuanhui) was organized in April 1928, including Chinese members and foreign 
experts such as Murphy and his American cohorts. They drafted a complex development plan 
for new city districts as well as the settlement area, and formulated zoning regulations in the 
1930s. At that time, Nanjing was imagined as a paradigm for scientific city planning 
principles as they were being applied in Europe and the United States.42 Shortly after Nanjing 
initiated the city planning work, the Special Municipality of Greater Shanghai organized a 
city planning commission similar to Nanjing’s. A city planning competition was held to 
attract ideas for a good and feasible plan for the new sections of Shanghai.43 Nanjing’s 
example was also soon followed by other cities, such as Tianjin, Hangzhou, Xiamen, Fuzhou, 
Shenyang, etc.44 During the Nanjing Decade under the relative political stability and the 
newly-powered municipal governments, the demand of sound city planning was widely 
voiced in modern Chinese cities.  
The urban planning experiments in China were mainly promoted by certain Western-
trained technocrats. One vocal advocate, for instance, was Sun Ke, the first mayor of 
Guangzhou municipality in 1921 who oversaw the city’s physical transformation. Sun in the 
1910s studied city planning at University of California in Los Angeles and politics at 
Columbia University in New York.45 His 1919 article titled “On urban planning” (Dushi 
guihua lun) was one of the earliest works on city planning in China. In his essay, Sun ranked 
                                                 
41 About the detail of the plan, please see Cody, Building in China: Henry K. Murphy’s “Adaptive Architecture,” 
1914-1935 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2001), 174-180; Lai Delin, “Chengshi de gongneng gaizao,” 
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city planning the most important part of municipal administration.46 He wrote, urban planning 
included everything that had to do with the construction of a city: the network of roads, the 
location of commerce, the choice of parks and fairgrounds, the facilities of public institutions, 
the management of water supply and sewage, and the construction of factories and housing.47 
From the late 1910s, the field of city planning and related subjects increasingly attracted 
Chinese students, such as Bai Dunyong, Dong Xiujia, Zang Qifang, etc. They studied abroad 
especially in the United States, encountered the renovations of urban administration and 
planning, and brought them back to China. They set up corresponding academic programs at 
colleges in Beijing and Shanghai, and founded Chinese Municipal League (Zhonghua 
shizheng xuehui) to promote a new ideal of the modern city. Furthermore, they issued large 
number of articles about city administration and planning in many different publications, 
providing Chinese readers with accounts of city administration and planning in Western 
countries, as well as work reports in Chinese cities.48  
In Wuhan, a range of new ideas about city planning was introduced by Dong Xiujia (Fig. 
2.4), an America-trained pioneer in municipal administration and city planning. In 1918, 
Dong graduated from Tsinghua College in Beijing, and pursued his further study in the 
United States on a scholarship from the Boxer Indemnity Fund.49 In 1920 he got his A.B. 
degree from the University of Michigan, majoring in urban economics, and further received 
his M.A. degree in municipal administration from the University of California at Los Angeles 
in 1921.50 During his study, Dong poured his time into mastering the administrative methods 
for ordering the urban environment’s complex elements. He read considerable works on city 
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planning, including the encyclopedical books of City Planning by John Nolen and Charles 
Mulford Robinson.51 Both published in 1916, the two landmark works were the most recent 
and best publications available at that time. They conveyed the enormous breadth of 
comprehensive city planning, and claimed the full arrival of city planning as a topic of serious 
national discourse in USA.52 On the basis of his study, Dong recognized that the city was an 
evolving, organic entity that needed comprehensive planning, and further appreciated control 
over the future through the power of scientific prediction, which enabled social engineering 
and rational planning, and the institutionalization of rational systems of social regulation and 
control.53   
 
Fig. 2.4  Dong Xiujia, ca.1930 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe 
gaikuang, no.1, unpaged) 
 
Deeply impressed by the thriving planning movement in USA, Dong Xiujia returned to 
China to implant what he had learned to the Chinese contexts. From 1921 to 1928, he served 
the municipal governments of Wusong,54 Shanghai, Hangzhou, and also taught municipal 
administration and economics courses at universities in Shanghai and Beijing.55 Dong made 
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great efforts to popularize his learning to Chinese people, not only to train specialists to 
design, build, and properly manage the physical infrastructure of the modern city, but also 
win support from ordinary citizens. Among his substantial publications on municipal 
administration and city planning, some were used as textbooks, while some were popular 
readings for ordinary city inhabitants.56 Particularly, his 1924 book, New Treaties on 
Municipal Government (Shizheng xinlun), was among the first Chinese monographs about 
city planning (chengshi jihua).57 In his book, Dong defined city planning as a science about 
schemes of urban construction or mending, and presented Chinese readers with systematic 
knowledge about city planning. On the basis of existing Western works and Chinese cases, 
the book interpreted the significance and history of urban planning and design, outlined the 
parameters of planning, such as survey and investigation, as well as practical design measures 
on urban transportation, public entertainment, housing and other aspects. It also discussed 
financing or paying methods when implementing city planning. Next, chapters on worldwide 
planning developments followed, including most advanced achievements in Britain, German 
and America, as well as China during the early twentieth century. In conclusion, Dong 
brought forward some practical suggestions on the planning experiments in Chinese contexts. 
The introductory book received so great popularity that it was republished four times from 
1924 to 1928.   
As a committed planner, Dong kept on exploring how to implement the urban planning 
renovations in Chinese contexts. His article “Garden cities and China’s city planning” 
(Tianyuan xinshi yu woguo shizheng), was one of the earliest works which introduced 
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City ideals to China.58 The essay was published in 1925 on 
Dongfang zazhi, the flagship of the periodicals published by the Commercial Press for the 
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urban readership, 59 and accordingly made a great number of Chinese audience informed 
about this worldwide intellectual shock-wave in urban planning. Of all of the nineteenth-
century urban utopias that sought to integrate the urban and the rural, the Garden City plan of 
Ebenezer Howard is by far the most important, both as a unified vision addressing the full 
range of urban development issues and as an initiator and formulator of modern urban 
planning as a profession and a body of theory.60 In his essay, Dong Xiujia gave an overall 
review on Howard’s 1902 book Garden Cities of To-Morrow, and illustrated the key features 
in Howard’s diagram of Garden City (Fig. 2.5): the limited size, the central place, the radial 
avenues, the periphery industries, the surrounding green belt, etc. Subsequently, Dong 
introduced the burgeoning experiments worldwide based on Garden City principles, such as 
Letchworth in Britain, Enskede in Sweden, Helleraw in Germany, and Forest Hill Gardens in 
New York, USA, and summarized ten similarities among the different garden cities. On the 
basis of above analyses, Dong brought forward detailed suggestions on establishing garden 
cities in China.  
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Fig. 2.5  Adapted Diagram of Howard’s Garden City by Dong Xiujia, 1925 (Source: Dong Xiujia, 
“Tianyuan xinshi,” 31) 
 
From his writings, we may notice that Dong Xiujia was a pragmatic planner instead of a 
utopian. In Shizheng xinlun, Dong emphasized that it was the feasibility of city planning, 
rather than the grandiose vision that was attached great importance. When introducing Garden 
City ideals, Dong detected Howard’s stress upon public ownership and control of land to 
implement the plan, instead of technical planning details. In Dong’s eyes, city planning meant 
not just beautification but also provision for environmental needs of all citizenry – that 
planning for the health and welfare of her people was sound business sense as well as the 
ultimate purpose of city planning. When introducing Western innovations in city 
administration and planning, Dong always paid great attention to the Chinese contexts, and 
explored appropriate and pragmatic methods for Chinese cities. Clearly, Dong stood some 
distance from certain planners in the early twentieth century who were still concentrating 
upon grandiose appearance rather than everyday utility in the practice of their profession.  
Dong’s understanding was embedded in his professional study in USA and his following 
unstable career in China. The decade of 1910s, when Dong studied in American, saw the shift 
from the City Beautiful to the City Practical and more broadly from moral reform to scientific 
progressivism. It meant that with the rise of the new social and political ethos, city beautiful 
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concerns about urban aesthetics during the early urban planning period was giving way to an 
emphasis on making the modern city function efficiency. Although the renunciation of the 
City Beautiful never expressed true repudiation, urban reform in American cities generally 
moved toward more professional, more administrative, and more expert-intense modes of 
thought and action. George B. Ford’s address to the Fifth National City Planning Conference 
in 1913, titled “The City Scientific,” and Nelson P. Lewis’s Planning the Modern City (1916) 
were exemplary of “city scientific” thinking.61 In this vein, Dong shared the boundless, 
modernist faith in the power of rational, scientific decision making to determine the one best 
solution to any urban problem and the applicability of uniform standards across cities. Once 
and again, in his works Dong exalted the virtue of utilizing scientific knowledge for the 
purpose of urban planning, and advocated scientific approaches in planning, such as expert 
planning commissions, efficient transportation, land use and zoning.  
What’s more, Dong’s unsteady career in China enabled him to supplement the boundless 
vision of an idealistic author with the nuts-and-bolts perspective of an urban planner. From 
1921 to 1928, Dong actually encountered a sequence of frustrations. When Dong firstly 
returned to China in 1921, he was full of ambitions to remodel Chinese cities through 
scientific planning he had learnt. However, he could hardly find an ideal position of 
government service, since most cities were still under the old imperial chaos. He had little 
choice but be a lecturer. When he started teaching municipal courses in Chinese universities, 
he noticed that there were no appropriate textbooks, and had to compile teaching materials by 
himself.62 From 1922 to 1924, he devoted himself to preparing new Wusong municipality, 
only to find that it was cancelled fruitlessly due to some sudden political alternation.63 Around 
1927 when he served the Shanghai Municipality, he recommended a land-purchasing policy 
to give the government a sound financial basis while at the same time curbing land 
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63 Ibid., xu 1. 
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speculation.64 Reasonable as the device was, it never came true because of the municipal 
government’s fiscal difficulties in its early years. Through this range of experience, Dong 
Xiujia probably acquainted himself with the underdeveloped situation of Chinese 
municipalities, and advanced from writing about what should be, to recognizing what could 
be, to getting it done.  
With pragmatic concerns in mind, Dong Xiujia came to Wuhan in September 1928 as the 
secretary-general of Wuhan Municipal Commission. And in April 1929 he was appointed the 
head of Public Works Bureau, the department to which the municipal government paid 
greatest attention.65 At that time, given that city planning was recently introduced, there was 
no expert planning commission independently set up in Wuhan as well as a majority of 
Chinese cities. It was the Public Works Bureau of Wuhan which took charge of the full range 
of city planning and reconstruction work, including survey, investigation, plan, design, 
construction, etc.66 From 1928 to 1931 before he was transferred to National Capital 
Reconstruction Planning Committee in Nanjing, Dong Xiujia worked tirelessly to improve the 
municipal life in Wuhan. He urged the municipal government to remodel the city in a 
scientific manner through comprehensive planning, and brought forward a number of valuable 
suggestions for Wuhan’s development.  
Dong argued strongly for “survey before plan”. He emphasized that urban planning 
should be based on detailed investigation and survey, and called for the completion of a 
complex city survey of local and regional conditions that should precede any actual planning 
efforts by the local government boards.67 Before drew up a plan for Wuhan’s future 
development, Dong Xiujia organized a surveying branch under Wuhan’s Public Works 
Bureau, and carried out a citywide survey and investigation, examining not just the physical 
and infrastructural environment, but some social and cultural background of Wuhan as well. 
Besides, in search of appropriate measures for Wuhan’s municipal development, Dong 
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himself in 1930 visited municipal governments of Nanjing, Shanghai and Hangzhou, and the 
Municipal Council in Shanghai British Concession. He interviewed the directors of public 
works bureaus, and collected large amount of pertinent gazettes and reports as Hankou’s 
reference.68  
Dong Xiujia also advocated citizen participation in the planning process, for he 
recognized that public support was indispensable for city planning to be realized. As Dong 
said, it would be a long way for city planning to be realized; common people would have to 
suffer short-term pain for long-time prosperity as thousands of homes were torn down for the 
physical reconstruction. Accordingly, the adoption and execution of a city plan could be 
achieved only by educating the public so that the people would understand the intentions of 
the government and support them willingly.69 Upon Dong’s suggestions, a monthly Wuhan 
municipal gazette was launched, reporting the city government’s goals with detailed accounts 
of deliberations and explaining how it intended to achieve them.70 New topic named 
“Citizens’ voices” (Shiming zhi sheng) was put up in the gazette so that the local citizens 
could express their own ideas, communicate with the government, and further participate in 
certain planning decisions.71 In addition, annual work report of Hankou’s Public Works 
Bureau was issued, public lectures were organized, and illustrated manuals were distributed, 
disseminating modern ideas of city administration and planning to the general public in 
Wuhan. As Dong envisioned, these well-engineered steps did generate publicity and bear 
some fruits. For instance, when the urban reconstruction was carried out in Wuhan, there was 
few massive protest over the attempted projects. In comparison, other cities such as Nanjing 
and Guangzhou encountered extensive defiance from local residents. In Nanjing, the 
Nationalist capital, nearly the entire year from June 1927 to June 1928 was spent in a tug of 
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war between the municipal government trying to enforce condemnation of buildings along 
what had been assigned as major trunk lines in the city and the residents who demanded fair 
compensation.72 In Guangzhou, every time there was construction, there were petitions and 
hindrances. Once a crowd of more than 10,000 people presented a petition in front of the 
government office. Some of them even set up beds and slept out there for two weeks.73  
Another planning concept Dong Xiujia esteemed was land-use zoning. Led by Dong, 
Wuhan’s Public Works Bureau drew up on the basis of a citywide survey, so as to guide the 
city along lines of orderly development (Fig. 2.3).74 It was the first zoning plan for Wuhan tri-
cities as a whole. After Wuhan reverted to subdivided administration, a zoning plan was 
immediately drafted by Dong for Hankou and Hanyang (Fig. 2.6), presuming that in the 
future Hankou would expand extensively northwards and inland.75 According to this plan, the 
metropolitan Hankou was divided into several zones with different roles: administrative 
(xingzhengqu), business (shangyequ), industrial (gongyequ), and residential (zhuzhaiqu). The 
two main business districts would be located along the Yangtze River and Han River, 
essentially where the traffic was the most convenient and most of Hankou natives already 
lived. The administrative zone was sited in the center of the main business district in Hankou, 
crossed by the Beijing-Hankou Railway. The industrial zones were situated leeward along the 
Beijing-Hankou Railway and at the downstream of the rivers, to avoid causing disturbance to 
the inhabitants of the center. The industry zone in Hanyang was based on the existing 
ironworks and arsenal erected in the 1890s. The built-up area on previous foreign concessions 
and scenic surroundings of natural lakes, were zoned for residence.76 This general land use 
                                                 
72 Charles David Musgrove, “The Nation’s Concrete Heart: Architecture, Planning, and Ritual in Nanjing, 1927-
1937,” (PhD diss., University of California, San Diego, 2002), 137.  
73 “Jianshe shoudu zhishao wu qian wan” [Constructing the capital at least 50 million], Shi bao, 23 August 1928. 
The situation was described in Nanjing mayor Liu Jiwen’s talk. In 1926 he ever worked in Guangdong as the chief 
of agriculture and industry.   
74 Wuhan shi chengshi guihua, ed. Wuhan chengshi guihua zhi, 40-42.  
75 The Wuhan municipal government reverted to the semi-divided administrations in late 1929, Hanyang was 
subordinate to Hankou special municipality.  
76 “Gongwu xingzheng jihua gailüe” [Abbreviated plans on public works and municipal administrative], in Hankou 
tebieshi shizheng jihua gailüe [Summary of Hankou municipal administrative plan], ed. Hankou tebieshi zhengfu 
mishuchu [Secretariat of Hankou’s municipal government] (Hankou: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu, 1929), 1-
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plan had a long-term influence on the location of industry and commerce and was to become, 
in certain aspects, a part of later planning concepts after the foundation of the P.R.China. 
 
Fig. 2.6 Zoning Plan of Hankou and Hanyang, 1929 (Source: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu, ed. 
Hankou tebieshi shizheng jihua gailüe, unpaged) 
 
In the early twentieth century, zoning was actually a new tenet of “scientific” urban 
planning. It was said to be the most important innovation promoted by American planners 
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during the prewar years, in order to regulate private property.77 American zoning, at first 
called “districting”, began around 1908 at Los Angeles, California, the city where Dong 
Xiujia pursued his postgraduate study twelve years later. The 1908 zoning plan created 
industrial districts, limited specific industries to the legally prescribed industrial districts, and 
thus shielded most of its remaining territory, which it designated residential.78 Considerable 
American planning activists exulted about the innovation, believing that a new and potent use 
of the police power had been found. By early 1917, at least American twenty cities had taken 
up the zoning idea, including New York, Berkeley, California, and Akron, Ohio.79 Obviously, 
from 1918 to 1921 when Dong studied in Michigan and then in California, the zoning idea 
was making headway throughout the United States.   
Inspired by the achievements of American cities, Dong believed that zoning, with its 
promise of stabilizing land use and property values, represented an authentic expression of the 
public interest and a valid basis for claiming success for their use. He criticized the mixed and 
disordered layout of Shanghai foreign concessions, the model emulated by a majority of 
Chinese cities. Instead, he recommended the zoning ordinances in USA, especially in 
California, where he pursued his graduate study. In Dong’s eyes, the zoning ordinances there 
effectively counteracted the greed and caprice of the land market, and offered an inexpensive 
remedy for many conditions popularly regarded as urban ills.80 When drafting the city plan in 
Wuhan, Dong Xiujia ranked zoning the most important measure of planning, arguing that 
effective zoning regulations would bring a lot of benefits: they would segregate uses that were 
thought to be incompatible; they would control the development of large areas of vacant land, 
protect them from misuses; they would concentrate the enterprises of the same use, and 
provide convenience to the city life; they would allow a local government to control and 
regulate the uses and characteristics of buildings, structures, and land within its boundaries, 
                                                 
77 Peterson, The Birth of City Planning, 308-09.  
78 Ibid., 309.  
79 George B. Ford, “What Has Been Accomplished in City Planning during the Past Year,” National Municipal 
League 6 (May 1917): 347, quoted in Peterson, The Birth of City Planning, 314.  
80 Dong, Shizheng xinlun, Preface 1-4; 143. 
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ensuring the availability of sunshine and ventilation and protecting the public’s health.81 From 
Dong’s vantage point, sound zoning ordinances would give orderliness and continuity to the 
growth of the city, and create a pleasant environment for city residents. 
 
Fig. 2.7  Zoning Plan of Wuchang, 1929 (Source: Wuhan lishi tiduji bianzhuan weiyuanhui, ed. Wuhan 
lishi dituji, 60-61) 
                                                 
81 “Hankou shi fenqu jihua” [Zoning plan of Hankou], Xin Hankou 1, no.12 (1930): 166.  
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Across the Yangtze River, another zoning plan (Fig. 2.7) was proposed for Wuchang 
around 1929. It was drafted by Tang Zhenlong (1891-1970), a returned civil engineer from 
Cornell University, USA. Tang in the 1920s worked at Hankou’s Public Works Bureau and 
then Wuchang Civil Engineering Department (Wuchang gongchengchu), and conducted a 
range of projects in Wuhan such as topographic surveying, road design and commercial port 
planning.82 His zoning plan for Wuchang envisioned more than tenfold enlargement of the old 
city, and called for the development of seven use-areas: a commercial district located within 
the old city, a long industrial district stretched from southwest to northeast along the Yangtze 
River and the ongoing Guangzhou-Wuchang Railway, a continuous residential zone 
paralleled the industrial district and offset eastward, an administrative center placed around 
the Grand Hill (Hongshan) approximately at the center of the Wuchang metropolis, an 
education district situated further eastwards between the East Lake and the South Lake, a 
military district located on the south bank of the South Lake, and public parks and buildings 
scattered throughout the metropolitan area. All the districts were inter-connected via a system 
of modern roadways.83   
Whether in Hankou or in Wuchang, it may be noted that the emphasis of zoning was 
primarily economic considerations rather than cosmological concerns during the imperial era. 
Historically, the Confucian canon the Rites of Zhou contained a vision of the traditional 
Chinese city form: the government occupied the center of the city, and important officials 
were then located in residential districts surrounding the administrative complex; markets and 
craftsmen would be located in areas further away from these central areas of prime real estate. 
In short, these was a hierarchy of space in the city, with the government occupying the most 
sacred areas, as determined by the official cosmology that placed the governor and his 
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government.84 The vision had influenced the design of imperial capitals and other 
administrative centers such as Wuchang for 2,000 years.85 However, in the new zoning plans, 
the administrative districts in Wuchang and Hankou were unexceptionally moved inland, 
leaving the original densely-populated sites for commercial development. The areas along the 
rivers and railways were appropriated for industrial or commercial zones because of their 
convenient transportation. The Wuhan technocrats such as Dong Xiujia and Tang Zhenlong, 
following Sun Yat-sen’s proposal in The Fundamentals of National Reconstruction (Jianguo 
fanglüe), foresaw their city’s becoming China’s most important commercial center.86 The 
zoning plans correspondingly endeavored to anchor and extend the commercial supremacy of 
Wuhan. To a certain degree, the use of zones represented a new conception of city order in 
Wuhan, one that emphasized economic functions and efficiency over all else. 
 
Conclusion 
Owing to the rise of technocracy, a pool of young, western-educated talents joined the 
new Wuhan government in late 1920s. Theses professionally minded adults shared an 
ambition focused purpose-fully upon the modernization of Wuhan and China – both technical 
and intellectual. Coinciding with the nation-wide movement on city administration and 
reconstruction in Nationalist China, the newly-positioned Wuhan governors launched 
vigorous urban reforms in pursuit of institutional advance, physical transformation and 
infrastructural improvement. They knew well about the Haussmannization of Paris and the 
City Beautiful movement in American cities, and hence aimed not only at substantial physical 
transformation but also at a social and education transformation of Wuhan’s society.  
                                                 
84 Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, Chinese Imperial City Planning (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1990), 33-
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Based mainly on American precedents, the Wuhan administrators initiated a range of city 
planning experiments, for instance, survey before plan and land-use zoning. The planning 
efforts expressed a comprehensive vision of city remaking, toward a better ordered, more 
efficient, and more healthful city. Although Wuhan of the late 1920s was still in disorder, the 
municipal officials promised that they would clean it up and bring it to order by means of 
their scientific expertise and planning. These West-trained technocrats attempted to redraw 
the map of Wuhan. The new street system, in a rational pattern widely recognizable, would 
make circulation efficient and comfortable, while narrow and crooked alleys would be made 
wide and straight. At the same time, zoning regulations would ensure that land was to be used 
in a most efficient way, while also ensuring that physical and social incongruities would be 
prevented in the tri-cities of Wuhan.  
When implementing the plans, the Wuhan technocrats started with building public parks 
and parkways. In their eyes, the parks and parkways embodied the new ideas of city planning. 
The green network would alleviate the ill effects of urban congestion, and would offer green 
oases for people’s refreshment and recreation. Moreover, they equated public parks with 
modernity and social advancement common in all modern cities. They argued that public 
parks had been created not only in the great cities of Europe and America, but also in 
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Nanjing and Beiping (Beijing) in China, for the purpose of promoting 
recreation, entertainment, and public well-being. Since Wuhan was a great metropolis in 
central China, it was indispensable to build public parks in Wuhan.87 Some experts such as 
Dong Xiujia and Wu Guobing further indicated that public parks were essentially a kind of 
mechanism for public education, and looked toward public parks to regulate public life and to 
reform urban society.88 In general, the municipal administrators adopted the vocabulary of 
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sanitary science and recreational and reformist ideas to urge the creation of spacious natural 
enclaves within the urban environment.89  
In addition the many benefits, the cost made clear a penny-pinching character. Due to 
Wuhan’s large size, complexity, and fiscal constraints, it was impossible for the local 
government to actualize the whole range of improvements the city required once and for all. 
Certain projects involved sophisticated technology, substantial financial resources, and the 
relocation of thousands of urban households and shops, so that they were far beyond a 
financially starved city government. With the limited financial resources at its disposal, the 
government had to proceed step by step, and first concentrate on small-scale but meaningful 
projects. Consequently, like in other cities such as Beijing and Chengdu, building public 
parks was selected in Wuhan as an exemplary construction of the top priority.  
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Chapter 3  Parks and Scientific Knowledge 
The Western concept of science is that body of knowledge created in Europe in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.1 It is one of the major intellectual forces in modern 
civilization, providing a “systematic ideology” which can be used to make sense of changes 
that traditional “cultural resources” can no longer explain.2 Since the introduction of Western 
scientific ideas and techniques by the Jesuits in the seventeenth century, questions about the 
nature and uses of scientific knowledge, and the role of science in society were widely 
debated by Chinese thinkers.3 Among the many transformations that have swept China in the 
twentieth century, one of the most subtle and far-reaching is the intellectual conversion to 
“scientism”, an intellectual appreciation of science by non-scientists and an assumption that 
all aspects the natural order can be explained through scientific examination.4 Accordingly, 
the chapter will contextualize the conceptualization and materialization of these municipal 
parks in the intellectual shift from Confucian classics to modern science in early twentieth-
century China, and explore the means by which municipal parks and scientific knowledge 
define each other.  
 
3.1 From Confucian Classics to Modern Science  
As Joseph Needham has showed, the Chinese for centuries or millennia had a very 
considerable scientific and technological tradition of their own.5 By and large, however, 
within the confines of traditional Confucian civilization, there had been no place for men of 
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knowledge whose primary concerns were with Chinese science and technology. The Chinese 
scholar-bureaucrats held classical Confucian learning in high esteem and, at the same time, 
they cultivated a contempt for material goals or acquisitiveness. For instance, the artisans 
were unacknowledgedly put under the rank lower than scholars and farmers.6 The 
nonscientific orientation of high culture in China, and the civil service examination system 
that was interwoven with it, undoubtedly steered most talents away from association of any 
kind with artisans. No ambitious young man could contemplate a career as an inventor or 
artificer when the road to glory and riches was clearly an official one. Not only was the 
material inquiry was also systematically deprecated by the official ideology.  
The antithesis between manual and mental work has indeed existed through all ages and 
in all civilizations. In most societies, artisans belonged to the inferior “mechanic” class with 
whom the educated classes would not associate. However, the situation altered in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries when a group of superior artisan-craftsmen in Europe – painters, 
architects, and military engineers – combined practical endeavor with theoretical work to 
influence the emergence of new order both in society and in intellectual life.7 As a result, the 
previous academic orthodoxy was broken down, and a scientific community was established 
based on commonly shared scientific methods initiated in Galileo and Bacon’s time. This 
phenomenon was a crucial factor contributing to the rise of modern science in the West 
during the seventeenth century,8 when China remained unchallenged within the overall 
Confucian framework.  
 
Technological Trappings 
China’s contact with Western science dates back to the late seventeenth century, when the 
findings of Jesuit astronomers – the prediction of eclipses and reformation of the calendar, for 
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example – suited and supported the traditional interests and did not conflict with Confucian 
doctrine. But conditioned by common anti-foreign attitudes, the late Ming and early Qing 
scholar-officials were reluctant to accept the “barbarian ways to change the Chinese”. For 
them, Western science and technology were not only largely outside of their normal purview 
as men of knowledge, but also were part of a more general cultural aggression which, by 
threatening the pre-eminence of traditional scholarship, was itself a direct challenge to their 
power and prestige. They stressed the Chinese origin of Western armament and technology, 
and defended the Chinese cultural heritage from foreign infiltration.9 The introduction of 
modern science was put off until the nineteenth century when the main purveyors of new 
beliefs were Protestant missionaries.10 
In 1861, British missionaries penetrated inland to central China when the Qing 
government announced in the Treaty of Tianjin of 1858 that Hankou was open as a treaty port. 
During the following decades, the arrival of such famous hospital and school builders as S. R. 
Hodge, R. T. Booth, Thomas Gillison, W. T. A. Barber, E. F. Gedye and A. J. Macfarlane 
provided a well-trained team for the provision of medical and educational services in 
Wuhan.11 A series of mission schools was established “to teach science for higher degrees”.12 
Modeled along the lines of Western church-affiliated schools, they taught subjects such as 
mathematics, science, history, geography, political economy and English, as well as the 
Chinese Classics and Bible knowledge. Along with the Chinese nationwide reform program, 
the mission schools expanded considerably and the number of students increased at the turn of 
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the twentieth century.13 The missionaries also gave science lectures not only at the Western-
style colleges but also at the colleges of Chinese studies in Wuhan, long considered a 
stronghold of conservatism.14 In addition, since the latter half of the nineteenth century, some 
Christian educators like John Fryer who worked for government institutes translated certain 
amount of Western books on science, mathematics, international law, and economics.15 Some 
translations were used by the government schools as textbooks, while others reached an even 
wider audience.16 Generally, by the 1910s, the missionaries had made a promising start for 
science in Wuhan, as well as other treaty ports in China.  
At the same time, goaded by motives of national survival, the Chinese themselves began 
to look toward the West for guidance in science and technology, the force behind Western 
strength. In contrast to the superficial grasp of the seventeenth-century science, modern China 
after the Opium War (1839-42) accepted the technological trappings of the West in order to 
strengthen military defense of the country. Gradually, the reformers realized that that the 
products of technology – particularly the implements of war – were possible only through 
engineering technology, which in turn had its roots in natural science.17 They accordingly 
emphasized technical expertise in engineering and mechanics and specialized knowledge of 
the modern sciences. Nevertheless, throughout the nineteenth century, the faith in the 
adequacy and vitality of the Confucian doctrinal framework hardly wavered. Chinese scholar-
officials had viewed the maintenance of their elite status and political authority as a matter of 
preserving both the Chinese state and Confucian principles. The question was how to obtain 
Western technology in order to strengthen the state and thereby better defend Confucian 
values. 
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In the case of Wuhan, it was Zhang Zhidong, one of the most progressive statesmen of the 
late Qing period, who led the post-Taiping turn toward foreign studies focusing on science 
and industry. From 1889 to 1907, Zhang assumed the governor-general of Hubei and Hunan 
provinces in the middle Yangtze region. Like Li Hongzhang, he used his political influence at 
court and his administrative skills as a scholar-official to bring Western military know-how 
and industrial technologies into the late nineteenth-century Wuhan.18 Zhang carried out a 
much large-scale reform in Wuhan tri-cities, covering communications, heavy industry, 
finance and education. The reform transformed virtually every area of the local and regional 
society.19 
Among the different aspects of his reform, Zhang Zhidong was particularly noted for the 
improvement of education towards modern science and technology. Between 1890 and 1907 
he created tens of modern academies in Wuhan that taught special skills, such as mining, 
arithmetic, agriculture, and foreign languages.20 By going outside the orthodox curriculum of 
the civil service examination, the newly educated in science and engineering inhabited the 
unprecedented arsenals, shipyards, and factories that offered non-degree-oriented engineering, 
mathematical, and science training. Zhang was also instrumental in having many students sent 
abroad especially to Japan after 1898. He expected that the returning foreign-trained students 
could be put to work as teachers in Chinese schools, and thus sped up the development of the 
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new-style education.21 Indeed, it was with Zhang’s continuing encouragement that Hubei 
students traveled to Western states and Japan in increasingly large numbers. Through these 
steps, Zhang quietly changed the nature of the Chinese education. No longer was education 
simply a guide for future scholar-officials to pass the civil service examinations; it was to 
train technocrats to build a strong and stable China.  
Zhang further legitimated literati study of modern science and technology with his 
celebrated dictum: “Chinese learning for fundamental principles; Western learning for 
practical applications” (Zhong xue wei ti, xi xue wei yong). In his 1898 “Exhortation to 
Learning” (Quanxue pian), Zhang classified Chinese learning as inner learning and Western 
learning as outer learning. Whereas the inner learning formed the core of the body of learning, 
the outer learning implemented the core with technical details. The new ti-yong formula 
provided the Chinese reformers with a working agenda for bringing reforms to China.22 Its 
effectiveness lay in its deliberate imprecision of meaning. The relative roles of Chinese 
learning and Western learning were specifically defined in the ti-yong theory, but the exact 
contents on Chinese learning and Western learning could change accordingly.23 Although 
being criticized by some contemporary scholars as a half-hearted measure of reform, Zhang’s 
ti-yong dichotomy placated the conservatives and smoothed the way for the modernization of 
China’s educational system.  
In the 1900s, under enormous pressures, the Qing court moved toward much more 
fundamental changes than had previously been attempted: A new Western-oriented school 
system was established for training technicians;24 new emphasis was placed on studying 
abroad; and in 1905 the millennium old civil service examinations were abolished.25 These 
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steps had both social and cultural significance, dissolving as they did the close connection at 
the heart of the traditional order between political power and a specifically Confucian 
education. The abolition of the Imperial Examination System, ended the Confucian scholars’ 
nearly total monopoly of prestigious social roles for men of knowledge, and signified a major 
change in the social contexts into which modern science had to be fitted.26  
 
The Tide of Scientism 
In 1912, the establishment of a Western-style republic – the Republic of China – opened 
the floodgates to new and larger waves of Western influence like modern science. Since many 
more Chinese students went abroad for scientific study, a new view of science started to be 
developed. The Western-trained intellectuals, against the Chinese pre-occupation with 
technology during the nineteenth century, attacked the equation of science exclusively with 
technology as an unduly narrow view of science. It did not adequately take into account the 
intellectual and moral significance of the scientific method and spirit, and would never permit 
science really to flourish in China.27 These young intellectuals kept on searching for a more 
scientific, more rational world-view with which to replace their compatriots’ customary and 
debilitating Confucian outlook.28 During the May Fourth Movement (1915-1920s), science 
was titled “Mr. Science” as a talisman, who owned a magic charm designed to cast out 
superstition, conservatism, and blind allegiance to the past, so that men’s intellect might be 
freed to consider the urgent problems which faced them. In the 1923 debate between the 
traditional and the scientific world-view, science was further identified with social progress, 
both at the material and the ideological levels.29 It was widely believed that science would fill 
                                                 
26 The previous question was whether modern science and technology could somehow be accommodated within 
specifically Confucian values and institutions. See Peter Buck, “Western Science in Republican China: Ideology 
and Institution Building,” in Science and Values: Patterns of Tradition and Change, eds. Arnold Thackray and 
Everett Mendelsohn (New York: Humanities Press, 1974): 160-61. 
27 Buck, “Western science,” 165. 
28 Teu-farn Wang, China’s Science, 32. 
29 In 1923, the emerging Chinese advocates for the development of science successfully launched a war against the 
so-called “metaphysical ghosts,” who believed that science was inadequate to address the fundamental questions of 
human life. An important and far-reaching spiritual effect of this “holy war” was to give rise to an attitude of 
religious zealotry toward the worship of science in China, a nation that had not yet experienced the baptism of 
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the technological (in the widest meaning) requirements of China and infuse the Chinese mind 
with a habit of thought which could find truth, knowledge, and life according to the language 
of science. In general, the extensive and heated discussion on the social views of science, 
especially by non-scientists, gave rise to the intellectual conversion to “scientism”, which 
filled the vacuum left by the disintegration of the Confucian order.   
Regarding the “scientism", it may be described as the application of scientific concepts to 
other, unrelated areas of inquiry outside their own sphere of relevance. Of course scientism 
was never peculiar to China; the parallels can be found in the West. In the history of Europe, 
the conflicts between its speculation philosophy and theological cosmology, and the claims of 
science resulted in the construction of scientific metaphysical, sociological, and 
methodological systems on the largest possible scale. Beginning with Comte, the movement 
of European positivism dedicated to the systematic replacement of traditional Christianity and 
all forms of a priori philosophical and social thought with a broad body of doctrine derived 
solely through scientific versification. It represented an extreme of scientific system building, 
calling upon the propositions of science to justify the most comprehensive world-historical 
views. Later, a contrasting group of positivist thinkers gave the movement a more critical turn. 
Men such as John Stuart Mill, Ernst Mach, and John Dewey concentrated on investigating the 
epistemological and logical nature of the scientific method broad enough to guarantee its 
applicability to a wide range of inquiry. The West’s leadership made scientific assumptions a 
more pervasive feature of popular culture. Scientism in China, as well as other societies such 
as Japan, was part of a wider phenomenon.30  
 
Technocracy and Scientific City Remaking  
In 1927, the first nation-state in modern China was established by the Guomindang. From 
1927 to 1937, a critical decade of relative peace, the Nationalist government endeavored to 
                                                                                                                                            
science in the early twentieth century. See Xiao Xiaosui, “The 1923 Scientistic Campaign and Dao-Discourse: A 
Cross-Cultural Study of the Rhetoric of Science,” The Quarterly Journal of Speech 90, no.4 (2004): 469-492.  
30 Charlotte Furth, Ting Wen-chiang: Science and China’s New Culture (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1970), 14-15. 
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guide and manage the nation’s modern transformation “scientifically”. Following an 
ambitious blueprint of “national reconstruction” laid down by its revolutionary leader Sun 
Yat-sen, the government took technology and industrialization as the heart of the nation-
building strategy. At that time, influenced by the prevailing scientism in the 1920s, it was 
widely believed that only trained intelligence – and they thought that science along genuinely 
fostered this – could devise proper solutions to China’s problems. Correspondingly, a pool of 
technocratic talents was employed into the campaign to build a modern and powerful China. 
These young, technically trained officials grasped the opportunities brought by the rise of 
scientism and the Nationalist revolution, and sought to apply their best scientific thinking to 
the urgent tasks of modernization, including the management and construction of modern 
Chinese cities.31   
In Wuhan, since 1927, the conquering Nationalist armies established the tri-cities as an 
integrated municipality, and appointed a group of Western-educated specialists the municipal 
officials in the new government. As elucidated in Chapter 2, theses professionally minded 
adults generally took the modernist faith in the power of rational, scientific decision making 
to determine the best solutions to urban problems. Via some planners like Dong Xiujia, the 
technocrats recognized city planning as a science of organizing and stabilizing urban society 
through the rational design of space and the systematic ordering of human activity. They 
accordingly urged the municipal government to remodel the city of Wuhan in a scientific 
manner through comprehensive planning.  
When implementing the ambitious scheme of scientific city remaking, the building of 
public parks was selected an exemplary construction of top priority. In addition to the 
financial considerations described in Chapter 2, the urban administrators in Hankou thought 
highly of the value of public parks. They realized the benefits of parks in physical, moral, 
spiritual and political terms. Public parks, from their point of view, would be antidotes to the 
intrinsic drawbacks of urban life and green oases for the refreshment of the city’s soul and 
                                                 
31 Jeffrey W. Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” Planning Perspective 11, no.4 (1996): 339; Joseph 
W. Esherick, “Modernity and Nation in the Chinese City,” in Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity and National 
Identity, 1900-1950, ed. Joseph W. Esherick (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000), 2, 7.  
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body. Furthermore, the urban administrators equated public parks with modernity and social 
advancement common in all modern cities, and hence looked forward to matching the urban 
developments.  
 
3.2 Hankou’s Zhongshan Park   
In Wuhan tri-cities, Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was the first municipal park in a modern 
sense of the word “municipal”.32 It broke ground in 1928, opened in 1929, and received 
continuous renovations and enlargements in the following years, all sponsored by the local 
government. The park combined both formal and informal styles of landscape design, and 
contained novel facilities such as athletic fields, assembly halls, monuments, etc. Significantly, 
it sparked the local enthusiasm for public parks, both governmental and nongovernmental, 
and inaugurated a park building campaign sweeping the whole Wuhan tri-cities. 
Zhongshan Park was located at the original site of a private garden “Xi Yuan” and the 
neighboring land of an inter-provincial association (Zhili, Shandong and Henan provinces).33 
Xi Yuan was initially built by a comprador Liu Xinsheng in the 1900s, covering an area of 0.2 
ha. After the 1911 Revolution in the new revolutionary context, Liu’s enormous properties 
were highly visible and vulnerable. As an elaborate protection for his properties, Liu 
presented Xi Yuan in 1914 as a personal gift to Li Huatang, who was in charge of finance in 
the Hubei government.34 In the following years, Li enlarged Xi Yuan to nearly 1.2 ha, and 
built the distinctive Qipan Hill (Fig. 3.1) with two types of traditional stones, Taihu and 
                                                 
32 Actually, Wuhan’s first park without an entrance fee was Shouyi Park at Wuchang, opened in 1924 
commemorating the Wuchang Uprising in October 1911. However, it was more like a traditional amusement 
garden than a modern park for people’s wholesome refreshment. It was built from an old Nai Yuan, and only 
sporadic new constructions were carried out mainly due to financial shortages. In addition to its commemorative 
purpose, the park was chiefly intended to provide a steady income to the wounded soldiers in the 1911 Revolution. 
It did not charge an entrance fee, but managed to make enough profits by renting space for teahouses, restaurants 
and theaters. Given its limited size, the Shouyi Park was over-commercialized, and merely supplied centuries-old 
activities such as teahouse-going and opera performance. The situation was not changed until the 1930s when the 
local government reconfigured it into Wuchang Park. See Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin: 1840-1985 
[Wuhan gardens, groves and parks: 1840-1985] (Wuhan: Wuhan shi yuanlinju, 1987), 5, 128-129.   
33 Shang Ruobing, “Hankou diyi gongyuan – Zhongshan Gongyuan,” [The First Park in Hankou – Zhongshan Park] 
in Hankou wubainian [Five hundred years of Hankou], ed. Pi Mingxiu and Wu Yong (Wuhan: Hubei jiaoyu 
chubanshe, 1999), 210. 
34 Ibid.  
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Pianhuang,35 which still remains in today’s Zhongshan Park. In 1927, after the North 
Expedition overthrew the previous authority, the newly-organized government confiscated Xi 
Yuan for future public use. In 1928, when the engineer Wu Guobing suggested that public 
parks should be built in Wuhan, the government approved his proposal and then appropriated 
him the unused Xi Yuan as well as a neighboring tract.  
 
Fig. 3.1  Qipan Hill, ca.1990s (Source: Zhongguo gongyuan xiehui and Shanghai shi yuanlin guanliju, 
ed. Zhongguo mingyuan, 131). 
 
After only one-year construction, on the occasion of the 18th anniversary of the 1911 
Revolution on 10 October 1929, the park was formally opened to all members of Wuhan’s 
society. It was named “Zhongshan Park” to commemorate Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925), the 
founding father of the Chinese Republic. According to its 1930 layout, the park was 
approximately divided into four parts: the Lake Area, Old Xi Yuan, the Formal Garden, and a 
Sports Area (Fig. 3.2). At that time, it was the largest urban park in the Yangtze Valley. In 
1931, the park was badly damaged in a flood; only the lake, rockeries and platform of the 
swimming pool survived. Reconstructions were carried out, and the Zhongshan Park was 
reopened to the public in 1934.36 In the days before 1938, when Hankou was occupied by the 
Japanese troops, the Zhongshan Park was under continuous renovations and improvements. 
                                                 
35 Wuhan shi Zhongshan Gongyuan [Wuhan Zhongshan Park], ed. Zhongshan gongyuan cangsang – jinian Wuhan 
shi Zhongshan Gongyuan qishi zhounian [Transformations of Zhongshan Park – commemorating Wuhan 
Zhongshan Park for its 70th anniversary] (Wuhan: Wuhan Zhongshan Gongyuan, 1998), 4.  
36 Wuhan difangzhi bianzuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteer], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Chengshi jianshe 
zhi [Wuhan gazetteer: urban constructions] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1996), 608-609. 
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Particularly, its sports area at the north was extended eastward, and thus enlarged the park to 
13.1 ha (Fig. 3.3).37  
According to the increased park layout, the front gate (Fig. 3.4) was located at the south 
end, and was described to be based on the entrance of the Buckingham Palace in London,38 
but drastically simplified. From the entrance, a main thoroughfare separated the park into two 
sides. On the west side was the Lake Area. A 2.2ha artificial lake was dug out with the depth 
of 1.2m to 1.5m, generally following a rectangular shape with winding shorelines (Fig. 3.5).39 
The soil dug out was used to form about ten hills in or around the lake, each no higher than 
12m, connected by bridges and highlighted with pavilions. Some of the bridges were 
constructed with concrete, but in elaborate details. For instance, Luohong Bridge (Fig. 3.6) 
showed handrails imitating branches, veined and entwined, and the handrails of the 
Shuanglong Bridge (Fig. 3.7) were shaped like two Chinese dragons.  
 
                                                 
37 The eastern part of the sports area was completed in May 1934, see Hankou shi zhengfu [Hankou’s municipal 
government] ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang: minguo ershisannian yiyue zhi ershisinian liuyue [Introduction of 
Hankou municipality: January 1934 – June 1935] (Hankou: Hankou shi zhengfu, 1935), 25. 
38 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (8) – youxue guiguo hou de gongzuo he shenghuo,” [Traveling around the 
country, part 8 – my work and life after studying abroad] Zhongwai zazhi 26, no.3 (1979): 72. 
39 Hankou shi zhengfu [Hankou’s municipal government], ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang [Introduction 
of Hankou municipal development] (Hankou: Hankou shi zhengfu, 1930), vol.1, 37.  
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Fig. 3.2  Plan of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi 
zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vol.1, unpaged) 
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Fig. 3.4  The front gate of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1934 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. 
Hankou shizheng gaikuan 1934-1935, gongwu 26) 
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Fig. 3.5  An aerial view of the artificial lake in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930 (Source: Hankou 
shi zhengfu, ed. Hankoushi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vo.1, unpaged) 
 
 
Fig. 3.6  Luohong Bridge in Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park, 2004 
Fig. 3.7  Shuanglong Bridge in Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, ca.1936 (Source: Shanghai Archives H1-1-32-
161) 
 
In the early period of the park, most pavilions were built with timber columns and bark 
roofs, but their designs diversified after the 1931 flood. For instance, Huxin Pavilion (Fig. 3.8) 
was a two-story flat-roof structure, built with slim steel posts and large windows, opening to 
the naturalistic scenery of hills and water. Zhanggong Temple (Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.10) was a 
particularly interesting structure. Erected on the north bank, the 19.6m high, three-storied 
concrete temple was designed by Wu Guobing around 1933 to commemorate Hubei-Hunan 
governor-general, Zhang Zhidong. Essentially two concentric circles in plan, the temple was 
made up of a central core, and three levels of circular balconies supported by six piers. Wu 
did not explain his design in his memoirs. However, the Zhanggong Temple resembled the 
Tempietto by Donato Bramante (Fig. 3.11) in several aspects, such as the dominating 
circularity theme, concentric circles in plan, the main cylinder core surrounded by exterior 
colonnade, and so on. Completed in 1502, the Tempietto was located in the courtyard of San 
Pietro in Montorio in Rome, and has been regarded as a symbol of the Renaissance because of 
its characteristics such as simplicity, proportion, and reference to classical antiquity. Despite 
the similarities, Zhanggong Temple also deviated from its prototype in the absence of 
classical proportions, the details of the Doric Order, and the colonnade of sixteen columns.   
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Fig. 3.8  Huxin Pavilion in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 
ca.1936 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou 
shizheng gaikuang 1935-1936, gongwu 22) 
Fig. 3.9  Zhanggong Temple viewed from 
the Luohong Bridge, ca.1930s (Source: 
Wuhan shi dang’anguan and Wuhan shi 
bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 122) 
  
Fig. 3.10  Zhanggong Temple in Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park, 2004. 
 
Fig. 3.11  Tempietto by Donato Bramante, 
1502 (Source: Lowry, Renaissance 
Architecture, unpaged) 
 
On the east side of the main thoroughfare were the old Xi Yuan in the south and the 
formal garden in the north. The features of the old Xi Yuan – Qipan Hill (Fig. 3.1), streams, 
bridges and pavilions – conformed to the standards of Chinese gardens of the traditional 
literati in the representations of natural beauty and poetic meanings. The formal garden (Fig. 
3.12) was designed with regular pathways in a grid, with their width ranging from 1 to 5m.40 
The intersections of pathways were punctuated with structures such as Sigu Xuan (Fig. 3.13), 
Moon Door (Fig. 3.14) and a central fountain (Fig. 3.15). The single-storied granite Sigu 
Xuan was rectangle in plan, with an east-west pathway cutting through it. Its façade seems to 
have been derived from Palladio’s Basilica in Vicenza (Fig. 3.16), but Palladio’s details were 
not strictly observed. At the center of the formal garden, there was a grand fountain with 
                                                 
40 Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang 1934-1935, 25. 
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three-storied flow trays and statues of bathing beauties. The Sigu Xuan, Moon Door and 
Central Fountain defined a south-north axis of the geometric garden area. 
Fig. 3.12  Aerial view of the formal garden area in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca. 1930 (Source: 
Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankoushi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vo.1, unpaged) 
 
Fig. 3.13  Sigu Xuan in Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, 2004 
Fig. 3.16  The Basilica, Vicenza by Palladio, 1617 
(Source: Anderson, The Architecture of the 
Renaissance in Italy, unpaged) 
 
Fig. 3.14  Moon door in Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park, ca.1930s (Source: Chi Li, 
Lao Wuhan: Yongyuan de langman, 142) 
 
Fig. 3.15  Grand Fountain in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 
1929, (Source: Xin Hankou, vol.1, no.5, unpaged) 
To the north of the formal garden and the lake was the extensive Sports Area. There 
spread various sports fields, including a playground for children, a skating rink, tennis courts, 
a swimming pool, a multi-purpose playing field, and some auxiliary facilities such as stands, 
toilets and changing rooms (Fig. 3.3). The concrete swimming pool, about 50m long and 9.3m 
wide, was the first swimming pool in Hankou. To its west laid out a playing field, 102m long 
and 90m wide, with wire netting, channel and trees around, catering for field sports and mass 
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meetings.41 In 1934, a much larger playing field was added to the east of the swimming pool, 
including a standard 400m-long racetrack, and several playgrounds for football, volleyball 
and basketball. In 1935, the older playing field was reconfigured into a small-scale golf 
course, and two single-storied halls were constructed westwards, fulfilling functions such as 
mass assemblies and other public activities.42 
The Zhongshan Park in Hankou was a modern urban park, novel and civilian. Its design 
and configuration departed from traditional Chinese gardens. It was restructured from a 
former private garden Xi Yuan and remained some previous components such as rockeries. 
Nevertheless, it took Western public parks as its primary design reference. Considerable 
exogenous skills were employed in the Zhongshan Park, such as the sound disposal of various 
sports fields, the formal, symmetrical arrangement of the plan (in its formal garden part), the 
artificial manipulation of water in fountains, and so on. Moreover, the park was free of charge 
to all visitors and fostered active recreation for young and old, men and women from all 
sections of society. 
The Zhongshan Park was mainly designed by Wu Guobing (1898-1989, Fig. 3.17, Fig. 
3.18), a competent Western-trained engineer in Hankou’s Public Works Bureau. On the basis 
of his experience in England, Wu proposed a great urban park for his second hometown 
Wuhan.43 In 1928 Wu returned to Wuhan after an eight-year absence. He was stunned by the 
dreadfully dirty, disorderly, ill-ventilated and little-lighted situations in Wuhan tri-cities. The 
filthy urban conditions encouraged people’s indoor, sedentary lives, which aggravated their ill 
health. It was not all: without appropriate recreations, considerable backward people indulged 
themselves in opium smoking and gambling, a vicious cycle intimately tied to life in the 
                                                 
41 Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe, vol.1, 37-38. 
42 These hall included Wuquan Tang and Tijin Guan. Their names changed several times due to the rapidly 
changing political context.  “Wuquan Tang” was renamed “Kangle Tang”, then “Laigan Guan” by Wang Jingwei 
in 1942, and finally “Shengli Ting” in 1945. To the north of it, “Tijin Guan” was completed in April 1942, and re-
designated “Zhonghua Tang” by Wang. It was renamed Shouxiang Tang in 1945 to serve as the place where the 
Chinese accepted the surrender from the Japanese army in central China. See Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu 
[Secretariat of Hankou’s municipal government], ed. Shizheng gaikuang – Hankou tebieshi chengli sizhounian 
jinian tekan [Introduction of municipal development – commemorating the 4th anniversary of Hankou] (Hankou: 
Houkoushi zhengfu, 1943), Shehui 28, and Gongwu 57.  
43 Wu Guobing was born in Jianshi, Hubei. His father, Wu Jingming, was trained in Jingxin College in Wuchang, 
and his two uncles resided in Wuchang too. One of his uncles taught English in Hankou First Middle School. 
When preparing examinations for studying abroad, Wu Guobing lived in Wuhan for some time. Accordingly, he 
took Wuhan as his second hometown.   
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city.44 In anxiety, Wu wrote a letter to Li Zongren (1891-1969), the commanding general of 
the Guomindang’s new Guangxi Clique who controlled Wuhan and Hubei since late 1927.45 
At that time, Li was openly calling for advices to build new Hubei Province and new Wuhan 
Municipality (xin Hubei, xin Wuhan). In his letter, Wu Guobing suggested that the 
government should firstly create a great urban park for the public. As Wu said, Wuhan was in 
urgent need of comprehensive reform; nevertheless, considering limited revenues and short 
time, to arouse and refresh the masses was definitely of foremost importance. Therefore, the 
first step toward building new Wuhan was to construct a public park, and attract all the people 
out to reinvigorate themselves.46 Wu’s idea impressed Li Zongren. After a couple of meetings, 
Wu won the support from Li Zongren, Hu Zongduo, Zhang Zhiben and other key officials in 
Wuhan, and was appointed the director to build a great urban park in Wuhan, i.e., Zhongshan 
Park. 
  
Fig. 3.17  Wu Guobing in Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, riding a horse presented by General Zhang 
Xueliang, ca.1935 (Source: Zou Haiqing, ed. Wu 
Guozhen boshi ji qi fuxiong, unpaged) 
 
Fig. 3.18  Wu Guobing, holding his diploma and 
certification of “Royal Engineer” (Source: Wu 
Guobing, “Yinglun liuxue yiwang (8),” 79) 
Wu Guobing belonged to a new generation of technical professionals in Nationalist China. 
He was born in Hubei and grew up in Beijing, where his father served the Beiyang 
                                                 
44 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (6) – youxue guiguo hou de gongzuo he shenghuo” [Traveling around the 
country, part 6 – my work and life after studying abroad], Zhongwai zazhi 26, no.1 (1979): 123. 
45 Li’s four Guangxi regiments in 1926 made up the 7th Army of the Northern Expedition at Chiang Kai-shek’s 
command, and conquered Wuhan in November 1927. 
46 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (6),” 123.  
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government. In 1917 after graduated from Nankai Middle School in Tianjin, a first-class 
American-oriented school, he determined to become an engineer so as to be of service to the 
country. Wu’s choice implied his understanding of China’s future. In the face of foreign 
encroachment, Wu realized that a more rational and viable way to revitalize China was 
through engineering knowledge rather than military skills.47 In 1918, Wu entered Tangshan 
Engineering College, a branch of Jiaotong University, and began his study of civil 
engineering. At that time, Wu was also admitted by Peking University in Beijing and Beiyang 
University in Tianjin, but he chose Tangshan College for its reputation on engineering.48 Run 
by the Ministry of Communications (Jiaotongbu), the College adopted the latest English 
textbooks, and won its reputation of nurturing top engineers like Mao Yisheng, an expert on 
bridge construction and a leader of the later Communist Chinese Civil Engineering Society. 
Around 1920, on a scholarship from Hubei provincial government, Wu left for England and 
continued his study at the University of London. After four years’ efforts, he successfully got 
his diploma in Mechanical Engineering, and further acquired the title “Royal Engineer” of 
Great Britain (Fig. 3.18). During the following days, he interned at the Ougree Marihaye 
Steelworks in Belgium, and got some business training as well.49 In 1926, Wu was recruited 
by the Chinese embassy in London into an inspection mission led by General Xu Shuzheng, 
the diplomatic envoy from the Beiyang Government. They visited more than twenty countries 
                                                 
47 Wu Guobing, Tielu huoche gongchengxue [Engineering on Railways and Trains] (Taibei: Cheng Chung Book, 
1983), I-IV. Wu’s opinion, to a certain degree, was influenced by the experiences of his father and uncles, the first 
generation graduates from early modern schools in Wuchang established by Zhang Zhidong. In the wake of the 
Boxer Uprising (1900), they were sent abroad on Hubei government stipends and received further military training 
in Japan or Germany. However, after they finished their study and came back, they felt frustrated because their 
military knowledge could not strengthen China but contributed to the endless warlord conflicts. His father Wu 
Jingming, was an excellent graduate from the reputed Imperial Japanese Army Academy in Kyoto, and also a 
capable land army official in the Beiyang Government. Nevertheless, after the downfall of the Beiyang 
government in 1926, Wu Jingming disappointedly retreated to his home village Jianshi, Hubei to teach at a middle 
school. He recognized a bleak prospect for military career, and suggested his son should not follow the same old 
road. What’s more, in the 1910s with the rise of modern science in China, the contemporary intellectual tide of 
national salvation shifted its focus. The dominant concern moved from armaments and military technologies, 
strengthening Chinese defenses to commercial enterprises and industrial technologies which would establish 
China’s economic and financial infrastructure. “Rescuing China through practical enterprise” (Shiye jiuguo) 
became the catch phrase of the day. Therefore, Wu chose to be an engineer instead of a military official, aiming at 
strengthening China and resisting the intrusion of foreign powers. See Wu Guobing, Tielu, I-IV; Wenshi ziliao 
weiyuanhui [Committee of cultural and historical materials], “Wu Jingming xiangsheng” [Mr. Wu Jingming], 
adapted from in Wu Guozhen boshi ji qi fuxiong [K. C. Wu, his Father and brother], ed. Zou Haiqing (Wuhan: Xin 
shiji chubanshe, 1993), 296-97. It was extracted from Hubei lütai renwu zhi [Who’s who of Hubeinese in Taiwan]. 
48 Wu, Tielu, I-IV. 
49 Ibid., III-IV. 
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in Europe, North America and Japan, seeking appropriate ways for China’s development.50 
From 1918 to 1926, through his engineering training and overseas life, Wu developed into a 
professionally minded adult with an ambition focused purpose-fully upon the scientific 
modernization of his country.  
After the 1926 trip, Wu returned to China for national salvation through scientific and 
industrial development. He first worked in the Tangshan Train Works as a vice director, but 
he felt quite depressed by exterior intrusions and interior corruptions. At that time, a number 
of railways in North China were built with foreign loans, and accordingly were mainly 
controlled by the foreigners. And in the lasting warlord conflicts, the railways works were 
monopolized by political favorites instead of experts. Disappointed about railway 
transportation, Wu decided to seek another way to implement his engineering knowledge.51 In 
the summer of 1928, when Wu heard that Guomindang troops successfully captured Wuhan, 
he immediately came to Wuhan, and enthusiastically followed the Guomindang’s ambitious 
reconstruction slogan, like other new intellectuals and professionals in the 1920s. He joined 
Wuhan’s Public Works Bureau, and devoted himself to urban reconstruction projects, with his 
professional training on civil and mechanical engineering, and also ideas of contemporary 
Western modernity.  
In Wuhan, Wu proposed creating a public park as a first step toward that modernity. As 
he envisaged, the park would comprise a wide range of facilities: a great lake for boating, 
picturesque walks for strolling, and diversified sports fields for exercise, inviting all the 
people to recreate outside.52 Wu’s imagination, different from the tranquility and poetic 
beauty of traditional private gardens, was embedded in his understanding of Western public 
parks. From 1920 to 1924 when Wu was educated in London, the momentum of park 
development continued, more parks were created to satisfy the lasting great need, and the link 
                                                 
50 Wu Guobing, “Xu Shuzheng he wo (1) – Pei Xu zhuanshi kaocha oumei riben geguo Ji” [Xu Shuzheng and Me 
– Records on my visit to Europe, America and Japan Accompanying Express Xu, First], Zhongwai zazhi 23, no.6 
(1978): 27. 
51 Wu Guobing, Tielu,  IV-V. 
52 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (6),” 123.  
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between public health, recreation and sport was further emphasized.53 Enthusiastic and social, 
Wu lived together with English families, and affiliated himself with the native community.54 
The public parks in London impressed him so deeply that even over 50 years later, Wu could 
clearly recall most parks in London, such as Kensington Gardens, Hyde Park, Green Park, 
Palace Park, St. James’s Park, Regent’s Park, Batter Sea Park (Battersea Park), Clapham 
Common, etc. He attributed vigorous living of London citizens to these parks and praised 
them highly.55 Besides, during his inspection visit accompanying General Xu Shuzheng in 
1926, Wu also appreciated the pleasure nurtured by Central Park in New York.56 In his eyes, 
urban parks played a vital role for physical, moral and social health of the public. Therefore, 
in his proposal for Modern Hubei and New Wuhan, the idea of creating a public park 
occurred to him first, so as to transform the listless residents.    
When designing Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, Wu relied heavily on the Western public 
parks he experienced firsthand. As for London parks, Col. J. J. Sexby, London County 
Council’s first Superintendent of Parks, designed Ruskin Park at Lambeth in 1907. He 
combined three adjacent villa gardens into one, the result being a concentration of ornamental 
gardens at the east end of the park, while playing fields stretched out to the west. The model 
that Sexby developed became the norm for the twentieth-century parks in London.57 
Essentially, the Zhongshan Park showed a similar division of grounds. The old Xi Yuan, the 
formal garden and the lake were located in the south, while various sports fields spread the 
north section. In addition to the overall layout, the horticultural part in Hankou Zhangshan 
Park, especially the Lake Area and the Formal Garden, borrowed the same Picturesque style 
as the contemporary English parks. In the Zhongshan Park, some familiar elements in English 
parks appeared, such as the grand fountain, the bandstand, Sigu Xuan and Zhanggong 
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Pavilion, while some favorite activities in Britain, such as tennis, golf and swimming, could 
also be found. In Wu’s own words, “I transplant what I saw in Europe to Wuhan.”58  
In addition to Wu’s work, Hankou’s Zhongshan Park concentrated the collaborative 
efforts of many professionals. Some other municipal engineers in Hankou’s Public Works 
Bureau, such as Yu Chongren, Yu Bole and Gao Lingmei also tried their hands and designed 
some park facilities.59 Wu Huanyan, a forestry graduate from Tokyo Imperial University (The 
University of Tokyo today), assumed the role of the planting superintendent, and took charge 
of the horticultural work, including plant selection, design and installation. Some technical 
assistants trained in agriculture colleges also played an active role in building nursery and 
plant maintenance.60 Besides, sports expert Song Ruhai enthusiastically designed a number of 
athletic fields according to international standards, and introduced diversified programs such 
as riding and archery. These specialists in engineering, horticulture and sports worked 
assiduously to ensure the integrity of the park project.  
Besides the technical personnel, the implementation and refinement of the Zhongshan 
Park was generously supported by the local governments, first under the Guomindang’s new 
Guangxi Clique, and later led by the Nationalist government in Nanjing. Since mid-1929, the 
new municipal government paid great attention to the park project, establishing the 
Zhongshan Park Committee as an immediate subordinate branch, and appropriating funds 
monthly for its construction and renovation.61 In addition, the Zhongshan Park also 
successfully mobilized some unofficial sponsors, including Hankou’s businessman, Zhao 
Dianzi, who volunteered his money to construct the main entrance and some other 
structures.62 On the basis of government funds and individual donations, the construction of 
the Zhongshan Park progressed at a rapid pace.  
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Soon after its opening, the Zhongshan Park became extremely popular. The poor and the 
rich, the aged and the young, all poured into the green spot. In 1929 when the park was 
opened, it attracted so many visitors that some were hurt due to the original narrow door. The 
park had to rebuild another broader and more solid gate.63 In the eyes of Wuhan’s residents, 
the Zhongshan Park was furnished with a full range of leisure and sports facilities, and 
accordingly catered to a wide range of tastes and preferences. What’s more, under appropriate 
management, it also introduced modern life styles to the masses. Many people broke away 
from their old habits of smoking and gambling frequented the park and engaged in boating, 
swimming, playing ball games or strolling.64 When inspecting Hankou in 1930, Jiang Zuobin 
(1883-1942), the Interior Minister of the Nanjing government, was deeply impressed by the 
refreshing and vigorous scenes in the Zhongshan Park: “I have been to European countries 
and Japan, but have never visited parks as wonderful as Hankou’s Zhongshan Park. As soon 
as I return to Nanjing, I will order all other cities to learn from Hankou to build public 
parks…”65 In addition to domestic park-goers, foreign visitors also enjoyed “its artificial lake, 
tennis courts, base ball fields, photograph shops, restaurants and various recreation features,” 
and exalted this “purely Chinese project”.66  
 
3.3 Systematic Park Planning  
Upon the success of Zhongshan Park, the municipal government immediately expressed 
its intention to open more parks for the people.67 Given that Wuhan tri-cities had more than 
2,000,000 residents, the Zhongshan Park alone could not satisfy the demand. Furthermore, 
located at the suburb to the north of the Beijing-Hankou Railway, the Zhongshan Park was so 
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far from the populated areas of Hankou that it was difficult to access for those who lived in 
tenements miles away. The inadequacy – and to the poor, the cost – of transportation 
precluded Zhongshan Park’s providing recreational opportunities for people in the course of 
their daily lives.  
At that time, the urban administrators in Wuhan already recognized the value of public 
parks. They published a series of articles in the Hankou gazette New Hankou (Xin Hankou), 
introducing modern parks in Western cities to the general public.68 In these essays, public 
parks were demonstrated as the proverbial lungs of the city, purifying the air of deleterious 
gases and affording opportunities for healthful recreation.  
Significantly, Clarence L. Brock (1881-1945)’s 1930 essay, “Developments and values of 
urban park system in America – from 1909 to 1930”, was promptly translated and published 
in Xin Hankou in 1931.69 At that time, Brock was the Chairman of the American Park 
Committee. He wrote this article upon his seventeen-year experience as the superintendant of 
city parks in Houston, through whose efforts that the early collection of Houston’s park 
system was built up. In this article, Brock reviewed the latest achievements of the park 
movement in the United States. First of all, he declared that it was definitely not a money-
losing undertaking to build public parks. Through the survey by Theodore Kimball Hubbard 
and Henry Vincent, Brock demonstrated that public parks did not cost cities money, but in the 
long term actually made money through increased real estate tax assessments.70 To a certain 
degree, Brock’s argument was cited as a justification for Hankou’s park projects. In 1929, 
when the construction of Zhongshan Park was still in progress, some criticism arose among 
the local people, saying that the park project was so costly that the government could not 
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afford the urgent task of building affordable housing for the poor.71 As one of the responses, 
Hankou’s municipal government published Brock’s essay, indicating that properly designed 
landscapes were not merely civic amenities, but they were also critical to both the physical 
and economic development of cities. The following rapid rise in property values and the 
accelerated construction of model houses in areas near to Zhongshan Park indubitably 
reinforced that assertion.  
Secondly, Brock emphasized that a park system, a comprehensive network of boulevards 
linking various parks, should be an indispensable part of city planning.72 Significantly, the 
idea of a park system, instead of a single great park, represented a quantum leap in planning. 
Essentially, it was an American innovation in the late nineteenth century, calling for the 
concerted planning and construction of a complete system of physically connected open 
spaces for a city. In principle, a single great park would be linked by wide, tree-lined carriage 
roads, at first called “parkways”, to additional smaller parks serving other purposes, such as 
scenic overlooks, gardens, and parade grounds. Although some European cities, for example 
London, had parks close enough to form a chain of space, and others, most notably Paris, 
developed numerous city parks including sizable suburban grounds, U.S. cities pioneered the 
concept of an integrated park system planned in advance.   
The park system approach was initially brought forward by Frederick Law Olmsted 
(1822-1903), the genius of American landscape design who formulated the celebrated 1858 
Greensward Plan for Central Park in New York, in partnership with Calvert Vaux. 
Subsequently, in their second commission, the 1866 design of Prospect Park in Brooklyn, 
Olmsted and Vaux creatively extended beyond circumscribed property limits to include 
parkway approaches, as kinds of picturesque boulevards. The “parkway” idea, conceived by 
the partners, represented a new stage in the history of street development. As Olmsted and 
Vaux envisioned, the parklike ambiance of the parkways would provide the pleasures not only 
for walking, riding, driving of carriages, but also for rest, recreation, refreshment, and social 
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intercourse; the park, if complemented by an extensive system of such parkways, would no 
longer be a welcome though distant retreat from the town but an integral component of the 
city.73 Correspondingly, Olmsted and Vaux proposed that Brooklyn’s parkways be 200 feet 
wide, with a central roadway, service roads, and pedestrian paths separated by plots of grass 
and six rows of trees. Such parkways provided for the separation of commercial and 
recreational traffic, created shaded walks and tree-lined avenues, increased the desirability of 
neighboring lots as sites for middle-class houses, and acted as a barrier to the spread of fire.   
In a concurrent commission during 1868-69, the planning of the Chicago suburb of 
Riverside, Olmsted and Vaux advanced still another step beyond the park – and the city – into 
the metropolitan hinterland.74 Between 1868 and 1876, the partners got to implement an entire 
park-and-parkway system, the first comprehensive park system in the United States to be built 
following a citywide plan. They linked together a range of parks, grounds and cemeteries in 
Buffalo, with an interrelated series of wide, shaded parkways and streets that connected the 
Park, Front, and Parade with each other and with the rest of the city, thereby serving the need 
for open space of the neighborhoods through which they passed.75 Subsequently, from 1878 
to 1895, Olmsted created for Boston a still more extensive system of related open spaces 
encompassing over 2,000 acres. Five separate parks (Back Bay Fens, Muddy River 
Improvement, Jamaica Park, Arnold Arboretum, and Franklin Park) and their connecting 
parkways (Fenway, Riverway, Jamaicaway, and Arborway) graced the city with its famed 
“Emerald Necklace”.76 Through the sequence of plans – with varying degrees of success – 
Olmsted imaginatively grasped and defined all the related elements in a full park program for 
comprehensive city development, pushing parkscape into cityscape.   
Throughout his seminal life, Olmsted designed sixteen or seventeen major park systems 
in different parts of the United States, and made great influence upon the other designers and 
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park promoters of the era.77 Clarence L. Brock, the superintendent of Houston’s park system 
in the early twentieth century, was also aligned with Olmsted. In his 1930 article, Brock 
agreed with Olmsted’s opinion of systematic design, advocating the development not of a 
single park but of a comprehensive system of parks and parkways.78 As he wrote, a great 
central park should be complemented by the other types of parks, such as small neighborhood 
parks, public athletic grounds, and downtown square or rest parks, so as to satisfy the various 
demands of local residents.79 Regarding the appropriate park amount for a city, Brock 
introduced the guideline of “Public Green Areas Per Captia”, a data-based analysis of park 
areas based on the city’s population, and recommended one acre parkland for every five 
hundred persons.80 Besides, Brock emphasized that park system planning was a general, 
largely provident, forehanded, comprehensive arrangement for securing refreshment, 
recreation and health to the people, and suggested parklike spaces be purchased in 
anticipation of urban growth.81  
The publication of Brock’s essay on Xin hankou indicated Hankou’s municipal 
government held the same opinion. At that time, the Hankou administrators sensed the 
stimulus that public parks could give to environmental improvement and urban development, 
and started to think beyond a single oasis park. Dong Xiujia, the newly-appointed head of 
Hankou’s Public Works Bureau, introduced a variety of parks for public recreation based on 
his municipal knowledge. He categorized urban parks into two main types according to their 
scales. Type one was large natural parks. They would be located within the city, or two or 
three miles outside the city, preferably wide areas owned natural woods, mountains or lakes. 
Interconnected via parkways, the great natural parks would provide the people with a refuge 
from the urban milieu and a sense of nature’s wonders. Type two was small-scaled “breathing 
lawns” (tongqi caodi), placed in the most densely populated center of a city. Adorned with 
artificial plantations and man-made embellishments, they would provide a small amount of 
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open ground for quick relaxation and an opportunity to breathe some fresh air. Both types, as 
well as linking parkways, were indispensable to guarantee daily recreation, rest and fresh air 
to every resident.82   
Dong’s opinion was rooted in his professional training in municipal administration and 
city planning, as introduced in Chapter 2. In the early twentieth century when Dong studied in 
the United States, the concept of an urban park system was enjoying a nationwide acceptance. 
Many cities, often with Olmsted’s or his successors’ direct involvement, undertook to put 
together metropolitan park networks. The two leading figures, John Nolen and Charles 
Mulford Robinson, whose works on urban planning captured Dong’s imagination about 
Chinese cities, were both park system advocates.83 As early as 1910, Nolen pointed out “city 
squares, commons, public gardens, playgrounds, neighborhood centers, parkways, the great 
outlying reservations, and parks proper – all are loosely termed ‘parks’”, and further 
emphasized “the variety of city parks should be selected and developed by experts to serve 
essentially different purposes.”84 In his City Planning, the book Dong recommended to the 
library of Hankou’s municipal government, Nolen himself wrote an independent chapter on 
park systems.85 Besides, both Nolen and Robinson designed considerable park systems in 
American cities, with some gaining national reputation.86 From these works, Dong Xiujia was 
likely to have perceived the necessary of systematic design, and in the meanwhile learned the 
lessons of American counterparts well.  
On the basis of the American models and the local topographical features, Dong outlined 
a metropolitan park system for Wuhan in 1929. Firstly, Dong appropriated a series of hills 
and lakes in Wuchang and Hanyang for great natural parks, including Snake Hill (Sheshan), 
Grand Hill (Hongshan), Taming Tiger Hill (Fuhushan), Long Lake (Changhu), Pier Lake 
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(Dunzihu), Sand Lake (Shahu), South Lake (Nanhu) at Wuchang, and Tortoise Hill (Guishan), 
Fairy Hill (Xiannüshan), Belle Hill (Meiniangshan), Moon Lake (Yuehu), Dragon South Lake 
(Longyanghu), Ink Lake (Moshuihu) in Hanyang.87 These natural hills and lakes, according to 
Dong’s classification, were indubitably ideal sites for the type one “great natural parks”. Most 
of the hills and lakes were undeveloped public estates under the government’s control. Free 
from building improvements or encumbrances, they were generally available for public use. 
Moreover, these hills and lakes had attractive topographical features and distinctive natural 
advantages. They were green, tranquil and scenic, so that they could easily become a refuge 
from the bustles of urban life. In addition, located within or around the present built-up 
districts, the hills and lakes were virtually accessible to Wuhan residents via one or two 
parkways. Some sites such as the Snake Hill and Long Lake even lay inside the old town. 
Correspondingly, when the local government sought to open more public parks, the natural 
hills and lakes were selected as one of the top priorities.    
In Hankou, where there remained few natural hills or lakes, Dong Xiujia proposed ten 
large parks to be scattered evenly at the newly-reclaimed inland area outside the old city wall. 
Historically, Hankou expanded mostly along the Han River and the Yangtze River, but rarely 
inland. It was because the inland area was so low-lying and swampy that even in the driest of 
seasons it was dotted with dozens of collecting pools for stagnant river water and streaked by 
tiny rivulets that demanded a host of internal bridges. Moreover, slightly behind the old city 
wall lay a large backwater pool known as Back Lake (Houhu). It was a formidable reservoir 
capable of overflowing its banks and inundating the town from behind. As a result, until the 
end of the nineteenth century, Hankou had been hunching on the plot surrounded by the city 
wall and canal, leaving expansive wet area outside for flooding. In order to withstand the 
flood from Back Lake and utilize the swampy area inland, in 1904, Zhang Zhidong appointed 
a foreign engineer to plan and design a new dike, namely, Zhanggong Dike. When finished in 
1905, it winded for nearly seventeen kilometers with a cost of more than 1,000,000 taels of 
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silver.88 At the same altitude as the Beijing-Hankou Railway, the dike turned more than 66 
sq.km. deserted swamp into fertile land without threat of flooding. This allowed the following 
extensive inland development of Hankou in the early twentieth century.  
Dong Xiujia envisioned the immediate development at the newly-reclaimed marshland, 
and correspondingly reserved some parcels in advance for future great parks (Fig. 3.19). This 
area, according to the 1929 zoning plan, was mainly appropriated for commercial and 
residential development. In the commercial zone, which was located closer to the Yangtze 
River, Dong planned three large parks. Given the astonishingly high land-value of the 
commercial district, the three large parks were placed unexceptionally on the existing green 
tracts. One was the ongoing Zhongshan Park, and the other two were the Foreign Horserace 
Track (xishang paomachang) and Chinese Horserace Track (huashang paomachang). In the 
eyes of the Wuhan administrators, horse race was a gambling game, and would be soon 
clamped down. Moreover, they believed the Chinese sovereignty would definitely be 
recovered over the foreign concessions in the near future, and thus the Foreign Horserace 
Track would be within the hands of the local government. Accordingly, the large tracts of 
lawns at both Horserace Tracks would be available for public parks. At the inland residential 
zone Dong distributed seven large parks: some encircled the proposed transportation centers 
like railway station, some rebuilt the existing World Horserace Track (Wanguo paomachang), 
while others were based on natural hills and lakes near the future urban fringe. 
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Secondly, Dong proposed a network of grand parkways (gongyuan dadao) linking all the 
large parks. These parkways were to be over 45m wide, and planted with rows of overarching 
trees. They would not only carry local people to new large parks under a canopy of green, but 
they would also create a park-like environment benefiting the bodies and spirits of the 
residents nearby.89 Dong tried his hand to outline the parkways in Hankou and Hanyang, the 
area administrated by Hankou’s municipal government at that time.90 In his plan (Fig. 3.19), 
the parkways at the inland area were generally straight, interconnecting the large parks 
scattered at the metropolitan area of Hankou and Hanyang, while the parkways around the 
riverfront were designed in gentle curves along the Yangtze River and the Han River. 
Regarding the detailed layout, the parkways, broader than normal streets, usually contained 
separate lanes for different types and directions of traffic and several rows of closely planted 
trees as well. In Dong’s eyes, the many trees of malls – medians, to use the modern 
engineering term – were pleasing to the eye, and they also provided shade, which would make 
the malls comfortable to be on, as well as a sense of protection from the fast-moving traffic in 
the centre roadway.91 Designed with special reference to common traffic as well as for public 
recreation, the parkways constituted unprecedented green tributaries of the parks in Wuhan.   
As mentioned before, the parkway was essentially an American version of the multi-way 
boulevard since the late nineteenth century. It was first conceived by Frederick Law Olmsted 
and Calvert Vaux at Brooklyn, New York. As illustrated by their parkway drawing (Fig. 3.20), 
a 200-foot-wide right of way was articulated with a 55-foot-wide central roadway, flanked on 
both sides by 35-foot-wide malls planted with two rows of closely spaced trees, then 25-foot-
wide roadways, and then 12.5-foot-wide sidewalks with another row of trees (Fig. 3.21). 
Actually, the partners took the classic multi-way boulevard being built in Paris by Baron 
Haussmann,92 modified its physical form to fit a vision of suburban rather than urban 
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development, gave it a new name, and used it as the main structuring element of a proposed 
metropolitan-scale city expansion plan in Brooklyn. Subsequently, Olmsted and Vaux went 
on to design and build other well-known parkways in other cities such as Buffalo, Boston, 
San Francisco, etc.93 By and large, these parkways functioned well not only as visually-
appealing carriageways or driveways, but also as pleasant promenade spaces for pedestrians 
and cyclists because of their environmental and aesthetic qualities.  
 
Fig. 3.20  Plan of a portion of Park Way, Brooklyn, by Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux 
(Source: Rogers, Landscape Design: A Cultural and Architectural History, 346) 
 
 
Fig. 3.21 The section of Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn (Source: Jacobs and Macdonald, The Boulevard 
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When outlining the parkways as a functioning system in Wuhan, Dong looked to the 
American parkways for models. Firstly, as we may notice from Dong’s plan, the parkways in 
Hankou and Hanyang were mostly laid out at largely unoccupied land outside the old towns, 
coinciding with the situations in USA. In late nineteenth-century America, Paris’s boulevards 
were imported and developed as a part of the park movement. But the parkways, in 
accordance with the rapid expansion of cities, were associated more with new suburban 
development than with streets cut through old urban quarters. They were often part and parcel 
of land development promotions. Generally wide and invariably tree-lined, these parkways 
were long, quiet, and faced with large homes set apart on deep lawns – quite a different image 
than the hustle and bustle associated with the European boulevards. Usually built well in 
advance of the residences that were to line them, they were intended to give a sense of good 
things to come to the prospective well-to-do homeowners.94 In the same manner, a network of 
parkways was employed in Wuhan to establish a comprehensive system of circulation, 
especially in the new suburban area. Even some model residences (Fig. 3.22) were drafted out 
along the Zhongzheng Boulevard, the grand parkway linking the Chinese Horserace Track, 
the Zhongshan Park and Foreign Horserace Track. The elegantly landscaped neighborhood, 
dotted with architecturally distinctive detached or duplex houses of relatively large size on 
relatively large lots, gave the feeling of some American middle-class settlement.95  
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Plan of the Model Village (Mofancun) 
 
Design of “Type One” Detached House 
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Design of “Type Three” Duplex House 
Fig. 3.22  The Model Village along the Zhongzheng Boulevard, to the south of Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, 1930 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi jianshe gaikuang, vol.1, unpaged) 
 
On the other hand, at the built-up area, it was nearly impossible to take enough land to 
build a proper parkway. The crowded conditions in the old downtown made any new 
construction or widening problematic. The existing streets were generally too narrow and 
tangled to allow for even token planting. For instance, Hanzheng Street (Fig. 3.23), a main 
commercial street in Hankou, was so narrow that salesclerks in shops on opposite sides could 
carry on conversations with each other. Moreover, along the streets there were already erected 
a great number of buildings. Since widening the street would have meant razing many 
residential houses and age-old shops, the owners usually declined to sacrifice their land or 
asked for high prices, when the government proposed to widen the streets. Given the fiscal 
difficulty in Wuhan, it was extremely difficult for the local government to complete the land 
takings and widen the streets as broad parkways. As a result, a network of parkways was 
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conceived at the mostly unoccupied suburb, providing a rational framework within which the 
city would expand during the next decades. 
 
Fig. 3.23  Hanzheng Street, ca.1900s (Souce: Wuhan shi dang’an guan and Wuhan shi bowu guan, eds. 
Wuhan jiuying, 60) 
 
Secondly, a majority of parkways in Hankou and Hanyang were straight, except for a 
couple of avenues meandering along the natural rivers. The preference of straight street form 
was also observable in America. Taking the Eastern and Ocean Parkways in Brooklyn for 
example, Olmsted and Vaux’s original vision foresaw curvilinear parkways fitted to existing 
or engineered topography; however, the parkways were finally built in more or less straight 
lines. The alignment represented a compromise to existing street platting already on paper and 
prevailing street-building norms.96 In fact, with the surge in the use of wheeled carriages and 
then automobiles, the straight street form had become increasingly popular since the late 
nineteenth century. Although a few curves and turns could increase the pretty views, the 
straight street had a practical superiority: it connected two points directly and so speeded up 
communication. In addition, the straight street could promote public order by doing away 
with nooks and crannies of an irregularly laid out neighborhood, thus thwarting the 
temptation to obstruct passages. In his previous articles, Dong had already referred to 
Olmsted’s comments on the street forms, and analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of 
                                                 
96 Macdonald, “Structuring a Landscape,” 117-143.  
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straight and curvilinear streets.97 As a pragmatic planner, Dong’s vision was more rationalistic 
than romantic, concerning more with efficient urban expansion than with visual 
embellishment of the city. Therefore, Dong adopted the straight form on most occasions so 
that straight streets could be more easily fitted into the grid platting of Hankou. Only at the 
riverside did he choose the curvilinear form along the natural water front.  
Thirdly, the straight parkways were arranged in a kind of baroque diagonal, a familiar 
component of the formal vocabulary of the American City Beautiful movement at the turn of 
the twentieth century. Among its complex aesthetic and reform discourses, the City Beautiful 
movement had a motivation to ennoble American cities through monumental planning. The 
Baroque accents, specifically diagonal runs against the regular grain of rectangular blocks, 
were prevalent among elite architects who had studied at Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and gained 
ascendancy among national cultural leaders since the 1893 Chicago fair. They were employed 
frequently when planners systematically set out to update the prosaic grids of towns across 
America. For instance, at Cleveland, San Francisco, Chicago and other cities where there 
were existing gridiron street patterns, the new City Beautiful plans attempted to impose upon 
them grand diagonal boulevards whose intersections formed magnificent plazas and whose 
vistas terminated in monumental public works. One most distinguished combination of the 
grid and the Baroque aesthetic was worked out in the McMillan Plan for Washington, D.C. in 
1901; and it was precisely the rekindling of interest in this great blueprint on the occasion of 
the capital’s centennial celebrations in 1902 that started the national career of the City 
Beautiful movement.98   
As an urbanist trained in America during the late 1910s, Dong Xiujia surely knew the 
McMillan Plan for Washington, D.C. In Nolen’s City Planning that Dong had read, the very 
illustration of its frontispiece was just the frontispiece to the McMillan Plan for Washington, 
D.C. of 1902.99 Nolen’s choosing this image, indicated the City Beautiful plan was embraced 
                                                 
97 Dong Xiujia, Shizheng xinlun, 8-12; Dong Xiujia, “Tianyuan dushi,” 38.  
98 Peterson, The Birth of City Planning, 126-31; William H. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), 67-69.  
99 John Nolen, ed. City Planning, frontispiece.  
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as an icon of the new field “city planning”. Charles Mulford Robinson, another figure whose 
works impressed Dong, was one of the most influential ideologists of the City Beautiful 
movement. In the belief of aesthetic progress, Robinson criticized the gridiron pattern of U.S. 
cities on the basis that they did not provide ceremonial visual access to the cities’ monuments 
and architectural masterpieces. To a certain degree, central to Robinson’s city improvement 
philosophy was his advocacy of a more organic street system and the development of 
diagonal boulevards and circular drives.100 Through his study in 1918-1921, Dong certainly 
attended to the national request for the City Beautiful, and probably identified its baroque 
planning notions.  
At the same time, the city planning ideas of the City Beautiful movement were introduced 
to China since the late 1910s. As Cody has elucidated, some American or American-trained 
planners visualized the juxtaposition of grid and diagonal streets when planning certain 
Chinese cities. Around 1920, in Tianjin, China’s “Great Northern Port” in Sun Yat-sen’s 
vision, was partly planned as by a Canadian architect Harry Hussey. Educated at Chicago’s 
Armour Institute of Technology, Hussey borrowed the idea of overlaying a grid with wide 
diagonal boulevards from plans of the American City Beautiful Movement.101 In Guangzhou, 
the 1927 plan chiefly by American planners Henry Murphy and Ernest P. Goodrich was based 
on upon avenues that radiated from a prominent monument.102 These plans, which captured 
national attention at that time, probably further inspired Dong. Therefore, Dong’s plan in 
Wuhan represented his efforts, although somewhat tenderfoot, to fuse the scheming gridiron 
streets and green parkway system.   
Fourthly, on the micro-scale, the parkways in Hankou also showed the similar layouts 
with the American ones. Taking Hankou’s Zhongzheng Boulevard (Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25) 
as an example,103 it was 60m wide, and had multiple roadways: an 18m-wide roadway in the 
centre, for fast-moving through traffic, and 6m-wide roadways along both sides, for slow-
                                                 
100 Tehranian, Modernity, Space, and Power, 86.  
101 Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” 346-47.  
102 Ibid., 352-55; Cody, Exporting American Architecture, 117. Ernest P. Goodrich was a renowned American civil 
engineer and city planner. He designed harbors in Bogota, Colombia; Valparaiso, Chile; the Philippines; as well as 
Los Angeles, Portland (Oregon), Newark, Albany and Brooklyn in the USA.  
103 Today the road is renamed Liberation Boulevard (Jiefang dadao).  
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moving local traffic, parking and access to adjacent buildings. The roadways were separated 
by 9m-wide malls, each planted with turf and two rows of trees.104 Obviously, Zhongzheng 
Boulevard took on a multi-way style in conformity with Olmsted’s parkways in Brooklyn and 
other cities: a central roadway included at least four lanes for generally fast traffic; on either 
side of this roadway were tree-lined medians that separated it from parallel, one-way side 
access roads for slow-moving traffic; the medians contained two rows of trees, grass and 
shrubbery; and the sidewalks had their own lines of trees. Besides Zhongzheng Boulevard, 
Dong Xiujia configured other types of tree-lined streets according to specific situations (Fig. 
3.26). Some had a wide central roadway, tree-lined sidewalks at both edges, but only one 
gracious tree-planting median; some had a wide central landscaped median flanked on either 
side by roadways and sidewalks; and others merely had a wide central roadway and gracious 
tree-lined sidewalks along each side. The physical variety also could be found among the 
parkways in American cities.  
 
Fig. 3.24  Plan of a part of Hankou’s Zhongzheng Boulevard, to the south of Zhongshan Park, ca.1933 
(Source: Hubei Archives LS1-5-5405) 
 
Fig. 3.25  Section Design of Zhongzheng Boulevard, ca.1933 (Source: Hubei Archives LS1-5-5405) 
                                                 
104 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, Hankou tebieshi gongwu jihua dagang, gongcheng, 83. 
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Fig. 3.26  Section Designs of Hankou streets, 1929 (Source: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu, ed. 
Hankou tebieshi shizheng jihua gailüe, unpaged) 
 
Particularly, the parkways were no longer developed only on the surface. Engineered with 
the latest road-building technology, the parkways were conceived with a subterranean urban 
circulatory system afforded by the new sewers. As shown in the section of the Zhongzhen 
Boulevard (Fig. 3.25), the sewer mains were usually concrete, oval and about 60-70cm in 
diameter. They were built underneath the side roadways, and connected with drainage ditches 
via sloping pipes. The sewer gallery, around 5m in depth, could house an integrated network 
of services, with water main, electric and telegraph lines all running along the gallery ceiling. 
The arrangement reflected an advanced comprehensive version, combining new tree-lined 
traffic arteries with underground service corridors. 
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In fact, the old drainage in Wuhan was usually open canals, generating filth, giving off 
unbearable stinks and presenting major health hazard. The subterranean sewers had not 
emerged until 1739 when sewers were built underneath the Hanzheng Street, a 3km-long 
commercial road in Hankou.105 But due to their brick structure and flat slope, they constantly 
silted up and were extremely difficult to clean. After hundreds of years’ overuse, the sewers 
lagged far behind urban technological, commercial and demographic developments in the 
early twentieth century. Some Wuhan technocrats such as Wu Guobing, who saw modern 
sewer systems in European and American cities, as well as foreign concessions in China’s 
treaty ports, realized that the fundamental solution was to build Western type of sewers in 
Wuhan.106 Nevertheless, sewer configuration involved sophisticated technology, substantial 
financial resources, and the relocation of thousands of urban households and shops. The 
magnitude of this project was far beyond a financially starved city government. In a 
pragmatic way, the Wuhan reformers decided to start the sewer project selectively instead of 
comprehensively, and incorporated it into the new parkway scheme of the largely 
undeveloped suburb.107  
In addition to the great parks and parkways, considerable small-scaled parks were also 
planned for people’s quick relaxation. Some would be located at riverside along the Yangtze 
and Han Rivers, replacing the trashy, weedy lots at riverside with scenic esplanades full of 
trees and flowers. Some small parks would be incorporated into future residential districts. As 
illustrated by the housing plans (Fig. 3.22, Fig. 3.27), both middle-class model villages and 
government-subsidized tenements for common people comprised neighborhood parks and 
playgrounds. There, a range of playing fields and gymnastic equipments was to be furnished, 
as well as walks and benches for passive recreation, so as to meet the recreational needs of 
both sexes and all ages. Some small parks would be scattered in the densely-populated 
                                                 
105 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Chengshi 
jianshe zhi [Wuhan gazetteer: Urban construction] (Wuhan: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1996), 213.  
106 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (2),” 110-111. Regarding the importation of Western sewers into Chinese 
cities, see Macpherson, A Wilderness of Marshes: The Origin of Public Health in Shanghai (Lanham, Md.: 
Lexington Books, 2002), 71-90; Shi Mingzheng, “Beijing Transforms: Urban Infrastructure, Public Works, and 
Social Change in the Chinese Capital, 1900-1928” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1993), 134-73. 
107 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): jihua, 6. 
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commercial zones, and offer a refreshing change of scene and air to people visiting them after 
having worked all day in close and heated buildings. These kinds of small parks were 
different from Hankou’s Zhongshan Park which was intended to serve the entire city. Instead, 
they were planned as local “breathing places” and were designed specifically to provide fresh 
air and healthy exercise for the people living in the vicinity.  
 
Fig. 3.27  Plan of new village for common people, 1929 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi 
jianshe gaikuang, vol.1, unpaged) 
 
Altogether, the large natural resorts, the linking boulevards, and the small breathing lawns 
constituted a wide-ranging green network. No longer an improvised provision, nor a relatively 
straightforward park design, it extended beyond circumscribed property limits, included 
roadway approaches, and further integrated with the planning of Wuhan as a whole. Based on 
the American precedents, the Wuhan technocrats envisioned that the park system would open 
up new residential developments, divide urban areas into functionally separate sub-districts, 
and assist in the development of transportation and other utilities. In general, the park-and-
boulevard network would help direct the growth of Wuhan tri-cities in an orderly and 
scientific way.  
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3.4 Building More Parks and Parkways 
According to the park system plan, Wuhan’s municipal government set out to construct 
more accessible parks and parkways, so that all the people could resort for a short stroll, 
airing and diversion, and could enjoy immediately a decided change of scene from their 
regular settings.108 From 1929 to 1937, part of the park system idea was translated into actual 
construction. 
Regarding the large urban parks, the whole Snake Hill was reorganized into Wuchang 
Park in the 1930s. About 85m high, the Snake Hill was situated within the old city wall of 
Wuchang, and covered an area of 70ha. The name “snake” came from its winding shape, 
which looked like an immense snake with its head drinking from the Yangtze River and its 
tail cutting into the eastern part of Wuchang. The Snake Hill used to be an important military 
fortress together with Tortoise Hill on the opposite bank of the Yangtze River, as described in 
Mao Zedong’s famous line “the Snake and Tortoise hills guard the strategic pass on the 
Yangtze River” (Guishe suo dajiang). At the same time, the Hill was the highest site in the 
old Wuchang town, and hence became a superb view point overlooking the running Yangtze 
River and the whole Wuhan tri-cities. It had attracted numerous visitors since the third 
century of the Three Kingdoms, and thus left considerable historical remains, including some 
important stone carvings, towers and pavilions, among which the best-known one was 
perhaps the Yellow Crane Tower (Huanghelou).109 Despite of its scenic attractions, the Snake 
Hill had been in disrepair for a long time. With little steps or walks, and full of weeds and 
vines, the Snake Hill was actually difficult to visit in the early twentieth century.  
                                                 
108 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju [Public Works Bureau of Hankou Special Municipality], ed. Hankou tebieshi 
gongwu jihua dagang [Outline of the plans of Hankou’s Public Works] (Hankou: Hankou shi zhengfu, 1930), 13-
14.  
109 The Yellow Crane Tower was associated with an old legend about a Taoist priest flying to Heaven on the back 
of a yellow crane. According to historical records, the Tower was first built on the Yellow Crane Rock (Huangheji) 
projecting over the Wuchang River around 223A.D. It became well known through the ages, especially for Cui 
Hao’s poem “Yellow Crane Tower” in the Tang Dynasty, and was finally listed among the three celebrated towers 
in the Jiangnan region, together with the Yueyang Tower (Yueyanglou) in Hunan and Prince Teng’s Pavilion 
(Tengwangge) in Jiangxi. But unfortunately, the Yellow Crane Tower was demolished by a great fire in 1884, and 
had not been restored till 1981. Besides, considerable structures had been built up by the 1910s, for instance, the 
Taoist Evergreen Temple (Changchunguan), Yongyue Terrace (Yongyuetai), the tomb of Chen Youliang, Baoxi 
Pavilion for Liang Dingfen, Aolüe Tower and Baobing Hall in memory of Zhang Zhidong. See Feng Tianyu, ed. 
Huanghelou zhi (Wuhan: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1999), 24-28, 33-34.  
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Initially in 1924, a small plot at the west end of the Snake Hill was reorganized and 
opened as Shouyi Park, commemorating the Wuchang Uprising which sparked the nation-
wide revolution and caused the downfall of the imperial regime. The Shouyi Park was based 
on an old private garden “Nai Yuan” (Fig. 3.28), originally built in late Qing period as a 
backyard of Hubei’s Judicial Administration Bureau (nieshu). After 1911, it was turned over 
to Hubei’s Treasury Department (caizhengting) under the new Republican government.110 In 
the charge of a retired military officer Xia Daonan, some old garden components were 
repaired, such as rockeries, ponds, bridges, pavilions and houses (Fig. 3.29). Several new 
structures were added, such as memorial archways, monuments, and stele pavilions, in 
remembrance of the Wuchang Uprising. However, the parkland was full of commercial 
teahouses, restaurants and theaters, because the park had to make enough profits to support 
the many wounded soldiers in the 1911 insurrections.111 The Shouyi Park turned out to be a 
profitable amusement enterprise, with considerable hustle and bustle, far from a natural retreat 
the Wuchang residents wanted.  
Fig. 3.28 A sketch of Nai Yuan, ca.1886 
(Source: Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin, 
45) 
 
Fig. 3.29 A scene in Shouyi Park, ca.1930 (Source: 
Zhao Meiqing, “Jinhan jiangxun riji,” 44) 
Seeing the chaos of commercial activities, the newly-established Wuhan government in 
1929 decided to make a renovation, and founded a park committee in charge of reconstruction 
and administration affairs.112 According to the 1929 Park System Plan, the committee decided 
to rebuild the Shouyi Park and further expand it eastward to connect with Baobing Hall. In 
that way, the whole Snake Hill would be turned into a great Wuchang Park, providing more 
                                                 
110 Ibid., 43-44.  
111 Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin, 128-29.   
112 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): gongcheng 14. 
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opportunities for people’s relaxation.113 As the detailed park plan (Fig. 3.30) illustrated, a 
wide range of new facilities would be built, including a kindergarten, a library, a newspaper 
teahouse, a zoo, memorial statues, revolutionary monuments, playgrounds, etc. A variety of 
trees, such as willow, fir, cypress, peach, plum, and pagoda tree, would be planted for shade 
and beauty, while some vines and shrubs (e.g. China rose, grape and holly) would grow as 
barriers and ground cover on the sloping ground. The plan also called for the restoration of 
some historical remains like the Yellow Crane Tower, so as to update their function, and 
represent their attractive architectural feature and reputation.114   
By 1937 on the eve of the Anti-Japanese War, the ambitious scheme of Wuchang Park 
was not completely actualized due to fiscal shortages. As the 1948 map (Fig. 3.31) showed, 
the Snake Hill was landscaped mainly for sightseeing and passive recreation, given that much 
of the park was on steep land. Steps and walks were repaved, handrails and benches were 
furnished, the riverfront breast wall was reinforced, some shabby houses were torn down, and 
a variety of trees and shrubs were planted. At the same time, a couple of structures were 
added in remembrance of the 1911 Revolution, including a bronze statue of Director-general 
Huang Xing, a monument and a memorial hall for the 1911 Revolution. The Baobing Hall, 
which was built in 1907 to celebrate the achievements of Huguang Governor-general Zhang 
Zhidong, was refurbished from the dust of the Northern Expedition, and accommodated a 
number of important meetings at the municipal and provincial levels. To its west, a 
rectangular athletic ground was configured together with restrooms and other auxiliary 
facilities, offering active recreation opportunities; while to the southeast of Baobing Hall, 
Snake Hill Nursery was established cultivating diversified saplings and in the meantime 
beautifying the park. Besides, the magnificent Hubei Library was proposed in 1934 and 
finished in 1936 to the southwest of the Baobing Hall, opening over 130,000 volumes of 
collection to the public.  
                                                 
113 Hubei sheng zhengfu jiansheting [Department of Construction, Hubei Provincial Government], ed. Hubei 
jianshe zuijin gaikuang [The general situation of the latest construction works in Hubei] (Wuchang: Hubei sheng 
jiansheting, 1933), shizheng 45-46.  




Fig. 3.30  Draft Plan of Wuchang Park, 1933 (Source: Hubei sheng zhengfu jiansheting, ed. Hubei jianzhe zuijin gaikuang, unpaged) 
 
 




Fig. 3.32  Plan of Hanyang Fuxing Park, 1947 (Source: Hubei Archives LS31-15-474) 
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In addition to the Snake Hill, the scenic areas of Grand Hill, Taming Tiger Hill at the east 
suburb of Wuchang were also opened at this time. Because of the luxuriantly leafy and 
tranquil environment, they gradually became cemeteries for officers and soldiers who lay in 
the dust of republic revolutions. For instance, group graves were configured at Grand Hill, to 
memorialize the revolutionary martyrs in the 1900 Insurgence and the fallen officers and 
soldiers of the Independent Regiment of the Fourth Army in the Northern Expedition; while 
Taming Tiger Hill accommodated considerable tombs of republican officers such as Liu 
Jin’an, Cai Jimin, Sun Wu, Wu Zhaolin and others. Some originally bare and windswept 
tracts were also reclaimed as nurseries, such as the plots at the foot of Snake Hill and Grand 
Hill, and marshland around Zhuodao Spring and South Lake. Managed by forestry specialists, 
the nurseries cultivated a variety of trees, such as catalpa, Chinese tallow, gingkgo, maple, 
arborvitae, chinar, wattle, acacia, flame tree and so on. These plants, hardy or ornamental, 
were available for forestation and urban green infrastructure.115  
Across the Yangtze, Tortoise Hill at Hanyang was also surveyed and proposed to be 
opened as a public park. The hill, which looked like a huge tortoise, was about 43.5ha broad. 
It was to the north of Hanyang old city, with small lakes lying southward and the Han River 
flowing by in the north. Like the Snake Hill, the Tortoise Hill had been a strategic point in 
ancient wars, and in the meantime a wonderful sightseeing place. Some temples, pavilions, 
and terraces were built, demolished and rebuilt over the dynasties, such as King Yu’s Temple 
(Yuwangmiao), Ancient Music Terrace (Guqintai), Sunny River Pavilion (Qingchuange), and 
calligraphic carvings on cliffs as well.116 When Hankou’s municipal government determined 
to open more parks after the Zhongshan Park, Tortoise Hill was chosen as one of the top 
priorities. Since the late 1920s, a number of private tombs were removed, hardy trees were 
                                                 
115 Ibid., nongzheng 3-6. 
116 Yu, a figure half historical and half mythical, is best known for establishing the Xia Dynasty (c.21-17B.C.) and 
controlling flood. It is said that when King Yu in primitive age came here to tame the river, he was confronted by a 
water demon whom he fought for several years without success. Finally, a tortoise from Heaven arrived and 
defeated the demon. Besides, the Guqintai is located on the bank of Moon Lake at the northern foot of Guishan. It 
was built in the Northern Song dynasty (960-1127), to memorize Yu Boya, a famous musician of the Chu 
Kingdom during the Spring and Autumn Period (770 - 476 B.C.). Ye was said to have played over the grave of his 
friend Zhong Ziqi and then smashed his instrument and never played again, because the only one person who 
could appreciate his music was dead. This story is the origin of the expression Zhiyin [One who understands]. In 
China happiness was often determined by finding someone that really appreciated one’s talent.  
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planted, and the barrack quartering at the hill was advised to relocate to other places. Wu 
Guobing, who designed Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, drew out a blueprint transforming the 
Tortoise Hill into Hanyang’s Fuxing Park (Fig. 3.32).117 Being connected with Wuchang via a 
grand railroad bridge across the Yangtze River, the Fuxing Park would cover the whole 
Torsoise Hill and an unoccupied flatland at its south foot. In its northern part, chiefly the 
Tortoise Hill area, the proposed railway would traverse the ridge, and a new railway station 
was to be settled down specifically for the Fuxing Park. The east peak of the Hill would be 
leveled off for a sightseeing platform, with a club, an exhibition hall and a Fuxing Terrace to 
be built up. Besides these works, the northern part would remain its previous hilly topography 
and natural scenery. To the further east, the old structures of Chuanzhu Palace and Sunny 
River Pavilion would be preserved as historical spots of interest, viewing the Yangtze running 
east below. The southern part of the Fuxing Park, a relatively flat area, would feature a range 
of new facilities, for example, a library, a museum, a bandstand and athletics grounds. The 
existing Lotus Lake (Lianhuahu) and Back Lotus Lake (Hou lianhuahu) were to be 
incorporated into the park, with new piers to be constructed for boating. In general, these 
natural hills, adorned with plantations and furnished with a variety of modern equipments, 
would provide not only open grounds to sightsee and breathe fresh air, but also would provide 
opportunities for recreation and education.  
Besides the large natural resorts, small parks were also inserted into the densely populated 
urban center. In August 1930, a 12,800m2 Fuqian Park was opened in front of the Hankou 
City Hall (Fig. 3.33) and charged no entrance fee. Enclosed by green hedges and fence walls, 
the park was approximately rectangular in shape (106m×126m), except that its northwest part 
was occupied. In its north were two tennis courts, encouraging an open-air exercise for people 
whose occupations were mostly sedentary. At that time, tennis was deemed mild in nature, 
and could be played by both male and female, so that it became a fashionable activity. Among 
the young technocrats of Hankou’s municipal government, tennis also received great 
                                                 
117 Due to the 1931 Flood and the War of Resistance from 1937 to 1945, the plan of Hanyang Fuxing Park was 
finally worked out in 1947. See Hubei Archives: LS31-15-473.  
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popularity. In the south of Fuqian Park spread delicate geometric parterres, adorned with over 
forty kinds of ornamental plants, such as rosebush, redbud, holly, dwarf lilyturf, China rose, 
calyx canthus, Cape jasmine, laurel, rosebay, tropaeolum and so on. The beddings were 
divided into diversified forms by the straight and curvilinear paths, ranging from one to 2m 
wide. The main intersections of the paths were punctured by a round pool, a thatch pavilion, 
and an octagonal fountain with a crane statue sprinkling at the center. The park also grew 
more than 500 local and exotic trees, such as arborvitae, palm, box plant, camphor tree, 
gingkgo, Chinese incense cedar, Chinese phoenix, maple, wattle, yulan, apple, plum, peach, 
etc. Some were evergreen, while others were deciduous; some blossomed out, while others 
bore fruits, presenting different scenes and aromas as the seasons shifted.118 In addition, a 
greenhouse was constructed at the northwest corner. It accommodated sixteen beddings of 
quicksets and thousands of potted landscape, and kept them from disagreeable weather 
conditions.119 Under effective administration, Fuqian Park became a favorite site where the 
local people enjoyed the amenity, the health and beauty, especially during long, sweltering 
summer nights.120   
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Fig. 3.33  Plan of Hankou Fuqian Park, ca.1931 (Source: Xin Hankou 2, no.3, unpaged) 
 
In 1936, Wuchang’s Horse-parade Ground (Yuemachang) in the Qing dynasty was 
transformed into a Yuemachang Park (Fig. 3.34), aiming at improving citizens’ health and 
entertainment.121 The parkland was approximately rectangular, bordered by generous 
plantings such as cypress, holly, aspen, and chinar, more than 5,000 in number.122 The Park 
was located in front of the building of the Guomindang’s Headquarters in Hubei Province. 
The newly-widened Xiong Tingbi Road traversed the Park from west to east, and separated it 
into two parts. At the north part, the clear focus was on a bronze statue of Sun Yat-sen, 6m 
                                                 
121 Wuhan Archives: 18-10-465.  
122 Wuhan Archives: 18-10-466.  
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high, placed around 15m southward to the main entrance of the Guomindang’s 
Headquarters.123 The statue stood at the intersection of two perpendicular walks, which 
further divided the northern parkland into four smaller rectangular parcels. These were 
horticulture gardens adorned with grassy lawns and multiform parterres, while at the 
southwest was a multipurpose ground for public gathering and recreation. South to the Xiong 
Tingbi Road, the other part of the park was configured chiefly for active recreations. From 
west to east, there spread a small-scaled football field, a basketball playground, two table 
tennis rooms, and a children’s playground furnished with a sand box, a merry-go-around, 
swings, seesaws, slides and other outdoor equipments.  
 
Fig. 3.34  Plan of Yuemachang Park in Wuchang, ca.1936 (Source: Wuhan Archives 18-10-465) 
 
                                                 
123 Gan Jun, Xinhai shouyi honglou [Red Mansion in the Wuchang Uprising] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2001), 
151. 
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Besides Fuqian Park and Yuemachang Park, the local governments also attempted to open 
more small parks. However, given that Wuhan had been densely built up for centuries and the 
local government had been in a chronic shortage of funds, it was extremely difficult to find 
and acquire any spot for a public park. Instead, the governments turned to existing private 
gardens, including not only traditional literati gardens built in the Ming and Qing dynasties, 
but also mixed-style gardens of compradors and officials erected during the Republican era. 
124 These gardens, whether classical or exotic, had been delicately landscaped, adorned with 
rockeries, lily ponds, bridges, arbors and pavilions. Moreover, along with the rapid urban 
growth in the early twentieth century, these gardens were generally enclosed in the developed 
metropolitan area. From the urban administrators’ perspective, these private gardens, which 
were both attractive and convenient to access, were certainly ideal sites for small public parks 
to fulfill a quick refreshing change. Therefore, led by the Education Bureau, the existing 
private gardens were investigated and recorded, and considerable efforts were made to 
persuade them to open for the public.125  
Parkways were another important component of park system. At Wuchang, the old city 
walls had been almost completely demolished by 1929, and the area was turned into a broad 
Huancheng Road. The macadamized new road was designed to be 36m wide, lined with 
shady trees at both sides, and punctured by green roundabouts at junctions with other main 
thoroughfares. Particularly, as a highway encircling the city, the Huancheng Road would 
allow automobiles travel comfortably, a far cry from the cramped streets in the old town. At 
that time, most streets within the old city walls were mere footpaths, unpaved and too narrow 
to allow automobile traffic. Some dirt roads, with centuries of accumulated dust and debris, 
were usually impassible quagmires in the rainy season. In sharp contrast, the new road 
brought a total change. Broad, macadam-paved, tree-lined and furnished with electric street 
lights, it provided comfortable shade, pleasant greenery and an efficient, traffic-jam-free 
journey.  
                                                 
124 Xin Hankou 1, no.3 (1929): 48; Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin, 41-53. 
125 Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe, vol.1, shehui 19-20.   
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Actually, in a majority of Chinese cities, the first task of Republican urban reform was 
usually to tear down the city walls, invariably building a wide, paved ring road where the wall 
had stood. As Esherick has elaborated, the objective of the efforts was invariably to ease the 
flow of commerce, the same dynamic that brought down the walls of European cities. It 
expressed as much as anything the triumph of a new discourse of new economic development 
over old concerns for security, and a shift from controlling to facilitating the movement of 
goods and people.126 The old city of Wuchang, like the great majority of Chinese cities before 
the modern era, was surrounded and divided by walls. The existing city walls of the 1920s 
were initially built in 1371, roughly rectangular and slightly off the north-south axis in 
accordance with the Yangtze River. They were around 16.33 li in perimeter, and had nine 
gates favored by ancient city-planning guidelines in China.127 Through centuries, these walls, 
sources of power for the imperial state, became the physical barriers for transportation and 
economic development. In 1927 when the new municipal government launched the 
modernization projects that focused on upgrading the city’s infrastructure, the imposing walls 
of imperial glory were correspondingly demolished for expansion of new arteries.  
The dismantled stones of the old city wall were used to fortify the Wuchang river 
embankment along the Yangtze,128 and to construct a new Yanjiang Road (Yanjiang malu) on 
the embankment.129 From previous Pinghu Gate to Shangxin River, the 45m-wide Yanjiang 
Road would be an unprecedented avenue along the Yangtze River, and substantially 
accelerate freight transshipment between river and rail in Wuhan. The road would embrace a 
12m-wide central mall, reserved for future tramways and flanked on either side by roadways 
and sidewalks. And a 10m-wide median was arranged between the roadway and sidewalk 
near the Yangtze shoreline, planted with turf and two rows of trees.130 Besides, another 45m-
wide boulevard was devised traversing the old Wuchang city from west to east. From 
                                                 
126 Joseph W. Esherick, “Modernity and Nation in the Chinese City,” in Remaking the Chinese city, ed. Joseph W. 
Esherick, 7-8.  
127 The nine gates were Binyang, Zhongxiao, Wusheng, Hanyang, Pinghu, Wenchang, Wangshan, Bao’an and  
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128 James Latimer, Wuhan Trips (Hankow: Navy Y.M.C.A., 1934), 13. 
129 Hubei Archives: LS31-15-489.  
130 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): gongcheng jihua 1-2. 
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previous Binyang Gate to the eastern suburb, the parkway would connect the Yangtze 
riverside with the underdeveloped area eastwards.131 Desirable as these road projects were, 
they only proceeded a little because of extreme financial shortages before 1938.  
In Hankou, a splendid Riverfront Avenue (Yanjiang malu), together with embankment 
and dock facilities, was accomplished from Jianghan Customhouse (Jianghanguan) upstream 
to Jijia Mouth (Jijiazui) by 1937. Under the resolute leadership of Hankou’s Public Works 
Bureau, thousands of shanty houses and godowns were cleared away, a splendid stone 
embankment was constructed ascending nearly 20m above the water, and a 40m-wide 
parkway were completed linking the foreign concessions with the native Chinese city. Along 
the Riverfront Avenue, there disposed a 6m-wide concrete sidewalk at the shoreline, and a 
6m-wide tree-lined median strip between the sidewalk and central roadway, offering a 
generous green space for promenading. The esplanade was elegantly landscaped and well 
furnished. Public toilets were configured underground, so as to give an uninterrupted view.132 
And at night, the railing and long row of electric lamps formed a beautiful glittering line of 
light along the margin of the river, which made the Riverfront Avenue as attractive as in the 
daytime. Admittedly, the parkway project entirely changed the appearance of Hankou’s 
waterfront.  
Another grand Zhongzheng Boulevard (Zhongzhenglu, Fig. 3.35), named after the 
military leader Chiang Kai-shek, was constructed at the inland Hankou. Approximately 
echoing the curve of the Yangtze-Han shoreline, the 60m-wide parkway started from the 
Wuquan No.5 Road at the west, passed Chinese Horserace Track, Zhongshan Park, Liu Yuan 
at the north end of Jianghan Road, and terminated at Foreign Horserace Track.133 According 
to the park system plan in Hankou, both of the two horserace tracks were proposed as 
parklands in the near future, while Liu Yuan, originally a private garden of comprador Liu 
Xinsheng, had already opened to the public as an amusement park. Connecting the sequence 
of green spaces, the Zhongzheng Boulevard constituted a most important parkway in Hankou, 
                                                 
131 Wuhan Archive: 18-10-187.  
132 Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3 (1930): gongcheng 116.  
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contributing substantially to the development at the newly-claimed Back Lake area.134 As for 
its detailed layout, the parkway consisted of multiple roadways: an 18m-wide roadway in the 
centre for fast traffic, and 6m-wide roadways along both sides for slow-moving traffic. The 
roadways were separated by 9m-broad malls, each planted with turf, shrubs and two rows of 
trees, while the sidewalks, 6m wide, had their own lines of trees, usually chinar, ginkgo and 
maple trees.135 Along with the parkway construction, buses made their first appearance in 
Wuhan tri-cities. Via Jianghan Road and the newly-paved Zhongzheng Boulevard, the buses 
shuttled between the Jianghan Customhouse and the Zhongshan Park, allowing people to 
travel expeditiously and comfortably from the bustled downtown to the scenic parks.  
Fig. 3.35  Scenes at Hankou’s zhongzheng Boulevard, 1935 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou 
shizheng gaikuang 1934-1935, gongwu 13, 14; Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang 
1935-1936, gongwu 21) 
 
These parkways, by and large, followed the modern concepts of scientific city planning. 
They substantially improved communications, moving people and goods through an 
essentially imperial city fabric that had been impossibly congested. They allowed people to 
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travel from their homes to the parks along paths having a park-like character. They also gave 
incidental park benefits to people living in the vicinity in the course of their daily domestic 
activities. On the micro-scale, the new parkways were engineered with the latest technologies 
in place of the aged and primitive dirt roads. For example, macadam and cobblestone paving, 
the technically superior methods popular in the West at the turn of the twentieth century, were 
also widely employed in Wuhan. Some parkways, such as Riverfront Avenue and 
Zhongzheng Boulevard in Hankou, even comprised asphalt-paved roadways and concrete 
sidewalks. Actually, asphalt and concrete were both recent paving stuff. It was through the 
pioneering research in new industrial chemistry during the late nineteenth century that asphalt 
and cement became cheaply manufactured building material, and further developed into a 
most popular pavement form in the West. In Wuhan, the proportional combination of a solid 
macadam foundation, adequate drainage, and a thick coating of asphalt or concrete made the 
parkway surface durable, smooth, and at a low dust level. What’s more, the parkways in 
Wuhan were usually furnished with underground sewage systems, electric lights and public 
telephones, and accordingly added sanitation lines and other infrastructure systems to the city.  
 
3.5 Scientific Facilities and New Intellectual Power   
In addition to the planning efforts at the city level, the Wuhan technocrats also took parks 
as a kind of mechanism for public education. They required the parks to provide sound 
recreational and educational opportunities, so as to regulate public life and to reform the local 
society. A sequence of modern facilities were arranged in the municipal parks, such as 
libraries, museums, zoos, experimental farms (nongshi shiyanchang), weather stations 
(cehousuo), kindergartens (mengyangyuan), etc, for the purposed of disseminating scientific 
knowledge to the general public. 
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Public Libraries 
Among the facilities, it was public libraries – a new form of educational establishments 
offering books and newspaper free for people’s reading – that caught an earnest attention. In 
1927, the No.1 Popular Library was opened at Wuchang’s Shouyi Park.136 The No.7 Popular 
Library was established at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park in 1930.137 Subsequently, after the 1931 
flood, Dragon King Park was set up together with a small popular library.138 In 1935, a much 
greater Hubei Provincial Library was settled down at the south foot of the Snake Hill in 
Wuchang Park. The spread, two-story, Chinese Renaissance building, designed by American-
trained architect and engineer Miu Enzhao and library professional Shen Zurong, ranked as 
the largest and most advanced library in central China.139 Besides, according to the plan of 
Hanyang Fuxing Park, a library was to be erected southward overlooking the Back Lotus 
Lake. Admittedly, public libraries were incorporated into a majority of municipal parks, 
aiming at enlightening all Wuhan people.  
The idea of establishing public libraries was embedded in the transformation of Chinese 
libraries, from traditional book repositories (cangshulou) to modern libraries (tushuguan) for 
the general public. Certainly China had libraries for centuries, but they were essentially 
“places for hiding books”, as the Chinese term cangshulou meant. Regarded more or less as a 
museum of valuable or rare volumes, they were chiefly for preservation purposes, and 
accessible only to privileged class and serious scholars. Whether imperial or private, their 
collections were dependent largely on the interests of their owners. Books were usually 
arranged in some primeval way, either by size, or by chronological order, or by different 
kinds of binding, or by geographical distribution, or by language, or by subject matter. Thus, 
the books could be obtained from the shelves only after careful search.140 In short, the 
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traditional libraries were carefully guarded from casual readers, and mainly for collection and 
preservation rather than access and use.   
This situation did not change until the late Qing period, when the urge for educational 
reform towards modern science led to the initial recognition of the importance of public 
libraries.141 At that time, the emphasis of education shifted from reciting Confucian classics to 
instruction in general and pragmatic subjects, stimulating modern scientific subjects to 
flourish and Western books to pour in. The influx of new knowledge and writing styles, as 
well as the extension of knowledge to the general public, made traditional Chinese book 
vaults and those antiquated practices impracticable and unserviceable. Some reform-minded 
scholars and officials, who noticed the efficiency, openness and equal access of Western 
libraries, accordingly pointed out that public libraries were needed to meet the increasing 
demand for knowledge and education in China. A couple of public libraries were inaugurated 
experimentally at provincial levels, including the Hubei Library established in 1904.142 But 
the lack of professional knowledge in librarianship prevented them from developing into truly 
modern libraries.  
The first public library in a strict modern sense was established in 1910 by Miss Mary 
Elizabeth Wood (1862-1931), an American missionary-librarian at Episcopal Boone 
University in Wuchang. After she came to Wuchang in 1899, Wood tirelessly devoted the 
next 31 years of her life to introducing American concepts of libraries to China, and was 
credited as the founder of China’s modern library system.143 In 1910 she set up the well-
known Boone Library (Wenhua gongshulin, Fig. 3.36), and opened it to the public in a new 
library building with money she had raised in the United States. Totally different from 
traditional book repositories, the Boone Library building was of concrete and steel 
                                                 
141 Western learning, educational reform, national regeneration, and missionary influence were the factors that 
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construction, faced with brick and trimmed with limestone. Taking the shape of the letter L, it 
included a basement and two stories, well equipped with modern heating and ventilation, and 
with four main reading-rooms, accommodating 350 readers simultaneously. The imposing 
building and advanced equipment, to a certain degree, encouraged the development of modern 
library architecture from then on. The Boone Library collected 12,000 volumes, 5,000 in 
English and 7,000 in Chinese, as well as sixty or more serial publications; the best English, 
German, and French works were also translated into Chinese and placed upon shelves.144 
Modeled after the American style of public library, the Boone Library was the first in China 
to display books and journals in open stacks and to open its collection to the public not 
affiliated with the school.145 Wood was also highly credited for training librarian personnel. 
She not only sent some Boone graduates to America in pursuit of further professional training, 
but also established Boone Library School at Wuchang, the first professional institution of 
library science education in China.146 It was through Wood’s efforts and dedications of Boone 
graduates that the New Library Movement was launched to replace the feudal library 
traditions and promote American librarianship and modern practices throughout China.  
Boone University Library Reading room in the Library 
Fig. 3.36  Boone Library, ca.1911 (Boone University Catalogue and Announcement 1911-12, unpaged)
 
  During the republican era, modern libraries and librarianship in China received further 
development. The traditional Chinese concept of a library was changed to one of a dynamic, 
democratic, popular, and diversified institution. The library was now not merely a storehouse, 
but a center to diffuse knowledge and to provide opportunities for continuing education for all 
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people. More and more of the new-type libraries were proposed and established, library laws 
were promulgated, and the Library Association of China (LAC) was founded in 1925. The 
Nanjing Decade of 1927-1937, owing to the political unification and financial stability, 
witnessed the gradual realization of the ideas and plans of library development discussed and 
formulated in the preceding period. Public libraries mushroomed, and extended from the 
provinces to the lower levels, in moderate cities and counties.147 An official program was 
launched to expand the small-scale popular libraries known as “People’s Educational Center” 
(minzhong jiaoyuguan). And reading rooms at the grassroots level were opened. In sum, the 
decade could be entitled the golden age of the library movement in China.148 
The establishment of public libraries was also put on agenda in Wuhan since the late 
1920s. The technocrats generally deemed modern libraries as indispensable to the promotion 
of learning, the cultivation of citizens, and social advancement in Wuhan tri-cities. In fact, 
most of the technocrats had studied at or visited Western educational institutions that boasted 
substantial library collections and advanced library services. Via on-the-spot observations, 
they already realized that public libraries were a social institution common in European and 
American cities, because they played a crucial role in the “enlightenment” of urban 
citizens.149 In the West, public libraries owned large open collections, accessible to every 
reader regardless of sex, wealth, and social status, and thus constituted a supplement to the 
formal system of public education, a source of information, an inspiration to the people of all 
ages, and a source of lifelong education. In this vein, modern libraries should also be 
advocated in Wuhan. Under the municipal government’s sponsorship, the libraries would hold 
a full range of collections, including natural science, social science, modern literature, foreign 
language works, precious classics, and a broad array of contemporary periodical publications. 
The substantial amount of materials, really unaffordable for a majority of city residents, were 
to be free accessed by all visitors, regardless of people’s age, sex, level of literacy, wealth, 
and social standing. As a consequence, the new libraries would be able to “act as an agent of 
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social education, spread knowledge and information at an unprecedented rate, and contribute 
substantially to the Chinese enlightenment”.150 
Furthermore, the Wuhan reformers saw useful links among public libraries, educational 
reform and national survival. It was believed that libraries could bring education to the masses 
and “enlighten” the entire population, encouraging them to become modern citizens. Given 
that the Chinese nation would be based on a modern and active citizenry, to which the modern 
library could contribute, modern libraries were in urgent need not only to awaken the people, 
to impart knowledge, but also to revitalize the country.151 The ultimate goal of library 
development was not merely to reshape the library landscape but more importantly to 
cultivate the proper kind of citizen for a modern Chinese nation.152 Therefore, modern 
libraries were promoted in the hope that they could educate the masses and thus help to 
regenerate the country.  
Significantly, considerable libraries established during this period were settled in or near 
some kind of public parks, large or small. The parkland site was admirable perhaps for a 
number of reasons. Firstly, libraries needed open space and safety. They needed to be free 
from tall neighbors to reduce the risk of fire, and free from many menaces and dangers of 
downtown locations. They also needed light. In an age when artificial lighting for libraries 
was still in an early developmental stage, most libraries were skylighted for the provision of 
light for their readers. In addition, from an aesthetic perspective, a harmony was needed 
between a library building and its environment. The building, if set in an open green land, 
would look properly dignified, and exalted by the beauty of sunlight, the play of the clouds, 
the landscape around it. The second reason was the accessibility and popularity of public 
parks themselves. In the inspiring surroundings of the park, the library could be removed – 
physically and spiritually – from the noise and shadows of the great city, and within easy 
access of the great mass of its population. Thirdly, some urban reformers argued that a library 
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ought to be on public land. On the one hand, it was easier for city officials to give public 
parkland away, so the library could cheaply find a home. On the other hand, if the library was 
built on public land, they reasoned, it would therefore belong more to the people. The citizens 
of Wuhan – men, women, and children alike – would feel that these libraries were theirs by 
right, and would be duty bound to cherish them. In sum, the parks provided an ideal open 
setting, relatively isolated, spacious, and attractively landscaped, for the library to accomplish 
its own cultural business. 
In the United States, also, a number of public libraries stood in or around public parklands. 
For instance, the main branch of New York Public Library was adjacent to Bryant Park, while 
the Central Library at Brooklyn was located next to Prospect Park. The placement was an 
obvious, even simplistic, solution to the needs of the public buildings and the self-imposed 
difficulties of placing classical buildings in an urban setting. In republican Chinese cities, 
there existed an exhaustive list of libraries built in public parks. Public libraries, large or small, 
were set up at the No.1 Park in Nanjing, Wenmiao Park in Shanghai, Haizhuang Park in 
Guangzhou, and Shaocheng Park in Chengdu.153 A number of public parks in Beijing, such as 
Central Park, Jingzhao Park and Beihai Park, all contained public libraries.154 Particularly in 
1931, the new building of the National Library was completed on a site in Beijing’s Beihai 
Park, north of the Forbidden City. With a total area of 30,000 square meters, it was the largest 
library in China, with its general reading rooms that could house 200 readers.155 Obviously, 
public parks were widely recognized as appropriately attractive and commanding places for 
erecting a library. 
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The public libraries in Wuhan’s municipal parks, can be generally divided into two forms: 
type one concerned regular public libraries, while type two related to popular libraries on a 
relatively small scale. Libraries of the first type usually were exclusive library houses, and 
held much more comprehensive collections, including ancient Chinese classical books and 
modern academic and popular materials. In addition to preserving the classics, they were 
intended to serve the public and to assist in academic research by acquiring and offering a 
wide range of modern publications. Their patrons were often from academic backgrounds, 
such as students and scholars, and academic publications were the most often accessed 
collections. Library of the second type (i.e., popular libraries) were products of the mass 
education movement that started in the 1920s. They were generally small-scale libraries and 
reading rooms set up in buildings such as temples, private residences, abandoned schools, 
ancestral halls, and assorted public buildings. During the Nanjing decade, the number of 
popular libraries increased rapidly, because the Nationalist government in 1928 launched a 
program to expand the small-scale popular libraries known as the people’s educational centers. 
Usually, this type of library held a few thousand or even a few hundred books, mainly 
newspapers, new books and translations of foreign works in simple literary and colloquial 
styles. These popular libraries were free to enter and catered to the residents from all social 
groups. As such, they played an important role in enlightening the general public of China.  
The new Hubei Library was an important example of “type one” libraries in Wuhan’s 
parkland. This library was the first government-operated public library in China. In August 
1904, it was established by adapting some existing courtyard houses along Wuchang’s 
Lanling Street, under the aegis of Hunan-Hubei Governor-general, Zhang Zhidong, and 
Hubei’s Governor, Duan Fang, both of whom were renowned scholars and educational reform 
advocates. Its collections consisted of books purchased from Japan and Shanghai, the classics 
obtained from the Government Book Bureau of Hubei, and some rare books purchased from 
private collectors. The collections covered a variety of subjects in the Chinese, Japanese, and 
Western languages. In addition to the materials on traditional Chinese classics, history, 
philosophy, and literature, some books on sciences and other modern Western subjects were 
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also included.156 Aiming at spreading modern knowledge to the public, the library had a 
general reading room, a newspaper reading room, and a reading room for children (Fig. 3.37). 
Moreover, an exhibition department (chenlieguan) was also included in the library. It 
comprised branches of natural science (bowu), arts (yishu), physics and chemistry (lihua), and 
displayed a range of scientific or art items for people to visit and to learn independently (Fig. 
3.37).157 Although some feudal library practices retained their hold, in early twentieth-century 
China, this library set a different kind of example.   
 
General Reading Room Outside the General Reading Room 
 
Newspaper Reading Room Children’s Reading Room 
 
Natural Science Branch Arts Branch 
Fig. 3.37  Scenes in the old Hubei Library, ca.1930 (Source: Hubei shengli tushuguan gaikuang, 
unpaged) 
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In the 1930s after thirty years’ development, the old courtyard houses of the Hubei 
Library could hardly satisfy the demand associated with the increasing collections. In 1934, 
the Hubei provincial government decided to construct a new large-scale building for the 
library, and it therefore organized the Construction Committee to oversee expansion of the 
Hubei Library. Made up of provincial officials, professional librarians, architects and 
engineers, the Committee was responsible for soliciting contributions, selecting the library 
site, designing the new structure, supervising its construction, and purchasing necessary 
facilities. After visiting libraries in Beijing, Jiangsu and Zhejiang, and making on-the-spot 
investigations in Wuchang, the Committee situated the new library building on an open plot 
to the south of the Baobing Hall in Wuchang Park. The site was selected mainly for two 
reasons: (1) the natural beauty and availability of the parkland. which was spacious enough 
for future expansion; and (2) the intention to commemorate Zhang Zhidong, the reputed 
founder of Hubei Library in the late Qing period. The Baobing Hall was built in 1907 by 
Hubei Academic Circles to remember Zhang’s extraordinary contributions to Hubei. The 
name of “Baobing” came from Zhang Zhidong’s courtesy name “Baobing laoren” [the old 
holding ice in hands] in his late years, which meant enduring hardship and success. Located to 
the south of Baobing Hall, the proposed site could pay respects to its close neighbor as well as 
its master Zhang Zhidong.158 Furthermore, the Committee appointed architect and engineer 
Miu Enzhao, library professional Shen Zurong and director of Hubei Library Tan Enxi to take 
charge of the design and construction work. About two years later, the new library building 
was accomplished, after the expenditure of more than 107,000 silver dollars. 159 The new 
Hubei Library (Fig. 3.38, Fig. 3.39), with over 2,000m2 of usable area, became the largest and 
the most advanced public library in central China.  
                                                 
158 Hubei sheng tushuguan, ed. Hubei sheng tushuguan, 11-14.  
159 Ibid., 14. 
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Fig. 3.38  Architectural model of the new Hubei Library, ca.1935 (Source: Hubei shengli tushuguan 
bainian jishi, unpaged) 
 
 
Fig. 3.39  Entrance of the new Hubei Library, ca.1936 (Source: Lao mingxinpan, 155) 
 
The splendid concrete building employed a style of “adaptive Chinese renaissance”, a 
typical style widely adopted by nationally sponsored cultural establishments. Its main façade 
took on a classical ternary form, comprising a grand single-eave xieshan roof,160 a raised two-
story main hall, and broad stairways at the center. The pilasters and columns also incorporated 
traditional decorative motifs and brackets (dougong) under the eaves. In comparison, its side 
wings were designed in a more simplified manner, ornamented with small eaves of green 
glazed tiles and muntins of traditional latticework. In addition to the graceful curves and 
decorations on the exterior, the building was constructed throughout of reinforced concrete 
and equipped with modern lighting, heating and plumbing. Furnished with the latest 
technologies and conveniences, the structure was well adapted to modern library work. Still in 
                                                 
160 Xieshan roof is also called gable-on-hip roof. A roof of which the upper part is sloped on two sides forming a 
small gable at each end, and the lower part is sloped on all four sides. See Guo Qinghua, A Visual Dictionary of 
Chinese Architecture (Mulgrave, Vic., Australia : Images Pub., 2002), 83.  
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use today, the Hubei Library building is an excellent example of the adaptation of Chinese 
architecture to modern needs and uses. 
Its major designer was an America-trained civil engineer and architect Miu Enzhao 
(1893-?, Fig. 3.40).161 Miu received his early education at St. John’s University in Shanghai, 
and went to America in pursuit of further study thanks to a Boxer Indemnity scholarship. In 
1918, he acquired his B.S. degree in civil engineering from Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), and a second S. B. degree from Harvard University. Miu worked as a 
draftsman, transitman, designer and then assistant engineer at J.B. Ferguson & Company, an 
engineering firm that supervised the construction of the U.S. Government Camp Abraham 
Eustis, Va., U.S.A. After he returned to China, he taught at colleges in Shanghai and 
Changsha. He also practiced as a field engineer and construction engineer in Wuhan.162 In 
1929, Miu joined the project of National Wuhan University, a new campus of nearly 200ha of 
land, at a hilly suburban site overlooking Wuchang to the west and East Lake to the north. 
Miu worked as supervising as well as designing engineer for putting up the new university 
buildings, roads, water and sewer systems, sanitary and heating systems.163 Through 
numerous efforts, Miu successfully mediated between aesthetic ideals and down-to-earth 
construction, and thus won both a logistical and aesthetic victory.164 It was just owing to his 
distinguished performance in this reputed campus project that Miu Enzhao was entrusted by 
the Hubei provincial government to design the new building of Hubei Library in 1934.   
                                                 
161 Hubei Archives: LS10-1-1248.  
162 Miu Enzhao returned to China at the end of 1919, and engaged in export and import business in Shanghai for a 
few years. Subsequently, he assumed the professor at Nanyang Railway and Mining College, Shanghai; the head 
of civil Engineering Department of Hunan Polytechnical Institute, Hunan; the field engineer of the Hubei 
Committee of the International Famine Relief Commission; the construction engineer of the engineering 
department of Standard Oil Co. of N.Y., Hankou. See Who’s Who in China, 190; Lai Delin, ed. Jindai zhejianglu: 
Zhongguo jindai zhongyao jianzhushi, jianzhu shiwusuo minglu [Who’s who in modern Chinese architecture] 
(Beijing: Zhishichanquan chubanshe, 2006), 116.   
163 Shishi xinbao, 20 March 1931.  
164 Li Chuanyi, “Wuhan daxue xiaoyuan chuchuang guihua ji jianzhu” [The initial planning and architecture of 
Wuhan University], Huazhong jianzhu, no.2 (1987): 68-73.  
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Fig. 3.40  Miu Enzhao, ca.1935 (Source: Who’s Who in China, 190) 
 
When conceiving the new Library, Miu’s view may have been influenced by his 
engagement of building the National Wuhan University campus, which was still ongoing in 
1934. Actually, since 1929 Miu spent nearly nine years collaborating earnestly with his MIT 
schoolmate and friend Francis H. Kales (1899-1979) on the huge campus work. As an 
American architect who practiced long in Shanghai, Kales was extraordinarily talented at 
combining modern scientific structural methods with traditional Chinese aesthetic styles. 
Early in 1925, Kales even participated in the open competition to design the Sun Yat-sen 
Mausoleum in Nanjing. His design, in a creative Chinese pagoda form, was awarded the third 
honorable mention among over forty submissions.165 After being appointed as the chief 
planner and designer in 1929, Kales led a team of architects including Miu Enzhao, 
ingeniously taking advantage of the natural topology such as the scenic Luojia Hill and East 
Lake, and artfully combining Chinese and Western architectural and landscaping styles in 
arranging the overall layout of the buildings’ patterns. At a cost of more than 3,500,000 silver 
dollars, the impressive campus layout and imposing adaptive “Chinese renaissance” structures 
remain one of the few lasting monuments from the Nationalist era that Wuhan residents still 
admire. Through his intensive work with Kales, Miu Enzhao certainly mastered the methods 
of adapting Chinese architectural characteristics to modern, Western-planned buildings, and 
probably also engendered a passion for an adaptive architectural renaissance.  
At the same time, Miu’s choice coincided with the revival of interests in Chinese 
architecture during the Nanjing Decade. Since the 1920s, both Western and Chinese architects, 
                                                 
165 The committee received more than forty submissions. The jury selected three winning entries and awarded 
honorable mentions to seven more. For detail, see Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument: The 
Design of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in Nanjing,” JSAH 61, no.1 (2005): 22-55.   
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such as Henry Murphy, Lü Yanzhi, Yang Tingbao, Lin Keming and Dong Dayou, had 
accomplished considerable adaptive structures in Beijing, Nanjing, Guangzhou and Shanghai, 
emphatically to espouse an “adaptive Chinese Renaissance”.166 Given the limited number of 
professional architects at that time,167 these experiments of “adaptive” designs really captured 
national attention. The contemporary architectural periodicals such as The Builder (Jianzhu 
yuekan) and The Chinese Architect (Zhongguo jianzhu) unexceptionally gave weight to the 
results of these experiments. What’s more, echoing the expressive interests of National 
Rejuvenation in the 1930s, the buildings with Chinese stylistic characteristics were 
considered in themselves symbolic of revitalizing valuable Chinese cultural heritage. Under 
this modified Chinese renaissance tide, Miu Enzhao might be inspired to use an adaptation of 
Chinese architecture for the new library building.  
Another designer of the Hubei Library was a professional librarian Shen Zurong (Samuel 
T. Y. Seng, 1882-1976, Fig. 3.41), the president of Bonne Library University. Shen was the 
first American-trained Chinese librarian, the trusted confident and competent inheritor of 
Miss Mary Elizabeth Wood, the founder of Boone Library mentioned before. After graduated 
from Boone University, Shen in 1914 was sent to the New York State Library School in 
Albany, U.S. (later it evolved into the School of Library Service at Columbia University) for 
professional library education under Wood’s patronage. After receiving an M.A. degree in 
Library Science, Shen returned to China in 1917 and started his lecture tour around the 
country to promote public library service. In 1920, Shen, together with Wood and other 
Boone graduates, established Boone Library School, the first professional institution of 
library science education in China. As its president, he dedicated all his energy to this school 
and managed to keep it in operation until it merged with Wuhan University in the early 
                                                 
166 Regarding the detailed analysis about the national style, see Cody, Building in China; Zhu Jianfei, “Politics into 
Culture: Historical Formation of the National Style in the Nanjing Decade (1927-1937),” in Research on China’s 
Modern Architectural Academia, eds. Zhao Chen and Wu Jiang (Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe, 
2003), 107-116. 
167 Actually, in 1920s there were so few Chinese architects, especially who had received a modern education in the 
West, and the number of established professionals was even lower.  
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1950s.168 Throughout his life, Shen Zurong committed himself to advocating American 
librarianship for the Chinese use, and was honored as the leading figure in the modernization 
of Chinese libraries, the “Father of Library Science Education in China”.169 
 
Fig. 3.41  Shen Zurong, ca.1930s (Source: Cheng Huanwen, Zhongguo tushuguan xue jiaoyu zhifu, I) 
 
Standing at the forefront of the introduction of modern library science to China, Shen 
Zurong not only assisted in the launching of the new Hubei Library, but he also contributed 
significantly to its development. He noted the grandeur of library buildings in the United 
States, but he paid more attention to the free access to library holdings. From his perspective, 
the modern library was essentially a people’s university where people took in spiritual 
nutrition, and hence he believed they should be designed to spread popular education and to 
achieve the “enlightenment” of the people. 170 Shen insisted that only the use of new 
technologies could facilitate and ensure the full and effective utilization of library materials 
and services. He introduced a number of scientific methods to the Hubei Library, including 
scientific acquisition, organization, and circulation methods, such as the classification scheme, 
the open shelf system, and the card catalogue. Shen further recommended a new system of 
classification and cataloging of Chinese books, because the traditional four-type classification 
system of China could not meet the rising needs of an increasing number of new publications. 
Based on Dewey’s classification, Shen made adjustments to make it more suitable for 
Chinese books. The adaptive method provided a means to facilitate information and retrieval 
                                                 
168 Cheryl Boettcher, “Samuel T.Y. Seng and the Boone Library School,” Libraries and Culture 24, no.3 (1989): 
269-94.  
169 Cheng Huanwen, Zhongguo tushuguan xue jaioyu zhifu: Shen Zurong pingzhuan [Father of library science 
education in China: Shen Zurong] (Taibei: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 1997).  
170 Samuel Seng, “Can the American Library System Be Adopted in China?” The Library Journal 41 
(June 1916): 387-388. 
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services adopted for a long time.171 Besides, Shen did not abandon the national heritage. He 
thought highly of the preservation of the national essence as well, believing the preservation 
of the classics would help to promote the national spirit in China.172 Shen also advised on the 
rationalization of a more detailed layout, so as to enable the people to share in accumulated 
knowledge and to encourage them to make full use of the books on shelves. Through Shen’s 
expertise and endeavors, the new Hubei Library could claim to be a modern public library in 
terms of rational arrangement, acquisition of modern publications, well-trained librarians, as 
well as a spirit of service to the public.  
On a much smaller scale, “type two” popular libraries can be found at Wuchang’s Shouyi 
Park, Hankou’a Zhongshan Park and Dragon King Park. The libraries at the Shouyi Park and 
Zhongshan Park were accommodated in the previous houses of Nai Yuan and Xi Yuan 
respectively, while the library in the Dragon King Park was placed in a new two-story 
building. They were all founded as one department of people’s educational centers, in 
conformity with the 1928 mass education program promulgated by the Nationalist 
government. In these libraries there were general reading rooms, newspaper reading rooms 
and children’s reading rooms, in order to serve the needs of an increasingly diverse readership. 
Some of them also contained small museum departments, exhibiting scientific specimens, arts 
items, domestic products (guohuo), etc.  
In comparison with the Hubei Library, these popular libraries held quite small collections, 
less a 2,000 volumes each. Despite the limited size, it is worth noting that they all purchased 
the most up-to-date publication of Universal Library (Wanyou wenku).173 Between 1929 and 
1934, the publication of the Universal Library by the Commercial Press, was the most 
ambitious effort in the categorization and dissemination of knowledge for the general public 
during the Republican period.174 The Universal Library comprised two gigantic series, and 
each contained over a thousand volumes of the popular editions of important books in the 
                                                 
171 Cheng Huanwen, Zhongguo tushuguan, 326. 
172 Ibid., 248-249. 
173 Hubei Archives: LS19-6-9642; Hankou luobinhan, 26 December 1935.  
174 Leo Ou-fan Lee, “The Cultural Construction,” 40.  
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world, either originally written in Chinese or translated from other languages.175 Moreover, it 
came with a set of about 3,000 catalog cards, complete with call numbers and filing numbers 
printed on the back of each volume. This offered uniformity for classification and cataloging 
among popular libraries.176 To a certain degree, by purchasing the all-embracing Universal 
Library, a newly established library could acquire a basic collection in the most economical 
and systematic fashion. The popular libraries at Wuhan all purchased the Universal Library, 
put them on open shelves free of charge to all readers, and accordingly made modern 
knowledge more general and accessible to the local public.   
 
Other Facilities  
Besides the libraries for the public, the Wuhan parklands also incorporated other kinds of 
scientific facilities. For instance, experimental farms were established at suburban parklands 
near South Lake (Nanhu), Xujia Shed (Xujiapeng), etc.177 The farms, established by the local 
government, aimed at promoting the scientific “revolution” of Chinese agriculture 
practices.178 Historically, the imperial government’s foundations rested on the agricultural 
economy of “all under heaven.” It had a responsibility to ensure good crops through its ritual 
sacrifices at various sacred altars, and at the same time it actively encouraged practical 
agricultural improvements that would enlarge the tax base. However, in the Republican era, 
the government no longer performed sacrifices to heavenly gods for the benefits of agriculture. 
Instead, it set up experimental farms, seeking scientific improvement in agriculture and 
forestry: some farms dedicated to cultivate rice, beans, cottons, or mulberries, while others 
featured separated gardens for fruits, flowers, tea, and general botany as well as a greenhouse 
                                                 
175 Lin, Libraries and Librarianship, 9-10.  
176 Although its actual classification and cataloging left much to be desired, it was nonetheless better than most 
popular libraries themselves could provide. See Lin, Libraries and Librarianship, 151-52. 
177 Hubei sheng zhengfu jiansheting [Department of Construction, Hubei Provincial Government], ed. Hubei 
jianshe zuijin gaikuang [The general situation of the latest construction works in Hubei] (Wuchang: Hubei sheng 
jiansheting, 1933), 33-34. 
178 “Hubei jiansheting suoshu ge changpu gaikuang” [General situation of farms and nurseries under Department 
of Construction, Hubei Provincial Government], Zhongguo jianshe 3, no.6 (1929): 11-15.  
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for tropical varieties.179 These experimental farms supplied a diversity of plants for Wuhan’s 
municipal parks, and thus enabled the park-goers to have intense and sometimes 
unprecedented horticultural experiences. At the same time, the farms themselves also worked 
as research facilities, exploring scientific methods to develop local agriculture and forestry.  
The weather station was another scientific project in Wuhan’s municipal parks. At that 
time, the municipal government realized that accurate weather reporting was essential for the 
improvement of farming and transportation, and hence considered weather station as an 
indispensable part of urban reconstruction.180 In 1929, the municipal government set about 
organizing a weather station, and appointed meteorological professional Huang Jiemei as its 
director in charge of all the preparation work. The weather station was finally placed on the 
top of a hill to the south of the broad artificial lake, a relatively detached site in Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park. Furnished with specialized instruments purchased from Shanghai and 
Nanjing, the weather station went into operation in October 1929.181 As the first municipal 
weather station in Hankou, it was charged with recording weather conditions, preparing daily 
weather-charts, and making meteorological forecasts. The station recorded valuable 
observation data, and some of them were published continuously in the municipal gazette, Xin 
Hankou. The weather station also helped researchers better understand the effects produced in 
crops and navigations by variations of weather. On the basis of observations and analyses, 
Huang Jiemei published two articles in Meteorology Monthly (Qixiang yuebao), an 
authoritative journal in contemporary Chinese meteorological research.182 One essay 
elaborated the interplay between meteorological research and municipal development, while 
the other conducted an appropriate forecast about the rainfall in 1930. Unfortunately, the 
weather station was badly damaged by the 1931 flood, and never fully recovered.183  
                                                 
179 Hubei sheng zhengfu jiansheting, ed. Hubei jianshe zuijin gaikuang, 11, 36-41.  
180 Hubei Archives: LS31-4-203; Xing Tian, “Shehuiju choushe qixiang ceyansuo” [Social Bureau prepares to 
establish a weather station], Xin Hankou 1, no.4 (1929): 239.  
181 Xing Tian, “Shehuiju,” 239-40; Hubei sheng qixiangju [Hubei Provincial Meteorological Bureau], ed. Hubei 
qixiang zhi [Gazetteer of Hubei Meteorology] (Beijing: Qixiang chubanshe, 2002), 22-23.    
182 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Kexue zhi 
[Wuhan gazetteers: Science] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1993), 381.  
183 Hubei sheng qixiangju, ed. Hubei qixiang zhi, 24.    
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In addition, a couple of kindergartens (mengyangyuan or youzhiyuan) were incorporated 
into Wuhan’s municipal parks, in order to cultivate young children and provide a solid 
foundation for their future studies. Taking the Hubei Experimental Kindergarten at the foot of 
Snake Hill as an example, the kindergarten was modeled on the Japanese counterparts, and 
employed fully-trained professionals in teaching and administration. In sharp contrast to old-
style private schools, the kindergarten oriented its program fully towards three-to-six-year-
olds. Some Japanese nurses were selected to take care of the kids, and teach them language, 
etiquette, music, handcraft and games.184 Besides, according to the 1933 plan of Wuchang 
Park, Daguan Kindergarten was settled down on top of Snake Hill, with a playground built to 
the south of its main building. This indicated physical exercise was regarded as an integral 
part. Furnished with a sand box, slides, seesaws and timber huts, the playground allowed kids 
to engage actively in recreation.185 The kindergartens, aiming at kids’ full development on 
morality, intelligence and physicality,186 introduced to the local people unprecedented modern 
ideas of preschool education.  
 
Conclusion: 
For China, among the most vital and fundamental phases of modernization is the 
introduction of Western science and the application of its methods to the study of the physical 
and social phenomena of the country and civilization. Through the limited acceptance of the 
technological trappings for self-strengthening, a broader and more fundamental acceptance in 
the May Fourth movement, China disintegrated the centuries-long Confucian order, and 
converted to “scientism” in the 1920s. In the reoriented social contexts, the connection 
between men of knowledge and civil services was redefined. Scientifically-trained 
professionals, instead of Confucian scholar-officials, were employed in the campaign to build 
                                                 
184 Pi Mingxiu, and Zou Jinwen, ed. Wuhan tongshi: wan Qing juan (xia) [General History of Wuhan: the volume 
during the late Qing period, second half] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2006), 229-230.  
185 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Jiaoyu zhi 
[Wuhan gazetteers: Education] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1991), 26. 
186 Tang Shu, “Woguo you’eryuan shehui lingyu jiaoyu chuchuang jieduan yanjiu shulüe” [Brief review of initial 
social education in Chinese kindergartens], Xueqian jiaoyu yanjiu, no.2 (2006), 8.  
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a modern and powerful China. In this milieu, a pool of young, western-educated talents joined 
the Wuhan government and initiated a scientific city remaking campaign. Particularly, they 
knew well about the values of public parks in physical, moral, spiritual and political terms, 
and urged the creation of spacious green enclaves within the urban environment. 
What the Wuhan technocrats outlined was not a single great park, but a park system 
instead, a comprehensive network of boulevards linking various parks. This systematic view 
was really a quantum leap. Drafted by Dong Xiujia, the Metropolitan Park System Plan of 
Wuhan was based on the American models and the local topographical features. Dong 
appropriated a series of hills and lakes in Wuchang and Hanyang for great natural parks. In 
Hankou, where there remained few natural hills or lakes, he proposed ten large parks to be 
scattered evenly at the newly-reclaimed Houhu area in anticipation of urban growth. In 
addition to the great parks, considerable small-scaled parks were planned, such as small 
neighborhood parks, public athletic grounds, and downtown square or rest parks, so as to 
guarantee daily recreation, rest and fresh air to a majority of the local residents. Dong also 
outlined a network of grand parkways linking all the large parks, taking American 
counterparts for major reference. The parkways in Wuhan were laid out on largely 
unoccupied land outside the old towns, and most parkways were straight, except for a couple 
of avenues meandering along rivers, coinciding with similar geographic situations in the 
United States. The straight parkways were arranged in a kind of baroque diagonal, a familiar 
component of the formal vocabulary of the American City Beautiful movement at the turn of 
the twentieth century. Furthermore, the Wuhan parkways also showed similar layouts with the 
American ones, aiming at restructuring circulation two-sidedly, both above ground and below 
ground. The plan presented a comprehensive version, combining underground service 
corridors with new traffic arteries, which also served as urban leisure space designed for 
promenading and public appearance. 
Despite obvious fiscal constraints, the local municipal government managed to translate 
the park system blueprint partly into actual construction from 1928 to 1937. Zhongshan Park 
was constructed, enlarged and continuously improved. It was an unmitigated success for 
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Wuhan, helping to establish the city’s stature as a trendsetter in nationwide city reconstruction. 
The whole Snake Hill was turned into Wuchang Park in remembrance of Wuchang Uprising, 
while Grand Hill and Taming Tiger Hill became cemeteries for fallen officers and soldiers. 
More natural hills and lakes were preliminarily reorganized, and trees were planted on 
Tortoise Hill, along Zhanggong Dike and at some riverfront and lakeside areas. The small-
scaled Fuqian Park and Yuemachang Park, were inserted into the crowded urban centers of 
Hankou and Wuchang respectively. Some existing private gardens in downtown were also 
investigated and urged to open for people’s quick relaxation. The variety of parks were 
adorned with diversified plantations and equipped with a range of modern facilities. They 
offered not only open grounds to sightsee and breathe fresh air, but also wide opportunities 
for recreation and education.  
Parkway projects were launched. In Wuchang saw the initial construction of Huancheng 
Road and Yanjiang Road, while the Riverfront Avenue and Zhongzheng Boulevard were 
completed in Hankou. These parkways were built in quite a scientific mode: the parkways at 
riverfront were raised above the highest water mark to prevent flood; the latest paving 
materials such as macadam and asphalt were employed; median trips were appropriately set 
up and beautifully landscaped; storm drainage system was arranged underground; a range of 
advanced equipments was furnished, for instance, electric lamps, public telephone, self-
flushing public restrooms for male and female and so on. In width of 40m or more, the 
parkways became new green arteries catalyzing Wuhan’s commercial development. Via the 
systematic construction of parks and parkways, the Wuhan technocrats endeavored to make 
the city a pleasant place for its citizens’ newly enlightened life.  
The scientific efforts also can be noticed at the micro-level. A range of unprecedented 
scientific facilities was incorporated into public parks, introducing modern knowledge and life 
styles to the masses. Public libraries, large and small, were established at parklands, extending 
reading privileges from limited scholars to a wider public. In sharp contrast to the old 
cangshulou, the libraries in Wuhan’s municipal parks were free of charge, books introducing 
modern knowledge were available to all, and people from all social groups and levels 
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assembled there in one place. Substantial collections were purchased, covering modern 
scientific objects and popular readings; specialized reading rooms were established to cater to 
the diversified requirements of readers; and new scientific methods were carried out in 
acquisition, organization and circulation, ensuring the full and effective utilization of library 
materials and services. Some other facilities, such as weather stations and experimental farms, 
presented a new learning process which included observing, examining and experimenting 
with the material phenomena of the natural world. In a variety of forms, the facilities were 
established to make knowledge more general and accessible to the “new people”, thus 
infusing urban society with the “new temper” of the Nationalist era.  
Significantly, these facilities were just one aspect of the broader efforts to reform the local 
society by the municipal government. Along with inculcating scientific ideas in people’s 
minds, the municipal administrators also endeavored to build up their strong and healthy 
bodies. As Zhongshan Park’s designer Wu Guobing said, within the parks there should be “a 
wide range of sports fields and facilities, inviting all the people to do exercises and 
reinvigorate themselves”.187  
 
                                                 
187 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (6),” 123.  
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Chapter 4  The Popularization of Tiyu 
In sharp contrast to traditional Chinese gardens primarily for cultivated and quiet leisure, 
Wuhan’s municipal parks encouraged energetic outdoor pursuits, and offered a wide range of 
fields and equipments for athletics and active recreations. Wuchang Public Athletic Ground 
was incorporated into Wuchang’s Changhu Park in 1929, Hankou Public Athletic Ground was 
built in Zhongshan Park around 1930, and a public athletic ground was proposed in 
Hanyang’s Guishan Park (Fuxing Park). In these grounds, there spread a variety of standard 
fields for track and field, soccer, basketball, volleyball, tennis and other games. Some of them 
were equipped with swimming pools, and gymnasiums for all-weather exercises. Besides, 
Wuchang Park included a range of fields for team sports, Yuemachang Park in Wuchang 
provided a playground for children, and even small-scale Fuqian Park in Hankou was 
furnished with two double tennis courts. Western, novel, and progressive, these athletic 
facilities opened for all visitors, men and women, young and old. They constituted a crucial 
part of Wuhan’s municipal parks.  
The chapter intends to construe the introduction of these organized athletic activities and 
modern sports facilities into the municipal parks in the development of tiyu, what is one 
aspect of the Chinese body culture. The term tiyu came first in famed writer-translator Yan 
Fu’s 1895 essay “The Source of  Strength” (Yuan qiang), when the modern physical culture 
was brought to China in the late Qing period. The English term that comes closet is “physical 
culture”.1 As an important term that appeared when China underwent tremendous 
transformations in modern era, tiyu accordingly carried specifically modern and 
comprehensive meanings. Its yu (educational/cultivating aspect) was an important element 
that would transform modern physical culture, with its scientific legitimacy, its clear rules 
regarding physical movement and its emphasis on keeping rational record, into a set of lived 
                                                 
1 The Chinese term tiyu covers far too vast a terrain to render simply as “sport,” “athletics,” “physical education,” 
or “physical fitness.” See Andrew D. Morris, Marrow of the Nation: A History of Sport and Physical Culture in 
Republican China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 1-16.  
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and played moral teachings designed to shape a new self-conscious, self-disciplining citizen.2 
In China, tiyu was one of the most significant of the new social practices since the late 
nineteenth century, with important political, economic, and social consequences. 
 
4.1. The Rise of Tiyu  
Through the influences of centuries of Confucianism, Chinese traditional sports, such as 
archery (jianshu), classical Chinese football (cuju), martial arts (wushu) and popular breathing 
exercises (qigong), focused more on enjoyment than competition, more on moral cultivation 
than physical development, more on consuming scarce leisure time and creating a proper 
balance in one’s life rather than material gain.3 Moreover, there was a long intellectual 
antagonism toward physical exertion. Especially from the Song dynasty (960-1279) onwards, 
education for the elite in China increasingly emphasized the mind at the expense of the body. 
Scholars spent much of their lives memorizing a vast amount of knowledge in order to pass 
the Imperial Examinations and therefore move up the scale of social rankings. The scholar-
official (shidafu) class, refined, urbane, and genteel, cared little for the vigorous sports; they 
viewed them as inappropriate, pointless, harmful, and even risky. Sports tended to be 
marginalized in the education of the ruling class and its male offspring.  
By the mid-nineteenth century, the Chinese situation differed singularly from that in the 
West. Historically, modern sports emerged in the nineteenth-century Europe, as a product of 
the industrial revolution and urbanization. In Britain, the forefront of industrial revolution, 
“character-building sports” constituted an integral part of the education of upper and middle-
class boys.4 At British “public” schools, modern sports was developed as a means of character 
formation, of training future captains of industry and empire in such character traits as loyalty, 
self-discipline, competitiveness and leadership ensconced in an unwritten code of sporting 
                                                 
2 Ibid., 16.  
3 Hai Ren, “China and the Olympic Movement”, in Sport and Physical Education in China, ed. James Riordan and 
Robin Jones (London; New York: Routledge, 1999), 203. 
4 James Riordan and Dong Jinxia, “Chinese Women and Sport,” in Sport and Physical Education in China, ed. 
James Riordan and Robin Jones (London; New York: Routledge, 1999), 171.  
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ethnics. In Europe, with the rise of modern nationalism after the French Revolution, physical 
education bloomed as a way of linking individual bodies to the welfare of the nation.  
Modern sports and physical education were introduced into China mainly by Westerners 
from 1840 onwards.5 In Hankou and Wuchang, which were declared open as treaty ports 
respectively in 1861 and 1900, sports and physical exercises first germinated in missionary 
schools. In Wenhua College (American Episcopal Boone University), American Tian Lide 
was appointed as the instructor of physical education. In addition to regular physical training, 
there were various extracurricular activities every afternoon, such as football, baseball, track-
and-field exercise and so on. Boxue Secondary School (London Missionary Society’s Griffith 
John School in Hankou) was equipped with first-class sports facilities in Wuhan.6 At its 
inception in 1898, two football grounds were built, and one included racetrack and a lawn 
conforming to international standards, besides a playground, gym, swimming pool and 
basketball fields.7 The three missionary schools, Wenhua, Boxue and Bowen (British 
Methodists’ Wesley College in Wuchang), even initiated a series of intercollegiate athletic 
meetings from May 1901.8 Wuchang St. Hilda Girls School also included gymnastics in its 
curriculum in the 1900s.9 These missionary instructors taught modern sports along with the 
ideas of sportsmanship and fair play. They implanted their sports model among native society 
not only as leisure pursuits, but also as vehicles for training body and mind. 
 
New Physical Culture: Body and Nation  
The missionary education, military training and physical culture, directly challenged the 
Chinese traditional aversion for physical activities. Accompanied by military force, modern 
physical culture, together with Western merchandise and technology, spurred the efforts of 
                                                 
5 James Riordan, Sport, Politics, and Communism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1991), 10. 
6 Pi Mingxiu, ed., Jindai Wuhan chengshishi [Urban history of modern Wuhan] (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue 
chubanshe, 1993), 761.  
7 Li Yongzheng, “Lao ‘Boxue’ hua jiushi,” [Recollections upon Boxue School in the past] in Wuhan wenshi ziliao 
wenku [Cultural and historical records of Wuhan], edited by Zhengxie Wuhan shi Weiyuanhui Wenshi Xuexi 
Weiyuanhui (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 1998), vol.4, 210.  
8 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers] ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Tiyu zhi [Wuhan 
gazetteer: sports] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1990), 32. 
9 Wuhan difangzhi ed. Tiyuzhi, 27. 
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the Chinese themselves as a way of addressing a national crisis. Through the “Self-
strengthening” Movement (1861-1894), the first Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), and the 
Hundred Days’ Reform (1898), many Chinese self-strengtheners, reformers, and 
revolutionaries were alarmed by imperialist advances over the Chinese empire. Progressive 
intellectuals such as Yan Fu, Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao, started to look to individual 
bodily strength and physical fitness as the key to larger issues of national and racial survival. 
They argued that the historical antagonism toward physical exertion encouraged, even caused, 
the Chinese people to be physically weak – and because their bodies were weak, their nation 
was weak.  
The crucial link with which these intellectuals turned to matters of the individual body 
and national strength, was the Chinese discovery of the nineteenth-century Western writings 
on evolution and human progress as a deciding factor in the course of history. At the turn of 
the twentieth century, Thomas Huxley’s Evolution and Ethics and Herbert Spencer’s The 
Study of Sociology were translated into Chinese by Yan Fu.10 Influenced by the Spencerian 
and Darwinian thought, Yan started to conceive the relationship between body and nation in a 
new way. In his key 1898 article “The Source of Strength”, Yan reinterpreted Spencer’s 
formulation of the holy trinity of moral, intellectual, and physical education, and advocated 
the cultivation of minli (people’s physical strength), minzhi (people’s intellect), and minde 
(people’s morality) for social survival.11 Here, minli, meaning “people’s physical strength”, 
was put at the primary place. Yan writes: “Today, if we want to talk about the wealth and 
power of nations, the basis must be the physical strength of the people ... if we look at the 
lessons left us from Chinese and Western history, of the fifty to sixty nations that exist on the 
five continents today, there is not one that did not arise out of this [physical strength]. Greece 
of the Zhou [Dynasty], Rome of the Han, the Turks of the Tang — these dominant groups of 
each age have all grown to be strong and beautiful, able to withstand suffering and capable in 
                                                 
10 Thomas Henry Huxley, Tianyan lun [Evolution and Ethics], translated by Yan Fu (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 
1931). Tianyan lun was first published around 1895. Herbert Spencer, Qunxue yiyan [The Study of Sociology], 
translated by Yan Fu (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1931). Qunxue yiyan was first published in 1903 by 
Shanghai’s wenming bianyi shuju.  
11 Yan Fu, “Yuan qiang” [On source of strength], in Yan Fu Xuanji [Selected works of Yan Fu], annotated by Zou 
Zhenfu (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 2004), 15-18.  
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war, ruling over their era.”12 By locating China squarely within the powerful legacies of 
Western antiquity, Yan posed the new connotations of physical and national strength as a 
universal common sense. To reform China, stated Yan, it was crucial to develop people’s 
physical strength through Western exercises. 
Other intellectuals also saw an urgent need to strengthen people’s bodies. Liang Qichao, 
in his 1902-03 series “On the New Citizen” (Xin minshuo), wrote on the calamitous legacy of 
the weak Chinese body, which had everything to do with the absence of concepts of progress, 
public morality, and duty in China.13 Liang saw “competition” (jingzheng) as “the mother of 
evolution” (jinhua zhi mu). Only by keeping abreast of this constant Darwinian competition 
could an individual or nation survive, and this was possible only by keeping physically strong 
(as well as morally and intellectually strong, which would directly follow). In the chapter “On 
Martial Spirit” (lun shuangwu),  Liang maintained that there was not a single European nation 
that did not aggressively push calisthenics, fencing, horsemanship, soccer, wrestling, 
marksmanship, swimming, and boat races among their citizenry, and identified China’s 
weakness and lack of martial spirit as a result of the absence of such programs of physical 
competition.14 As a result, physical strength was viewed as a way to link individual bodies to 
the welfare of the nation. The idea of revitalizing the country by partly promoting Western-
style physical exercises came into being.  
 
From Ticao to Tiyu 
At the turn of the twentieth century, military-oriented physical exercise known as ticao 
provided most of the physical training available in Chinese schools. Ticao (from Japanese 
taisō), was a program of calisthenics and gymnastics inspired by Swedish and German models 
and stamped with the impressive Meiji pedigree. It was adapted by Chinese reformers and 
                                                 
12 Yan Fu, “Yuan qiang,” 29-30.  
13 Liang Qichao, “Xinmin shuo” [New citizens], in Liang Qichao Quanji [Complete works of Liang Qichao] 
(Beijing: Beijing tushuguan chubanshe, 1999), vol.2, 655-735.  
14 Liang Qichao, “Lun Shangwu” [On martial arts], in Liang Qichao Quanji, vol.2, 709-714.  
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educators who concerned about the health of their nation-race.15 Actually, Japan played an 
important role in filtering Western ideas and practices for China. In the late Qing period, 
especially after the 1895 Sino-Japanese war, thousands of young Chinese flocked to Japan for 
higher learning. At that time, via the Meiji Restoration, Japan had already distilled many 
strands of Western thought and translated them into a new modern framework, which the 
Chinese were anxious to reproduce in China.16  
In Aug 1896, ticao was first introduced into the educational curriculum of Hunan-Hubei 
College in Wuchang, a modern college established by Hunan-Hubei governor-general Zhang 
Zhidong. One of Zhang’s closest associates, Liang Dingfen (1859-1919) assumed its director. 
He inculcated students to strive to build up their own physiques and topple over the stereotype 
of the Chinese being the weakly “Sick Man” (bingfu). From then on, with spontaneous 
enthusiasm, students set aside their books every afternoon to do exercises in the gymnasium 
and the athletic fields. Later, military drills were adopted within an adjusted curriculum, 
reading in the morning and drilling in the whole afternoon.17 Following Hunan-Hubei College, 
other institutions like Jingxin College in 1899 also changed their educational agendas and 
turned to the military-flavored physical education of their students.18 Subsequently, in 
accordance with the 1906 Education Edict, ticao was made mandatory in middle and higher 
schools for boys and girls. Most of the government schools were staffed with Japanese or 
German instructors who advocated a Spartan-like method of training. Marching, saluting, and 
military terminology were stressed. The aim was to make the boys good soldiers, who would 
be able to defend their homes and their nation.  
The tradition of military drill remained influential until the late 1910s when New Culture 
and May Fourth movements re-stressed modern sports for individual development. In 1917, 
Yun Daiying, a student at Zhonghua University in Wuchang, published his critical article 
                                                 
15 Morris, Marrow of the Nation, 7. 
16 For details, see Douglas R. Reynolds, China, 1898-1912: The Xinzheng Revolution and Japan (Cambridge, 
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17 Chen Yingcai, “Huiyi Hunan-Hubei shuyuan” [Recalling Hunan-Hubei College], in Wuhan wenshi ziliao wenku, 
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18 Yang Huqiao, “Jingxin shuyuan shulüe” [Review on Jingxin Academy], in Wuhan wenshi ziliao wenku, vol.4, 
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upon ticao education in Chinese schools.19 Yun attacked the military drill taught at his 
university. He saw great problems in how drill classes demanded “overexertion that can injure 
students’ internal organs or limbs and torso, bringing no benefit and only harm.” Yun claimed 
that in the current system of material education, students “didn’t learn any more than if we 
were just listening to some army commander’s barked orders.” He demanded of Chinese 
educators: “Transform the jerky, inconsistent tiyu into a progressive tiyu. Transform the 
listless and dry tiyu into an interesting tiyu.”20 Educators and students enlightened by the 
whirlwind developments in China and abroad could no longer imagine a place for military 
drill in the physical culture and moved almost unanimously to banish it from the new 
progressive realm. For them, ticao’s militarist and imperial connotations disqualifies it from 
the role of educating the bodies of China’s future citizens. The military ticao seemed a 
barbaric relic of past abuses and ignorance, unfit for use in the Republican era.  
The republican government responded by reforming the physical education system in 
1922.21  Following American educational ideas such as John Dewey’s pragmatic education, 
the new system paid attention to developing individualism in pupils, and abolished military 
gymnastics. The previous course title of “gymnastics” was changed to “physical education 
and sport”. It now included ball games, athletics, gymnastics, physiology and hygiene. Ticao 
“coaches” (jiaolian) were officially replaced by tiyu “teachers” (jiaoyuan). What’s more, the 
new system made it clear that male and female had the same right to participate in education, 
physical education and sport.  
 
Tiyu under the government control  
During 1927-37, the Guomindang state saw tiyu as one means of developing a national 
spirit of unity which would enable China to emerge as a modern state capable of defending 
                                                 
19 Yun Daiying, “Xuexiao tiyu zhi yanjiu” [Research on school physical education], Qingnian jinbu [Association 
Progress] 4, (June 1917): 1-6.  
20 Ibid., 3.  
21 Guojia tiwei tiyu wenshi gongzuo weiyuanhui [National Committee for Cultural and Historical Materials of 
Physical Education and Sport in China] ed. Zhongguo jindai tiyu shi [Modern Chinese Sports History] (Beijing: 
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herself. In December 1927 a National Tiyu Committee was established under the Nationalist 
government’s Education Ministry. It was the first time that the Chinese had a national 
governmental body to supervise exercise throughout the country. To promote exercise, the 
government issued The Law of Tiyu for Citizens (guomin tiyu fa), the first sports law in 
Chinese history, on 16 April 1929. As the highlight of the first years of the Nationalist 
government rule in the area of physical education, it laid a foundation for the systematic 
organization of exercises throughout Nationalist China. The law stated that: Boys and girls 
must take part in physical education and sport…The aim of physical education and sport is to 
develop men’s and women’s bodies for the good of the country. It was also required that 
every village, town, and city must have public athletic grounds (tiyuchang).22 Furthermore, 
the First National Physical Education Conference was held in Nanjing in August 1932. The 
400 delegates debated the full scope of tiyu: school physical education, military training, 
administration, physical training for children, physical training for women, sports for the 
masses, traditional Chinese sports. National Tiyu Plan (guomin tiyu shishi fang’an) was issued, 
providing detailed practical measures in promoting a mass tiyu.23 As a result, tiyu was 
centralized as a new arm of the state with disciplining and stabilizing functions.  
In this vein, the Hubei government established the Hubei Tiyu Committee in Wuchang, 
and a Hankou Tiyu Committee was founded by the Hankou municipal government in the 
early 1930s, both staffed by physical education specialists.24 Under the support of these 
organizations and municipal governments, a range of public athletic fields was built and well 
maintained in Wuhan’s municipal parks. Furthermore, a series of sports meets was organized, 
such as Hankou Municipal Games, Hubei Provincial Games, and Central China Games 
(huazhong yundonghui). Through these athletic facilities and activities, the committees 
intended to: 1) provide the citizens (guomin) sufficient opportunity to develop their bodies; 2) 
train citizens through exercises in order to adapt to external conditions; 3) cultivate the spirit 
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of cooperation and unity among the citizens to defend the nation against invasion; 4) nurture 
the ethos of courage, endurance, chivalrousness and nationalism; and 5) develop the habit of 
participating in sports as recreation among the citizens.25  
 
4.2. Public Athletic Grounds (tiyuchang)  
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, the most noticeable sports facilities were two public athletic 
grounds (tiyuchang).26 As the first generation of public athletic grounds in modern China, 
they were furnished with gymnasiums, swimming pools, various sports fields for track and 
field, ball games, and tiered wooden seating for spectators. And both of them hosted certain 
amount of athletic meetings at the municipal, provincial and even the national level. The 
earlier one was Wuchang Public Athletic Ground, constructed in 1924 for the Third National 
Games. It was incorporated into Wuchang’s Changhu Park in 1929,27 and proposed to enlarge 
into a concrete 20,000-seat stadium around 1936.28 The other one was Hankou Public Athletic 
Ground, added to Hankou’s Zhongshan Park in 1934. Besides, one more public athletic 
ground was put forward in Hanyang around 1935. However, due to the War of Resistance 
(1937-1945), it was finally sketched out in 1947 as a part of Hanyang’s Fuxing Park.29   
 
Wuchang Public Athletic Ground 
In 1924, the Wuchang Public Athletic Ground was built within the old city wall of 
Wuchang, to the south of Snake Hill and on the west bank of Chang Lake (Fig. 4.1). It was 
incorporated into Wuchang Changhu Park according to the 1929 Wuchang zoning plan (Fig. 
                                                 
25 Wuhan Archives: 9-31-164.  
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2.7).30 Originally, the site belonged to Hubei Army Special Primary School (Lujun tebie 
xiaoxue), a new-style army institution organized by Zhang Zhidong in 1907 to recruit literate 
men.31 On its campus, there were large tracts of open land for physical exercises, cavalry and 
other military drills. With the reorganization of military academies during the early 
Republican years, the site was re-appropriated to Hubei provincial government for public 
recreations by Hubei’s Military Governor, Xiao Yaonan.32 Around 1923, when Wuchang was 
selected as the city for the Third National Games, it was chosen as an ideal site for the new 
Wuchang Public Athletic Ground.33  
 
 
Fig. 4.1  Wuchang Public Athletic Ground in Wuchang Changhu Park, adapted from Zoning Plan of 
Wuchang, 1929 (Source: Wuhan lishi tiduji bianzhuan weiyuanhui, ed. Wuhan lishi dituji, 61-62) 
 
Completed in 1924, Wuchang Public Athletic Ground (Fig. 4.2) extended nearly 40,000 
m2, with its main entrance and office building located at the south end. The athletic ground 
can be approximately divided into two parts. The south area was mainly for team sports, 
while the north area was chiefly for track and field events. From east to west, the south area 
                                                 
30 Hubei Archives: LS31-15-813. 
31 Hubei Archives: LS31-15-813; Wuhan defang zhi ed. Chengshi guihua zhi, 54. In early 20th century when the 
civil examinations were abolished, many poor students took the New Army as the first line of defense against 
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32 Hoh Gunsun [Hao Gengsheng], Physical Education in China (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1926), 138.  
33 Hao Gengsheng, Hao Gengsheng huiyi lu [Memoirs of Han Gengsheng] (Taibei: Zhuanji wenxue chubanshe, 
1969), 22-23. 
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spread a football playground, two basketball playgrounds, two volleyball playgrounds, four 
tennis courts, a swimming pool and a small-scale gymnasium. In the north was a green field 
enclosed by a cinder 400m running track and a 200m straight track. Within the field there was 
a basketball playground and several pits for jumping, shot putting and pole vaulting. 
Wuchang Public Athletic Ground was the first public athletic ground in Wuhan tri-cities. It 
was built for the purpose of accommodating the Third National Games in May 1924.34  
Fig. 4.2  Wuchang Public Athletic Ground, ca.1935 (Source: Hubei Archives LS10-1-1215) 
 
In the early twentieth century when modern sports rose aiming for a strong Chinese 
nation, a series of nationwide athletic meetings was initiated by the Chinese YMCA (Young 
Men’s Christian Association). YMCA, firstly founded in 1841 London by George Williams, 
was an organization dedicated to providing young men with an opportunity for Christian 
fellowship, recreation, and self-improvement. Within ten years, the YMCA movement had 
caught the public imagination, and spread rapidly to the United States and Canada.35 In 1895, 
the first organizer, D. W. Lyon, was sent to China when YMCA members in the United States 
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found that they had a mission to accomplish in China. By 1920, YMCA had “city” and 
“student” branches throughout eastern China and was firmly established in its religious and 
educational work, with a principal ministry among the more affluent youth of the treaty 
ports.36 The association in China took great steps to cultivate tiyu educators, popularize 
modern sports knowledge, and organize athletic meetings. In pursuit of its ideal – the 
balanced development in young men of “mind, body and spirit”, YMCA became a leader of 
Chinese modern physical education and ushered in a “YMCA era” between 1908-1928 in 
China.37  
Notably, YMCA, with its nation-based perspective, initiated and directed the first two 
National Athletic Meetings of China in the 1910s. At that time, the developments in modern 
Chinese physical culture mostly took as a working domain only their own immediate urban 
regions. It was the wide-eyed activists of the YMCA who firstly considered regions only in 
terms of the universalizing form of the “nation-state”. Taking China as a viable unit, they 
envisioned that the National Games would bring together skilled and motivated men from all 
over (the eastern urban half of) China to push each other to be the best they could be. 
Organized by Shanghai YMCA, China’s first national meet was held in Nanjing during 18-22 
October 1910, as a part of the Nanyang Industrial Exposition.38 For the first time, it featured 
140 athletes from five regions: North China (Huabei), South China (Huanan), Wuhan, 
Shanghai, and Nanjing/Suzhou (Wuning), competing in track, tennis, soccer, and basketball. 
21 delegates mostly from Wuchang Wenhua College (American Episcopal Boone University) 
got the honor of representing central China region, and participated in the Nanjing games.39 
The Second National Games was staged in Beijing on May 21, 1914, under the support of 
Beijing YMCA. It attracted 96 athletes and over 20,000 spectators in two days. In line with an 
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evolving sense of the importance of teamwork and team spirit, the team sports baseball and 
volleyball were added at the Second Games.40  
Ten years later, on May 22, 1924, the Third National Games was inaugurated in Wuchang. 
Its scale was unprecedented. In comparison to 140 delegates in 1910 and 96 in 1914, the 1924 
Games attracted 527 participating athletes from thirteen Chinese provinces and a Manila 
Chinese YMCA team.41 With overseas Chinese, the games provided a strong connection to a 
greater worldwide China, a China that could transcend the depressing encroached situation 
since the late Qing period. The meet got off to a roaring start, including grand opening 
ceremonies with a cannon salute from a nearby naval base and an aviation show.42 Between 
forty and fifty thousand spectators attended each day for three days. Moreover, the 1924 
Games was said to include “all the modern sports competitions” (Fig. 4.3).43 Swimming, 
martial arts (Chinese boxing) and Boy Scout demonstrations were added as sporting events in 
addition to tennis, soccer, baseball, basketball, volleyball, track and field. Women, for the first 
time, were accepted in three exhibition events (Fig. 4.4).44 Remarkably, a new public athletic 
ground – Wuchang Public Athletic Ground – was set up to host the grand sports events.  
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Fig. 4.3  Contests at the 3rd National Games (Source: Hoh Gunsun, Physical Education in China, 158, 
159,  151, 154) 
 
Fig. 4.4  Girls’ Demonstrations at the 3rd National Games (Source: Hoh Gunsun, Physical Education 
in China, 156, 150, 143) 
 
It was unprecedented in China to build a new permanent stadium expressly for the 
National Games. Previously, the 1910 Games was held on the ground of the Nanyang 
Industrial Exposition in Nanjing, while the 1914 Games was organized at the open area to the 
north of the Fast Palace in Beijing Tiantan Park (previous the Altar of Heaven). Far from 
purposely designed athletic grounds, they were both simple open sites temporarily rented for 
the sports meetings. The two grounds adopted imperial system of measures, rather than the 
metric system. But the situation changed in 1924. The grand scale of the Third National 
Games made temporary sports fields no longer sufficient. The Games’ chief planners 
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accordingly envisioned a new and permanent athletic setting – Wuchang Public Athletic 
Ground – to be constructed.  
When building the new Ground, Hankou’s YMCA Physical Education Director Hao 
Gengsheng (Hoh Gunsun, Fig. 4.5) played a critical role. Hao was one of the Games’ four 
main planners, and in charge of the construction of athletic fields and equipments.45 Initially, 
the Ground was to be configured in the design of a multipurpose field for basketball, 
volleyball, soccer and tennis, enclosed by a running track. It was a usual layout for athletic 
grounds in China at that time. But Hao Gengsheng objected to this plan. In Hao’s eyes, this 
design could not meet the games’ needs, to say nothing of international standards. He insisted 
that the area under construction should be expanded and more fields should be built, so that 
on one plot of ground it would be possible to conduct simultaneously track and field, soccer, 
basketball, volleyball, baseball, tennis and swimming.46 What’s more, he hoped to use this 
unprecedented opportunity to go even further and leave the people of Wuchang a permanent 
sports stadium.47 It meant that the new Ground would not only serve the coming national 
sports celebration, but also would offer Wuchang people a splendid public space to do 
everyday exercises and recreations. 
 
Fig. 4.5 Hao Gengsheng, ca.1936 (Source: Qinfen tiyu yuebao 3, no.10, unpaged) 
 
Hao’s ambitions, such as “international standards” and “a permanent sports stadium for 
people”, were truly pioneering in the development of Chinese tiyu at that time. His ideas, on 
the one hand, were closely connected with his own experience. Hao was a tiyu educator 
trained in Springfield College, Massachusetts, where there was one of the best physical-
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education programs in the country. For him, the choice of physical education as his major 
came in a painful personal way. In 1919 when he arrived at the United States, Hao firstly 
continued his study in civil engineering at Columbia University. But when he looked for a 
part-time job to support himself, the American foreman refused to hire him because he was 
too short and thin. But actually, Hao was from a well-to-do family in Jiangsu and had been 
well nourished by Chinese standards. This incident led Hao to recognize that the Chinese had 
an “inferior” physique, and further concluded that if the Chinese people did not become 
“physically healthy and strong”, China as a nation would be wiped out and the Chinese race 
would become extinct. After discussing the matter with his good friend, the future poet Xu 
Zhimo, Hao decided to switch his major to physical education for the purpose of salvaging 
China via tiyu (tiyu jiuguo).48  
In 1920, Hao transferred to Springfield College, Massachusetts. Founded in 1885 as a 
private coeducational institution, Springfield College was the birthplace of basketball, and the 
alma mater of William G. Morgan, inventor of the game of volleyball. From its beginning, the 
college espoused a belief in the balanced development of the spiritual, mental and physical 
aspects of each person. It owned an international reputation as a pioneer in teaching and 
scholarship related to physical education, wellness, and the training of YMCA executives. 
The college nurtured a majority of leading physical educators in modern China, such as Ma 
Yuehan, Song Junfu, Dong Shouyi, Shu Hong and so on. In Springfield, Hao had three “very 
happy and exciting years”, taking full advantage of the school’s rich athletic opportunities by 
joining the tennis, football, and swimming teams. He also got to know well about modern 
sports and physical education, including diversified athletic competitions and international 
standards. With a much stronger body, Hao graduated in 1923 as one of the first Chinese 
students with a degree in physical education from an American university, ready to promote 
physical education in China.49  
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After graduation, Hao returned to China and became the physical director of Hankou’s 
YMCA in 1923.50 During the days in Hankou, he acquainted himself with the underdeveloped 
situation of Chinese tiyu. Particularly, he was shocked by the benighted local people in 
Wuhan.51 At that time, many Wuhan residents had a low level of education and never paid 
attention to their own health. Most of them indulged themselves in smoking and gambling, 
and were not open to new healthy ideas. Hao thus saw an urgent need to popularize modern 
sports and physical education, through which to recreate a healthy, disciplined, and occupied 
citizenry. In 1923, when Wuhan was selected to host the Third National Games, Hao resolved 
to grasp this uncommon opportunity and fulfill a breakthrough in tiyu for the local people. In 
Hao’s eyes, the Third National Games was far more than a great celebration of a healthy 
citizenship. He deemed that it would be a perfect moment to advance physical training, and 
promote modern physical culture especially for Wuhan people.  
On the other hand, Hao’s imagination was deeply rooted in the development of modern 
sports competitions in the early Republican era. Riding the winds of the New Culture and 
May Fourth movements, the Chinese of the late 1910s and early 1920s hoped to redefine the 
terms on which tiyu would be handled. In this time of learning from Western science and 
democracy, the modern games and competitions that came from Great Britain and the United 
States were all the rage. Firstly, the teamwork and the distances that teams covered to 
compete with each other in the Anglo-American-style tiyu provided a sense of community all 
striving for a singular goal. The timing, measuring, and official rules allowed for structured 
ways to evaluate improvement and progress, so crucial to survival in the modern world. 
Secondly, the crowds that attended the games provided the athletics’ senses of performance, 
drama, and tension that would have seemed so appropriate as the very future of their nation 
was being decided in the great international struggles of the world. Thirdly, the realization 
that Chinese people could also excel at these new games, if given the right conditions, gave 
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many a great appreciation for the value of these sports.52 Because of the magnitude of these 
modern competitions, the popularity of the National Games increased rapidly, as wider 
Chinese regions paid much more attention to the Games.    
What’s more, it was Chinese people rather than Western missionaries who pushed this 
form of tiyu further. As early as 1910s, the first two National Games were dominated by 
Western missionaries of the YMCA. Most of the athletes came from limited Christian 
colleges from Eastern and Northern Chinese cities. The referees spoke English, and even the 
rules and regulations of competitions were written in English. Both the competitions and sites 
conformed to English criteria. However, in 1924, with the rise of nationalism in the New 
Culture Movement, the Chinese took over the Games. The Third National Games was the first 
Chinese-run National Games, and the last one connected with YMCA.53 It was promoted and 
organized by China National Amateur Athletic Federation (Zhonghua quanguo tiyu xiejinhui). 
A list of seventy meet officials and judges listed in Shenbao included only six foreign 
names.54 The previous English system of measures was switched to the metric system. Certain 
traditional Chinese sports like martial arts also made their first National Games appearance. 
Obviously, the Chinese tried to erase the imperialist stamp imprinted on the first two National 
Games. The 1924 Games can be seen as the beginning of the era of Chinese nationalist tiyu.55  
Supported by the Hubei Government and local elites, Wuchang Public Athletic Ground 
was erected at the expense of 20,000 yuan. It was undoubtedly a pioneering work at that time. 
The original open plot was “thoroughly remodeled and put into first-class shape for the 
Games.”56 Its concrete swimming pool, at the expense of 6,000 yuan, was the first swimming 
pool in Wuchang, constructed for the newly-established swimming competitions. The 
gymnasium, furnished with a range of indoor apparatuses, enabled all-weather exercises. 
Modern technology was also employed. A field telephone system was installed so that 
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messages could be sent all over the stadium, and a loudspeaker was fitted on top of a wooden 
tower for broadcasting competition results and other announcements. A wireless station was 
even constructed on the grounds, with a signal conspicuously received from Wuchang’s main 
wireless station at noon each day of the meet.57  
Besides these modern elements, the Ground’s construction was constrained by budget, by 
infrastructural limitations, and by the underdeveloped status of Chinese tiyu. Its inner city 
location offered the convenience in transportation and accommodation, but brought the tough 
problem of the site restriction. The two main fields, ground track field and football field, 
accordingly had to be oriented east-west. And they were located too close to arrange enough 
stands between them.58 The lanes for races and field events were so narrow that one thrown 
discus had landed on a spectator’s umbrella.59 Most fields were enclosed by temporary 
wooden bleachers, instead of by permanent concrete seating. The swimming pool (Fig. 4.6), 
built above the floor, had a serious problem of leakage. On the third day of the Third National 
Games, the swimming contest had to be postponed because the water was all out of pool, and 
the tank could not be filled in time.60 After the Games, the pool was in fact out of use, for it 
was extremely difficult to change water and keep clean due to the poor design.61 As Hao 
Gengsheng recalled, his proposal was merely partly realized, due to many difficulties, such as 
financial insufficiency, the shortage of design experience, and obstructions from the 
unenlightened local citizenry.  
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Fig. 4.6 Swimming Pool in Wuchang Public Athletic Ground, 1924 (Source: Hoh Gunsun, Physical 
Education in China, 154) 
 
Hao’s ambitions were finally achieved in the 1936 Extension Plan, nearly twelve years 
after the Third National Games. Hubei Government, which just recovered from the 
formidable flood in 1931, appropriated 180,000 yuan to rebuild Wuchang Public Athletic 
Ground for the coming Central China Games. And the newly-established Qingdao Stadium in 
Shandong was selected as a model.62 Built in 1933, the Qingdao Stadium was said to be a 
miniature of the 1932 Olympic Coliseum in Los Angeles.63 Both the stadia took up the open-
ended horseshoe design, with the open end developed as an arched peristyle. The Qingdao 
Stadium was designed by tiyu educator Song Junfu, who attended the 1932 Games as the 
coach and translator for Liu Changchun, the first Chinese athlete in Olympics. After his return, 
Song taught tiyu at Shandong University in Qingdao, and designed the Qingdao Stadium on 
the basis of the materials he brought back from Los Angeles. Although dwindled and 
simplified, the 15,000-seat stadium conformed to the latest international standards, and almost 
impressed everyone in 1933 when hosting the 17th North China Games. After the Games, 
Hubei Tiyu Committee acquired the drawings of the Qingdao Stadium from Shandong 
Education Ministry, as a reference for the future Wuchang Stadium.64   
In 1936, Hubei Government invited the celebrated architect Dong Dayou (Fig. 4.7), who 
just accomplished the magnificent Shanghai Jiangwan Stadium, to design the new Wuchang 
Stadium. The commission to Dong by the Hubei government indicated the great importance 
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attached to the new Stadium. As one of the first-generation Chinese architects, Dong returned 
to China in 1928 with architecture degrees from the University of Minnesota and Columbia 
University. In 1929 he was appointed advisor to the City Planning Commission of Greater 
Shanghai Municipality, and chief architect in charge of Shanghai Civic Center development.65 
Among his numerous projects, Jiangwan Stadium (Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9) was completed in 1935 
for the Sixth National Games in Shanghai.66 Taking shape in a strongly horizontal mass, the 
giant Jiangwan Stadium group rose majestically in the new Civic Center at a cost of 800,000 
yuan. The main stadium include a 500m track, two 200m tracks, a football field, three tennis 
courts and a martial arts field, and provided seating accommodation for 40,000 as well as 
sleeping accommodation for 3,000 athletics. Its vast reinforced concrete bowl and clear 
structural rhythms made it an overwhelmingly monumental object in the urban landscape. To 
its east, a vast gymnasium with a floor area 20m by 40m and an arched ceiling 20m high, 
contained facilities for indoor tennis, basketball, volleyball, and other games. With a seating 
capacity of 4,500, the swimming pool was 20m by 50m, and its depth ranged from 4 feet 6 
inches to 11 feet. Space was also left for the future addition of some lawn-tennis courts, a 
standard-sized baseball ground, as well as club-houses.67 What’s more, the Jiangwan Stadium 
group employed modern technology such as triangle arch, cantilever, heated and filtered 
water for the swimming pool, and up-to-date materials such as reinforced concrete, steel and 
glass bricks. Covering an area of approximately 18ha, the Jiangwan Stadium in the 1930s 
stood as the largest and most advanced stadium in China and even the whole Far East area.68  
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Fig. 4.7 Dong Dayou, ca.1936 (Source: Who's Who in China, 5th edition, 239) 
 
Fig. 4.8 Shanghai Jiangwan Stadium, 1935 (Source: Shanghai tushuguan, ed. Lao Shanghai fengqing 





Fig. 4.9 Plan of Shanghai Jiangwan Stadium, 1935 (Source: Hubei Archives LS10-1-1215) 
 
 
Fig. 4.10 The Extension Plan of Wuchang Stadium, 1936 (Source: Hubei Archives LS10-1-1215) 
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Dong’s 1936 plan of Wuchang Stadium (Fig. 4.10) showed similarities with Shanghai 
Jiangwan Stadium (Fig. 4.9). Both of them were made up of three main structures, an oval 
concrete stadium, an open-air swimming stadium, and a rectangular indoor gymnasium. 
Beneath the stands arranged certain auxiliary facilities such as shops, storerooms, restrooms, 
dormitories for athletes, and so on. Around the buildings, there spread a variety of sports 
fields for tennis, basketball, volleyball, baseball and field events. In comparison, Wuchang 
Stadium was on a smaller scale. It covered an area of 140,000 m2, while Jiangwan Stadium 
spread more than 180,000 m2. Similar with Qingdao Stadium, Wuchang Stadium had a 
seating capacity of 20,000, while Shanghai’s Jiangwan Stadium could accommodate 40,000 
spectators for the National Games.69  
Dong’s layouts conformed to the prevailing international models for stadia at that time. 
For instance, the swimming stadium had a 20m by 50m pool basin enclosed by concrete 
grandstands. Actually, the stadium of this kind made its first appearance as late as the 1924 
Olympic Games in Paris. The new Tourelles swimming pool was really an important 
milestone for international swimming. First of all, in comparison with previously river, pond 
and channel venues, it was undisturbed with wind or current, and was delineated for the first 
time by lane makers that prevented encroachment. Secondly, the reduction from the previous 
100m to 50m in length gave swimmers twice as many powerful leg trusts at turns in all events. 
Thirdly, the 50m in length kept viewing distance for spectators more comfortable. In addition, 
the shorter length brought facilities of this kind into better scale with the ordinary urban 
fabric.70 The following 1932 Olympic Games at Los Angeles saw further improvement. A 
fine new $200,000 outdoor pool with 12,000 spectator places, hosted both swimming and 
diving events. The pool, equipped with filtered and heated water, was the best that the Games 
had seen. And the same was the Games’ venue for fencing. Its roof was structured by steel 
triangle arches, and filled with glass bricks, which provided the indoor playground with 
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natural sunlight.71 Significantly, all these characteristics can be found in Dong’s designs for 
Jiangwan Stadium and Wuchang Stadium, indicating the ambition to catch up with the latest 
development in international athletic competitions.  
The Hubei government intended to build an up-to-date grand stadium, not only as a public 
recreation ground for the masses, but also as a splendid competing site of Central China 
Games and Hubei Provincial Games.72 Actually, the provincial and regional games in the 
1930s functioned as selection meets for the national contests. They were almost always held 
shortly before the National Games, and consisted of the same set of men’s and women’s 
competitions – track and field, volleyball, basketball, martial arts, tennis, baseball/softball, 
swimming, and soccer – as the official set of competitions of the National Games. The Hubei 
government, as the sponsor, correspondingly envisioned a first-class Wuchang Public 
Stadium for Hubei Provincial Games and Central China Games, and deemed that the new 
Stadium would by all means support the National Games better. The increasing athletes could 
take pride in the fact that they were competing in the same advanced athletic fields and 
facilities, and engaging in the same strenuous sporting endeavors. What’s more, the new 
stadium would attract and accommodate a larger number of spectators, and stimulate much 
more enthusiasm for modern tiyu among local citizens.73   
 
Hankou Public Athletic Ground 
Another ground in Wuhan was Hankou Public Athletic Ground (Fig. 4.11), located at the 
northeast of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park. It included a ground track field, football pitches, and 
playgrounds for basketball, volleyball and small rubber ball. To the west of the main road, 
there spread a swimming pool, tennis courts, a skating rink and a playground for children. 
Most of them were built between 1928 and 1937, and designed by engineer Wu Guobing and 
tiyu educator Song Ruhai.  
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Fig. 4.11 Plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca. 1934, adapted from 
No.1 Plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground and No.2 Plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground in 1947 
(Source: Wuhan Archives 69-10-284)  
 
Wu Guobing, the major designer of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, was responsible for part 
of the athletic facilities. When the Zhongshan Park was started, he appropriated a broad flat 
area in the north for athletic activities, and invited tiyu educator Song Ruhai to make a more 
detailed arrangement.74 Wu tried his hands in designing a swimming pool (Fig. 4.12), the first 
swimming pool in Hankou. It was 50m long and 9.3m wide, built above the ground with its 
depth ranging from 1m to 3m. The pool was made of concrete, employed tap water, and the 
water was changed regularly. In 1935, Wu further configured a small-scale golf course (Fig. 
4.13). Interestingly, he placed a series of miniature exotic buildings above its holes, such as 
the Eiffel Tower and the Arch de Triomphe in Paris, London Bridge, and Statue of Liberty in 
New York, enabling people to enjoy these architectural masterpieces while playing. Besides, 
he also devised a number of exercise apparatuses, such as football goals, volleyball nets, 
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basketball backboards, and some equipments in the playground for children. Wu endeavored 
to introduce diversified active recreations to the local people from all sections of society, 
aiming to transform their listless lives.75 
Swimming Pool Stands 
Fig. 4.12 Swimming Pool in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 1930 (Source: Xin Hankou 1, no.11, unpaged)
 
Fig. 4.13 Miniature Golf Course in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1935 (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, 
ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang 1935-1936, gongwu 22, 23) 
 
Wu Guobing was fond of athletic activities, and also conscious of their significance. In 
the 1910s, as a teenager, he was a well-known athlete at Nankai Middle School in Tianjin, 76 a 
first-class American-oriented school presided by a celebrated educator Zhang Boling (1876-
1951). Zhang was extremely enthusiastic about modern sports. He became Executive of the 
Chinese National Amateur Athletic Federation (Zhonghua quanguo tiyu xiejinhui), and 
Referee-in-chief at the North China Games and National Games nearly at every turn. In 
Nankai, Zhang adopted and accented modern physical education, as one crucial part of 
Zhang’s program to reform old habits of life and to train youth of national salvation.77 His 
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belief in the integral role of physical education in the educational process was particularly a 
departure for China at that time. Zhang taught his students various exercises and outdoor 
sports and organized track events, gymnastics, football, bicycle riding, and basketball, and 
gave lessons in whist, weight lifting, and billiards. He was also active in organizing athletic 
competitions at various levels, and invited Robert Gailey and other U.S. Olympians to visit 
Nankai and give lectures. He urged the expanding of athletic facilities and physical training to 
encourage competition and the spirit of fair play and sportsmanship. His objective was to 
break down China’s Confucian disregard for physical exercise and manual labor and to 
strengthen the Chinese students’ physical as well as mental health.78 Wu Guobing accepted 
this new kind of all-round education enthusiastically. He got up very early every morning to 
do physical exercises, and excelled in one-mile and two-mile races.79 As a remarkable leader, 
Zhang’s dominant personality and educational philosophy had a great influence on the 
intellectual and political life of many students. In his memoirs Wu Guobing mentioned many 
speeches Zhang gave when he studied in Nankai. He shared his mentor’s view that a healthy 
body was a precondition to spiritual soundness.  
When Wu pursued his further study at the University of London, he was deeply impressed 
by the vigorous activities in urban parks there. In England, from the first half of the nineteenth 
century, the picturesque and concerns for health and privileged access began to give way to 
the perceived demands of the wider public for active recreation. Hyde Park in London 
permitted boating; cricket and archery facilities were established in Birkenhead Park; and 
Primrose Hill, also in London, saw a gymnasium established, all in 1847. Around 1886, 
Battersea Park, London, had cricket and football grounds, a gymnasium and lawn tennis 
facilities, adding a quoit-ground and bowling green during the 1890s.80 Bit by bit, facilities for 
sports and games began to be incorporated into public parks. Between the two World Wars 
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the momentum of park development remained and the link between public health, recreation 
and sport was further emphasized.81  
Through his experience in Nankai and London, Wu recognized the importance of modern 
sports and determined to introduce Western active recreations into Wuhan.82 When 
conceiving the sports facilities in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, Wu made a major reference to 
Western counterparts, especially in London. In Ruskin Park at Lambeth, the 1907 model for 
twentieth-century parks in London, ornamental gardens were concentrated at the east end of 
the park, while playing fields stretched out to the west. The layout of the Zhongshan Park 
showed a similar division of grounds. Its public athletic ground with various sports fields 
covered the broad north region, while its horticultural portion was placed in the south. 
Furthermore, certain amount of sports facilities in Hankou were designed and configured in 
English measure, offering similar programs in English parks. Tennis and miniature golf, for 
example, were very popular in early twentieth-century England. As Wu recalled, he brought 
back what he had seen in Europe to Wuhan’s society, so that the local residents could enjoy 
and be educated.83 
Another designer Song Ruhai (Fig. 4.14) was executive secretary of Hankou’s YMCA,84 
the chairman of Executive Board of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, and a famed tiyu promoter in 
Wuhan and central China. He came to Wuhan in 1916 as a secretary of Wuchang’s YMCA 
after his PE training at Christian Nanking University.85 Together with Wuchang Zhonghua 
University president Chen Shi and Hubei Education Minister Lu Renfu, he inaugurated the 1st 
Central China Games in 1923 Wuchang, attracting athletes from Hunan, Hubei, Anhui and 
Jiangxi provinces. In 1924, Song, like Hao Gengsheng, became one of the four main planners 
of the Third National Games in Wuchang, and assumed much of the organizational and 
communicational responsibility.86 Subsequently, he pursued his further study in Springfield 
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College, US. After he finished, Song was accredited as the only Chinese Observer of the 9th 
Summer Olympic Games held at Amsterdam, Netherlands in 1928, by the Chinese National 
Amateur Athletic Federation. It was the first time that China participated in the Olympics. 
After returned to China, Song published Wo nen bi ya – shijie yundonghui conglu (Olympia – 
Records of Olympic Meetings), diffusing the knowledge about the Olympic Games and 
international modern sports.87  
 
Fig. 4.14 Song Ruhai, ca.1936 (Source: Who's Who in China, 5th edition, 216) 
 
In Song’s volume, one noteworthy contribution was his ingenious transliterative device 
with which he introduced the Olympics to Chinese readers. He rendered “Olympiad,” a 
concept that would have required extensive explanation of historical concepts foreign to many 
Chinese people, as “Wo neng bi ya” (literally, “I can compete!”). Song himself was proud of 
this transliteration; he felt that it “carries great significance—it means that we can all 
participate in these events and competitions.”88 At a time when China was carved up by 
foreign imperialist powers, he dared the growing Chinese sport community to dream of an 
Olympic future of their own. Song’s formulation inspired Chinese faith in their ability to 
compete with the wealthy and strong foreign powers. With this faith, Song devoted all his life 
to the development of Chinese tiyu in Wuhan and central China.  
One of Song’s prominent achievements was the construction and maintenance of Hankou 
Public Athletic Ground, the first public sports ground in Hankou. In Song’s eyes, public 
athletic grounds, extensive and with fresh air, was the most important facility for mass 
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participation in modern tiyu.89 When he studied and traveled in the West, he noticed that 
nearly every American city owned public athletic grounds and public gymnasiums. They were 
all furnished with a full panoply of facilities, and staffed with tiyu tutors to give people 
instructions. Song marveled at the sports facilities in Chicago. The city owned 26 public 
athletic grounds, and each of them had fully-equipped gymnasiums. Moreover, they were free 
of charge for all visitors, encouraging young and old, and men and women to do exercises. 
These facilities, highly used by the local citizens, contributed a lot to the people’s health and 
happiness. 90  
In this vein, Song Ruhai called for public athletic grounds to be built at the county level 
throughout China. He listed six reasons: 1) Most Chinese citizens (guomin) had no habit of 
participating in outdoor exercises, which did great harm to their personal hygiene; 2) Most 
citizens’ physiques were weak, causing them incompetent for Nationalist revolution and 
construction; 3) In Chinese cities, there existed little healthy entertainment, which resulted in 
the strikingly decay of civic morality; 4) The organized and disciplined public sports and 
games could make the masses qualified as Chinese modern citizens; 5) Indigenous sports sites, 
such as martial arts pavilions (yanwuting), archery centers (shepu) and martial arts schools 
(wuguan), were all deserted with the abolishment of the Imperial Examinations. Accordingly, 
it was incumbent on us all to built modern public athletic grounds instead and offer exercise 
programs for the local citizens; 6) After the World War, all the developed nations recognized 
the importance of their citizens’ physique, and endeavored to popularize modern tiyu. They 
established playgrounds for children, and built public athletic grounds for the masses. China 
should catch up with the trend.91 In Song’s eyes, Chinese people were in urgent need of tiyu to 
improve and transform their lives. Only through public athletic grounds could the benefits of 
scientific physical training and education be extended to China’s common people.  
Correspondingly, Song Ruhai made great efforts to materialize Hankou Public Athletic 
Ground for the local citizens. He sketched out the plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground in 
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1931 (Fig. 4.15), including a large-scale stadium and a few amenities. The stadium, spreading 
nearly 35,200m2, was essentially a concrete bowl with an eight-lane 400m running track and a 
200m straight track. Song’s plan indicated in detail the geometrical method of setting out the 
400m track. The straight tracks were around 90m long and 70m apart, while the radii of the 
semicircles were allowed to vary thereafter between 35m and 43m with compensatory 
adjustments made in the lengths of the straight tracks. The straight track in front of the main 
grandstand was extended sufficiently at each end to comfortably accommodate 110m hurdle 
and 200m sprint events. Impressively, the plan’s shape and dimensions conformed to the 
latest international standard, which was established in the 1928 Olympic Games that Song 
had attended three years before.92  
 
Fig. 4.15 Draft Plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground in 1931 (Source: Hubei Archives LS1-7-7060)
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The modern stadia emerged with the codification of sport in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and were revolutionized by the rising modern Olympic Games in the early 
twentieth century.93 Their shapes and dimensions underwent continuous changes since 1896 
when the modern Olympics were initiated in Athens. The following three decades can be 
described as years searching for architectural forms because there was little prototype or 
previous experience to draw upon for contemporary sports events. The plan shapes, for 
instance, shifted from U-shaped, round, to oval. And the lengths of running tracks, ranged 
from 333m in 1896 Athens, 500m in 1900 Paris, 536m (three laps to the mile) in 1904 St. 
Louis and 1908 London, 382m in 1912 Stockholm, 500m in 1920 Antwerp and 1924 Paris.94 
After so many experiments, it was finally set down as 400m in length at the 1928 Amsterdam 
Games. And with the running track standardized, the geometry of the infield was also 
resolved.  
Through his visit at the 1928 Olympic Games and his professional training in Springfield, 
Song mastered the latest standards of international competition grounds. In his 1930 book, he 
gave an elaborate description on the superb Olympic stadium in Amsterdam, and even 
provided an aerial view photo of the grand structure.95 What’s more, Song illustrated in detail 
the layouts and sizes of various athletic fields (Fig. 4.16).96 For instance, a basketball court 
should be 90 feet long and 50 feet wide. The radius of its center circle should be 2 feet. A 
football field was 130 yards in length and 100 yards in breadth. It should be divided with a 
halfway line, whereby the center was suitably surrounded with a circle having a 10 yards 
radius from the center of the field of play. At each corner was placed a flag not less than 5 
feet in length. Song also elucidated the baseball diamond layout with home plate and pitcher’s 
mound details, as well as layouts of a volleyball playground, tennis singles court and doubles 
court. With all the knowledge, Song conceived and configured Hankou Public Athletic 
Ground in the following decade.  
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Fig. 4.16 Illustrations of Various Athletic Fields in Song’s Book, 1930 (Source: Song Ruhai, Wo neng 
bi ya: Shijie yundonghui conglu, unpaged) 
 
Completed in 1934, Hankou Public Athletic Ground (Fig. 4.11) covered about 62,500m2, 
with its main entrance located at the southwest corner.97 Its oval-shaped ground track field 
was moved to the east to escape a swamp at the proposed area. Oriented north-south, it had a 
400m track and two 200m straightaways, eight-lane and cinder. At the infield there was a 
football pitch and venues for field events. To the west was a small-scale football pitch, a 
playground for small rubber ball, two basketball fields and two volleyball fields. In the north 
was a playing area equipped with various athletic apparatuses, while on the south end there 
were support facilities such as shops, washrooms and changing rooms for men and women. In 
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addition, there were some other facilities to the west of the Ground. From north to south 
spread a 50m swimming pool (Fig. 4.17), six tennis courts, a skating rink and a playground 
for children. Due to the 1931 flood and severe financial deficiency, most of the athletic fields 
were merely bounded by demountable wood bleachers, instead of concrete grandstands. Other 
equipments suffered in varying degrees for the same reason.  
 
Fig. 4.17 Design of the Swimming Pool in Hankou Public Athletic Ground, 1933 (Source: Hubei 
Archives LS1-5-5338) 
 
In addition to designing sports fields according to the international standards, 98 Song 
introduced multifarious programs such as riding, archery.99 He also organized a range of 
athletic meetings at the municipal, provincial and regional levels. Besides, he established the 
Hankou Amateur Athletic Federation (Hankou tiyu xiejinhui) around 1932 on the basis of 
Hankou Public Athletic Ground, in order to popularize modern tiyu for Wuhan citizens.100 In 
charge of ninety-five amateur societies, the Federation directed numerous special athletic 
contests, seven Hankou Municipal Games, and took part in nine Hubei Provincial Games, five 
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Central China Games and five National Games.101 Hankou Public Athletic Ground hosted all 
seven Hankou Municipal Games, one Hubei Provincial Games and one Central China Games. 
These sports meets added to the array of leisure activities available to Wuhan citizens and 
helped them gain physical strength and competitive spirits.  
What’s more, the management of Hankou Public Athletic Ground was topnotch. Grounds 
directors Yang Wencai and Sun Shulin were graduates of the Chinese Calisthenics School, the 
earliest specialized PE school in modern China.102 It was founded in 1907 by Xu Yibing, a 
self-consiously scientific-minded educator and the founder of China’s first tiyu journal, 
Physical Education World. Trained at Tokyo’s Omori Physical Education School in the mid-
1900s, Xu was a firm believer in the use of scientifically sound calisthenics exercises in 
building a strong body and healthy, disciplined mind and outlook. The school’s program 
included training in military drill, gymnastics, calisthenics, games, judo, fencing, education 
theory, ethics, physical education theory, physiology, medical theory, military theory, 
surveying drawing, and music.103 It was not a mindless body-drilling, but rather a truly 
physical education that would prepare China’s young generation for the modern era by 
linking their fit individual bodies to a society governed by rigorously scientific standards. 
After he graduated from the Chinese Calisthenics School, Yang and Sun worked as PE 
instructors in middle schools for over ten years, and around 1935 they were selected as 
directors of Hankou Public Athletic Ground. Enthusiastic about mass tiyu, they often gave 
people instructions in programs such as swimming and ball games,104 and extended opening 
hours to late evening so that more people could use the facilities after work.105 Besides, Yang 
and Sun visited other public athletic grounds such as Shanghai’s Jiangwan Stadium, in order 
to learn from their experience.106 As a result, Hankou Public Athletic Ground became a 
favorite site of Hankou citizens.  
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In general, the public athletic grounds in Wuhan, extensive and open, became a key 
mechanism for mass participation in modern tiyu. They functioned at a local level to train a 
generation of healthy, disciplined, and occupied citizenry. Actually, the most significant 
development of Chinese physical culture in the 1930s was the invention of a new “mass tiyu” 
to correct the problems inherent in Western bourgeois forms of sport that had largely attracted 
the elites of Chinese society.107 The public athletic grounds in Wuhan, introduced a variety of 
athletic facilities and activities, gave the local citizens the chance to have healthy and 
developed bodies, imbued citizens with the knowledge of hygiene, and cultivated the spirit of 
cooperation, union, and above all, patriotism.  
What’s more, the public athletic grounds in Wuhan were expressively configured for the 
municipal, provincial and national Games. These annual or biennial contests asserted the 
vitality of local athletics, while also addressing and conforming to national concerns and 
international standards. To a certain degree, they heralded a new level of inclusion of the 
Chinese people in the national enterprise of competitive sport, which was no longer a 
privilege of urban elites, a minority of the Chinese society. Through the series of games, the 
participants were extended beyond student-athletes to “average citizens”, and a majority of 
the local population in Wuhan was attracted. With the open arena, mass calisthenics, colorful 
flags, well-dressed notables, uniformed athletes, and excited audience, the sports meets 
created dramatically sanctioned opportunities to develop citizens’ physical fitness and arouse 
the national-racial (minzu) spirit. The public athletic grounds in Wuhan, together with the 
sports meets, played an important role in popularizing the mass tiyu and supporting the 
national system of competitive sport in the 1930s.  
 
4.3. Athletic Facilities for Women 
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, certain amount of sports facilities were available not only to 
men but also to women. The public athletic grounds, swimming pools, and tennis courts were 
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furnished with changing rooms and restrooms for both men and women, so that male and 
female visitors could share the animation and convenience (Fig. 4.18). Certain special lots 
were proposed to open exclusively for women and children, ensuring them to enjoy the sports 
equipments.108 Actually, women were among the most frequent visitors, and participated in a 
variety of athletic activities, such as riding, tennis, swimming and even track and field events 
(Fig. 4.19). They enjoyed the active recreations, as well as fresh air and splendid landscape.  
Fig. 4.18 Facilities for Women, ca.1934, adapted from Plan of Hankou Public Athletic Ground and 
Design of the Swimming Pool (Source: Wuhan Archives 69-10-284; Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. 
Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
Fig. 4.19 Women at Public Athletic Grounds, ca.1935 (Source: Chi Li, Lao Wuhan: Yongyuan de 
langman, 123, 153-55; Hankou luobinhan, 4 November 1935) 
 
The reality of female participation challenged the predominant view that women were 
passive, or physically unfit for sports. For thousands of years, Chinese women were confined 
within the household physically by the custom of footbinding and mentally by the notion of 
three obediences and four virtues.109 Since the Song Dynasty (960-1127), Chinese women 
were depicted merely as obedient daughters and wives in patriarchal families under Confucian 
ideology. According to the traditional dictates that “between a man and a woman there shall 
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be no handling of things” and “women must not to go past gate”, they were virtually deprived 
of social life and imprisoned at home with bound feet, a central fetish at the heart of the 
patriarchal morality. As is well known, footbinding was a custom that had shackled 
generations of Chinese women ever since it was introduced during the Five Dynasties period 
(907-960). The cloth that constricted the foot so tightly as to inhibit growth robbed women 
not only of their freedom of movement, but also of their freedom of spirit.110  
In sharp contrast, Wuhan’s municipal parks provided athletic facilities available to 
women, kept their environment safe and accessible, and enabled females to enjoy freedom 
outside of house. In their sports suits, women rode horses, swam, played tennis, basketball, 
volleyball, and attended a range of athletic meetings. They were no longer valued for their 
delicacy and weakness, but for their robust healthiness and rosy cheeks. Besides, some co-
recreations such as tennis offered opportunities for the male and the female to play together 
and make acquaintance. Through mixing visitors of the opposite sexes, they materialized the 
new conception of the social relations between a man and a woman. In general, the sports 
facilities in Wuhan’s municipal parks not only offered them unprecedented opportunities to 
do exercises themselves or with men, but also contributed to their new social lives and 
changed images.  
Opportunities for women’s active pastimes also can be found in Western parks. In late 
nineteenth-century Britain, women’s sports mainly catered to middle-class women and girls, 
and were strictly segregated from male sports. Initially, they had been limited to croquet and 
archery, but gradually included tennis, cycling, hockey, golf and climbing.111 In American 
cities, women’s ideal role was firstly not as a user of facilities for games and sports but as a 
stabilizing presence. However, women, especially young women, diverged from their passive 
function. They began to play lawn tennis, croquet, and basketball and to ride bicycles in the 
1890s. Although commentators responded with disbelief and disdain, the reform park 
philosophy eventually caught up with the reality by treating women as users in their own right, 
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not primarily as instruments through which to influence men’s behavior.112 Since 1900, when 
females were increasingly included into competitive sport, women and girls began to use the 
parks for active sports at an accelerated pace. After the World War I, Western park planners 
recognized that women and girls needed more freedom to indulge in a wider range of sports, 
instead of the imagined calm presence on the public scene.113  
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, the sports facilities and opportunities for women should be 
understood in the context of the reform of Chinese women since the last years of the 
nineteenth century, which was regarded to be fundamental to China’s modernization.114 In the 
Hundred Day’s Reform (1898) it was argued that the weakness of China’s women represented 
China’s national vulnerability. In this vein, while China’s women remained weak and crippled 
by foot binding and ignorant, unproductive, dependent, and isolated in the domestic sphere, 
there was no hope for the nation. Within the Kang (Kang Youwei) -Liang (Liang Qichao) 
schema, abolition of foot binding and broadening of women’s education were crucial to the 
strengthening of China. The reformers of the early twentieth century drew on this link in their 
discussions of the modern woman and national survival. As Yuan Shikai formulated, “To 
strengthen the nation we must first strengthen the race, and to strengthen the race we must 
first strengthen the women who will be breeding (yuzhong) – we women are the mothers of 
citizens.” Thus, women’s body became the site for refiguring China’s international position 
relative to the West. 
The new conception of the female body gave rise to new feminine physical practices in 
the early twentieth century. In 1907, when formal education for women was finally 
sanctioned by the Qing government, physical education classes were included as a 
compulsory part of the curricula. The female textbooks all articulated lessons on physical 
education, which explicitly trying feminine physical improvement to national strengthening. 
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During the May Fourth Movement, influenced by occidental ideals of liberty, equality, and 
individualism, women got greater opportunities to take part in physical activities and 
women’s physical education departments in schools and colleges were set up.115 The 
republican government in 1922 issued a new physical education system, and declared that 
male and female had the same right to participate in education, physical education and 
sport.116 In 1929, the Law of Sport for Citizens required that “both young men and women 
should take part in physical education and sports”, and emphasized that “the aim of physical 
education and sport is to develop the bodies of men and women for the good of the country.” 
In general, the new female physicality was formulated by cultural and political elites from 
above and framed by nationalist concerns. They sought to make women physically fit in order 
to prove that women could share with men the role of active saviors of their country.  
Besides, the worldwide opening of competitive sport for female was also one of the 
impetuses for women’s sports. The Olympic Games included exhibition events for women in 
tennis and golf as early as 1900. The Far East Sports Games (China, Japan and the Philippines) 
first included female exhibition events in 1923 Osaka.117 It was at the 3rd National Games in 
Wuchang that women athletes made their first appearance in China (Fig. 4.4). Hubei, Hunan, 
Jiangxi, and Jiangsu provinces were all represented by women’s basketball, volleyball, and 
softball. Women’s teams were welcome to show their skills in special “female” adaptations of 
these sports (smaller playing areas, different rules), exhibiting the fitness of the new modern 
woman. In the following athletic meetings at the national, provincial and municipal levels, 
women’s sports were gradually included as formal competition items, and counted toward the 
overall championship. In increasingly numbers, Chinese women competed in a greater range 
of activities, such as swimming, track and field since the late 1920s.  
Correspondingly, in Wuhan’s municipal parks, sports facilities and opportunities for 
women mushroomed during the 1930s. Wuchang Public Athletic Ground and Hankou Public 
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Athletic Ground, the sites of various sports games, were both furnished with facilities for 
women’s participation. Most sports fields, such as playgrounds for tennis, basketball and 
volleyball, were arranged in tandem, so that the separate competitions for male and female 
could be held simultaneously.118 Changing rooms and washrooms for women were juxtaposed 
with those for men, which provided great convenience for co-recreations such as tennis and 
swimming (Fig. 4.18). In addition, sports fields of ball games were proposed exclusively for 
women and children (Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21). It intended to prevent the stronger male visitors 
from monopolizing the facilities, and in the meantime encouraged women to recreate actively 
together with their children and to supervise children’s play. Essentially, these facilities and 
opportunities were usually justified toward women’s ultimate goals as healthy wives and 
mothers for the sake of the nation.  
 
Fig. 4.20 Sports Fields for Women and Children in No.1 Plan of Hankou Public Stadium, 1947 
(Source: Wuhan Archives 69-10-284) 
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Fig. 4.21 Sports Fields for Women and Children in No.2 Plan of Hankou Public Stadium, 1947 
(Source: Wuhan Archives 69-10-284) 
 
Although women and girls began to use the parks for active sports, their number and 
participation remained limited in comparison with men. The female visitors were usually 
middle-class women or female students, who received formal physical education and open to 
the new mind. For them, the most popular activities were tennis, golf, and horseback riding. 
These fashionable sports were deemed mild in nature, and could be accompanied by males. 
The activities unexceptionally charged a high usage (thirty cents per hour), and thus excluded 
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the majority of ordinary women park-goers.119 Besides, female visitors were not as much 
interested in athletic contests as were males. For instance, in the 1st and 2nd Hankou 
Swimming Competitions at the Zhongshan Park, there was merely one female athlete each 
time.120 And in 1935 when the Hankou Tennis Tournament was held in the Zhongshan Park, 
only two female athletes registered, while nearly 100 male athletes attended.121 In fact, most 
of the women avoided vigorous physical exercise and open competitions, in accordance with 
the predominant cultural attitudes towards females.  
What’s more, it was men rather than women themselves who claimed the space of 
women’s participation. Male tiyu educators such as Hao Gengsheng and Song Ruhai 
established and managed Hubei Tiyu Committee and Hankou Tiyu Committee, and organized 
a variety of sports activities for both men and women.122 In Wuhan, the sports equipments for 
women were unexceptionally promoted and designed by men such as Song Ruhai and Wu 
Guobing. Educated in the West, they were open-minded and enthusiastic for exercises. They 
also urged Wuhan females, including their own wives and daughters, to take part as well. In 
the 1930s, when the swimming pool in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was completed, Wu was 
accompanied by his wife, and Song attended with his daughter. They swam in their 
swimming dresses, and initiated co-swimming in Wuhan and Hubei.123 Besides, they arranged 
some mild sports facilities such as horseback riding and miniature golf, and encouraged 
female visitors to participate. In Wuhan’s municipal parks, women’s participation was 
actually in a top-down style of organization guided by men. 
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4.4. Playgrounds for Children: 
Among the sports facilities in Wuhan’s municipal parks, there were a couple of 
playgrounds established intentionally for children’s outdoor play. For example, one 
playground was set up in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park in 1929,124 and one more was added in 
1933 to satisfy the increasing requirement.125 In Wuchang’s Yuemachang Park, a children’s 
playground was configured around 1936. Composed of metal equipments such as swings, 
seesaws and slides, these playgrounds were associated exclusively with children’s play, 
suggesting outdoor activities.  
The intended function of playgrounds was distinguished. Historically, children were 
either kept indoors at home, concealed behind school walls, or shut up in factories or other 
work places. In traditional gardens and early parks, children were seldom considered as a 
distinct and important focus, and accordingly there were few special areas or facilities for 
children. Although the caregivers could relax on the benches, chat with friends, or watch 
visitors crossing the garden or park, children had little to amuse them and little space to play 
in. For example, in most parks, they were not allowed to trespass on the lawns, climb the 
rocks, or touch the plantings. Thus, they were confined to the paths already crowded with 
pedestrians who were easily annoyed by the children’s antics. The special needs of children 
were rarely concerned.  
Playgrounds for children firstly emerged in late nineteenth-century Western cities. In 
Britain, the first identifiable equipped children’s playground was opened in 1877, at Burberry 
Street Recreation Ground in Birmingham. With the increasing industrialization in the late 
nineteenth century, the English middle classes were becoming more concerned about the 
welfare of children in the inner cities. The Victorian reformers thus provided the beginnings 
of a playleadership movement with a strong emphasis on a healthy mind in a healthy body. 
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By the First World War, games had been arranged in parks throughout London and the major 
cities.126 The playground was even institutionalized in municipal park service.  
Major American cities also had playgrounds for young people by 1900, which resulted 
from demands such as crime prevention, character building, and just plain exercise. The 
playgrounds, particularly during the Progressive reform movement of the early 1900s, 
benefited from the widespread belief that play was child’s work. John Dewey’s theories, 
which portrayed children as miniature adults who had to adapt to their environment by 
actively exploring it, functioned as an important source for this conception. Other popular 
theories of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century equated play with expending 
surplus energy or Darwinian reenactments of evolution. In result, American playgrounds 
experienced a rapid from the early 1900s. 127 
Generally, the purpose-built playgrounds can be defined as outdoor gymnasiums. Placed 
on a hard surface and enclosed by high fencing, the playgrounds usually consisted of swings, 
a sandbox, seesaw and other playing apparatuses. They were mostly conceived as an ideal 
means to eliminate unsupervised, unstructured play that arose from the spontaneous impulse 
of children, and to integrate the young into the rhythms and social demands of the new urban 
industrial order. 
In Chinese cities, the playing areas exclusively for children made their appearance in the 
late 1910s. The East Park in Nantong was configured around 1917 as a children’s playground, 
with swings, slides, and other similar facilities.128 It was one of the reform projects initiated 
by Zhang Jian, who initiated sweeping municipal innovations in Nantong. In Beijing, a 
playground was built to the west of the peony garden of Central Park in 1929, furnished with 
a swing, seesaw, slide and two horizontal bars.129 Jingzhao Park outside the northern city wall 
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of Beijing also included a playground for children. As its promoter Xue Dubi described, 
children living here could have a place for sports so that they would not engage in unhealthy 
activities.130 In Wuhan, playgrounds were integrated into municipal parks since the late 1920s. 
Equipped with metal and concrete apparatuses for physical exercises, such as slides, swings, 
seesaws, rotating posts and horizontal bars, the playgrounds became healthy alternatives for 
children’s physical and moral development.  
In early twentieth-century China, to provide playgrounds for children was an 
unprecedented idea. It was closely connected with the change of the traditional view on 
children. In Confucian idealism, the child was the adult of the future, and the education for 
children therefore concentrated on transforming the biological child into a social world. For 
centuries, the main tasks of elementary education were basic training in literacy skills and 
good manners.131 It was not until the late nineteenth century, when China was defeated by 
Japan in 1895 and Yan Fu published his translation of Thomas Huxley’s Evolution and Ethics, 
that the traditional view of children and the time-honored approach to the education of 
children were seriously challenged.  
Among the intellectual search for an alternative education for children, Liang Qichao’s 
ideal was particularly noticeable. Liang pointed to the necessity of taking children’s physical 
development into account.132 He ascertained that daily teaching in Western education would 
not be more than three hours, and gymnastics was part of the curriculum. But pupils in China 
had to sit upright all day long in a classroom without fresh air, like teachers’ prisoners. This 
obstructed children’s physical, intellectual, and psychological development instead of helping 
them grow up happily and healthily.133 Liang therefore arranged gymnastic practice as the 
first afternoon class in his proposed curriculum. He even allowed children to play freely after 
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formal practice,134 as he was informed that children in the West were encouraged to play 
together after school.135  
In the 1920s, John Dewey, a mentor for many early modern Chinese intellectuals, 
expounded his child-centered educational philosophy in a series of lectures delivered in China 
and later published in Chinese. He advocated ending the traditional “preoccupation with 
subject matter” and urged devoting attention to the child instead, giving children credit for a 
natural motivation to learn and also. In general, children began to be seen as individuals with 
special needs rather than small adults, and the interests started to take the form of allowing 
them to develop autonomously. 
In the Nanjing decade, children were increasingly viewed as the future of the Republic. 
Their physical development was deeply intertwined with the efforts to create a modern 
nation-state. It was believed that the nationalist physical culture could transform the youth of 
the Republic, programming into their bodies nationalist reflexes as immediate and 
unconscious as their muscles’ responses to training. Correspondingly, playgrounds for 
children were built in Chinese cities, with an emphasis on structured physical exercise 
programs. 
The first playground in Wuhan, No.1 Playground in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park (Fig. 
4.22), was built in 1929. There settled a slide, swings, seesaws, horizontal bars, flying rings, a 
rotating post and other equipments (Fig. 4.23). Most of the playing apparatuses were physical 
challenging. For instance, the metal slide was more than 2.7m high, and mounted by a steep 
ladder. Its thin and narrow climbing rungs, and the limited area of top platform, afforded no 
run-out space. Once a child climbed up to the top, he/she had no choice but to slide down via 
the chute. The flat metal chute was 5m long, and completely open without any guardrails to 
secure a sitting position.136 And its surface material was bare metal. In fact, bare metal 
surfaces on slides and other equipments should be avoided not only for safety reasons but 
                                                 
134 Ibid., 57. 
135 Ibid., 48. 
136 In fact, slides with flat chutes should have sides with 0.1m (4 inches) minimum height according to the safety 
requirement.  
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because of the high temperatures such surfaces could reach when exposed to prolonged 
sunlight. Besides, in the middle of the playground, the swings for children were erected 
without their own enclosures or protective barriers. Three single swings were hung in each 
bay of the supporting structure while actually it was recommended to have no than two. The 
swing seats were made from planks rather than tractor tyres. The distance between two swing 
seats was only 0.4m when hanging at rest.137 And beneath the playing structures, there were 
no impact-absorbent materials like non-binding sands. In the playground, bravery and energy 
were both highly required, with little safety consideration.  
Fig. 4.22  The No.1 Playground for Children in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930, adapted from the 
1930 plan of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park (Source: Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe 
gaikuang, vol.1, unpaged; Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, 
unpaged) 
 
                                                 
137 It should be no less than 0.6m (24 inches) to avoid collision accidents.  
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Fig. 4.23 Playing Equipments in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, 
ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
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In 1933, the constitution of Hankou’s Municipal Sports Committee made it clear that the 
playground should be furnished according to children’s playing interests.138 More 
playgrounds were correspondingly set up with a greater range of playing equipments. A 
skating rink was configured in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park around 1935,139 while a sand box, a 
merry-go-around, a five-chute slide and a jumping pit were furnished at Wuchang’s 
Yuemachang Park in 1936 (Fig. 4.24).140 These facilities, most of which were structured 
physical apparatuses, stimulated a variety of athletic activities for children, such as swing, 
sliding, climbing, balancing or jumping. They supported the development of athletic skills, 
cooperation, play value, using arms and legs as well as the learning of the rules of various 
sports.  
 
Fig. 4.24 Playground for Children in Wuchang’s Yuemachang Park, 1936 (Source: Wuhan Archives 
18-10-465) 
 
                                                 
138 Wuhan Archives: 9-31-164. 
139 Wuhan Archives: 69-10-284.  
140 Wuhan Archives: 18-10-465. 
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In Wuhan’s municipal parks, the playground programming usually overemphasized the 
bias towards the physical aspects of play. The playgrounds were unanimously rectangular in 
shape, unsheltered and hard-surfaced, without landform or topographic changes. They were 
all equipped with standardized concrete and metal playing apparatuses, fixed and incapable of 
change. They emphasized structured physical exercise programs instead of free forms of play, 
and ignored many aspects of children’s learning and development. Natural materials such as 
rounded boulders, logs and water, were hard to find. In fact, natural elements, such as sand, 
water and trees, were astonishingly popular with children at that time, and widely used in the 
later playground movement. The playgrounds were generally equipped like outdoor 
gymnasiums, appreciating physical improvement instead of fun. 
 
Conclusion 
Sports were a contentious issue since the early history of Western public parks, due to the 
perception that sports were incompatible with the peaceful enjoyment of nature. Only after the 
rise of organized sports in the 1870s did the tide turn in favor of opening up the parks to a 
variety of physical and cultural activities.141 The English parks, formerly as an area for the 
promenade, the stroll and the exploratory ramble, had become almost entirely a thing catering 
to active games and organized leisure.142 In Paris, organized athletic activities and modern 
sports facilities were introduced into municipal parks in the late nineteenth century. It resulted 
from a conjunction of political interest which extolled the patriotic and moral worth of these 
activities, and the public’s demand for opportunities to participate in and enjoy the new 
pastimes.143 At the turn of the nineteenth century, American parks transited from tranquil 
pleasure grounds to energetic reform parks, with play equipments integrated into the overall 
composition. Rather than quiet and serene, they were noisy and organized, both visually and 
                                                 
141 Spiro Kostof, The City Assembled: The Elements of Urban Form through History (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1992), 170.  
142 George F Chadwick, The Park and the Town: Public Landscape in the 19th and 20th Centuries (New York: F. A. 
Praeger, 1966), 223.  
143 Florence Mary Baker, “Parisians and Their Parks: The Creation and Development of the Paris Municipal Park 
System, 1853-1900” (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1994), 422-23.  
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in terms of activity.144 In general, organized athletics became a crucial part of Western park 
landscaping.   
In China, the significance of public tiyu facilities started to be recognized in the early 
twentieth century, when Western physical culture was introduced and brought a decisive 
break for the previous mode of physical endeavors. During the republican era, the modern 
Chinese physical culture known as tiyu rose dramatically as a systematic ideology invested 
with specific ideals of the relationship between the individual and the national body. It was 
widely believed that tiyu was necessary to build up strong bodies, while strong bodies were 
indispensable to protect the Chinese nation from acts of invasion and denigration. 
Correspondingly, great importance was attached to public tiyu equipments. Zhang Jian, the 
promoter of Nantong’s municipal parks, pointed out that the popular exercise ground and the 
boating and swimming facilities would help strengthen the body and stretch the mind of the 
local people.145 Wang Zhuangfei, a master of martial arts, indicated that public tiyu facilities 
were of vital importance to the urban order that the state hoped to build. He said “each person 
who comes to the athletics grounds is one less person in the teahouse, taverns, gambling dens, 
and brothels.”146 Public athletic facilities were deemed as an important element of the project 
to pacify, discipline, normalize, and strengthen the Chinese society. 
Since the late 1920s, a constellation of tiyu promoters such as Hao Gengsheng, Song 
Ruhai and Wu Guobing, conceptualized and materialized a wide range of sports facilities and 
a top-down style of recreation organization in Wuhan’s municipal parks. Taking the athletic 
equipments and activities as a part of the idealistic efforts to use parks as a mechanism of 
social reform, the designers intended to recreate through sport and physical exercise a healthy, 
disciplined, and occupied citizenry. On the basis of their training and experience in Europe 
and America, they configured Wuchang Public Athletic Ground and Hankou Public Athletic 
Ground, with national concerns and international standards. These grounds, hosting the 
                                                 
144 Cranz, The Politics of Park Design, 59, 98-99.  
145 Zhang Jian, “Nantong gongyuan ji” [A narration about public parks in Nantong], in Zhang Jian quanji [The 
completed works of Zhang Jian], ed. Zhang Jian yanjiu zhongxin and Nantong shi tushuguan (Nanjing: Jiangsu 
guji chubanshe, 1994), vol.4, 411-13. 
146 Wang Zhuangfei, Tiyuchang zhinan [Manual of public athletic grounds] (Shanghai: Qinfen shuju, 1931), 65.  
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municipal, provincial, and national Games, constituted one of the main points of intersection 
between the realms of mass tiyu and high-level competitive sport in Nationalist China. They 
were in many ways a brilliant extension of national revival will, and at the same time an arena 
where athletic competitions had real correlations with the health and fitness of the local 
population.   
Furthermore, the designers did not treat the masses as a single entity; rather, they realized 
that different programs would be needed to reach each segment of mass society. They 
challenged traditional patriarchy and its definitions of women and children. They provided 
facilities for females and established playgrounds for children, because they recognized 
women’s and children’s capacity for exercise and interest in exercise was different than that 
of adult men. The specific facilities and programs were aimed at improving women’s and 
children’s health, and imparting such valuable qualities as determination, resourcefulness, 
independence and courage.  
The participation of women and children was in a top-down style of organization defined 
by male reformers. Indeed, women were encouraged to take part in riding, swimming, tennis 
and other physically challenging activities. Nevertheless, as demonstrated by the co-
recreations for male and female, special lots for women and children, these facilities and 
opportunities were all justified toward women’s ultimate goals as healthy wives and mothers 
for the sake of the nation. What the playgrounds for children concerned primarily was their 
physical improvement rather than fun. The intention was not to offer opportunity for children 
to play creatively, but build up strong bodies of children which were regarded indispensable 
for the nation’s regeneration. 
Regarding the concept of “nation” among Chinese people, it actually experienced a 
profound transformation in the late Qing and early republican periods, i.e., a “contraction” in 
the Chinese thought from “all under the heaven” (tianxia) to a “country in the world” 
(guojia).147 China was no longer the world center as presumed by the thousand-year-long 
                                                 
147 Tang Xiaobing, Global Space and the Nationalist Discourse of Modernity: The Historical Thinking of Liang 
Qichao (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1996), 1-3; Li Shiqiao, “Writing a Modern Chinese 
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Neo-Confucian rationales, but was actually a large industrially undeveloped state, 
individually and jointly suppressed and exploited by various foreign states. This ideological 
shift became an essential step toward the recognition of a Chinese state, and toward the 
emergence of modern Chinese nationalism.148 Sun Yat-sen, the esteemed leader of the 
Nationalist Party, declared that his nationalist revolution aimed chiefly at transforming 
imperial subjects “scattered like loose sand” into a politically conscious citizenry. Following 
Sun’s ideals, the Guomindang’s regime made all efforts to build a nation out of a 
heterogeneous and traditional population throughout the Nanjing decade. Correspondingly, as 
concerning Wuhan’s municipal parks, the municipal government, when shaping scientific 
minds and strong bodies, also sought to educate and indoctrinate the people along the 
nationalist ideas.  
                                                                                                                                            
Architectural History: Liang Shicheng and Liang Qichao,” Journal of Architectural Education 56, no.1 (2002): 
470.   
148 Wang Ke-wen, “Tianxia,” in Modern China: An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism, ed. Wang 
Ke-wen (New York: Garland Pub., 1998), 359-60.  
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Chapter 5  Political Mobilization and Discipline  
In the early twentieth century, China was undergoing the troubled transformation from an 
empire to a republic, or, a contraction from tianxia to guojia. Historically, Tianxia is a 
traditional term used by the Chinese in referring to China, or a traditional conceptualization of 
a territorial spatial entity referring to the sphere of influence of Confucianism.1 This 
conviction lasted for centuries or millenniums till the late nineteenth century when the 
increasing geographical and historical knowledge brought drastic re-orientations of the 
Chinese national self-image and world view. Instead of the thousand-year-long Neo-
Confucian rationales of the Chinese centrality, there dawned the depressing awareness of the 
fact that China was factually located somewhere at the periphery of a system of world politics 
and world economy that was dominated by forces and events primarily located in Europe or 
North America.2  
This chapter contextualizes the municipal parks in this profound challenge of China’s 
nationhood in the early twentieth century. It examines the architectural settings in municipal 
parks, and elucidates the ways in which they arouse the political consciousness among the 
heterogeneous and traditional population, and indoctrinate them with the ideology of the 
Nationalist state in the Nationalist era.  
                                                 
1 Historically, from the perspective of the Chinese government and elite, the “celestial empire” (tianchao) was the 
only civilized place in the world, the main source and center of world culture and world history. The Chinese 
monarch, referred to as the “son of heaven” (tianzi), possessed the power and authority to rule the entire civilized 
world, i.e. China, and to influence the not-yet-civilized areas. Here, no concept of national sovereignty was 
suggested, because other states that came into contact were believed to be cultural and political “inferiors”. This 
Chinese perception was somewhat supported by historical reality: China was the origin and center of East Asian 
civilization; throughout most of traditional history, China’s political and economic strength did enable her to 
dominate that region. Although not always engaging in territorial expansion at the expense of the smaller states 
around it, the Chinese empire generally expected other peoples or societies, whom it described as “barbarians,” to 
recognize its leadership by paying homage to the Chinese ruler. See Wang Ke-wen, “Tianxia,” in Modern China: 
An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism, ed. Wang Ke-wen (New York: Garland Pub., 1998), 359-
60.  
2 Gottfried-Karl Kindermann, “The Imperial Challenge to Nineteenth Century China,” in Sun Yat-sen: Founder 
and Symbol of China’s Revolutionary Nation-building, ed. Gottfried-Karl Kindermann (Munchen: Gunter Olzog 
Verlag, 1982), 39-40.  
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5.1 From Subjects (chenmin) to Citizens (guomin) 
With the transformation in both national and global consciousness, some Chinese 
intellectuals started to seek root causes for China’s flaws and weaknesses. A great problem 
was detected: in China there was no connection between people and state. Historically, the 
common people in China were the charge of Heaven as subjects (chenmin). They existed at a 
distant remove from the circles of dynastic rise and decline, deprived of political rights but 
also free from political concerns and responsibility. That meant the people and the state were 
totally broken as two pegs. When the nation faced problems, people could hardly participate 
in state affairs, and in the meantime the government could hardly arouse people’s patriotic 
feelings. As a late Qing journalist put it, “The Chinese people have only family and clan 
groups there is no national spirit. Consequently, in spite of four hundred million people 
gathered together in one China, we are in fact but a sheet of loose sand. We are the poorest 
and weakest state in the world.”3  
 
From “Loose Sand” to Politically Conscious Nationals 
The traditional apathy of the Chinese people toward political affairs and national 
problems were deplored by a number of reform-minded Chinese intellectuals. Among them, 
Liang Qichao’s thinking was particularly noteworthy. Liang was a preeminent Chinese 
intellectual of the early twentieth century. From 1898 to 1902, his four years in Japan opened 
up a new intellectual landscape. He absorbed modern learning, and began to put China’s 
problems in a context of world history. Confronted with Western imperialism and Social 
Darwinism and particularly concerned about China’s survival among competitive nation-
states, Liang urged his countrymen to reorganize themselves around nationalism. Here the 
term nationalism was used to describe the way that the government or other influential agents 
                                                 
3 “L”, “The Future of China,” in Fortnightly Review, 1 August 1896, 165. Even in the first decade of the Republic, 
when the news of the Japanese ultimatum and Yuan’s acceptance of the Twenty-One Demands was known, the 
Western press in China indicated surprise that most Chinese were rather calm and in a placid mood. Shi Pao 
[Eastern Times], 9 May 1915, 12 May 1915, and 22 May 1915.  
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within a state already in existence, and having a sense of coherent, homogeneous identity, set 
about creating a strong, assertive national self-awareness. Liang realized that nationalist 
ideology predetermined the well-being of the nation as an overwhelmingly important goal, 
and hence projected guomin, or national, as a self-conscious and functioning member of the 
modern nation-state.4  
The term of guomin was first used more than 2,000 years ago in pre-Qin texts to refer to 
inhabitation of rival warring states. But for Liang Qichao, he borrowed the Chinese 
compound back from Meiji Japan. The Japanese had adopted the term to capture the new idea 
of citizenship imported from the West. Although Liang embraced the term as a vehicle for 
criticizing Confucian political culture, he used it mainly to develop his own theory of the 
modern nation-state.5 In a 1902 essay entitled “Discourse on the new citizen” (Xinmin yi), 
Liang pinpointed the deplorable state of the Chinese people was due to a lack of nationalism, 
a lack of the will for independence and autonomy, and the absence of public spirit.6 Between 
the years 1899 and 1903, Liang wrote numerous essays elaborating this idea from various 
angles.7 Echoing Fukuzawa and other Westernizers in Japan, he espoused an Anglo-Saxon 
ideal of self-respect, enterprise, and public-spirited citizenship.8 Significantly, when exhorting 
Chinese people to “renew” themselves as guomin, Liang’s aim was not the development of 
autonomous individuals, but rather the cultivation of full-fledged participants in the modern 
                                                 
4 For a detailed discussion on Liang’s concept of the “new citizen”, see Chang Hao, Liang Ch’i-ch’ao and 
Intellectual Transition in China, 1890-1907 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 149-219; Philip 
C. Huang, Liang Ch’i-ch’ao and Modern Chinese Liberalism (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1972), 64-
67, 160-65. 
5 Merle Goldman and Elizabeth J. Perry, “Introduction: Political Citizenship in Modern China,” in Changing 
Meanings of Citizenship in Modern China, eds. Goldman and Perry (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
2002), 4.  
6 Liang Qichao, “Xinmin yi” [Discourse on the new citizen], in Liang Qichao quanji [Completed works of Liang 
Qichao], Liang Qichao (Beijing: Beijing tushuguan chubanshe, 1999), vol.2, 620-21.  
7 For instance, Liang Qichao, “Zhongguo jiruo suyuan lun” [China’s weakness and their historical origins], in 
Liang Qichao quanji, vol.1, 412-27; Liang Qichao, “Shi zhong dexing xiangfan xiangcheng yi” [Ten moral 
characteristics and their positive or negative implications], in Liang Qichao quanji, vol.1, 428-432; Liang Qichao, 
“Lun Zhongguo renzhong zih jianglai” [On the future of the Chinese race], in Liang Qichao quanji, vol.1, 259-62; 
Liang Qichao, “Guomin shida yuanqi lun” [On the ten essential spirits of the citizen], in Liang Qichao quanji, 
vol.1, 267-69; Liang Qichao, “Xinmin shuo” [The new citizen], in Liang Qichao quanji, vol.2, 655-735.  
8 John K. Fairbank and Edwin O. Reischauer, China: Tradition and Transformation (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1978), 407.  
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nation-state. The ultimate goal was to transform the imperial state into a modern nation-state, 
in which subjects would be replaced by citizens, as in the French Enlightenment project.9  
With increasing encroachment from the Western powers in the early twentieth century, 
more and more intellectuals and officials accepted Liang’s views and deployed the term 
guomin in order to develop a collective political consciousness. The subject of guomin, as the 
participants in a temporal political entity intimately linked to the nation’s destiny, entered 
state-sponsored textbooks around the time of the 1911 Revolution.10 Although a reaction to 
Western influence, it is worth noting that the Chinese term guomin carried a meaning that was 
distinct from contemporary Western connotations of citizenship. The use of the term guomin 
for citizen indicated the preoccupation of China with the need for national strength against 
powerful imperialists, rather than a concern for the rights of individuals. When adopting the 
term guomin, the late Qing and Republican-era elites revealed their preoccupation with 
asserting China’s position vis-à-vis the foreign imperialist powers, rather than with ensuring 
the rights of individuals vis-à-vis the state.11  
Sun Yat-sen, the founder of the Republic and the Guomindang, also found Liang’s theory 
useful when speaking of China’s problems. Sun believed the imperial state had failed to 
defend the people from foreign aggression not because it oppressed the people but because it 
made too few demands upon them and allowed them to live and to die as they pleased. Only 
when the people could be mobilized to serve the state’s pleasure would foreign imperialism 
be repulsed.12 From Sun’s perspective, the first step was to awaken patriotism and moral 
values in the Chinese people. Accordingly, Sun called Chinese people guomin [national 
citizens], named his party Guomindang [National Citizen’s Party], and declared that his 
nationalist revolution aimed at transforming imperial subjects “scattered like loose sand” into 
a politically conscious citizenry.  
                                                 
9 Chang Hao, Liang Ch’i-ch’ao, 260-61.  
10 “Jiaokeshu zhi fakan gaikuang” [The general situation in the publication of textbooks], in Zhongguo jindai 
chuban shiliao [Historical materials of early modern Chinese publishing], ed. Zhang Jinglu (Shanghai: Zhonghua 
shuju, 1953-54), 228.  
11 Goldman and Perry, “Introduction,” 6-7. 
12 Tang Leang-li, The New Social Order in China (Shanghai: China United Press, 1936), 168. Quoted in John 
Fitzgerald, “The Misconceived Revolution: State and Society in China’s Nationalist Revolution, 1923-26,” The 
Journal of Asian Studies 49, no.2 (1990): 326.   
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Disciplined Citizenry under the Cult of Sun Yat-sen  
In his last years, via the cooperation with Soviet Russia, Sun saw the Soviet state rally 
around the image of Vladimir Lenin, and determined that China needed a similar figure to 
serve as a focal point for its nascent nationalism. Since Sun thought that his own 
revolutionary career was inseparable from the emergence of the modern Chinese nation, he 
believed that he was the best representative of the nationalist spirit. In his deathbed, he signed 
the Political Testament, a sacred document which later served as the Nationalist Party’s 
charter. It says “The revolution has not yet triumphed. May all our comrades, guided by my 
writings, The Plan for National Reconstruction, The Fundamentals of National 
Reconstruction, The People’s Three Principle, and The Congress Manifesto, continue the 
struggle for this victory.”13 Together with his private will to be buried in Nanjing, Sun sought 
to provide a symbolic figure around which the heterogeneous factions of his followers could 
unite.14  
Sun’s idea was inherited by his successors. Upon the out-pouring of grief and 
spontaneous mass participation in Sun’s funeral, the Guomindang leaders immediately 
recognized the tremendous political potential to a purposeful and well-designed effort to 
enshrine the memory of Sun Yat-sen as widely as possible in the public consciousness, so as 
to give the party state historical and symbolic legitimacy as a government.15 After the 
establishment of the nationalist regime in 1927, the canonization of Sun was pursued by the 
Guomindang’s entire propaganda apparatus. The resplendent Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum was 
constructed on Purple Mountain at the neighborhood of Nanjing. The coffin of the late Party 
Director was installed in a national funeral led by Chiang Kai-shek and the principal 
nationalist leaders, accompanied by an army escort, and attended by the diplomatic crops and 
                                                 
13 Min-ch’ien T.Z. Tyau, ed. Two Years of Nationalist China (Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh, 1930), unpaged. 
14 For a detailed discussion about Sun’s sense of powers of symbols and rituals, see Wang Liping, “Creating a 
National Symbol: The Sun Yatsen Memorial in Nanjing,” Republican China 21, no.2 (April 1996): 25-28.  
15 C. Martin Wilbur, Sun Yat-sen: Frustrated Patriot (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), 280. Actually, 
in the months before his death Sun Yat-sen had attracted unprecedented public enthusiasm and support. His 
dramatic pronouncements against imperialism and his willingness to journey north and participate in negotiation 
for national unification earned wide commendation. His death, which was popularly reported as being due to 
overwork, his testament with its emphasis on country and party, and the revelation that he had died all but 
penniless, competed his capture of the popular imagination. See Henrietta Harrison, The Making of the Republican 
Citizen: Political Ceremonies and Symbols in China, 1911-1929 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 164.   
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thousands of ordinary citizens.16 Furthermore, the Guomindang government decreed Weekly 
Commemorative Service (Jinian Zhou) as a crucial part of the ceremonial routine.17 The 
anniversaries of Sun Yat-sen’s birth and death were declared as national holidays. On these 
days, all public services were given the day off and solemn commemorative ceremonies were 
hold. These rituals provided occasions for people to communicate reciprocally with the 
“immortal” spirit of the deceased Party Director, i.e., to accept his supervision while reporting 
to his image or conducting other activities. 
In Wuhan, as in other cities under the Guomindang’s control, Sun Yat-sen was widely 
used as a nationalist symbol. The municipal gazettes, newspapers, and other official 
publications always began with Sun’s portrait and his last will. His portraits were omnipresent, 
in offices, schools, and barracks, wherever the nationalist authorities exercised close or distant 
control. Sun’s citations, gigantic calligraphies adorned all public squares and thoroughfares. 
There were thousands of posters and pictorial object-lessons for those who could read even a 
little or illiterate. In blue and white, the Guomindang’s colors, they cover public buildings, 
gateways, or open walls, greeting eyes and arresting attention.18 Furthermore, there came 
forth a spate of proposals that various places should be renamed in Sun’s honor, for the 
purpose of remembering his existence.  
Through the variety of means, Sun Yat-sen was perpetuated as the central figure of a 
popularly accepted narrative of revolutionary history. The ideology of Sun and the 
Guomindang regime was at the same time inculcated among the masses, which aimed at 
transforming the disorganized Chinese masses into a cohesive, politically and nationally 
                                                 
16 About the architectural design of the Mausoleum, see Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument: 
The Design of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in Nanjing,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 64, no.1 
(2005): 22-55. About the transferring of Sun’s coffin from Beijing to Nanjing, see Charles David Musgrove, “The 
Nation’s Concrete Heart: Architecture, Planning, and Ritual in Nanjing, 1927-1937,” (PhD diss., University of 
California, San Diego, 2002), 227-55. For the details of the ritual, see Wang Liping, “Creating a National 
Symbol,” 45-52; Marie-Claire Bergre, translated from the French by Janet Lloyd, Sun Yat-sen (Stanford, Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 1998), 410-11.   
17 Inspired by traditional ji rite (funeral or ancestral worship) and the religious service of Christianity, the rite was 
designed for people to pay their respects to Sun Yat-sen, and for the government to inculcate Sun’s thinking 
among the Chinese people. The Weekly Commemorative Service was to be held every Monday morning and to 
calculate such as standing in silence, bowing three times to Sun Yat-sen’s portrait, reading aloud the Party 
Director’s testament, reciting his other talks, and reporting party affairs in front of his portrait. See Lai Delin, 
“Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument,” 40-41.   
18 Harold Archer Van Dorn, Twenty Years of the Chinese Republic: Two Decades of Progress (London: Hurst & 
Blackett, 1933), 51; Harrison, The Making of the Republican Citizen, 206-08.  
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conscious citizenry. Moreover, the consolidating Nationalist party-state increasingly conflated 
citizenship with party loyalty. While immortalizing the fatherly, nationalistic image of Sun 
Yat-sen, the government was simultaneously strengthening the symbolic ties between Sun 
and the Party, which were crucial to establish party authority and legitimacy.19  
 
5.2 Establishing a Park in the Name of Sun Yat-sen 
Among the broad efforts to deify Sun Yat-sen, the most ambitious spatial representation 
in Wuhan was the construction of Zhongshan Park, a symbolic space for the departed Party 
Leader. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the first municipal park in Hankou broke ground in 1928 
upon Wu Guobing’s suggestion. It was sponsored by the new government under the 
Guomindang’s new Guangxi Clique, and temporarily named “The No.1 Park of Hankou” 
(Hankou diyi gongyuan). About one year later, the park was formerly opened on October 10, 
1929, the eighteenth anniversary of the Republic of China.20 And the park was renamed 
“Zhongshan Park” by Hankou’s municipal government, commemorating Sun Yat-sen who 
was considered by many to be the “Founding Father of the Republic”.21  
The name of “Zhongshan” is a Mandarin version of Sun Yat-sen’s alias “Nakayama” in 
Japan. Like many other Chinese historical figures, Sun Yat-sen used several names 
throughout his life, and he is known under several of these names. Among the names most 
frequently used, “Yat-sen” is the local Cantonese pronunciation of Sun’s pseudonyms 
“Yixian”. It was the name that he used in his frequent contacts with Westerners which became 
his most often used name in the West. In comparison, the overwhelming majority of Chinese 
                                                 
19 Wang Liping, “Creating a National Symbol,” 39-40.  
20 The day of October 10 (Double Tenth), when the Wuchang Uprising broke out, was officially declared National 
Day in 1916. From then on, it was celebrated as National Day that China declared independence from Manchu 
dominance with the beginning of the Wuchang insurrection in 1911, and became one of the most important 
commemorative days in the republican calendar.  
21 Wuhan shi Zhongshan Gongyuan [Wuhan Zhongshan Park], ed. Zhongshan gongyuan cangsang – Jinian Wuhan 
shi Zhongshan Gongyuan qishi zhounian [Transformations of Zhongshan Park: Commemorating Wuhan 
Zhongshan Park for its 70th anniversary] (Wuhan: Wuhan Zhongshan Gongyuan, 1998), 1-2.  
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people have known Sun Yat-sen under the name “Sun Zhongshan”.22 Often it was shortened 
to “Zhongshan” only, as was usually done for Chinese names to show respect.  
After Sun’s death in 1925, “Zhongshan” became a common name of Chinese parks, under 
the cult of Sun Yat-sen promoted by the Nationalist government. As introduced before, Sun 
after his death was canonized as the founding father of the Chinese Republic, and widely used 
as a national symbol.23 The courtesy name of “Zhongshan” began to be applied to a variety of 
occasions for the purpose of perpetuating his existence, such as thoroughfares, educational 
institutions, and even a style of clothing.24 In the circumstance, parks in the name of 
“Zhongshan” emerged all over the Nationalist China. From 1925 to 1949, there opened more 
than 260 Zhongshan Parks in China, not only in great metropolises but also at small 
counties.25 Some were based on previous parks or private gardens, for example, Guangzhou’s 
Xiushan Park, Beijing’s Central Park, Tianjin Park, Taiyuan’s Yinghu Park, Jessfield Park in 
Shanghai, etc. Others were specifically laid out in Sun’s honor, in cities such as Xiangshan 
(now Zhongshan), Nanjing, Hankou, Xiamen, Shantou, Ningbo and so on. These Zhongshan 
Parks were opened to all sections of the public, and usually furnished with memorial halls, 
pavilions, steles, statues or monuments in remembrance of Sun Yat-sen. Today there are still 
more than 40 Zhongshan Parks in China as well as oversea areas.26  
                                                 
22 The “real” name of Sun Yat-sen, the name inscribed in the genealogical records of his family, is Sun Deming 
(孙德明). This “register name” is the name under which his extended relatives of the Sun family would have 
known him; and it was a name that was used on formal occasions, such as when he got married. In 1883, Sun was 
baptized as a Christian, and he started his studies in Hong Kong. On that occasion, he chose himself a pseudonym: 
Rixin (日新, lit. renew oneself daily). Later, his professor of Chinese literature changed this pseudonym into 
Yixian (逸仙). Unlike in Standard Mandarin, pronunciations of both pseudonyms are similar to Yat-sen in the 
local Cantonese. This was the name that he used in his frequent contacts with Westerners which became his most 
often used name in the West. In 1897, Sun arrived in Japan. Desiring to remain hidden from Japanese authorities, 
he renamed himself Nakayama Shō (中山樵). After his return to China in 1911, the alias Nakayama was 
transliterated into Zhongshan. Another official name is Sun Wen (孙文), the “school name” used by Sun Yat-sen 
when attending school. This is the way he signed his name, especially after the establishment of the Republic of 
China in 1912. All official documents executed after this date were signed Sun Wen. In addition to the names and 
aliases listed below, Sun also used many other aliases while he was a revolutionary in exile. 
23 Harold Archer Van Dorn, Twenty Years of the Chinese Republic: Two Decades of Progress (London: Hurst & 
Blackett, 1933), 51; Harrison, The Making of the Republican Citizen, 206-08.  
24 Harrison, The Making of the Republican Citizen, 147-51. 
25 The statistic includes the recovered Taiwan during 1945-1949. See Chen Yunqian, “Kongjian chongzu yu Sun 
Zhongshan chongbai: yi minguo shiqi Zhongshan gongyuan wei zhongxin de kaocha” [Reconstruction of space 
and the worship towards Sun Yat-sen: an investigation with Yat-sen Park as its center in the Republic of China], 
Shilin, no.1 (2006): 5-7.  
26 About this statistic, please see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhongshan_Park.  
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In the case of Wuhan, building a Zhongshan Park was considered as a most appropriate 
way to remember the departed Party Leader Sun Yat-sen. Firstly, at that time, the officials in 
Wuhan’s government generally took public parks as an outward symbol for republican 
egalitarianism, in accordance with one of Sun Yat-sen’s revolutionary ideas.27 The Wuhan 
technocrats explicitly indicated that the new public parks were sharply different from old 
imperial or literati gardens: the parks were not promoted just for the privileged few but for 
everyone; they belonged to a sort of public property, so that everyone had a right to perceive 
and enjoy.28 Through creating public parks for Wuhan people, the Guomindang’s government 
could demonstrate its resolve to break with China’s imperial past and show its concern for 
people’s welfare. It coincided with the ideal of “People’s Livelihood” (minsheng), one of 
founding principles of Sun’s thinking.   
Secondly, Zhongshan Park was a suitable public space to house monuments in 
remembrance of Sun Yat-sen. In the West, where the idea of building public parks originated, 
one of the park’s founding rationales was the construction of a suitable public space to house 
monuments that would intentionally commemorate historical events and allegiances.29 As far 
as Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was concerned, a variety of physical structures were configured 
from 1928 to 1937 under the name of Zhongshan. For instance, a marble monument, a 
commemorative pavilion, and a memorial hall were constructed at the formal garden area. A 
heroic-size bronze statue of Sun was also proposed to be erected at the main entrance.30 The 
variety of memorial structures, usually in distinctive appearances, recalled Sun Yat-sen and 
his events, and further provoked the public to ponder the significance. They were 
unexceptionally made of enduring materials, such as stone, concrete and bronze, so as to 
perpetuate Sun Yat-sen’s existence and prolong the shared memory. Furthermore, these 
structures were usually annotated in situ with explanatory and poetic texts, allowing the park 
                                                 
27 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao 1, no.1 (1929), plan 8-9; Dong Xiujia, 
Shizheng wenti taolun dagang [Outline of discussions on municipal affairs] (Shanghai: Qingnian xiehui shuju, 
1929), 206; Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (9),” 125.  
28 “Shimin zhi sheng” [Citizens’ voices], Xin Hankou 1, no.6 (1929): 205.   
29 Hannah Lewi, “The Commemorative Anatomy of a Colonial Park,” in Landscapes of Memory and Experience, 
ed. Jan Birksted (London; New York: E & FN Spon, 2000), 19.  
30 The statue was finally placed at Hankou downtown area, i.e., the intersection of Minzu, Minquan and Samin 
roads.  
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promoters to mediate more directly the visual understandings at which visitors would arrive. 
The texts and inscriptions explicitly guided the viewer’s imagination about Sun Yat-sen, the 
Guomindang party and the nation-state. 
In addition to the spatial constructions, Sun’s ideals were also used to name a sequence of 
park components. In 1929, the artificial lake was denominated “Datong” Lake, revealing 
Sun’s vision of China, which would influence the world and ultimately lead to the great 
harmony on earth (shijie datong).31 A mound was given the name Fragrant Hill (Xiangshan) 
to monumentalize Sun, for the Fragrant Hill in Beijing was just the temporary place 
accommodating Sun’s coffin. An assembly hall was constructed under the title of Five 
Powers (wuquan), suggesting Sun’s Five Power Constitution (wuquan xianfa) which 
complemented the classic division between the executive, the legislative, and the judiciary, by 
distinguishing between a power of examination and a power of censure, both inspired by the 
old system for recruiting imperial mandarins and keeping them under observation.32 Newly 
paved park paths were named as Liberty (ziyou), Equality (pingdeng), and Fraternity (bo’ai), 
while eight bridges were named Judiciary (sifa), Legislative (lifa), etc.33 All these ideas were 
unexceptionally the allegations Sun had being striving after for more than ten years. Through 
the variety of components, both physical and literal, Zhongshan Park familiarized the 
common people with the image and ideology of Sun Yat-sen.  
Thirdly, Zhongshan Park was a fitting ceremonial space to perform new rituals of Sun 
Yat-sen and the modern nation-state. Indeed, since the formal opening of Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park, nearly every Sun’s Birthday or Demise began with an official visit. For 
instance, on his Demise of March 12, the particular ritual of planting trees was routinely 
                                                 
31 The theme of “Datong” is elucidated in Sun’s sixth lecture on minzu zhuyi, or the principle of nationalism, 
delivered on 2 March 1924. See Sun Wen, ed. Zhongguo Guomindang zhongyang dangshi shiliao bianzuan 
weiyuhui, Guofu quanji (The complete works of Sun Yat-sen) (Taipei: Guofu biannian dancheng chouweihui, 
1965), vol.1, 42-50.  
32 Qiao Xinhuan, “Jianshe Zhongshan Gongyuan ji Kuoda Yijianshu” [Suggestions on the construction and 
enlargement of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park], Hankou mingguo ribao [Hankou Republican Daily], December 28-29, 
1928.  
33 The names of commemorative buildings in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, refer to Lü Xuegan’s descriptions on the 
1934 plan of the park. See Lü Xuegan, “Hankou Zhongshan Gongyuan youguan Sun Zhongshan xiansheng de 
jinianxing jianzhu” [Commemorative Buildings for Sun Yat-sen in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park], Wuhan chunqiu, 
no.2 (2002): 36-37.  
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performed at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park.34 On the one hand, trees themselves were used as the 
very substance of monuments. On the other hand, the action of planting trees reminded the 
public of Sun Yat-sen’s life-long attention to forestation.35 Led by mayors such as Liu 
Wendao and Wu Guozhen, the ritual of planting trees was performed in order to keep green 
the memory of the Father of the Republic, to stimulate citizens’ efforts to fulfill his ideals of 
national reconstruction and People’s Livelihood.36 Other major events such as Weekly 
Commemorative Services, which occurred from 1929 to 1937, were punctured with a report 
to Sun’s “undying spirit”.37 Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, holding the sequence of ceremonies, 
became a calendar space of collective remembering, keeping Sun Yat-sen’s charisma alive 
and inspiring his followers to finish what he started.  
 
5.3 Concretizing National Humiliations (guochi) 
When examining the design of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, we may notice the figurative 
layout of its artificial lake area in the 1929 plan (Fig. 5.1), the earliest plan that can be 
found.38 According to this initial arrangement, a meandering path traversed the lake from east 
to west, and thus divided it into two parts. At the south part, the interconnected paths 
composed two obvious Chinese characters “Zhongshan”, echoing the name “Zhongshan 
Park”.39 In the northern part of lake several small hills and bays were configured, with the 
largest hill “Zhongshan” piled up at the center. To its northeast, a small hill was built up as 
Hong Kong, and a mini bay was shaped nearby as Kowloon (Jiulong). Along the west 
                                                 
34 The rituals of planting trees were recorded in Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vol.1, 1930, jiaoyu 30-31; 
Hankou shi gongwuju [Hankou’s Public Works Bureau], ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao [Work report of 
Hankou’s Public Works Bureau], no.2-3 (1930): gongcheng 13; Hankou shimin ribao, 13 March 1935.   
35 As early as 1893, Sun advocated planting to be constantly improved so as to speed up growth and multiply 
production. In 1915, Sun suggested that traditional Qingming Festival be the Arbor Day of the Republic of China, 
so as to promote forestation. From his vantage point, afforestation formed an integral part of the national 
reconstruction plans. In his series of lectures on Three People’s Principles, Sun indicated explicitly that forestation 
was the fundamental method to prevent natural disasters of flood and drought. After his death, the Nationalist 
government authorities formulated programs of reforestation in honor of Sun Yat-sen. The Memorial Forest Week 
(Zaolin yundong xuanchuan zhou) from March 11th and 18th was created in 1930 to commemorate the death of Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen which took place on March 12th 1925. 
36 Liu Wendao, “Dangyuan ying yi zaolin jinian zongli” [Nationalist Party members should take up forestation to 
commemorate the Party Leader], Xin Hankou 2, no.9 (1931): 1-3.  
37 Hubei Archives: LS37-4-600.  
38 The figurative layout of the artificial lake was changed according to the subsequent 1930 park plan.  
39 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju ed., Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): gongcheng 29. 
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shoreline, there spread another three bays named Guangzhou, Lüshun and Dalian respectively. 
Besides, to the east of the Dalian Bay and the south of the Zhongshan Hill scattered a 
sequence of tiny islands. They were called Liuqiu Islands (Ryukyu Islands), an archipelago 
between Kyushu of Japan and Taiwan of China.40 The hills, bays and islands, although 
inappropriate in the geographic sense, were formed each to represent a different place.  
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Plan of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 1929 (Source: Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou 
tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1, unpaged) 
                                                 
40 Ibid., gongcheng 28. 
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Significantly, these places were mostly foreign leased areas or “spheres of influence” 
(shili fanwei) under “unequal treaties” (bupingdeng tiaoyue) in the nineteenth century. For 
instance, Hong Kong Island was first occupied by British forces in 1841, and then formally 
ceded from China under the Treaty of Nanking at the end of the war. In 1860, after China’s 
loss in the Second Opium War, the Kowloon Peninsula south of Boundary Street and 
Stonecutter’s Island were ceded to Britain in perpetuity under the Convention of Beijing. In 
1879, the Meiji Japan announced the annexation of the Liuqiu Insland, a previous tributary to 
both China and Japan. Subsequently, in 1894, when the new Japanese navy unexpectedly 
defeated the Beiyang fleet, the power balance was upset both within China and internationally. 
The event inspired a rivalry among imperialist powers competing to expand at China’s 
expense. They variously challenged, assisted, forestalled, and cooperated with one another to 
take advantage of the expected breakup of China. Russian occupied Port Arthur (Lüshun) and 
Dalian and Liaodong Peninsula, German got Qingdao, French acquired Guangzhou Bay, 
while Kowloon New Territories and Weihai were handed over to British.41 These leased 
territories, indeed became quasi-colonial areas, much more extensive and more menacing to 
China’s integrity than the old treaty-port concessions. China was actually threatened with 
extinction.42   
The unequal treaties, which resulted in great amount of lost territories and shames, 
actually occupied a central position in the Chinese collective memory of the nation’s 
humiliating experience in the hundred years from 1842 to 1943.43 The cancellation of all 
unequal treaties thus became a major slogan of the Nationalist revolution and reconstruction 
led by the Guomindang. At the Declaration of the Guomindang First National Congress in 
1924, Sun Yat-sen emphasized that all unequal treaties ought to be abolished.44 The 
                                                 
41 John K. Fairbank and Kwang-Ching Liu eds., The Cambridge History of China, vol.11, Late Ch’ing, part 2, 
(Cambridge University Press, 1980), 112-13. 
42 Fairbank and Reischauer, China: Tradition and Transformation, 366-70.  
43 John King Fairbank and Merle Goldman, China: A New History (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1998), 201-05.  
44 Sun stated, “All unequal treaties, including foreign concessions, consular jurisdiction, foreign management of 
customs services, and all foreign political rights exercised on China’s soil, are detrimental to China’s sovereignty. 
They all ought to be abolished so as to leave the way open for new treaties based on the spirit of bilateral equality 
and mutual respect for sovereignty.” See, Sun Wen, “Zhongguo Guomindang diyici quanguo dabiao dahui 
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declaration appeared to mark the emergence of one of the most widely used rhetorical terms 
in modern China. From his first use of “Unequal Treaties” to his death, Sun repeatedly 
emphasized that terminating the Unequal Treaties was central to the Nationalist Revolution.45 
In July 1926, the Northern Expedition was launched to eliminate the warlords and to swiftly 
abrogate the Unequal Treaties. In November 1926 in an interview with Bruno Schwartz of the 
Hankou Herald, the military commander Chiang Kai-shek reaffirmed that the nationalist 
revolution would not end until all foreign privileges were repudiated and the Unequal Treaties 
abolished.46 During the Nanjing Decade, the issue of abolishing Unequal Treaties, closely 
linked with the terms for shame and humiliation, was given a central place on the agenda of 
Chiang’s GMD government.47   
In Wuhan, the notion of abolishing Unequal Treaties was started to be recorded into 
public space. In December 1926, after taking over Hanyang, the Nationalist Expedition forces 
had a rock on the Tortoise Hill carved with seven characters, “Abolish the Unequal Treaties” 
(Feichu bupingdeng tiaoyue), each world measuring nearly 15m wide and 13m long. The 
inscription was intended to “make it clear to all what were Sun Yat-sen’s unfulfilled wishes, 
which the Nationalists were bent on realizing on the shortest possible time.”48 In 1928, when 
Zhongshan Park was started in Hankou, a pavilion was proposed to remember national 
humiliations. According to the 1928 Position Paper on Construction and Enlargement of 
Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, the pavilion was named “Commemorative Pavilion of National 
Humiliations” (Guochi jinianting). In a traditional Chinese style, it would be bedecked with 
all the unequal treaties throughout. And the proposed statue of Sun Yat-sen would face the 
                                                                                                                                            
xuanyan” [Manifesto of tht Guomindang First National Congress], in Guofu quanji, ed. Zhongguo Guomindang 
zhongyang dangshi shiliao bianzuan weiyuhui, vo.2, 49-50.  
45 For instance, Sun reemphasized the opinion in his Manifesto on Going North during late 1924. See Sun Wen, 
“Beishang xuanyan” [Manifesto on going north], in Guofu quanji, ed. Zhongguo Guomindang zhongyang dangshi 
shiliao bianzuan weiyuhui, vo.2, 69-71. 
46 The North-China Herald, 27 November 1926, 387.  
47 Wang Dong, China’s Unequal Treaties: Narrating National History (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2005), 
88-90.    
48 The original Chinese measurements of the carved stone inscriptions are 3 zhang and 5 chi wide, and 4 zhang 
long per character. (Both zhang and chi are Chinese units of length. 1 zhang = 3.3 meters; 3 chi=1 meter.) See 
Guangzhou minguo ribao, 30 December 1926.  
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pavilion, indicating that the Party Director never forgot the task of wiping out national 
humiliations and recovering the lost territories.49  
In this vein, it was the Unequal Treaties, the lost territories, and the extinction situation 
that the Zhongshan Park’s plan intended to represent. The plan was drafted on July 1, 1929, 
nearly three months after Chiang Kai-shek defeated the new Guangxi Clique and controlled 
the Wuhan tri-cities. Directly led by the Nanjing government, the newly-organized municipal 
government in Wuhan launched a vigorous urban reconstruction campaign and made out the 
plan for Zhongshan Park. According to the plan, the lost territories were inscribed into 
concrete space, highly visible and intelligible. It intended to remind every park-goer of the 
Unequal Treaties, the national humiliations (guochi), and call on them “Do Not Forget the 
National Humiliation” (wuwang guochi).50 Furthermore, through the geographic information 
expressed, the visitors were expected to appreciate the seriousness of the current national 
crisis, and to appreciate their responsibility to fight against imperialist invasions, abolish the 
Unequal Treaties and reclaim the lost territories.  
Subsequently, this discourse of national humiliations was reiterated by Chiang Kai-shek. 
In December 1932, when visiting Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, Chiang personally instructed the 
major designer Wu Guobing with advices about park construction. First of all, he said, 
“within the park there should be a national map of China and a map of the fallen three 
northeastern provinces.”51 Although the fulfillment of Chiang’s instruction was unspecified, 
the proposal of arranging maps indicated his concern to the recent lost of Manchuria, the rich 
Northeast of China, and the increasingly-aggressive neighbor Japan. Through the Mukden 
Incident of September 18, 1931, the declared independence of puppet “Manzhouguo” in 
February 1932, and the January 28 Incident in Shanghai at the same year, it became 
increasingly evident that the Japanese ultimately would lead to a comprehensive assault on 
                                                 
49 Hankou minguo ribao, 29 December 1928.  
50 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929), gongcheng 27-28. 
51 Chiang made three advices. The other two advices were about the sanitary conditions of teahouses and plantings 
in the park. See Hankou zhongxi bao, 15 December 1932.  
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China.52 Accordingly, Chiang’s instruction in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park expressed his hope 
to remind the public of the recent humiliations and crises through the new configuration of 
park space.53  
The emphatic presentation of China’s humiliating recent past was new to Chinese 
vocabulary. It was raised by a small number of Chinese intellectuals at the society level in the 
late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. These intellectuals were baffled and appalled 
by the unresponsiveness of the overwhelming majority of their contemporaries to the repeated 
humiliations the foreign powers had inflicted on China since the Opium War. As a result, they 
regarded it as their urgent task to arouse Chinese society from its state of indifference through 
reminding them of national humiliation.54 After the Republic was founded, “Do Not Forget 
the National Humiliation” became a widely-used slogan, aiming at raising popular 
consciousness. The phrase was repeated in newspapers again and again. It was also painted on 
walls, coined into trade marks, and imprinted on stationery. Rallies, speeches, cartoons, even 
the newspapers’ entertainment pages were full of materials on the national humiliation.55 The 
idea of national humiliation was also endowed with spatial representation. For instance, in 
1919, after the First World War, Beijing’s Municipal Council reassembled the previous 
Ketteler Memorial at Central Park, so as to remind all the visitors the enormous humiliation 
                                                 
52 On 18 September 1931, the Japanese military leaders initiated a plot to seize control of China’s three 
northeastern provinces. Within five months, they had captured the whole northeastern portion of China, a vast 
territory of 380,000 square miles and 30 million people, with only limited fighting. Under their manipulation, a 
puppet state of “Manzhouguo” declared itself an independent nation in February 1932. The last emperor of the 
Qing dynasty, Puyi, who had been deposed as a small child, was resurrected to serve as “emperor” of 
“Manzhouguo”. In spite of the ceasefire requests from the League of Nations, Manzhouguo declared itself an 
independent nation in February 1932. That meant Nanjing’s policy of nonresistance and reliance on the League 
completely failed to salvage any aspect of Chinese sovereignty in the northeast. Furthermore, on January 28, 1932, 
the Japanese opened a second front at Shanghai, the center of both anti-Japanese boycott and student movements. 
In the north, the Japanese penetration into Jehol and Hebei provinces appeared imminent. See Parks M. Coble, 
Facing Japan: Chinese Politics and Japanese Imperialism, 1931-1937 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1991), 32-55.  
53 From another perspective, Chiang’s command may be viewed as an expedient to answer the earnest request of 
total resistance to Japanese invasion and recovery of the lost territories. At that time, Chiang was entangled in the 
vehemently anti-Japanese unrest, regional fighting and intra-party factional strife. Nanjing’s political position was 
also precarious, under the storm of massive protest, the Japanese invasion, the Cantonese opponents, the 
Communist threat, and financial crisis as well. In these circumstances, Chiang had to tread carefully in suppressing 
anti-Japanese sentiment or risk further political damage.  
54 Paul A. Cohen, China Unbound: Evolving Perspectives on the Chinese Past (New York: Routledge, 2003), 169-
70.  
55 Tyau Min Chien, China Awakened (New York: Macmillan, 1922), 119 and 141. 
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by the Eight-Nation Alliance.56 In Beijing’s Jingzhao Park [Capital Park], a “World Garden” 
(shijieyuan) was constructed in the north area, and a world map was constructed with rocks 
for mountains, grass or water, and flowers for national boundaries.57 In the part of “China”, 
the treaty ports and land that China had lost through centuries were highlighted. A wooden 
board, accompanied by couplets about “remembering national humiliations” was posted on 
the edge of the garden.58 Generally speaking, the national humiliation became a popular 
theme to enlighten the Chinese people and further rescue the country from imperialist powers.   
After the Guomindang took over the country in the late 1920s, the representation of the 
national humiliation became the focus of a sustained effort to establish party authority and 
legitimacy, as well as to attain and preserve Chinese national independence, unity, and 
identity. For instance, May 9th, the date on which Yuan Shikai accepted the Twenty-first 
Demands under the pressure of Japanese ultimatum, was officially decided as a state 
commemoration day of national humiliation (guochi ri). Significantly, the Guomindang stage-
managed the entire commemorative process, rendering it far less free from, far more 
formulaic, than in the pre-1927 years. The contents of the speeches and slogans central to the 
process focused at least as much on inculcating allegiance to the Nanjing government, the 
Guomindang, and its Sun Yat-sen-centered reading of republican history as on reminding the 
                                                 
56 Shangwu yinshuguan bianyi suo [Translation Institute of Commercial Press] ed., Shiyong Beijing zhinan 
[Practical guide to Beijing] (Shanghai: Shangwu yishuguan, 1930), part 9, minsheng guji 31; Zhongyang gongyuan 
weiyuanhui [Committee of Central Park], ed. Zhongyang gongyuan 25 zhounian jiniance [Commemorative album 
of Central Park for its 25 anniversaries] (Peking: Zhongyang Gongyuan shiwusuo, 1939), 22. The Memorial was 
originally built to memorize a German career diplomat Baron von Ketteler (1853-1900). He was shot down during 
the Boxer Rebellion, an event that prompted the Eight-Nation Alliance to declare war on China. After China’s 
defeat in 1901, treaties were signed infringing severely upon Chinese sovereignty. In addition to the huge payment 
of the indemnity, stipulations were included that the emperor’s regrets for the death of Baron von Ketteler would 
be conveyed to the Kaiser and that a monument should be erected on the site of his murder. Accordingly, a stone 
paifang, a traditional Chinese archway usually built to commemorate historical events or important historic figures, 
was erected under the name of “Ketteler Memorial” at the location where Ketteler fell. Upon its completion in 
1903, a grand sacrificial ceremony was held in front of the Memorial. Prince Chun, father of the last emperor Puyi, 
attended the ceremony in person and delivered a sacrificial address to express the regrets of Emperor Guangxu 
over the death of Ketteler. The Ketteler Memorial, together with the ritual, really shattered the last pride and self-
respect of the Chinese. Later in 1918 after Germany signed an armistice with the Allies, the Ketteler Memorial was 
officially pulled down. Nevertheless, instead of demolishing the Memorial into ashes, Beijing Municipal Council 
resembled it at Central Park, the first and favorite public park in Beijing. See Immanuel C.Y. Hsu, The Rise of 
Modern China (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), fifth edition, 387-406; Diana Preston, A Brief History 
of the Boxer Rebellion: China’s War on Foreigners 1900 (London: Robinson, 2002), 325. 
57 In this world map, each country’s capital city, important commercial centers, railways, and trade routes were 
clearly labeled. For the “China” part, the provincial capitals, famous mountains, and the Yangtze, Yellow, and 
Pearl Rivers were marked. 
58 Liu Ji, ed. Jingzhao gongyuan jishi [A factual account of Jingzhao Park] (Beijing, 1925), 2-3.  
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Chinese people of the events of May 1915 and promoting anti-Japanese feeling.59 It purposely 
insinuated that only by acceptance of the Guomindang’s own agenda would China succeed in 
wiping out the humiliations of the past.  
In Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, the spatial representation of national humiliation also 
implied such intention. For example, in the 1929 plan, we may notice that all the lost places 
encircled the Zhongshan Hill, although placed in an inappropriate geographic order. It seemed 
to signify the lost territories would only be recovered under the ideas of Sun Yat-sen, the 
canonized leader of the Guomindang. In other words, only by acceptance of the 
Guomindang’s leadership could China wipe out the past humiliations. Therefore, the 
representation was geared not only to arousing patriotic sentiment, but also to bringing such 
sentiment under strict official control.  
 
5.4 Building Memorial Structures  
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, a variety of memorial structures were erected for people to 
pay their respects. They included a Chinese archway (paifang) for Wuchang Uprising, bronze 
statues of Sun Yat-sen, Huang Xing and Chiang Kai-shek, diversified monuments for the 
Gengzi Uprising in 1900, the 1911 Revolution, the Northern Expedition and so on. In 
combination with these structures, a series of commemorative rituals was performed, such as 
unveiling ceremonies, planting trees, anniversary celebrations, etc. They created occasions for 
the masses attending the rites to receive tutelage from the political leaders and the 
Guomindang government. The memorial structures and rituals inculcated among the Chinese 
people the ideology of the new republic, emphasizing the need for public participation in 
politics, and continuing political struggle.  
The idea of memorial added a new word to the modern Chinese vocabulary, namely, 
Jinian. The word was a combination of ji [record] and nian [recall], suggesting textual, 
                                                 
59 Luo Zhitian, “National Humiliation and National Assertion: The Chinese Response to the Twenty-One 
Demands,” Modern Asian Studies 27, no. 2 (1993): 297-319.  
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physical and psychological commemoration.60 Sometimes its usage was associated with 
public and even national memory. This kind of memory, in the West, was usually preserved 
by monumental structures, which encompassed the notion of visual magnificence. In the 
encounter between the Chinese and the Western civilizations, the visual monumentality and 
psychological memory captured the attention of the Chinese nationalists in the early twentieth 
century. For instance, Liang Qichao in 1919 ardently praised Westminster Abbey in London 
as “an extremely solemn and righteous cultivation of personality, and an extremely vivid 
cultivation of national spirit.”61 Sun Yat-sen, although he had never visited Lenin’s tomb, 
detected the power of the remarkable structure and its role in building a “cult of Lenin” 
around which the Soviet state rallied. In his last, Sun hence hoped to create a monument to 
himself as leader of the Chinese Republic.62 And as he envisioned, his brilliant tomb on 
Purple Mountain of Nanjing was configured as a symbol for the newly emerging Chinese 
nation. His charisma was accordingly kept alive, uniting diverse groups and inspiring them to 
finish what he started.   
Actually after World War I, many nations in the world experienced a wave of national 
monument construction. As Goerge Mosse remarks, “national monuments and public festivals 
together provided the myths and symbols that comprised a national liturgy appropriate for 
national self-representation.”63 China was no exception. Especially associated with modern 
politics, the Nationalist China saw the popularization of the physical monuments within the 
public domain. Political events and figures were memorialized in metal and stone, new names 
and meanings were given to old structures, and history was erased from and rewritten into 
space. Municipal parks, a new scenic public space established by the government, became an 
ideal site for memorial structures.  
 
                                                 
60 Regarding a detailed analysis about the Chinese word jinian, see Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese 
Monument,” 25-26.  
61 Liang Qichao, “Ou you xinying luji” [Impressions of travels in Europe], in Liang Qichao quanji, vol.10, 2993-
94. Quoted in Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument,” 26.  
62 Wang Liping, “Creating a National Symbol,” 26.  
63 George L. Mosse, The Nationalization of the Masses: Political Symbolism and Mass Movement in Germany 
from the Napoleonic Wars through the Third Reich (Ithca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1975), 127.  
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Chinese Archways (paifang) 
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, one of the most obvious monumental structures was 
Chinese archways. For instance, at the entrance of Shouyi Park, a grand Chinese archway was 
set up in 1924 to give honor to the Wuchang Uprising, which led directly to the overthrow of 
the Qing dynasty (Fig. 5.2). Nearly 10m high and 15m wide, the concrete archway consisted 
of four columns and three bays. On its central beam was engraved seven Chinese characters 
“Wuchang shouyi jinianfang” [The Memorial Archway for Wuchang Uprising], inscribed by 
the contemporary Hubei governor, Xiao Yaonan. Echoing the theme of “Shouyi”, the 
archway functioned not only as the main gate of the park but also a monument to the 
Wuchang Uprising, the first insurrection and the fuse of the 1911 Revolution.  
 
Fig. 5.2  Shouyi Archway at the entrance of Shouyi Park, 1930 (Source: Wuhan Archives bD211-70) 
 
Historically, Chinese archway was a traditional Chinese monumental gateway, which was 
derived from gates to lifang. If it was constructed as a row of roofed pillars, it was called a 
pailou.64 At the beginning, it served as a marker for the entrance to a temple, tomb, or at the 
start of a main road or bridge, and during the Song Dynasty, it evolved into a purely 
decorative monument. The structure was usually made of fine wood or stone, and was painted 
or ornamented with glazed tiles. Calligraphers were often requested to write moral 
inscriptions that were carved onto the middle beam. Chinese archways took a variety of forms, 
such as chastity archways, loyalty archways, filial piety archways, etc. In the dynastic China, 
they acted as a physical manifestation of certain feudal ethics and traditional norms.  
                                                 
64 Guo Qinghua, A Visual Dictionary of Chinese Architecture (Mulgrave, Vic., Australia: Images Pub., 2002), 61.  
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In Shouyi Park, the historical memorial archway was erected as a kind of “monument” in 
remembrance of the Wuchang Uprising. Although no record left to ascertain design details, 
we may find via its appearance that the design of Shouyi Archway was intentionally departed 
from the traditional model. A historical Chinese archway was often beautifully decorated with 
intricate designs and Chinese calligraphy. In comparison, the Shouyi Archway was 
constructed in quite a simplified way. It was merely made up of plain white concrete pillars 
and beams, while roof tiles and elaborate carvings were all omitted. More interestingly, 
certain exotic features were introduced. For example, pilasters with approximate ionic capital 
were configured flanking the structural columns. The Western components, although strange 
and unformulated, seemed to add some modern flavor to the traditional archway. Instead of 
promoting feudal virtues, the Shouyi Archway was built for commemorating the Wuchang 
insurrection which led to the downfall of two-thousand-year-long dynasties and establishment 
of the Republic of China.   
The kind of mixed way also can be found in another concrete archway within Shouyi Park 
(Fig. 5.3). It was constructed around 1924 in front of the tomb of Cheng Youliang (1320-
1363), a rebel leader during the late Mongolian Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368).65 In quite an 
exotic style, four pillars supported three pointed arches, partaking of an ornamental character 
as well as structural. At the same time, traditional Chinese characters “Sanchu xiongfeng” and 
“Jianghan xianying” were inscripted two-sidedly on the central beam, indicating the 
memorial purpose to the past hero.66 Behind the archway, a pair of traditional stele pavilions 
were constructed on both sides of the grave mount (Fig. 5.3). Topped with tiled pyramidal 
roof, the hexagon-shaped pavilions provided space for visitors to pay respect, rest or enjoy 
                                                 
65 Chen Youliang was the founder of the rebel Dahan (Great Han) regime in late Mongolian Yuan Dynasty in 
China. Originally as a general in the Red Turbans, he proclaimed himself the emperor of Dahan in 1358 at 
Jiangzhou (today Jiujiang, Jiangxi province). In 1361, Jiangzhou was conquered by his rival Zhu Yuanzhang, 
another rebel learder who later founded the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). Chen retreated to Wuchang, and was 
killed after losing a fight with Zhu Yuanzhang’s army at Poyang Lake. Chen was buried at Wuchang, but his tomb 
was neglected through dynasties until the last years of Qing when his grave mound was found in Nai Yuan at the 
south of Wuchang’s Snake Hill. See Feng Tianyu, ed. Huanghelou zhi [Gazetteer of Yellow Crane Tower] (Wuhan: 
Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1999), 128-29.  
66 Sanchu xiongfeng means the awe-inspiring wind of Three Chu, and Jianghan xianying might be translated as the 
precedent hero of the Yangtze-Han region. Chu was a kingdom in what is now central and southern China during 
the Spring and Autumn period (722-481 BCE) and Warring States Period (481-221 BCE). At the height of its 
power, the Chu empire occupied vast areas of land, including the present-day provinces of Hunan, Hubei, 
Chongqing, Henan, Shanghai, and parts of Jiangsu, which was usually called Three Chu.  
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themselves.67 Chen’s grave, after being neglected through dynasties, was renovated in 1924 
when Nai Yuan was rebuilt into Shouyi Park.68 The renovation, to a certain degree, was tinted 
with the prevailing Han-nationalism in the early twentieth century.69 Chen had ever revolted 
against the alien rule of Mongolian Yuan. Short-lived as the period of his power was, what he 
established was a consciously Han-Chinese regime under the name of Great Han. Therefore, 
in the eyes of Wuhan people, Chen could be regards as a proto-nationalist hero who 
successfully defeated tartars. His neglected burial in Shouyi Park should be reconstructed into 
a permanent tomb, as part of Wuhan’s ancestral heritages. It would echo the feat of the 1911 
Revolution which expelled the tartars and recovered the Han dominance.  
  
Fig. 5.3  Tomb of Chen Youliang at Shouyi Park, including a concrete Chinese archway, a grave and 




                                                 
67 Pyramidal roof is called cuanjian in Chinese. It is a roof with a round or ortho-polygon plan; its rises terminated 
at a peak. See Guo Qinghua, A Visual Dictionary, 33. 
68 Geng Bozhao, “Shouyi gongyuan nei Chen Youliang mu faxian jishi” [The on-the-spot report about the finding 
process of Chen Youliang’s tomb in Shouyi Park], in Xinhai shouyi shiji [Historical sites of the 1911 Revolution], 
ed. Xinhai shouyi tongzhihui (Wuchang: Xinhai shouyi tongzhihui, 1946), 78.  
69 At that time, from the vantage point of considerable people who were overwhelmingly Han-Chinese, the most 
central datum of “national subjugation” (wangguo) was located in the transition from the Han-Chinese Ming 
dynastic rulers to the Manchu rulers of the Qing dynasty in the seventeenth century. The Manchu usurpation was 
later reinforced by Western might. In other words, the Manchus had caused the “loss” of the Han-dominated Ming, 
and thus the first urgent task was to rid the country of the Manchu rulers before Western imperialism could be 
vanquished. “Expulsing the Manchu tartars and restoring the Chinese rule” (Quchu dalu, huifu zhonghua) was 
written into the founding manifesto of the Tongmenghui in 1905. By autumn of 1911, the Chinese public 
resentment against the Manchu Dynasty had become so intense that a relatively minor incident sufficed to spark 
the Wuchang Uprising on October 10, setting the whole China on fire. When the newly-established Hubei Military 
Government sent out its first revolutionary proclamations, they displayed a single-minded concentration on the 
anti-Manchu issue. In a similar Han-Chinese sentiment, many people perceived the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty was 
also foreign and illegitimate. The Han-Chinese leaders, who overthrew the Mongolian Yuan dynasty or the 
Manchu Qing dynasty, were hence admired as national heroes under this racist nationalism.  
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Cemeteries and Monuments 
Like the tomb of Chen Youliang, a number of graveyards were restored or constructed for 
the fallen soldiers in the republican revolutions. At Tortoise Hill of Hanyang, the municipal 
government reorganized seven cemeteries for martyrs in the Hanyang Battle during the 1911 
Revolution. During the fighting in November 1911, the casualties of the revolutionary forces 
were great: 137 revolutionary officers died, and 2,693 soldiers were killed.70 In 1912, after the 
founding of the Republic of China, the Hubei military government picked up the remains and 
built simple group tombs. The graves were reconfigured in 1929 by Wuhan’s municipal 
government as part of the urban reconstruction work. In front of the group graves, seven 
steles were erected, based on stones from the newly dilapidated city wall of Hanyang.71 As 
one design drawing indicated (Fig. 5.4), the tombstones were superscribed by Li Yuanhong, 
the military governor (dudu) of Hubei Province and vice-president of the Republic of China, 
praising the spirit of iron blood (tiexue jingshen) of the unknown revolutionary heroes.  
 
Fig. 5.4 Stele for Martyrs in the Hanyang Battle during the 1911 Revolution, 1930 (Source: Hankou 
shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
                                                 
70 In the Wuchang Uprising during October 1911, although revolutionaries conquered Wuhan tri-cities, the army of 
the Manchu government soon launched a violent counterattack. The revolutionary troops could not match the 
superior forces of the Manchu government. November 2, 1911 saw the fallen of Hankou, and Hanyang was lost on 
November 27, 1911. Hsueh Chun Tu, Huang Hsing and the Chinese Revolution (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1961), 110-17.  
71 Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwu ju yewu baogao, no.2-3 (1930), gongcheng 131. 
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At Wuchang, a group grave was configured in 1927 at the southeastern foot of Grand Hill 
(Fig. 5.5), to memorialize the fallen officers and soldiers from the Independent Regiment of 
the Fourth Army of the National Revolutionary Army during the Northern Expedition. The 
construction was in the charge of Ye Ting (1896-1946), the Independent Regiment 
Commander who started out nationalist and later went to the left. In May 1926 Ye led an 
advance detachment in the Northern Expedition, won several victories in August, and hence 
advanced swiftly from Guangdong northward to Hunan and Hubei. In early September his 
troops besieged Wuchang. Nevertheless, due to the solid city wall and stubborn defenders, the 
battle at Wuchang was really fierce. The Guomindang army suffered great losses.72 After 
finally broke through the defenses on the 10th of October, the National Revolutionary Army 
decided to construct a cemetery for the martyrs at the wooded Grand Hill. Surrounded by 
evergreen pines and cypresses, the cemetery (Fig. 5.6) consisted of an entrance archway, a 
2m-high tombstone and a 300m2 rectangular group grave. On the tombstone engraved “Spirit 
never dies” (Jingsheng busi), as well as inscriptions indicating the memorial purpose (Fig. 
5.6).73  
At the northern foot of the Grand Hill, another group grave for the martyrs in the Gengzi 
Insurgence received further renovation and enlargement from 1929 (Fig. 5.7). Led by Tang 
Caichang (1867-1900), the Gengzi Insurgence broke out at 1900 Hankou.74 Although it was 
soon quelled by Zhang Zhidong, the Insurgence was the first attempt to ferment revolution in 
central China, and generally regarded as an important moment in the development of the 
revolutionary situation.75 In April 1912 when visiting Wuhan, Sun Yat-sen suggested that a 
                                                 
72 Ch’en Li-fu, edited by Sidney H. Chang and Ramon H. Myers, The Storm Clouds Clear Over China: The 
Memoir of Ch’en Li-fu, 1900-1993 (Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Press , 1994), 43. 
73 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi 
[Wuhan gazetteers: Cultural relics] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1990), 86-87.  
74 The Insurgence was mainly schemed by Tang Caichang, a Hunanese reform leader. In 1890s Tang was an 
outstanding student at the Hunan-Hubei Academy, as well as a closet friend and collaborator of Tan Sitong. Both 
of them were shocked by the defeat of 1895, spurred to action by the Scramble for concessions, and given a ray of 
hope by the 1898 reforms. Nevertheless, Tan Sitong was executed in the abortive Hundred Day reform. Shocked 
and determined to avenge the death of his dearest friend, Tang Caichang fled to Japan. There he was soon united 
with Sun Yat-sen, and turned to military revolution as prescriptions for saving China. After returned to central 
China, a major region of reform activity, Tang organized Independence Army (Zilijun), and prepared the uprising 
in 1900. 
75 Pi Mingxiu, and Zou Jinwen, ed. Wuhan tongshi: wan Qing  juan (shang) [General history of Wuhan: the 
volume during the late Qing period, first half] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 2006), 377-81. 
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cemetery should be built to monumentalize the 1900 Insurgence martyrs, who had only been 
buried hastily at Grand Hill. Sun himself erected a stele and inscribed “The spirit of iron 
blood, the grave of the Gengzi martyrs” (Tiexue jingshen gengzi zhi mu).76 The cemetery was 
finally built up in 1929. Covering an area of 1.2ha, it extended from the main street to a point 
about the level with the base of the Baotong Buddhist Pagoda. The body of the martyrs was 
buried together under the rounded dome, while the memorial shaft was installed a bit higher 
up and to one side.77 In 1935, the Nationalist government granted over 50,000 yuan for further 
renovation. A four-column three-door Chinese archway was erected facing north at the 
entrance, about 10m high and 11m wide. And a 300m-long path was paved connecting the 
archway with the graveyard. In front of the tomb there added a round-shaped memorial 
pavilion, as well as a stele inside introducing the contributions of the Gengzi Insurgence.78 In 
addition, considerable tombs were constructed at Taming Tiger Hill accommodating some 
past republican officers such as Liu Jin’an and Cai Jimin.79 Tranquil and densely green, these 
hills were rearranged into solemn cemeteries for the fallen soldiers and officers in republican 
revolutions.  
 
A distant view of Grand Hill from its south Baotong Buddhist Pagoda 
Fig. 5.6 Grand Hill (Hongshan) and the Baotong Buddhist Temple (Baotong chansi), ca.1931 (Source: 
Wuhan jiuying, 121; Liang Zhang Aiyu, “Qiyue hanman zhi you,” 67) 
 
                                                 
76 Wuhan difangzhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 81.  
77 James Latimer, Wuhan Trips (Hankow: Navy Y.M.C.A., 1934), 25.  
78 Wuhan difangzhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 81-82.  
79 Yue Xiaoling, “Wuchang shouyi shengji” [Historical sites of the Wuchang Uprising], Wuhan wenshi ziliao, no.4 
(1994): 88-90.   
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The Chinese archway at the entrance New monument Original stele 
Fig. 5.6 The cemetery to the fallen officers and soldiers of the Independent Regiment of the Fourth 
Army in the Northern Expedition, 2005 
 
   
The reconstructed 
monument, 2000  
The survived memorial 
pavilion, 2000 
Tomb of Tai Caichang and other martyrs, ca.1934 
Fig. 5.7 The cemetery to the martyrs of the Gengze Insurgence. (Source: Wuhan lüyou wenhua 
weiyuanhui, ed. Baotong chansi, 115; James Latimer, Wuhan Trips, 25) 
 
The configuration of these cemeteries was closely connected with a cult of the fallen 
soldiers developed in early twentieth-century China. Historically, Chinese soldier-dead were 
buried in unmarked mass graves. Monuments remembered battles and heroic leaders but not 
the individual fallen soldiers. The absence of common soldiers also can be found in the 
Western war memorial traditions. With the exception of Greek soldiers, virtually all soldiers 
killed in battles before were ignored and abandoned to hastily dug, shallow mass graves.80 
The rewriting of the tradition dated from the wars of the French Revolution and the German 
Wars of Liberation since the eighteenth century. The bodies of the fallen soldiers were 
recognized as a bridge between the idea of the nation and the status of the individual. The 
burial of their bodies was used by governors to assert and foster newly emerging historical 
consciousness, one that they hoped would inspire patriotism and build community. As a result, 
                                                 
80 Kristin Ann Hass, Carried to the Wall: American Memory and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1998), 41.  
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the death in war turned into a sacrifice; in public, the gain was said to outweigh the personal 
loss. The nationalization of death was actually an important step in fashioning the cult of the 
fallen soldier, which provided the nation with martyrs and, in their last resting place, with a 
shrine of national worship.81  
The cult was developed in early twentieth-century China through decades of the 
nationalist revolution against imperialist invasion and internal strife. Cemeteries and 
monuments in memory of revolutionary martyrs were correspondingly established in many 
places, such as Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Changsha, and Wuhan as well. 
Predominantly treated as a collectivity and buried in mass graves, the anonymous fallen 
soldiers and their death in war became absorbed by the revolution and the nation. Particularly 
in Nanjing, Chiang Kai-shek personally approved of Murphy’s plan for a “Chinese Arlington”, 
a memorial cemetery and a five-building complex for ‘Heroes of the Revolution” (Linggu 
Temple today).82 On the southern slop of Purple Mountain, the Revolutionary Memorial was 
planned to contain a number of coffins, representing the 24,000 soldiers who laid down their 
lives for the Republic.83 In the program of Shanghai’s Civic Center, around a 12-story 
memorial pagoda would be set up bronze statues of the 72 martyrs, and tablets bespeaking the 
sacrifices via which they paved the way to the success of the National Revolutionary 
movement.84   
With regard to Wuhan, the cemeteries were configured under this cult of the fallen 
soldiers. Their form of mass graves reinforced that the war dead were above all members of 
the nation rather than individuals. Their environment of wooded hills illustrated that death 
itself was no longer the arrival of the grim reaper, but a tranquil sleep within nature. And the 
planting of evergreen trees, such as pines and cypresses, symbolized their spirits would be 
                                                 
81 George L. Mosse, Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1990), 35.  
82 Regarding the detail of the memorials, see Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” 365; Cody, 
Exporting American Architecture, 119.  
83 Tang Leang-li, ed. Reconstruction in China: A Record of Progress and Achievement in Facts and Figures 
(Shanghai: China United Press, 1935), 334-35. It said that, with the completion of the Memorial, and with the 
Ming Tombs and the Mausoleum of Sun Yat-sen at equal distances from one another and from the Memorial, a 
three-point composition of particular splendor could be achieved.  
84 Ibid., 340.  
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lasting forever. Through the arrangement, the stark reality of death in war was subordinated to 
an overriding purpose: to recall those contemplating such cemeteries to step on the martyrs’ 
blood and continue the nationalist revolution.  
Along with the cemeteries, some monuments were also built up for commemorating the 
fallen soldiers and revolutionary heroes in Wuhan. For instance, in 1929, a number of 
monuments were built up at the formal garden area of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, in order to 
remember the martyrs in the Guomindang’ Taoni Campaign in 1929, through which Chiang 
Kai-shek drove out the new Guanxi clique and controlled Wuhan tri-cities.85 Ranging from 
4m to 5m high, the concrete monuments all had inscriptions in the front side and detailed 
epitaphs at the back. According to the old photos (Fig. 5.8), one monument was in a 
gravestone style. It consisted of a concrete base and an upright slab whose top was a 
combination of square, pedimental and semi-circular shapes. The other two were somewhat 
like dwarfed obelisks, four-sided and tapering, but their tops were flat instead of pyramidal. 
Despite their different styles, these monuments were all decorated with the emblem of Blue 
Sky with a White Sun (Qingtian bairi), which was honored by Sun Yat-sen as the 
Guomindang’s party emblem.86 
                                                 
85 Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwu ju yewu baogao, no.2-3 (1930): gongcheng 112. Taoni means 
sending armed forces to suppress. 
86 In this symbol, the twelve rays of the White Sun represented the twelve months and the twelve traditional 
Chinese hours (shichen), symbolizing the spirit of progress. It was also used in the Guomindang’s party flag, the 
flag of the Republic of China, the national emblem and naval ensign as well.  
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Fig. 5.8 Monuments in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. 
Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
To the south of these monuments for martyrs, there ever erected a concrete monument for 
Sun Yat-sen (Fig. 5.9). It was also called Zongli Feng’an Monument [Monument to place the 
Party Director’s coffin in peace], because it was completed in 1929 when the coffin of Sun 
Yat-sen was transferred from its temporary home in the Fragrant Hills outside Beijing down 
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to its permanent resting-place at Purple Mountain in Nanjing. According to the park plans in 
1929 and 1930, the monument was placed near the original gate in the West. Around 4m high, 
the stele-like monument was made up of a base, an upright slab and a multi-shaped top. It was 
surrounded by stone dwarf pillars and iron chains, and decorated with flowers and even-green 
shrubs. After being destroyed by the 1931 flood, the monument was rebuilt in 1933, but 
destroyed again by the Japanese invaders during the Anti-Japanese War.87  
 
Fig. 5.9 Monument for Sun Yat-sen in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, ca.1930 (Source: Zhou Rongya, ed. 
Wuhan zhinan, unpaged) 
 
Another monument for Sun Yat-sen (Fig. 5.10) was located at Wuchang’s Shouyi Park. 
Encircled by low pillars and iron chains on a raised platform, the marble monument was 
completed on October 10, 1928, in order to celebrate the seventeenth anniversary of the 
Wuchang Uprising.88 According to the inscription in the front, the monument was supervised 
by Xia Daonan, the manager of Shouyi Park, and He Zhengfang, the delegate of the wounded 
soldiers in the 1911 Revolution. On the back side engraved an epitaph autographed by Hubei 
governor Zhang Zhiben, exalting the Party Director’s contribution to the 1911 Revolution. 
Around 7m high, the monument was like a tapering pillar, but not capped with a pyramid as 
Western obelisks. Its top was said to imitate the form of lu, a traditional Chinese dressing 
table holding valuable things like seals.89 Below the top, the four sides were embellished with 
ornamental carvings of flowers and garlands.  
                                                 
87 Lü Xuegan, “Hankou Zhongshan Gongyuan youguan Sun Zhongshan xiansheng de jinianxing jianzhu” 
[Commemorative Buildings for Sun Yat-sen in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park], Wuhan chunqiu, no.2 (2002): 36-37. 
88 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 136.  
89 Ibid. The form of lu was developed into a roof style in Yuan dynasty, a four-sloped roof wth a flat central 
portion. It was also used in Ming and Qing dynasties. See Guo Qinghua, A Visual Dictionary, 56.  
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Fig. 5.10 Monument for Sun Yat-sen in Wuchang’s Shouyi Park, 1928 (Source: Hubei jianshe yuekan 
1, no.5, unpaged) 
 
In front of the Monument for Sun Yat-sen, a pair of identical round-shaped pavilions (Fig. 
5.11) was built up, greeting visitors just before they reached the monument. Far from 
traditional Chinese styles, the twin pavilions took on the form somewhat like tholoi, circular 
Greek temples, but in quite a simplified way.90 They were made of plain cements rather than 
white marble, and decorated with little relief or ornamental carving. Each of them had a 
reduced colonnade of six square columns surrounding a 3m-tall stele inside. Despite the 
exotic appearance, the twin pavilions functioned as traditional Chinese stele pavilions 
(beiting), which were built to house a tortoise-based stone stele inscribed with writings or 
pictures introducing commemorative intensions.91 The tortoise was chosen as one of the nine 
sons of the dragon, the baxia, renowned for its ability to carry heavy weight. But within the 
twin pavilions here, tortoises were left off, for it was too “feudal”, symbolizing certain 
                                                 
90 The tholos became popular in America. Its circular form made the tholos uniquely suitable for housing the bells 
on top of churches and for concealing the barrellike water tanks on top of apartment houses and office buildings, 
and the tholos’s classical columns provided a structure that was attractive.  
91 The memorial steles usually were made up of three originally rectangular pieces; the main body, which rested on 
the second part, a base set on the ground, and was surmounted by a third stone slab. All three parts, especially the 
base and top, might be ornately carved. 
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irrational superstition. Only the plain slabs were erected with inscriptions about Sun Yat-sen 
and the 1911 Revolution.  
 
Fig. 5.11 Stele Pavilions in front of Sun Yat-sen’s Monument at Wuchang’s Shouyi Park, 2005 
 
The monument and stele pavilions for Sun Yat-sen were the most imposing structures in 
the Shouyi Park. But actually, Sun played no direct part in the chain of events during the 
Wuchang Uprising, the commemorative theme of the Shouyi Park.92 These structures were 
completed in 1928 when the cult of Sun Yat-sen reached new highs. After the establishment 
of the Nationalist regime in 1927, the Nanjing government made all efforts to glorify Sun 
Yat-sen into the incarnation of Chinese nationalism, so as to give the party state historical and 
symbolic legitimacy as a government. Sun was attributed to the credit for having single-
handedly guided and inspired the revolutionary movement, ignited the 1911 revolution, 
brought down the imperial regime, and founded the Republic.93 Accordingly, to build a 
monument for Sun Yat-sen was given the first priority in the Shouyi Park at that time.   
 
                                                 
92 When he heard of the outbreak of the Wuchang Uprising, Sun Yat-sen was in Denver, Colorado. Instead of 
rushing back to China, he sailed to Europe, for he thought that his proper contribution to the revolutionary work 
was not in the battlefield but in diplomatic circles. Considering the attitude of the British government was the key 
to Chinese diplomacy at that time, Sun sailed from New York to England, and later to France. One of his most 
important plans was to negotiate a loan from the consortium, but he had no success and returned to Shanghai 
empty-handed. See Marie-claire Bergere, translated by Janet Lloyd, Sun Yat-sen (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1998), 207-09.  
93 Ibid., 409.  
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Bronze Statues 
Another type of Western heroic structure was bronze statues. In Wuhan tri-cities, there 
were four of these, installed as a part of the urban reconstruction campaign during the Nanjing 
Decade. They were among the earliest forays into bronze casting in fine arts of modern China. 
Two of them were for Sun Yat-sen: one was unveiled at Hankou’s Sanmin Road, while the 
other erected in Wuchang’s Yuemachang Park. In 1933, a statue of Huang Xing was built to 
the south of Aolüe Tower at Wuchang Park. The last one was an equestrian statue for Chiang 
Kai-shek, exhibited near the main entrance of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park from 1935. In sum, 
three of the four statues were placed in municipal parks, while the fourth one, Sun Yat-sen’s 
statue in Hankou, was erected at a busy road intersection.  
In the West, the installation of statues in public space first flourished during the Italian 
Renaissance when memorial statues were used to decorate gardens, city plazas or squares. 
The French, by the time of the Third Republic, had placed a high value on sculpture in all its 
forms, often assigning it a prominent role in public spaces and ceremonies. The remarkable 
proliferation of statues of heroes in marble and bronze can be attributed to the new patriotism 
and the new nationalism of that era, as well as to the fact that the technique of bronze casting 
had been recently perfected.94 In Britain, new sculptures of Victorias, industrialists and 
generals were added to public parks during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in response 
to the pressures and threats created by the growth of the urban working class. Since the 
construction of public parks in the nineteenth century has been convincingly analyzed as an 
exercise in social control, statues were employed to naturalize the Victorian world order, and 
marginalize behavior considered disorderly. Many of the sculptures and inscriptions explicitly 
represented Victorian ideology: patriotism, imperialism, deference, hard work, temperance 
and duty.95 Between the world wars, more memorial statues were constructed in parks, to 
commemorate the dead of the Great War of 1914-18. In America, the flowering of the statue 
                                                 
94 Albert Boime, Hollow Icons: The Politics of Sculpture in Nineteenth-century France (Kent, Ohio: Kent State 
University Press, 1987), 111-12.  
95 David Lambert, “The Meaning and Re-meaning of Sculpture in Victorian Public Parks,” in Sculpture and the 
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in a public place awaited the coming of the nineteenth century public memorials. The desire 
to honor heroes – not only those of the Civil War, but of the Revolutionary War as well – was 
responsible for the legion of portrait statues, commissioned by the local or federal government, 
which still populated small town parks, large urban malls, or street intersections.96 This sense 
of monumentality within a public space further became the cornerstone to the following City 
Beautiful Movement.97 In essence, the artistic traditions and ambitions, joined with novel 
political imperatives, resulted in the creating of a wide and varied system of public statuary.  
In Wuhan, it was the technocrats in the local municipal governments who proposed the 
statue projects. The technocrats, mostly Western-educated, had spent years in the West. For 
instance, mayor Liu Wendao pursued his doctoral degree in Paris, France; Another mayor Wu 
Guozhen studied for six years first in Grinnell and then Princeton, USA; Engineers in the 
Public Works Bureau, such as Dong Xiujia, Chen Keming and Wu Guobing, were trained at 
the United States or Britain. Some of them also traveled widely in Western countries. They 
were probably impressed by the remarkable proliferation of statues of heroes in marble and 
bronze in Western cities, and further detected the sense of pride and patriotism they could 
instill in the community. In recognition of the role of statues in public space, the technocrats 
incorporated the public sculptures into the urban reconstruction projects in Wuhan.  
 
Jiang Xiaojian as the Sculptor  
In Wuhan, all the four bronze statues were created by Jiang Xiaojian (1894-1939, Fig. 
5.12), a talented painter and sculptor in modern China. Born in a traditional literati-official 
family, he received strict training on Chinese literature, painting, calligraphy and seal cutting 
as a child. Around 1906, sponsored by his father’s Japanese friends, Jiang went to Japan 
studying Western fine arts at Tokyo Art School (Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and 
Music today). In 1911, Jiang traveled to Paris upon the support of Tan Yankai, his father’s 
former student, and spent four years at Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where he majored in 
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sculpture.98 On his return to China, he assumed the position of academic dean at Shanghai 
Academy of Fine Arts, a pioneering arts college established by celebrated artist Liu Haini. 
Jiang taught oil painting and sculpture there, initiating the education of modern sculpture in 
China. He also organized Tianmahui [Heavenly Horse Arts Union], one of the country’s early 
organizations of artists. In addition to the young artists who were trained in the West, the 
Union also attracted considerable reputed experts in traditional Chinese arts. They held arts 
exhibitions frequently, and greatly promoted the development of Chinese modern arts.99  
 
Fig. 5.12 Jiang Xiaojian, ca.1930s (Source: Lu Jianchu, Re qu men jue shi, 119) 
 
Jiang Xiaojian was particularly noted as a pioneer in modern Chinese sculpture. 
Historically, most of the Chinese sculptures were religious artifacts or tomb engravings. 
Because of the social changes in early twentieth century, religious ideas gradually lost their 
popularity, religious buildings were reduced, and the old tomb, grotto and temple sculptures 
declined. The sculptures in modern sense had not been developed until the early Republican 
era, when many Chinese students went abroad to study Western cultures to seek ideas for 
reform. A number of young people, such as Jiang Xiaojian, Chen Xiaogang and Li Jinfa, 
traveled to France, America, Japan and other foreign countries to learn sculptural knowledge 
and skills. After returning to his homeland, a majority of them devoted themselves to arts 
education, disseminated what they had learned into China, and laid the foundation for the 
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development of modern Chinese arts.100 Jiang was a prominent figure among them. He 
received his professional training in Japan and France, and taught for years at Shanghai 
Academy of Fine Arts. In 1920, he established the Department of Sculpture there, and 
launched modern sculpture education in China. What’s more, Jiang excelled in bronze casting. 
When he studied in Paris, Jiang worked part-time at a sculpture foundry to support himself, 
and thereby became skilled in bronze casting.101 In early twentieth-century China, casting a 
heroic-size bronze statue was new for most foundry companies. Jiang accordingly set up his 
own studio at Hongqiao, Shanghai, and cast his early pieces himself.  
In 1928, Jiang distinguished himself in his first major commission, the statue of Chen 
Qimei (courtesy name Yingshi). Chen was a military leader of the 1911 Revolution in 
Shanghai, an ardent partisan of Sun Yat-sen, and also the protector and friend of Chiang Kai-
shek.102 The 8m-high equestrian statue of Chen, particularly the two rising front legs of the 
horse and the flying cloak of Chen, impressed everyone with an extraordinary motive 
power.103 Placed alongside the West Lake in Hangzhou, the sculpture soon became a novel 
and popular sight spot within the beauties of nature.104 In the next ten years, Jiang Xiaojian 
accomplished more than twenty large-scale memorial sculptures, including prominent 
Guomindang leaders such as Sun Yat-sen, Huang Xing, Tan Yankai and Chiang Kai-shek, 
influential local governors such as Liu Xiang from Sichuan and Long Yun in Yunnan, 
overseas Chinese figures such as Aw Boon Haw (Hu Wenhu) and Tan Kah Kee (Chen 
Jiageng), and so on. With his works displayed in Shanghai, Nanjing, Wuhan, Kunming, and 
other Chinese cities, Jiang was credited as the founder of urban sculpture in modern China.105 
Apparently, Jiang was an ideal candidate for the sculpture projects in Wuhan from a 
professional perspective.   
                                                 
100 Ruan Rongchun, Zhonghua minguo meishu shi, 343-44.  
101 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 73.  
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104 Ruan Rongchun, Zhonghua minguo meishu shi, 347-48.  
105 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 2-5.  
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In addition to his impressive sculptures, Jiang’s commissions in Wuhan were partly 
owing to his close relationship with Tan Yankai and other ruling elite in Nanjing Government. 
As a veteran leader in the 1911 Revolution, Tan was the first president of the Executive Yuan 
in the Nanjing government, and widely respected as elder statesman. In his teens, Tan had 
formally acknowledged Jiang Biao, Jiang Xiaojian’s father, as his teacher.106 Tan paid great 
respect to his teacher, and gave generous consideration to Jiang’s family after Jiang Biao’s 
death. It was under Tan’s financial support that Jiang Xiaojian went to France to study 
sculpture.107 After Jiang finished his professional training and went back to China, Tan 
Yankai introduced him to other Guomindang officials.108 Along with his talent in sculpture, 
Jiang’s close relationship with the Guomindang officials indeed brought him a number of 
governmental commissions. For instance, Jiang’s work, the 10m-high statue of Sun Yat-sen, 
was erected in front of Shanghai Municipal Administration building (Mayor’s Building) at 
Shanghai’s new civic center in Jiangwan.109 Jiang was also appointed to design a monumental 
statue of Sun Yat-sen at Sun’s magnificent mausoleum in Nanjing.110 As a modern sculptor, 
Jiang Xiaojian was really well-known in the Guomindang government. 
From a practical perspective, financial considerations also need to be acknowledged when 
considering the sculptor. Usually, when the local government fell far short of the money that a 
leading sculptor would demand for a bronze or marble statue, memorial committees turned to 
other sculptors whose expertise were also adequate to the job. According to the proposal of 
Hubei government, Sun’s statue was initially planned to be cast in German or Japan, at the 
budget of 100,000 yuan.111 But due to the extraordinary cost, the Chinese sculptor Jiang 
                                                 
106 From 1895 to 1897, Jiang Biao assumed the position of Hunan Commissioner of Education (xuezheng). He was 
a pioneering reform-minded administrator, and an active promoter of new learning. Although he had entered 
officialdom by way of the regular civil service examinations, Jiang Biao developed an intellectual outlook not 
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108 Ibid., 44.  
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Xiaojian was selected instead. Jiang’s foundry was established in Shanghai, so that the 
finished statue could be easily shipped from Shanghai to Wuhan via the inexpensive Yangtze 
River. The local burden was accordingly decreased.  
 
Sun Yat-sen’s Statue in Hankou 
Jiang’s appointments in Wuhan started around 1927. In March 1927, the Third Plenary 
Session of the Second Central Committee of the Guomindang was held in Wuhan. Officials 
such as Song Qingling, He Xiangning and Sun Ke, proposed to construct a statue for Sun Yat-
sen.112 At that time, the left wing of Guomindang just moved the national government from 
Guangzhou to Wuhan, after the Northern Expedition reached the Yangtze Valley and 
conquered the Wuhan tri-cities. As the new Nationalist capital, Wuhan certainly needed some 
commemorative structures of Sun Yat-sen, not only to memorize the Father of the new 
republic (guofu), but also remind citizens Sun’s unfinished task of the nationalist revolution. 
At the meeting, upon Tan Yankai’s recommendation, Jiang Xiaojian was selected as the 
sculptor.113 Although the leftist Guomindang government was dismissed soon, the successive 
Wuhan mayor Liu Wendao resumed the commission in 1929, and further decided to place the 
statue in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park.114  
Jiang’s work, the bronze statue of Sun Yat-sen, was completed and transferred to Hankou 
in 1931. But due to the formidable flood that year, its inauguration ceremony was postponed 
till 1933. Presided by the new Hankou mayor Wu Guozhen, Sun’s statue was finally unveiled 
at the intersection of three newly broadened or constructed roads in Hankou, namely, Minzu, 
Minquan and Sanmin Roads (Fig. 5.13). Nearly 2.15m in height, the bronze statue of Sun 
stood upright on a 4m-high stone base.115 In a Zhongshan suit, his typical safari outfit in the 
early 1920s, Sun was staring at the distance, as if he was pondering the future of the Republic. 
He held a cane in the right hand, and his left leg took a little step forward. In this gesture, Sun 
                                                 
112 Wuhan difangzhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 136-37. 
113 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 4, 45.  
114 Hankou Zhongshan ribao, 1 July 1929; Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu 
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looked stable, resolute and serene. Below the sculpture was a two-level stone plinth built by a 
local construction company. Its front side was engraved with a preface and an ode (zan) 
written by mayor Wu Guozhen, introducing the purpose and process of building Sun’s statue 
in Hankou.116 Around the pedestal, there was a round traffic island named “Central Circle” 
(Zhong Yuan). Nearly 20m2 broad, it was decorated with layers of ever-green potted plants, 
and four iron-art streetlamps at the periphery (Fig. 5.14).117 Today the statue of Sun Yat-sen is 
still standing there upright and firmly, and has become a popular landmark in Hankou.118  
 
Fig. 5.13 Sun Yat-sen’s Statue in Hankou (Source: Chi Li, Lao Wuhan, 137; Wuhan shi dan’anguan 
and Wuhan shi bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 36; Wuhan wenhua chubanshe, ed. Xin Wuhan zhinan, 
unpaged) 
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Fig. 5.14 Design of Streetlamps around Sun Yat-sen’s Statue in Hankou, 1933 (Source: Hubei 
Archives LS1-5-5449) 
 
In this sculpture, a notable feature was the Zhongshan suit Sun was shown wearing. The 
Zhongshan suit was said to be invented by Sun Yat-sen, and hence named after him. As 
indicated by the sculpture, the suit took the form of a short jacket buttoning up to the neck 
worn over trousers of the same fabric. In comparison with the typical dress of the majority of 
Chinese men who were not wearers of long gowns, the differences were in the cut of the patch 
pockets on the jacket, the cut of trousers and the fact that they were not bound in at the ankle. 
Hence it was generally perceived as a Western-style item of clothing.119 The costume was 
invented after the Republic was founded in 1912. The majority-Han Chinese revolutionaries 
considered the former dress based on Manchu style was not incompatible with the new 
Republican atmosphere, and should be replaced. The Zhongshan suit was hence created, 
catering to modern sensibilities but without completely adopting Western styles wholesale. 
The inspiration of the Zhongshan suit could be found in German military dress, the Japanese 
cadet uniform, and then military-style uniforms worn by Chinese students in both China and 
Japan. Sun Yat-sen was said to be personally involved, providing inputs based on his life 
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experience in Japan.120 In the 1920s, Zhongshan suit became popular fashion items, because 
its style proclaimed it to be both Western enough to be modern and similar enough to Chinese 
modes of dress to be populist. The fashion increased in popularity as the Guomindang came 
to power and built the cult of Sun Yat-sen. Under the name of the canonized leader, 
Zhongshan suit was further assigned a revolutionary and patriotic significance. It was 
Zhongshan suit that Sun Yat-sen was shown wearing in his omnipresent pictures which 
adorned all public assembly halls and squares during the late 1920s (Fig. 5.15). In 1929, the 
Nanjing government’s Executive Yuan issued an order to require all government employees 
and students, with the exception of diplomats, to wear a uniform based on the style of Sun 
Yat-sen’s suit. In this vein, Sun’s statue in Hankou which was conceived at the same year of 
1929, represented the departed Party Director in the prevalent Sun Yat-sen suit.  
 
Fig. 5.15 Sun Yat-sen in a Zhongshan suit, 1922 (Source: Guofu geming shihua, 199) 
 
The location of Sun’s statue in Hankou was also interesting. The statue was first proposed 
at the Guomindang’s meeting in 1927, but no record can be found to specify its place. In 1928 
after Zhongshan Park broke ground, a memorial statue of Sun Yat-sen was put on the park 
committee’s agenda. According to the Position Paper on Construction and Enlargement of 
Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, the sculpture was to be erected behind the artificial lake, about 
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2.3m high on a 2.2m-high pedestal.121 In 1929, Wuhan mayor Liu Wendao reaffirmed the 
proposal of locating Sun’s statue in the Zhongshan Park. He said, considering the park was 
purposely constructed for commemorating Sun Yat-sen, it was a great pity that within the 
parkland there was still no meaningful structure in remembrance of the Party Director.122 
With the help of Wu Guozhen who was taking charge of the Finance Bureau, mayor Liu 
managed to raise enough funds and make a government commission to sculptor Jiang 
Xiaojian. Wu Guobing, the main designer of Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, was sent to Shanghai 
to discuss with Jiang about the project in details. As illustrated by the 1929 park plan (Fig. 
5.1), the statue was to be placed just behind the new main entrance of Zhongshan Park, so that 
every visitor could attend to Sun’s appearance and paid their reverence. About two years later, 
the bronze statue of Sun was accomplished. When it was shifted from Shanghai to Hankou in 
1931, the statue was not erected immediately, because of the flood catastrophe and the 
subsequent enormous recovering works in Wuhan tri-cities. However, when the statue was 
finally installed in June 1933, it was located at a busy intersection at Hankou’s city center, 
rather than the original site of Zhongshan Park.      
The new spot was perhaps selected by the successive Hankou mayor Wu Guozhen, or he 
approved the site that certain technical staff suggested, for Wu himself supervised the whole 
process from the basement construction in October 1932 to the inauguration ceremony in June 
1933.123 From Wu’s perspective, the street intersection at town center was more appropriate 
than the Zhongshan Park at that time. His decision, to a certain degree, was probably 
influenced by his life experience in the United States. When he studied at Princeton 
University, USA in the early 1920s, Wu won the Nova Caesaria scholarship and then the 
coveted Procter fellowship. The energetic Wu toured 36 American states during his 
vacations.124 When he traveled around, Wu certainly noticed numerous street sculptures in 
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American cities he visited. Actually the turn of the twentieth century saw the flowering of 
statues in public spaces of this country. It was said that the contemporary new wave of 
patriotism and the desire to immortalize heroes produced “an endless parade of commonplace 
generals on prancing chargers and trite admirals with brass telescopes and cocked hat.”125 
Commissioned by the local or federal government, the statues usually populated small town 
parks, or perched in the center of what later became a busy intersection.126 Wu might be 
impressed by the legion of portrait statues, and accepted their placements in town parks or 
street intersections.  
In the early 1930s, there were merely two municipal parks completed in Hankou. One 
was Zhongshan Park opened on October 10, 1929, and the other was a smaller-scale Fuqian 
Park started in August 1930. Both of them were damaged by the 1931 Flood. In Zhongshan 
Park, only the artificial lake, rockeries and platform of the swimming pool survived.127 It took 
a long time for Zhongshan Park to recover, because of the enormous renovation works and 
financial crisis Hankou municipal government met. The park did not reopen until 1934.128 In 
October 1932, when Wu ordered to start building a pedestal for Sun’s statue, the Zhongshan 
Park was not ready for the project yet. Regarding the small Fuqian Park, given its limited size 
and dense plantings, it seemed too narrow to accommodate the heroic-size statue of Sun Yat-
sen.  
Since both of the municipal parks were unsuitable, street intersections became the 
alternative site to place Sun’s memorial statue. From 1929 to 1931, in addition to the 
magnificent Riverfront Avenue mentioned in Chapter 3, four more new roads were 
constructed at the densely-built Hankou commercial center. They were Minzu, Minquan, 
Minsheng and Sanmin Roads, named after Sun Yat-sen’s core teachings of Three Principles 
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for the People.129 Among the four streets, Sanmin, Minquan and Minzu roads met at one point 
in Hankou downtown.130 According to the plan of Minzu Road in 1930 (Fig. 5.16), a 
roundabout was arranged at the intersection. It was exactly the traffic island in the middle of 
the crossing that was selected as the final site for the Sun’s sculpture in October 1932.131    
 
Fig. 5.16 Plan of Minzu Road in Hankou, 1930. It intersects Minquan Road and Sanmin Road at the 
left end. (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
In the eyes of Wuhan administrators, the place was an ideal location for Sun Yat-sen’s 
memorial statue. Firstly, the intersection was selected partly because of the road names. The 
three roads were named after The Three Principles of People, the political doctrine that Sun 
was constantly elaborating throughout the last two decades of his political life (1905-25). 
Generally speaking, the “Three Principles” refer to minzu [people’s national consciousness, 
i.e., nationalism], minquan [people’s right, i.e., democracy], and minsheng [people’s 
livelihood, i.e., socioeconomic well-being]. As the centerpiece of Sun’s ideology, the Three 
Principles concentrated Sun’s revolutionary ideals for a modern China – its national 
independence, political system, and material civilization. Since 1928 when the Guomindang 
was in power, the Three Principles for the People were canonized as the country’s official 
ideology, providing rationales (if not actual guidelines) for government policies and the basic 
content of political education in schools.132 Hankou municipal government named the newly 
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paved roads after The People’s Three Principles, for the purpose of highlighting that they 
were accomplished under the political doctrine. Titularly, the new roads in Hankou 
concretized Sun’s political thought, the “vade mecum’ of the Guomindang and the revered 
canon of new China. Their intersection, as the focus of Sun’s political principles, certainly 
required a structure to immortalize the legacy of the deceased Party Director.  
Secondly, the three roads were broad and modern enough to exemplify the latest 
accomplishments of Hankou municipal government. More than 20m wide, all the three roads 
employed the most advanced building technology available at that time. They were asphalt 
paved, and furnished with underground drainage. The Sanmin Road was even equipped with 
an underground telephone line, the first one in Wuhan tri-cities.133 Most important, all the 
roads were constructed within Hankou’s old commercial districts, which had been formidably 
overbuilt for hundreds of years. Among tons of compact houses, the existing roads were 
merely winding narrow lanes, irregularly paved, ill-sewaged and badly-repaired, unable to 
accommodate any motor traffic. Through building these new roads, the municipal government 
removed the obstacles, and opened the automobile arteries connecting old downtown area 
with Hankou’s waterfront. In result, the old business districts were reinvigorated, and the 
urban development of Hankou was accelerated towards a central commercial metropolis. The 
statue of Sun Yat-sen, if placed at the intersection, would see all the achievements directly 
and clearly, as Sun himself expected in his Fundmentals of National Reconstruction in 1917. 
Thirdly, the location provided a great many opportunities for people to view Sun Yat-sen 
and receive his tutelage in the course of their daily lives. When completed, the three roads 
functioned as arteries linking the waterfront with old downtown. What’s more, a number of 
noted companies moved in, and greater stream of people were attracted. The street scene of 
hustle and bustle was recorded in the old photos (Fig. 5.13). Therefore, if placed at the 
intersection of the three roads, Sun’s sculpture seemed sure to exert greater force and 
influence form his lofty resting place.  
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Sun Yat-sen’s Statue in Wuchang 
In addition to the statue in Hankou, there was a second bronze statue of Sun Yat-sen (Fig. 
5.17) in Wuchang. At a budget of 100,000 yuan, the statue was commissioned to Jiang 
Xiaojian in 1930, one year after the Hankou sculptural project.134 On October 10, 1931, the 
twentieth anniversary of Wuchang Uprising, it was unveiled in front of the Guomindang Party 
Headquarters of Hubei Province. The Western-style building of the Party Headquarters, was 
originally built as Hubei Consultant Bureau (ziyi ju) in 1909, taken over by the revolutionary 
army government during the Wuchang Uprising, and later changed to the Guomindang party 
headquarters of Hubei province. Because it was made of bare red brick wall and tiles, and 
harbored the progressive revolutions, the structure got an alias of Red Mansion (honglou). It 
was also the place where Sun Yat-sen first came to Wuhan and met with Hubei’s military 
governor Li Yuanhong in 1912.135 Apparently, placing Sun’s statue in front of the Red 
Mansion intended to visually draw the ties between Sun and the Guomindang party. From the 
vantage point of the Nationalist government, the sacredness of Sun Yat-sen’s thought would 
not be as useful if the visitor were to forget that the party was the living legacy of that 
philosophy. Thus, the placement stressed Sun Yat-sen’s identity as the party leader, and also 
highlighted the Guomindang’s role as Sun’s ideological heir. 
Fig. 5.17 Sun Yat-sen’s Statue in Wuchang (Source: Wuhan shi dang’anguan and Wuhan shi 
bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 124) 
 
                                                 
134 Hubei Archives: LS1-6-5641. 
135 Gan Jun, Xinhai shouyi honglou [The Red Mansion during the Wuchang Uprising in 1911] (Wuhan: Wuhan 
chubanshe, 2001), 107. 
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The sculpture of Sun, nearly 2.4m in height, stood upright on a 4m-high stone plinth and 
a round foundation of three steps. Instead of a Zhongshan suit, Sun had on a long gown and a 
riding jacket, wearing a look of high aspiration and gravity. In his right hand he held a felt hat, 
and in the left he loosely cradled the head of his cane. A circular of green belt was laid out 
around the foundation, planted with low holly trees. In 1936, a new Yuemachang Park was 
built up, and enclosed the statue as its focus (Fig. 3.34).    
The sculpture was said to be created according to one of Sun’s last photographs, a 
photograph taken in December 1924 showed him arriving at the Tianjin Railway Station (Fig. 
5.18). In this photo taken on December 4 1924, Sun was wearing a padded mandarin gown 
and a short overcoat, holding a cane in his right hand and a felt hat in the left. Although in 
fragile health, he still wore a look of persistence and aspiration. At that time, Sun Yat-sen was 
on a journey from his power base in Guangdong, which took him through Shanghai, Kobe in 
Japan, and Tianjin, arriving at Beijing, the warlord capital. There he was to meet with his 
northern political opponents in the Provisional Government of the Republic of China in the 
hopes of negotiating the convocation of a national convention, a measure he proposed as a 
way to end China’s separatist warlord controls. Sun was enjoying the height of his popularity 
in China, though he died of his illness in this journey to the North.136  
 
Fig. 5.18 Sun Yat-sen, already in fragile health, arrives at the Tianjin Railway Station on December 4 
1924. (Source: Guofu geming shihua, 241) 
                                                 
136 John Fitzgerald, Awakening China: Politics, Culture, and Class in the Nationalist Revolution (Stanford, CA: 
Stanford University Press, 1996), 26-27.  
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When comparing Sun’s statue in Wuchang with the one in Hankou, we may find that the 
most obvious difference was the costume Sun was shown wearing. Different from Western 
suits, the outfit of long gown and riding jacket was actually evolved from the traditional robe 
in the Qing Dynasty. After 1911, a plain long gown and riding jacket were used as a type of 
regular formal dress, and a felt hat and leather shoes were usually added marking the 
association with the West.137 To wear this combination looked both modern and Chinese. It 
became the garment to which officials of the early Republic were accustomed and was also a 
sign of their status. As we may notice, Sun Yat-sen had been preserving a Westernized 
appearance of sober elegance from the 1890s to the 1910s, which was usually considered to 
mark the wearer as a reformer or a “new person”. However, in his last years, Sun changed to 
the traditional outfit. Although there was no specific explanation, the shift of the costume 
might be a strategic move to demonstrate his anti-Western stance, to mark himself as a 
civilian leader, and to obtain the support of radical people in the negotiations with the 
Northern militaries.138  
Jiang’s representation of Sun in a long gown and riding jacket was also consistent with 
the revival of the traditional outfit. Although by the 1920s the traditional costume had begun 
to be seen as old-fashioned, even traditional, and had given way to the Zhongshan suit, the 
government in 1929 published new laws for formal dress which included the long gown and 
riding jacket as standard formal dress for men. Only officials were to wear the Zhongshan suit. 
The reason was linked to an economic symbolism of fabrics rather than the symbolism of 
styles. In 1928, the silk industry submitted a petition looking for the continued use of the 
                                                 
137 In the Qing dynasty, elite men whose occupations did not demand strenuous physical activity wore full-length 
loose gown. Officials on formal occasions wore an additionally embroidered robe and an official hat. Both robe 
and hat varied with the status of the official concerned. Hardly surprising, formal official robes, embroidered as 
they were with symbols of the empire, were considered as inappropriate for the new republic. Harrison, The 
Making of the Republican Citizen, 58-60.  
138 In his last years, through a series of incidents and clashes, Sun became frustrated by his inability to attract 
foreign assistance and outraged by the foreign powers’ persistent support of the northern warlord government. 
During his trip northward in 1924, Sun kept exalting anti-imperialist patriotism, which he rightly considered to be 
the theme most popular with the crowds who acclaimed him. See Bergre, Sun Yat-sen, 401-03. At the same time, 
in the 1920s the combination of a long gown and jacket was widely recognized as a civilian costume, in 
comparison with the Zhongshan suit which very closely resembled army uniforms of the time. Sun’s appearance in 
gown and jacket seemed to present himself as a civilian leader, sharply different from northern warlords in military 
uniforms.  
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jacket and gown. The petition pointed out that the Western-style suits were made of imported 
woolen cloth. The Zhongshan suit was attacked as a marketing ploy using Sun Yat-sen’s 
name to hide the fact that the suit was made of wool, a material which had to be imported 
from foreign countries. At that time, the Guomindang had been absorbed in promoting 
Chinese-made goods (guohuo), which was regarded as an important part of the anti-
imperialism. In the circumstance, the silk manufacturer’s request had to be granted: only 
government officials were required to wear Zhongshan suits, while silk formal dress was 
agreed for the rest majority.139 In the following days, on many formal occasions the highest 
government and party leaders began to appear in gown and jacket rather than the standard 
Zhongshan suit. For instance, when the highest officials of Nanjing met Sun’s coffin at Pukou 
on May 28, 1929, they all dressed in a black short coats and long white ceremonial gowns 
(Fig. 5.19). Even Chiang Kai-shek, who had nearly always been photographed in army 
uniform before 1928, appeared in dark silk coat and long gown, accompanying Sun’s coffin 
and the grieving widow Song Qingling (Fig. 5.20). Particularly, the embalmed figure of Sun 
Yat-sen, before the moving to Nanjing, had been taken back to the Union Medical College in 
Beijing for a check on the success of the embalming techniques. There he was reclothed in a 
black silk jacket and gown, the national costume, rather than the Western-style costume it had 
been dressed in immediately after death.140 Therefore, when Jiang Xiaojian represented the 
departed Party Director in traditional costume, it could be regarded as a statement not of 
conservatism but of the determination that party ideology should infuse national symbolism. 
                                                 
139 Harrison, The Making of the Republican Citizen, 190-92.  
140 “Di 55ci huiyi jilu” [The record of the No.55 meeting], in Zhongshan ling dang’an shiliao xuanbian [Selected 
archives and historical materials about Zhongshan Mausoleum], eds. Nanjing shi dang’anguan and Zhongshan 
lingyuan guanlichu [Nanjing Archives and Committee of Zhongshan Mausoleum] (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji 
chubanshe, 1986), 116.  
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Fig. 5.19 Ministers and high-ranking officials 
greet Sun Yat-sen’s coffin at Pukou Railway 
Station in Jiangsu on May 28, 1929. (Source: 
Guofu geming shihua, 256) 
Fig. 5.20 Chiang Kai-shek and Sun Yat-sen’s 
window, Song Qingling, greet Sun’s remains at 
Pukou Railway Station, Jiangsu Province, on 
May 28, 1929. (Source: Guofu geming shihua, 
255) 
 
The coexistence of the two kinds of formal costumes was not unique in Wuhan. At Sun 
Yat-sen’s mausoleum in Nanjing, the statue in the sacrificial hall was dressed in a traditional 
scholar’s robe, whereas the one in the tomb was in a Zhongshan suit.141 During the Nationalist 
era, there ever cast more than ten statues for Sun Yat-sen in China. Some were in Western-
style suits, while some had on traditional gowns and riding jackets.142 Probably, the selection 
of Zhongshan suit in Hankou was due to the Hankou governors’ preference. Wuhan mayor 
Liu Wendao, who commissioned the sculptural project to Jiang Xiaojian, was initially trained 
as a military and usually had on military uniforms.143 The successive Hankou mayor Wu 
Guozhen, and the engineer and designer Wu Guobing who contacted Jiang Xiaojian in 
Shanghai, both preserved a Westernized appearance, since they spent years studying in the 
United States or Britain. From their vantage point, to wear a Zhongshan suit, was more fit 
with Sun’s revolutionary ideals. In comparison with Hankou, the city of Wuchang had more 
of a traditional and cultural flavor, and thus adopted a relatively conservative style, echoing 
the revival of traditional outfit.  
 
Huang Xing’s Statue in Wuchang Park 
                                                 
141 Yao Qian and Gu Bing, comp. Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum (Beijing: Cultural Relics Pub. House, 1981), 42, 55.   
142 Zhu Xuxian, “Nianliu zuo Sun Zhongshan suxiang de gushi,” [The story of twenty-six statues for Sun Yat-sen], 
Huaren shikan, no.1 (1998): 17.  
143 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Renwu zhi, 421.  
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In 1933, a third bronze statue was unveiled in Wuchang Park for Huang Xing (1874-
1916), an influential revolutionary leader, militarist and statesman. As one of the founders of 
the Guomintang and the Republic of China, his position was next to Sun Yat-sen.144 At 
Wuchang Park, Huang’s statue (Fig. 5.21) was placed in front of the Aolüe Tower on top of 
the Snake Hill, the most elevated spot of the Park where could be seen from afar.145 Because 
of the construction of the First Yangtze Bridge in the 1950s, the statue was moved to Guishan 
Park at Hanyang’s Tortoise Hill and remained there till today.146   
 
Fig. 5.21 Huang Xing’s Statue in Wuhan (Source: Wuhan shi dang’anguan and Wuhan shi bowuguan, 
ed. Wuhan jiuying, 120; Lu Jianchu, Ren qu men jue shi, 75) 
 
Huang’s statue, about 2m high, was erected on a 3m-high stone pedestal. In an unfastened 
Western long garment, Huang was standing full of the poise, with his right hand in the trouser 
pocket on the right side. The gesture, which was intentionally created by Jiang Xiaojian, 
subtly concealed Huang’s wounds in his right hand.147 In April 1911 when leading the 
                                                 
144 Early in 1905 a meeting between Sun Yat-sen and Huang led to the formation of the Tongmenghui 
[Revolutionary Alliance], and thereafter most of the military operations of that revolutionary organization were 
personally directed by Huang Xing. In 1916 Huang died of an old stomach ailment, and was honored an official 
national burial at the Yuelu Mountain of Changsha in Hunan. See Edwin Pak-wah Leung, ed. Political Leaders of 
Modern China: a Biographical Dictionary (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2002), 63-64.  
145 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 137.  
146 Ibid., 138.  
147 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 151-52, 196-97.  
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Huanghuagang Revolution in Guangzhou, Huang had a narrow escape and two fingers on his 
right hand were shot off.148  
Huang’s statue was constructed mainly for two reasons, according to the ode on the 
pedestal.149 Firstly, Huang played a crucial role in the 1911 Revolution and the establishment 
of the Republic.150 Although the revolutionary troops could not match the superior forces of 
the Qing government, Huang Xing’s leadership was highly acknowledged when assessing the 
two major conflicts of the revolution in Wuhan. Huang deserved great credit for defending 
Hankou and Hanyang against overwhelming odds.151 What’s more, it was because Huang 
Xing was holding out in Hankou and Hanyang that the revolutionaries in other provinces 
gained the time they needed to organize their revolts.152 Secondly, Wuchang was the place 
where Huang Xing had been educated. His study in Wuchang constituted a turning point in 
his life, form a traditional Confucian scholar to a racial revolutionary with new learning.153  
                                                 
148 Hsueh Chun-tu, Huang Hsing and the Chinese Revolution (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1961), 
92.  
149 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 141-42. 
150 Weishi, “Huang Keqiang yu Xinhai geming” [Huang Keqiang and the 1911 Revolution], in Huang Keqiang 
xiansheng jinian ji [Collective works in remembrance of Mr. Huang Keqiang], ed. Du Yuanzai (Taipei: 
Zhongyang wenwu gongyingshe, 1973), 315. When the Wuchang mutiny broke out on October 10, 1911, the 
revolutionary forces were poorly led. Huang Xing, owing to his long standing and prestige in the revolutionary 
movement, was urgently called to Wuhan to take command. After arrived in late October 1911, Huang was 
immediately named Wartime Commander-in-chief and charged with the defenses first in Hankou and then in 
Hanyang. For a month the revolutionary forces fought valiantly and tenaciously, full of heroic episodes on the part 
of many individual revolutionists. See Leung, ed. Political Leaders of Modern China, 63-64; Wuhan difang zhi, ed. 
Wuhan shi zhi: Renwu zhi, 260-61.   
151 Hsueh Chun-tu, Huang Hsing, 110-17; Feng Ziyou, “Wuchang qiyi yu Huang Keqiang,” [Wuchang Uprising 
and Huang Keqiang], in Huang Keqiang xiansheng jinian ji, ed. Du Yuanzai, 27. In particular, the revolutionary 
troops not only defended the besieged cities of Hankou and Hanyang, but resisted fearless the well-trained 
Northern troops of Feng Guozhang with untrained recruits. Without Huang it was questionable whether the cities 
could have been defended at that time.  
152 Weishi, “Huang Keqiang yu Xinhai geming”, 318-22. During the Hankou Battle, five provinces seceded from 
the Empire, and while Huang Xing was defending Hanyang against Manchu troops, ten more provinces declared 
their independence.  
153 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 142-43. Huang was a son of a moderately wealthy school 
teacher and a local gentry leader in Hunan. He passed the shengyuan degree examination in 1892. Instead of 
pursuing the advanced degree of jinshi, he enrolled in Hunan-Hubei Academy (Lianghu shuyuan) at Wuchang, a 
prestigious institution founded by Governor-general Zhang Zhidong for a practical education. In the new school, 
Huang not only studied traditional subjects like Confucian classics, history, Confucian ethics and literature, but 
also received modern education in mathematics, economics, natural sciences, astronomy, physical exercises and 
military strategy. Huang particularly excelled in geography and gymnastics, for he thought geography was 
indispensable to know “tianxia” [the world] and gymnastics could build strength for fighting against foreign 
intruders. Furthermore, it was in Wuchang that Huang got in touch with larger political issues. Witnessing China’s 
defeat in the Sino-Japanese War and the humiliating acceptance of Japan’s peace terms in the Treaty of 
Shimonoseki, the students in Wuchang new academies concerned much over China’s fate. The famous 
revolutionary leader Tang Caichang, whom Huang Xing greatly admired, was a senior graduate of Hunan-Hubei 
Academy. In Wuchang, Huang was exposed to new, often nationalistic, ideas in the classroom, and to an 
increasingly active and outspoken press. After his graduation with distinction in 1902, Huang won an official 
scholarship from Zhang Zhidong for further studies in Japan, where he became involved in the anti-Manchu 
activities among Chinese students. See Howard L. Boorman, and Richard C. Howard, eds. Biographical 
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Chiang Kai-shek’s Statue in Zhongshan Park 
The fourth statue in Wuhan was for Chiang Kai-shek (Fig. 5.22). The project was first 
proposed in January 1930. On the 42nd municipal conference, Hankou’s municipal 
government decided to build two statues in newly-opened Zhongshan Park, one for Sun Yat-
sen and the other for Chiang Kai-shek. Both of the projects were appointed to sculptor Jiang 
Xiaojian.154 While Sun’s statue was unveiled at Sanmin Road in June 1933, Chiang’s 
sculpture was completed in June 1935.155 It was placed between the main entrance and exit of 
Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, and along Hankou’s zhongzheng Road, a new 60m-wide parkway 
named after Chiang’s courtesy name. The bronze statue was so heavy that the designer Jiang 
Xiaojian, together with his assistants, was invited to Hankou for its installation in 1935.156 
Chiang’s statue was over 2m high, standing on top of a 7m-high stone plinth. In his army 
uniform, Chiang was shown riding a prancing horse, full of valiant and heroic bearing. But 
only three year had the statue stood there, for it was torn down in 1938 when the Japanese 
army occupied Wuhan by force.  
                                                                                                                                            
Dictionary of Republican China (New York , Columbia University Press, 1967-79), vol.1, 192; Hsueh Chun-tu, 
Huang Hsing, 3-4; Boorman, and Howard, eds. Biographical Dictionary of Republican China, vol.1, 192-93; 
Zhang Zhiben, “Huang Keqiang xiansheng ershan shi,” [Some past events about Mr. Huang Keqiang], in Huang 
Keqiang xiansheng jinian ji, ed. Du Yuanzai, 122; Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Renwu zhi, 251; Esherick, 
Reform and Revolution, 44-45.  
154 Xin Hankou 1, no.12 (1929): shizheng huiyi jilu [records of municipal conferences] 227-228.  
155 Hankou shi zhengfu [Hankou municipal government], ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang: minguo ershisannian 
yiyue zhi ershisinian liuyue [Introduction of Hankou municipality: January 1934 - June 1935] (Hankou: Hankou 
shi zhengfu, 1935), gongwu 25; Zhongyang ribao, 24 July 1936.  
156 Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang: 1934-1935, gongwu 25.  
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Fig. 5.22 Chiang Kai-shek’s Statue at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park (Source: Chi Li, Lao Wuhan, 136; 
Xiezhen zhoubao, no.39, cover) 
 
The equestrian statue of Chiang carried on the stylist vogue in the West that memorials to 
generals, kings, and princes were usually depicted on horseback, in battle dress. As a 
monument portraying a great leader, the equestrian statue goes back to the Greeks and the 
Romans. There were numerous bronze equestrian portraits, frequently commemorating 
military leaders, and those statesmen who wished to symbolically emphasize the active 
leadership role undertaken since Roman times by the equestrian class, the equites or knights. 
The survived ancient model of Marcus Aurelius became the prototype for Renaissance 
equestrian sculptures. In monarchial Europe, especially Italy, equestrian monuments 
commemorating heroes began to play a significant role in the ornamentation of gardens and 
the making of special places, such as plazas or squares in cities. In the United States, the 
equestrian sculptures were employed in commemorating Grant and other generals, for 
instance, the equestrian statue of George Washing in Union Square of 1856 by the American 
sculptor Henry Kirke Brown. In the late nineteenth century, the new wave of patriotism and 
the desire to immortalize heroes was said to have produced an endless parade of 
commonplace generals on prancing chargers.157 In general, the equestrian statues were widely 
used as a portrait symbol of authority and power.   
                                                 
157 Gutheim, “Civic Monumental Sculpture,” 371.  
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In China, it was sculptor Jiang Xiaojian who introduced the equestrian bronze sculpture to 
modern Chinese cities. His first major commission, the statue of Chen Qimei (Fig. 5.23), 
impressively represented Chen as a valiant rider on a rearing horse. In November 1911, Chen 
conquered Shanghai and became military governor of the city. But during the 1916 revolution 
against Yuan Shikai, he was assassinated in Shanghai. The character of Chen as a heroic 
military commander perhaps inspired Jiang to employ the equestrian statue model. In the 
1910s, Jiang ever spent four years studying sculpture at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, 
and was absorbed in the prevailing classical revival. There he also received special training on 
sculpturing horses as a compulsory course.158 He was hence faithful in reproducing the 
ancient steed and successful conveyed its nobility to his equestrian monument. What’s more, 
Jiang clothed Chen Qimei in a black cloak. The flying cloak, and the rising front horse legs 
not only achieved a kind of balance but also engendered unprecedented momentum and vigor. 
The statue was said to shock the whole arts circles in Shanghai, and won him a sequence of 
commissions from contemporary military leaders in the following decade.159  
 
Fig. 5.23 Chen Qimei’s Statue in Hangzhou, ca.1930s (Source: Yu Jixing, ed. Lao mingxinpian, 142; 
Ruan Rongchun and Hu Guanghua, Zhonghua minguo meishu shi, unpaged) 
 
When creating Chiang Kai-shek’s statue in Hankou, Jiang cast Chiang on a rearing steed 
with one front leg up. For a Western equestrian statue, the horse’s raised front leg was usually 
regarded as the traditional symbol of power and victory. In this sculpture, Chiang was reining 
in a steed, which expressed great power and energy by its arched neck. That action also 
                                                 
158 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 150. 
159 Ibid.; Ruan Rongchun, Zhonghua minguo meishu shi, 347-48.   
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checked the horse’s gait, giving it a measured forward movement and great dignity. Besides, 
in this equestrian monument Chiang had on his military uniform, rather than a classical toga. 
It reinforced the image of his military role and was consistent with Chiang’s desires. Actually 
Chiang’s public persona was precisely his military persona. He had nearly always been 
photographed in army uniform before traditional costume was intentionally revived as a 
national symbol. Like the statue of Chen Qimei, Chiang wore a black cloak, waving in a 
direction contrary to the advancing horse. Actually, Chiang Kai-shek and his patron Chen 
Qimei were both natives of Zhejiang, and they shared the physique of thin and moderately tall. 
The flying cloak Jiang adopted, not only brought dynamic elements to the statues, but also 
enriched their slender statures.160 In short, the particular equestrian statue served as a fine 
work of art and also a symbol of military force, depicting Chiang Kai-shek as a modern and 
heroic military leader.     
It was also interesting to place a statue of Chiang Kai-shek near the main entrance of 
Zhongshan Park, which was built to commemorate Sun Yat-sen.161 According to the project 
proposal, Chiang’s statue was deemed to be capable of safeguarding the park for Sun Yat-sen, 
just as Chiang had ever protected Sun through the 1922 crisis in Guangdong.162 During 1920-
1921, Sun’s grand design of using Guangdong province as his power base for unifying all of 
China collided with the particularist interest of General Chen Jiongming, whom Sun had 
appointed governor of the province. In this conflict, Chen was dismissed by Sun from his 
office as governor. Chen reacted by staging on June 16, 1922 an open military revolt against 
Sun who had a narrow last minute escape. His residence was burned. Sun hided for weeks on 
a gunboat in the middle of the Pearl River, and nobody relieved him.163 In this state of highest 
emergency, it was Chiang Kai-shek, a junior staff officer, who joined Sun in unparalleled 
loyalty. When heard that Sun was ousted, Chiang immediately went south and fought 
                                                 
160 Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 150-51.  
161 In fact, Chiang’s sculpture was first proposed to be sited in front of the magnificent Jianghan Custom building 
at Hankou facing the running Yangtze River. Subsequently, it was changed to the well-known historical site of 
Yellow Crane Tower at Wuchang. In 1933, Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was selected as the final location by Hubei 
provincial government. See Hankou shi zhengfu, ed. Hankou shizheng gaikuang: 1934-1935, gongwu 25. 
162 Ibid.; Lu Jianchu, Ren qu meng jue shi, 155.  
163 Hsiung Shih-I, The Life of Chiang Kai-shek (London: P. Davies, 1948), 154-56.   
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alongside Sun on board the gunboat Yong Feng. The forty days of common danger and 
adventure which Sun Yat-sen and Chiang Kai-shek shared on the gunboat and the way Chiang 
personally cared for the well being of the leader founded a personal relationship that became 
the starting point of Chiang’s political career.164  
Essentially, the placement of the statue coincided with Chiang’s attempt to draw 
connections between himself and the departed Party Leader for the purpose of legitimating 
himself. Since the late 1920s, Chiang had been consolidating his personal position as leader 
of the Nationalist government. Although his group was in control of the central government, 
Chiang did not have a kind of transcendent, dictatorial power. Instead, Chiang was still 
building his personal authority and was engaging in a struggle on several fronts: He was 
vying for control of the party with senior Guomindang leaders such as Wang Jingwei; and his 
authority was challenged by the new warlords that emerged during the Northern Expedition. 
Chiang actually faced the daunting task of trying to claim superiority over all of them, to 
justify his efforts to reduce rival military strength and to exert his own political influence over 
the entire Guomindang. In this context, Jiang’s early history as Sun Yat-sen’s protégé became 
a valuable political asset. While the triumphant Guomindang under Chiang was imposing a 
Sunist cult in China, Chiang himself was intending to project a personal, intimate connection 
with Sun Yat-sen. From his vantage point, a personal, intimate relationship with the 
revolutionary saint and founding father was one important way for Chiang to gain leverage in 
all of these struggles. Correspondingly, the placement of Chiang’s statue in Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park highlighted Chiang’s role as a faithful guardian of his master Sun Yat-sen, 
and reminded all the park-goers the intimate personal ties between Chiang and Sun built in 
the 1920s. The equestrian statue and the placement actually constituted a crucial symbolic 
link between Sun, the nation, the party and Chiang, effective to facilitate Chiang’s assumption 
of power and to legitimate his regime.  
                                                 
164 Sun was said to be tremendously impressed by Chiang’s loyalty. When Sun regained possession of Guangdong 
in the spring of 1923, he made Chiang the head of his General Staff, and further sent him off to Moscow to 
negotiate military and financial aid. He then made him responsible for the organization of the Huangpu Military 
Academy and appointed him as its director in 1924. See Hsiung Shih-I, The Life of Chiang Kai-shek (London: P. 
Davies, 1948), 156-57.  
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The four public statues in Wuhan, whether in subject, physicality or placement, were all 
endowed with definite political connotations. The figures they honored, Sun Yat-sen, Huang 
Xing and Chiang Kai-shek, were unexceptionally the Guomindang’s leaders of more national 
importance than local reputations. The four statues were all designed by sculptor Jiang 
Xiaojian. As a graduate from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris, Jiang brought back not only the 
neoclassic style, the bronze casting technique, but also the savvy about sculpture’s connection 
with statecraft and party politics. From style, material, posture, costume to inscription, the 
sculptures were deliberately designed to complement political aspirations of the Guomindang 
government. Besides, the sculptures were placed in municipal parks or street intersection, new 
public spaces established by the local government, so that the public could view the figures 
and receive their tutelage in the course of their daily lives. The location was also deliberately 
selected, based on the specific connection between the individual commemorated and the site. 
In this way, each sculpture was infused with a historical coherence and logic that reinforced 
its instrumental part in transmitting public policy. Accordingly, the sculptures were not only 
visualizations of greatness, beauty, spiritual experience, and creative inspiration, but also 
visualizations of a political and social order.  
Architecturally, the variety of memorial structures incorporated both Chinese and 
Western models, impressive and intelligible. Traditional Chinese structures were invoked, for 
instance, Chinese archways, tombs, stele pavilions, etc. But when using traditional models, 
these structures were absent from the rigid formality of traditional architecture. Some 
traditional elements were deleted, for example, the tortoise sculpture at the base of the stele. 
They were considered as symbols of irrational superstition, and accordingly had to be 
divorced from the healthy respects for national traditions. In addition, as the two Chinese 
archways in Wuchang’s Shouyi Park illustrated, certain Western architectural components 
were added, and new materials and building technology were applied to represent modern 
inventiveness. By these means, the traditional memorial forms were invested with not only 
novelty but also new meanings that went beyond the limitations of feudal family and empire. 
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In addition to the Chinese models, some Western heroic structures were also adapted such 
as cemeteries, obelisks, Greek tholoi and bronze statues, revealing the new republic’s demand 
for monumental languages beyond the traditional ones. In a new funeral art, cemeteries and 
monuments were configured for commemorating the martyrs of Republican revolutions. 
Combining memory with edification, they served as a means of recruiting the dead for 
political narratives, and a catalyst for nationalist sentiment. The statues in Wuhan took the 
scheme of a portrait statue atop a high pedestal, which, since the Roman times, had remained 
the accepted format for honoring soldiers, kings, statesmen, heroes, and other notables, at 
least until the last few decades. What’s more, instead of adopting Western styles by wholesale, 
some indigenous Chinese elements were infused into Western monumental models. For 
instance, Sun Yat-sen’s monument in Shouyi Park adopted a form of traditional lu on the top 
of a Western-style monument.165 Also in the Shouyi Park, the form of Greek tholos was 
employed as a monument for the 1911 Revolution but it functioned as a traditional stele 
pavilion with a Chinese stele erected inside. The four statues in Wuhan designed by the 
Chinese sculptor Jiang Xiaojian, when emulating Western classic styles, were all of definitely 
Chinese identity.166 Through adopting Western models and transforming Chinese building 
types, the Guomindang government attempted to construct the monuments of the modern 
nation-state.  
Practically, the wide range of physical memorial structures fulfilled the “monumentality” 
envisioned by the local government.167 They recalled a person or event, as implied by the 
Chinese word jinian. They were configured for remembering Sun Yat-sen, other Guomindang 
leaders like Huang Xing and Chiang Kai-shek, or martyrs linked to the Guomindang’s various 
revolutions. Among the predominantly Republican figures or occurrences, only one imperial 
rebel leader, Chen Youliang, was commemorated to advance the Han-Nationalism, which 
                                                 
165 This kind of combination can be found elsewhere in modern China. For instance, a monument was built in 1913 
Chengdu, dedicated to those who had died in the Railway Protection Movement in 1911. In an obelisk shape, the 
32m-high monument was capped with the forms of five pagodas, a kind of “monument” of commemoration in 
traditional dynastic China. For detailed analyses, see Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument,” 27-
29.  
166 Zhongguo meishi cidian [Dictionary of Chinese fine arts] (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 1987), 428.  
167 For a deep discussion about Chinese monumentality, see Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese 
Monument,” 25-29. 
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coincided with Sun Yat-sen’s anti-Manchu agenda in the 1911 Revolution. The figures and 
events were apparently monumentalized to glorify the Guomindang’s revolutionary feats, and 
create role models for the Wuhan people. 
 
5.5 Constructing Settings for Public Speaking (yanshuo)   
In addition to the various memorial structures, the government configured a sequence of 
concrete settings in Wuhan’s municipal parks for public speaking, which was regarded as a 
powerful tool for mobilizing support and an effective means for broadening citizenship in 
early twentieth-century China.168 At Zhongshan Park, an outdoor platform was designed for 
public lectures at Hankou public athletic ground, and a grand municipal auditorium was 
conceived with a seating capacity of 2,000. On a smaller dimension, several lecture halls, 
such as Baobing Hall at Shouyi Park and Wuquan Hall at Zhongshan Park, were constructed 
catering to public assemblies of moderate scale. In addition, some traditional teahouses in the 
parks were reorganized into popular tea gardens (minzhong chayuan), so as to educate the 
illiterate masses through popular means like public lectures.  
For modern China, public speaking was a new public form of political communication. 
Although it occurred sporadically in imperial times, often during popular riots, the Chinese 
culture was not known for its strong oratory tradition.169 In fact, the practice of getting up and 
giving an address to an audience had a distant Western coloration. The line from Pericles to 
Cicero to Edmund Burke to Abraham Lincoln to a range of the twentieth-century practitioners 
beyond Europe and North America could trace the evolution of democratic, republican, and 
populist tradition tied to the West. The spread of these traditions throughout the world carried 
public speaking as a plastic and accessible form of public political engagement.  
                                                 
168 David Strand, “Citizens in the Audience and at the Podium,” in Changing Meanings of Citizenship in Modern 
China, eds. Merle Goldman and Elizabeth J. Perry (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002), 44-69. 
169 Joseph W. Esherick and Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom, “Acting out Democracy: Political Theater in Modern China,” 
in Popular Protest and Political Culture in Modern China, eds. Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom and Elizabeth J. Perry 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1994), 2nd edition, 44-45.  
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The introduction of Western-style public speaking to China was closely associated with 
the almost uninterrupted string of rebellions, reforms, and revolutions that shook the country 
after the mid-nineteenth century. The large open-air assembly preaching of the Taiping 
leaders reflected the influence of the Western oratory tradition, which probably first found its 
way into China via the missionary schools along the southeastern coast. In the 1890s, the 
reform-minded activists became early promoters and practitioners of the new craft, such as 
Kang Youwei, Sun Yat-sen, etc.170 During the last decade of the Qing dynasty, with political 
assemblies established at various governmental levels, the political actors quickly learned that 
speaking effectively to a crowd was essential to winning popular support, since the legitimacy 
of the state was correspondingly shifted from Heaven to the “people”.171 After the founding of 
the Republic, especially through the May Fourth era, speechmaking was conducted in an 
increasingly more professional and organized fashion. Public speaking was accepted as a 
subject in school, and prizes were given in speech competitions. Meetings, assemblies, and 
other formal activities became regular occurrences for many people.  
When public speaking was spread in China, public parks were increasingly used as the 
suitable physical settings. In the imperial China, public spaces for mass gatherings, like city 
squares, auditoriums, public parks or playing fields, were virtually unavailable. Political 
activists usually held their secret meetings in their homes or in the few public establishments 
available, of which restaurants and brothels were notable examples. The meetings were hence 
of quite limited sizes. Complaints about the lack of appropriate public gathering places could 
be found in various early twentieth-century newspaper reports.172 This situation had not been 
changed until new kinds of public space like parks emerged at the turn of the twentieth 
century.  
                                                 
170 For instance, Kang Youwei in 1895 gave a stirring speech to examination candidates in Beijing in the aftermath 
of the Treaty of Shimonoseki. Kang’s words caused many in the crowd of literati from all over the empire to cry 
out and weep and thirteen hundred of them to sign a petition of protest to the throne. Sun Yat-sen also honored his 
skills as an eloquent speaker during long years of exile and in the course of numerous fund-raising and organizing 
speeches. 
171 Strand, “Citizens in the Audience and at the Podium,” 66-67.  
172 See, for example, Cai Yuanpei’s comments in North China Herald, 7 May 1903, 885. 
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The open atmosphere and broad unoccupied area in public parks offered proper spaces for 
city people to gather in mass rallies to express their ideas. In Shanghai, for example, the 
public Xu Yuan and Zhang Yuan were well-known sites of public meetings and orations since 
the late Qing period.173 In Beijing, it was at the newly-opened Central Park that over 300,000 
people rallied in 1915 to protest the Twenty-One Demands of the Japanese and the 
compromise by the Beiyang government.174 In Guangzhou, a crowd of estimated 2,000 
women assembled spontaneously in the No.1 Park to celebrate the International Ladies’ Day 
on March 8, 1924.175 At the inland China, celebrated speakers were frequently invited to give 
public lectures at Chengdu’s Shaocheng Park.176 On April 8, 1925, over 10,000 people 
participated in meetings and lectures in Wuchang’s Shouyi Park, the only public park in 
Wuhan tri-cities at that time, to mourn the death of Sun Yat-sen.177 Practically, public parks 
constituted an important open forum for the dissemination of ideas and the mobilization of the 
urban populace.  
In the Nanjing Decade, the Nationalist government further realized speechmaking as a 
necessary means for both building a modern nation and improving the quality of the citizenry 
that was required by the imagined new China. Along with newspapers, movies, radio, and 
exhibitions, public speaking became a technique for fostering citizen education, and a fixed 
and disciplined part of China’s nation-building effort.178 Significantly, the Nationalist party-
state absorbed this style of public address into their civic rituals and political campaigns, as a 
mechanism for behavior management and for suppressing local dissidents. Since the late 
1920s, the Guomindang government issued over twenty commemorative days as a special 
                                                 
173 Xiong Yuezhi, “Wanqing Shanghai siyuan kaifang yu gonggong kongjian de tuozhan” [The opening of 
Shanghai private gardens and expansion of public space during the late Qing period], Xueshu yuekan, no.8 (1998): 
73-77. The revolutionary newspaper Subao regularly and prominently published lectures given there. 
174 The Central Park was opened in 1914, on the basis of previous the Altar of Earth and Grain. About the rally, see 
Sidney D. Gamble, Peking: A Social Survey under the Auspices of the Princeton University Center in China and the 
Peking Young Men’s Christian Association (New York: George H. Doran, 1921), 237.  
175 Guangzhou minguo ribao, 9 March 1924. 
176 Yang Jifu and Liu Yanmou ed., Chengdu shizheng nianjian [Chengdu municipal yearbook] (Chengdu: Chengdu 
shizheng gongsuo, 1928), vol.1, 359.   
177 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Dashi ji, 81.  
178 Gong Qichang, Guoming jiaoyuxue [Citizen Education] (Shanghai: Zhongzheng shuju, 1948), 343.  
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ritual cycle for the Guomindang cult of party-state.179 In these occasions, didactic speeches 
and sloganeering at scripted “national rallies” were always conducted as an indispensable 
means of popular education. Beyond temporary places like temples, train stations and docks, 
the new political ceremonies called for formal settings for public gathering and speechmaking.   
 
Outdoor Platforms 
In Wuhan, the public athletic grounds in the municipal parks were frequently used as 
venues for the massive gatherings. From Wuhan governors’ perspective, the grounds, as 
standard fields for athletic events, were broad enough to accommodate large rallies of over 
10,000 attendants. In comparison, even the biggest auditorium in the world could hardly 
allow an audience of over 10,000.180 Moreover, the face-to-face settings of the grounds, 
although uncovered, endowed the gatherings with the perception of an open-air assembly of 
freemen. In these settings, political leaders were brought vis-a-vis with people. Gone was the 
bowing and the taboo on visual contact. The people form all the classes could be the audience. 
They could see, hear, evaluate, and react to the politicians, adding a broader panorama to 
politics. The new politics of the Republic was thus made public and open. 
To serve the purpose better, an outdoor platform of public speaking (yanjiang tai) was 
designed in May 1930 at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park (Fig. 5.24). In a modest dimension, the 
platform was situated along the straightaway of the ground track field. It was approximately 
rectangular in shape, 8m long and 6m wide. The platform protruded a little bit and lifted 1.7m 
high, so that speakers’ facial expressions and movements could be more discernible. At its 
back, auxiliary rooms were furnished for rest and dress up. Particularly, an arched wall was 
constructed behind the platform in a semi-vault shape to achieve strong sound focus effects. 
According to the proposal, the sounds made on the platform would be reflected off the wall, 
                                                 
179 These days marked important days in the history of the party and the Republic and were hence commemorated 
with special ceremonies. On these days, people were not simply offered extra rest from work, but to learn about the 
history and culture of the new nation. A variety of commemorative rituals were performed for political propaganda, 
like making sacrifices to revolutionary martyrs, paying respects to the departed Party Leader Sun Yat-sen, 
celebrating the new National Day, reviewing troops and so on. 
180 Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3 (1930): gongcheng 127. 
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reinforced before being absorbed into open air, and accordingly more audible.181 This kind of 
acoustic intent can be traced in the architectural development of acoustics in the West, from 
synchronous archetypes Greek and Roman theaters, Gothic and Baroque churches, the 
nineteenth-century opera houses to the twentieth-century performance spaces. Furthermore, 
modern instruments like microphones and loudspeakers were also equipped to amplify the 
speaking.182 Through architectural and technical means, the platform created a space not only 
for seeing, but also for hearing and speaking.  
 
Fig. 5.24 Design of an Outdoor Platform for Public Speaking at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 1930 
(Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
Another consideration was multi-use. The platform and ground, to some extent, were 
designed to be all things to all people. Constructed with a moderate stage, a flat floor and 
simple movable stands, the field could serve as an open-air lecture hall, a concert site, a 
                                                 
181 Ibid.  
182 The equipment can be found on photos of public lectures, see Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu [Secretariat of 
Hankou municipal government], ed., Shizheng gaikuang: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu san zhounian [Introduction of 
municipal development: Commemorating the third anniversary of Hankou municipality] (Hankou: Hankou shi 
zhengfu, 1942), illustrations.   
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playground for athletic events, a drilling field for national defense, etc.183 The characteristic of 
multi-use was mainly due to economical considerations. The Hankou municipal government 
lacked the funds to support more sophisticated single-purpose lecture or music halls, which 
could definitely perform any single function well.184 In comparison, the supposedly multi-
purpose grounds required much smaller investment and worked more economically, although 
their acoustics was relatively poor, sight-lines questionable and support facilities grossly 
inadequate. Given Hankou government’s fiscal shortage, the grounds were among the 
affordable places for large-scale public assemblies.  
Indeed, the public athletic grounds in Wuchang and Hankou accommodated a majority of 
public gatherings in massive numbers. On specific occasions like Sun Yat-sen’s Birthday and 
Demise, thousands of Wuhan residents gathered at the public athletic grounds. In 1932, it was 
at Hankou Public Athletic Ground that Chiang Kai-shek inspected the Wuhan Boy Scout and 
gave a public lecture.185 At the same place, Zhang Xueliang in 1934 made a public speech 
upon the inauguration of the Fifth Hankou Municipal Athletic Meeting, emphasizing the 
objectives of sports was to uplift people’s spirits and morals.186 In 1935, celebrations of 
Children’s Day (April 4) were staged at the public athletic grounds in Wuchang and Hankou, 
where provincial and municipal functionaries made public speakings urging the children to 
endeavor for national revival.187 Later from January to October in 1938, the two public 
athletic grounds accommodated a great many public gatherings, often with more than 10,000 
attendees. At that time, Wuhan became the staging and logistics base for defense of the 
central Yangtze region and for massive counterattacks by two million Chinese troops engaged 
against the onslaught of Japanese armored units advancing from the north and east. To serve 
the war effort, on April 9, the noted musician Xian Xinghai organized 10,000-person choral 
singing of patriotic songs; on May 1, a crowd of over 10,000 workers assembled to celebrate 
                                                 
183 Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3 (1930), gongwu 127.  
184 Don Jewell, Public Assembly Facilities (Malabar, Fla.: Krieger, 1992), 2nd ed., ix-x.  
185 Hankou zhongxi bao, 9 December 1932.  
186 Hu Changmin, and Ju Tong, “Zhang Xueliang zai han tiyu huodong diandi” [A bit about Zhang Xueliang’s 
sports activities in Wuhan], Wuhan wenshi ziliao, no. 53 (1992): 128.   
187 Hankou shimin ribao, 5 April 1935.  
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the Labor Day; and on July 7, a solemn ceremony was performed to mourn for the fallen 
soldiers in the Wuhan Defense.188  
Another important assembly place was Yuemachang [horse-parade ground] at Wuchang, 
the first square in Wuhan tri-cities. The Yuemachang was located at the south foot of the 
Snake Hill, and approximately in the center of Wuchang old town. It was established in the 
early Qing dynasty as a drill ground and the site of the Imperial Militaristic Examination. In a 
recutangular shape, the square was about 300m long from south to north and 100m wide from 
east to west. In addition to accomodate military drills, the Yuemachang was also a single 
place in Wuchang for public gatherings on many occasions, such as the Taiping Rebellion, the 
Wuchang Uprising, the May Fourth movement, the Northern Expedition, etc.189 Around 1936, 
the original Yuemachang square was reconfigured into Yuemachang Park (Fig. 3.34). Besides 
artificial gardens and children’s playfield, a broad multi-purpose ground was arranged in the 
northwest area. An outdoor stage, about three to four steps high, was built facing the south. 




In addition to the outdoor grounds, lecture halls were constructed in Wuhan as an indoor 
space where the public could rally. In early twentieth-century China, lecture halls were 
considered as a new type of public architecture, like municipal offices, schools and 
libraries.190 They were often configured in grand dimensions for large-scale public meetings, 
                                                 
188 Wuhan shi zhengxie wenshi ziliao weiyuanhui, ed. Kangzhan zhong de Wuhan [Wuhan in the Anti-Japanese 
defense] (Wuhan: Wuhan chubanshe, 1985), 177; Wuhan shi Zhongshan Gongyuan, ed., Zhongshan gongyuan 
cangsang, 22.  
189 In 1853 after the Taiping army occupied Wuchang, they ever set an altar at Yuemachang for political 
propaganda. On November 2, 1911, a special ceremony was held in the square to make Huang Xing’s appointment 
as Wartime Commander-in-chief of the revolutionary army. Huang Xing and Li Yuanhong rode abreast before the 
rank and file of the army, and both delivered speeches during the ritual. In 1919, over 3,000 students form Wuhan 
tri-cities gathered in the place to express support for the May Fourth movement. In 1926 an estimated 300,000 
people came together at Yuemachang to celebrate the success of Northern Expedition. See Hsueh Chun-tu, Huang 
Hsing, 114; Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Dashi ji, 88.  
190 Gu Yaqiu, “Jianzhu sheji yu dushimei zhi guanzi” [The Relationship between architectural design and urban 
aesthetics”, Dongfang zazhi 23, no.9 (1926): 8.  
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and became landmarks of the Chinese cityscape. In Guangzhou, for instance, the Sun Yat-sen 
Memorial Auditorium was constructed since the late 1920s. It was designed by a Chinese 
architect Lü Yanzhi, who just finished the design of Sun Yat-sen’s Mausoleum in Nanjing. In 
a palatial traditional Chinese style, its plan took the form of an octagon, with three extended 
porches and a seating capacity of 4,700.191 The Auditorium accommodated the Weekly 
Memorial Services in commemoration of Sun Yat-sen, and also held a great many 
conferences of political or administration nature.192 In Shanghai, according to the grand plan 
of Shanghai’s new Civic Center, immediately behind the Mayor’s Building would rise the 
great roof of the Municipal Auditorium, which could accommodate 3,000 people.193  
In the case of Wuhan, a municipal auditorium was first proposed in 1929. The technocrats 
recognized that the auditorium was an indispensable facility for public assembly and 
education. In comparison with the open athletic grounds, the auditorium would protect the 
audience from the weather, and satisfied their requirements to see, hear and sit comfortably. 
Since the municipal auditorium, by its very nature, was a kind of public architecture, it was to 
be designed and built by the Public Works Bureau.194 According to the project specification, 
the auditorium would be a capacious, reinforced-concrete building of 1023.5m2. It could sit 
nearly 2,000 people on the first and second floors, and thus most of municipal public 
meetings could be held there.195 The auditorium was to be sited at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park, 
the place considered as the city’s premier civic amenity and space at that time. According to 
Hankou’s zoning plan (Fig. 2.6), the proposed Hankou civic center was to be located rightly 
to the south of Zhongshan Park. Practically, the municipal auditorium could be arranged in 
combination with Hankou Municipal Library, since they were both educational institutions 
                                                 
191 Peter G. Rowe and Seng Kuan, Architectural Encounters with Essence and Form in Modern China (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 2002), 72-73.   
192 Edward Bing-shuey Lee, Modern Canton (Shanghai: The Mercury Press, 1936), 132.  
193 Tang Leang-li, ed. Reconstruction in China, 337-38.  
194 Hankou tebieshi gongwuju, ed. Hankou tebieshi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.1 (1929): gongcheng jihua 30. 
195 Ibid., gongcheng jihua 30-31. 
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for the public.196 Nevertheless, because of severe financial difficulties, the auditorium existed 
only on paper in the Nationalist era.197  
On a smaller scale, some moderate lecture halls were constructed in or next to Wuhan’s 
municipal parks. The earliest one was the lecture hall in Hubei Consultative Bureau building, 
i.e., the Red Mansion, established in 1909 by the Qing government for “preparing the 
Constitution” (yubei lixian). From 1909 to 1910 in the constitutional reforms, the new local, 
provincial, and national assemblies emerged as forums for speech-making. The Hubei Public 
Assembly was in a new, specially constructed Western-style building (Fig. 5.25), at the 
southern foot of Snake Hill and to the north of Yuemachang. Aiming at a break with past, the 
building eschewed traditional Chinese styles of walls compounds and enclosed courtyards. 
Instead, it adopted a two-story Western-style structure of brick and timber, with a belfry 
standing on the top, and opened directly onto the streets. The building was said to imitate the 
office of Jiangsu Consultative Bureau, which was supposedly modeled on the Japanese Diet 
building.198 Under Zhang Jian’s leadership, the Jiangsu Consultative Bureau and its novel 
office were extremely influential during the nationwide constitutional reforms.199 As the site 
of Hubei Provincial Assembly, the building contained a spacious rectangular lecture hall (Fig. 
5.26) in the middle of the back for a modern politics of meetings. In this lecture hall, the stage 
was placed in a recess at the northern end, so as to ensure satisfactory viewing angles. The 
ground rose form north to south, and 132 seats were furnished with long tables of arc 
shape.200 The raked seating gave the audience a clear view of lecturer, and helped to 
                                                 
196 “Gongwu xingzheng jihua gailue” [Abbreviated plans on public works and municipal administrative], in 
Hankou tebieshi shizheng jihua gailue [Summary of Hankou municipal administrative plan], ed. Hankou tebieshi 
zhengfu mishuchu [Secretariat of Hankou Municipal Government] (Hankou: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu, 
1929), 7-8. 
197 Later in 1951, an auditorium named People’s Auditorium (Renmin huitang) was built at the original mini golf 
course in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park. With a capacity of 5,000, it was said to be the largest auditorium in Wuhan 
tri-cities at that time. See Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin: 1840-1985 [Wuhan gardens, groves and parks: 
1840-1985] (Wuhan: Wuhan shi yuanlinju, 1987), 87-89.   
198 Gan Jun, Xinhai shouyi honglou, 6.  
199 The Jiangsu building was designed by Sun Zhixia, who was trained in the newly-established surveying and civil 
engineering department of Nantong normal school. Upon his graduation in 1909 and on the recommendation of 
Zhang Jian, Sun went to Nanjing to participate in the design and construction of the office of the provincial 
consultative bureau. In the course of that work, he was sent to Japan to examine the architecture of the Japanese 
Diet building, after which the office building for the consultative bureau was supposedly modeled. In late 1909, at 
the age of 27, Sun completed the Nanjing project. 
200 Gan Jun, Xinhai shouyi honglou, 4-5. 
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concentrate their attention. Furnished with modern staging, lighting, and raked seats, the 
lecture hall offered a more comfortable venue than the noisy outdoor places.  
 
Fig. 5.25 Building of Hubei Consultative Bureau, i.e., the Red 
Mansion, ca.1911 (Source: Edwin J. Dingle, China’s 
Revolution 1911-1912: A Historical and Political Record of 
the Civil War, to face p.35) 
 
Fig. 5.26 Lecture Hall in the Hubei 
Consultative Bureau building, 2005 
 
In addition, some intimate conference buildings were built in the resort settings of 
Wuhan’s municipal parks, for instance, Baobing Hall at Wuchang Park, Wuquan Hall and 
Tijin Hall at Hankou’s Zhongshan Park. Originally as the historical shrine temple for Zhang 
Zhidong, Baobing Hall (Fig. 5.27) was about 26m long, 17m wide and 10m high. It was in 
traditional Chinese timber-and-brick structure, topped by a single-eaved xieshan roof and 
surrounded by a circle of corridor. After an overhaul renovation in 1928, it became a popular 
conference site for moderate public gatherings.201 In Hankou, Wuquan Hall (Fig. 5.28) and 
Tijin Hall (Fig. 5.29) were constructed to the west of the mini-golf course in Zhongshan Park. 
Different from the traditional Chinese form as Baobing Hall, the two halls were single-storied 
concrete structures approximately in an international style. Wuquan Hall was completed in 
1934. It consisted of a square main hall and an elliptic side hall, totally about 200m2.202 To the 
north of Wuquan Hall, Tijin Hall was built up in 1942. Its plan was of a rectangular shape, 
31.5m long and 12m wide.203 These conference halls usually had flat floor, portable seating, 
flexible to accommodate more kinds of activities such as exhibitions.204  
                                                 
201 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Wenwu zhi, 52. 
202 It was renamed “Kangle Hall”, then “Laigan Hall” by Wang Jingwei in 1942, and finally “Shengli Hall” in 
1945. See Lü Xuegan, “Hankou Zhongshan Gongyuan,” 37.  
203 Hankou tebieshi zhengfu mishuchu [Secretariat of Hankou municipal government], ed. Shizheng gaikuang: 
Hankou tebieshi chengli sizhounian jinian tekan [Introduction of municipal development: Commemorating the 
fourth anniversary of Hankou] (Hankou: Houkoushi zhengfu, 1943), Shehui 28, and Gongwu 57. 
204 For instance, some of them had ever been reorganized into exhibition space, housing exhibitions for promoting 
domestic products. In September 1945 when the Chinese eventually defeated the Japanese, Tijin Hall was 
rearranged into Shouxiang Hall as the place where the Chinese accepted the surrender from the Japanese army in 
central China. See Lü Xuegan, “Wuhan shouxiang tang yu shouxiang bei” [Shouxiang Hall and Shouxiang 
Monument in Wuhan], Wuhan chunqiu, no.4 (1999): 39-40.  
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Fig. 5.27 Baobing Hall at Wuchang Park, ca.1930s (Source: Wuhan dang’anguan and Wuhan 
bowuguan, ed. Wuhan jiuying, 120; Hubei jianshe yuekan 1, vol.12, unpaged ) 
 
  
Fig. 5.28 Wuquan Hall at Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, ca.1946 (Source: Wuhan wenhua chubanshe, 
ed. Xin Wuhan zhinan, unpaged) 
Fig. 5.29 Tijin Hall at Hankou’s Zhongshan 
Park, ca.1943 (Source: Hankou tebieshi zhengfu 
mishuchu, ed. Shizheng gaikuang: Hankou tebie 
shi zhengfu sanzhounian, unpaged) 
 
Popular Tea Gardens (minzhong chayuan) 
Along with the new constructions, several traditional tea houses in Wuhan’s municipal 
parks were rearranged into popular tea gardens for popular education. In China, teahouse was 
a traditional institution of sociability, serving as a center of information, a locus of leisure and 
social gatherings, an occasional office and marketplace for many practitioners, and an arena 
where various social forces competed for status and influence. In Wuhan, the great popularity 
of teahouses was mainly a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century phenomenon, closely 
linked to the urbanization and modern development of the city.205 Teahouse soon became one 
of the most affordable public social spaces, because for several copper coins, one could easily 
pass two to three hours there. Within large municipal parks of Wuhan, local businessmen also 
                                                 
205 Tu Wenxue, ed. Wuhan tongshi: Zhonghua Minguo juan (xia) [General History of Wuhan: the volume during 
the Republican era, second half], 265. 
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ran teahouses catering to heterogeneous parkgoers.206 Usually, people used the teahouses to 
while away idle time or to engage in various purposive activities, just as they had been doing 
for centuries. This conventional, apolitical feature of the teahouses caught the attention of the 
local power holders. In their eyes, the teahouses, a kind of traditional social institutions, 
should be updated so as to fit into the new cultural and political frame.207 Accordingly, the 
local government in Wuhan transformed considerable teahouses into popular tea gardens, for 
instance, the Minsheng Teahouse in Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was reorganized into the No.5 
Popular Tea Garden.208  
The new tea gardens in Wuhan’s municipal parks usually contained the branches of 
public speaking and newspaper reading, and hence offered popular education for common 
people outside of formal education system.209 To a certain degree, they provided a different 
method to diffuse learning. Traditionally, the Confucian academies treated learning as 
something mysterious, something for only “a few special people” which the majority could 
not hope to share.210 In early decades of the Republic, the mass base was still left outside of 
new schools by the high cost. Popular education started to gain special attention in the 1930s, 
when Guomindang sought to propagate the principles of the nationalist revolution and to 
instill a strong idealism for serving the nation and bringing “civilization” to every corner of 
the country.211 Given China had a great majority of illiterates, it was impossible for the 
governors of the various territories to put their administrative program into effective 
application for the simple reason that the ignorant people cared not politics. If Guomindang 
wanted to carry out, the illiterates should be educated. In these circumstances, teahouses, one 
                                                 
206 Wuhan shi Zhongshan gongyuan, ed., Zhongshan gongyuan cangsang, 25.  
207 Hubei shengli shiyan minzhong jiaoyuguan [The Experimental Popular Education Institution of Hubei 
Province], ed. Hubei shengli shiyan minzhong jiaoyuguan bannianlai gongzuo gaikuang [Half-year work report of 
the Experimental Popular Education Institution of Hubei Province] (Hankou: Wuhan yishushe, 1933), vol.2, 215.  
208 Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vol.1 (1930): jiaoyu 27-28.  
209 Wuhan jiayu zhi cong bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Compilation committee of Wuhan gazetteers], Wuchang qu 
jianyu zhi [Education Gazetteer of Wuchang District] (Wuhan: Wuhan gongye daxue chubanshe, 1995), 532-33.  
210 Suzanne Pepper, Radicalism and Education Reform in 20th-Century China: The Search for an Ideal 
Development Model (Cambridge England; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 80.  
211 Chung Lu-chai, A History of Democratic Education in Modern China (Taipei: Cheng Wen Pub. Co., 1974), 
203-04. The book was first published by the Commercial Press, Shanghai, in 1934. And it was the writer’s 
dissertation titled “Democratic Tendencies in the Development of Modern Education in China” for the partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for his doctoral degree in Stanford University, U.S.A., in the year 1930. The last 
chapter was newly added in order to bring his data up-to-date.  
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of the most popular sites for social communication, were reorganized into popular tea gardens. 
They were supervised by the local government, and gave free lectures periodically to all the 
teahouse-goers, including reports on current political situations and teachings of the Three 
Principles of the People and the ideology of the Guomindang.212  
Admittedly, the physical settings in Wuhan’s municipal parks provided diversified venues 
for public speaking, a new public form of political communication to incorporate the populace 
into politics in modern China. They covered a variety of types, including broad outdoor 
grounds, grand auditorium, moderate lecture halls, intimate conference rooms, and popular 
tea gardens, and had different capacities ranging from 100 to over 10,000. They were 
generally designed with a multi-purpose intent, flexible and economical in use. Some of them 
also contained an acoustic consideration, and equipped with new instruments of modern 
communication, so as to make speeches more audible to the audience. Practically, they 
catered to public assemblies at different levels and scales, and reached a considerable 
percentage of the heterogeneous people.   
 
Conclusion 
In early twentieth-century China, the cultivation of a committed citizenry was regarded as 
a pressing responsibility. Seeing the profound challenge of China’s nationhood from an 
empire to a nation-state in the early twentieth century, the Republican elite endeavored to 
transform imperial subjects “scattered like loose sand” into a politically conscious citizenry. 
This citizenship discourse, upon the increasing encroachment from the Western powers, urged 
the cultural transformation of a passive people, instilling in them a sense of national purpose 
to save China. Only when the Chinese people could be mobilized to serve the state’s pleasure 
would foreign imperialism be repulsed and China claim a national space on the contemporary 
world map.  
                                                 
212 Hankou shi zhengfu jianshe gaikuang, vol.1 (1930): jiaoyu 27-28.  
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Among the efforts of mass mobilization, the late Sun Yat-sen was used by the 
Guomindang government as a father symbol who could crystallize and establish its national 
patrimony, unite the masses of China under his charisma, and also establish the 
Guomindang’s authority and legitimacy. Throughout China, a variety of means were adopted 
to canonize Sun into the overarching symbol of the nation, the embodiment of nationalism, 
the father of the revolution. In this context, the municipal government constructed Zhongshan 
Park in Hankou. By configuring memorial structures and holding commemorative rituals, it 
familiarized the common people with the image and ideology of Sun Yat-sen, and propagated 
that Sun was the heroic founder of the Guomindang party and the Republic of China, for the 
purpose of uniting diverse groups and inspiring them to complete his unfinished task of the 
nationalist revolution. Like Zhongshan Park, the other municipal parks in Wuhan tri-cities 
were also enlisted in the service of the dominant ethos. Led by the local government, the 
legend of Sun was reformulated in heroic and classic proportion; the rituals like Weekly 
Commemorative Service and new means of public speaking were appropriated routinely for 
political propaganda and mass education. Essentially, the municipal parks were not only 
places of recreation and viewing, but also symbolic and calendar spaces of collective 
remembering.  
The memorial structures, whether in subject, physicality or placement, were always 
endowed with definite political connotations. Commissioned by the local government, the 
memorial structures served the common purpose by commemorating the Guomindang’s 
revolutionary heroes and their roles in fostering the new Republic. Architecturally, the wide 
collection, ranging from archways, tombs, stele pavilions, cemeteries, monuments to 
sculptures, mostly blended Chinese and Western components. The combination aimed at 
representing modern pursuits and embodying traditional cultural identity. Visually, the 
memorial structures often took on distinctive appearances, and hence carried a powerful 
emotive charge, provoking the public to ponder the significance of the commemorated figures 
and events. And they were often annotated with inscriptions and decorated with emblems, 
explicitly guiding the viewer’s imagination about Sun Yat-sen, the Guomindang party and the 
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nation-state. In addition, they unexceptionally used enduring materials like stone, concrete 
and bronze, competent for perpetuating the existence of the subjects remembered and 
prolonging the shared memories.213  
Furthermore, upon the placement in the municipal parks, the new kind of public space 
established by the Guomindang government, the memorial structures were closely woven into 
the fabric of the local life. At that time, Wuhan tri-cities had not ever developed a comparable 
centrally located public space as civic squares in Western cities. Instead, the municipal parks, 
such as Hankou’s Zhongshan Park and Wuchang’s Yuemachang Park, were considered as the 
city’s premier civic amenity and space. They were opened free of charge for the public, and 
people from all sections of the society could enter and enjoy. Accordingly after being 
installed at the municipal parks, the memorial structures became physically associated with 
and even participated in social life, and capable of enabling a simultaneous collective 
experience of community.214  
The public monuments were mostly inaugurated on official commemorative days, like 
October 10, the National Day of the Republic, or June 1, the day of placing Sun Yat-sen’s 
coffin in peace. And the local government always reserved a dominating role during the 
ceremonies. To a certain degree, the inauguration of a public monument was yet another 
significance political act: it was commonplace to orchestrate the unveiling of a monument for 
local power holders to then wax eloquent on patriotism, nationhood, and the achievements of 
the current government.215 In Wuhan, the local government unexceptionally used the 
inauguration ceremony, as an opportunity to guild people’s collective memory, remind them 
of the heroic deeds of the past and prompt them to accept the challenges and responsibilities 
of the present. Therefore, both territorially and dramaturgically, the memorial structures 
constituted a spatial and visual syntax of commemoration, through which the all-
encompassing cult of the party-nation-state were rendered palpable and articulate.  
                                                 
213 Lai Delin, “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument,” 26.  
214 Ibid.   
215 Boime, Hollow Icons, 13.  
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In addition, a variety of physical settings were concretized in the municipal parks for 
public speaking, including extensive outdoor grounds, spacious auditorium, moderate lecture 
halls, intimate conference rooms, and popular tea gardens. Public speaking, a quicker way of 
inciting people than reading, was heavily employed by the government as a new method to 
form public opinion and reform the masses in China. The settings in Wuhan’s municipal 
parks provided diversified and flexible venues for public speaking at different levels and 
scales, and reached a considerable percentage of the heterogeneous people. As the 
government authorities envisioned, the audience in chairs, on stools, or standing in athletic 
grounds, listened to the instructive lectures, voiced their support for their government, and 
expressed loyalty to the Chinese nation – pledging themselves to keep on improving it 
through hard work and diligence. The various physical settings, together with public lectures 
held there, visualized and vocalized the new citizenship in early twentieth-century Wuhan.   
From the revealing perspective, the physical structures and settings were consciousness-
raising efforts controlled and manipulated by the Guomindang party. They involved a dual 
process what might be characterized as “awakening” and “disciplining”. On the one hand, the 
spatial representations were concerned above all with people’s consciousness, and aimed at 
transform the traditional political apathy and poor memories of the Chinese people. On the 
other hand, they were dominated by the Guomindang’s expanding cult of Sun Yat-sen, giving 
a clear sense of the Guomindang’s self appointed role in leading the Chinese revolution and 
dominating the nation-state. Directly or metaphorically, the physical structures and settings in 
Wuhan’s municipal parks encapsulated an authoritarian, or at least paternalistic, agenda of 
bringing about mass mobilization and also attaining political legitimacy.  
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Chapter 6  Negotiations between Progress, Privilege 
and Tradition  
From scientific knowledge, tiyu, to political mobilization and discipline, the municipal 
governments in Wuhan indeed had made some progress in transforming not only the physical 
landscape but also the local society, as described in the previous chapters. However, it is 
worth noticing that these admirable achievements were not made easily. Like urban 
reconstruction campaigns of other Chinese cities in the 1920s and 1930s, the project of 
building Wuhan’s park-and-parkway network encountered many obstacles and interventions. 
Whether great natural parks, small breathing places, or parkways as “green arteries”, they 
were never built smoothly, nor were they completely actualized in conformity with initial 
plans. This chapter accordingly investigates the obstacles and failures, and unveils the 
conflicts and negotiations in the actual construction of the park-and-boulevard network. 
Particularly, Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue, the parkway built earliest and the most influential 
one, is elaborated as a specific case at first.  
 
6.1 Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue  
Breaking ground in 1929, the Riverfront Avenue at Hankou was the first parkway built by 
the newly-established Wuhan government. In an astonishing resolution and dispatch, the 
Hankou technocrats cleared away thousands of shanty houses, godowns and other obstacles, 
and constructed the 40m-wide parkway and over 20m-high embankment in a most scientific 
way. The parkway was also the most influential one, changing the whole appearance of the 
Chinese riverfront. Wide, paved, clean, and tree-lined, the Riverfront Avenue made a deep 
impression on all who visited them, the Chinese and foreigners alike. It remains to be a 
symbol of the city’s former glory admired by many Wuhan residents today.  
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Due to its extraordinary scale and complexity, the Riverfront Avenue project was carried 
out step by step from 1929 to 1937. In July 1929, under the mayorship of Liu Wendao, the 
Hankou municipal council accepted Wu Guobing’s suggestion, and decided to construct a 
modern avenue from the previous British Concession upstream to the native city along the 
Han River, together with stone embankment and dockyard facilities.1 The engineers in 
Hankou’s Public Works Bureau quickly drew up the route plan (Fig. 6.1-6.5), and announced 
the removal schedule and compensation methods, ordering all the occupants in the way to 
vacate within three months after the notice. Punctually in October 1929 the Riverfront 
Avenue project broke ground. At first, a 580m-long boulevard was constructed from the 
Jianghan Customhouse to Zhoujia Lane by July 1930, together with 500m-long embankment, 
three culverts, eleven piers and two public toilets.  
 
Fig. 6.1 Classified Road Map of Hankou, 1930 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi 
gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
                                                 
1 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (7),” 122-24.   
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Fig. 6.2  Part of Hankou’s Classified Road Map, 1930 
 
 
Fig. 6.3  Plan of Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue, from Jianghan Customhouse to Guojia Lane, 1929 
(Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
 
Fig. 6.4  Plan of the Riverfront Avenue, from Minquan Road to Jijia Mouth, 1930 (Source: Hankou shi 
gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
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Fig. 6.5  Section of Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue, 1930 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi 
gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
Essentially, the grand riverfront project was an ambitious extension of the existing Bund 
of foreign concessions. The foreign Bund was built since the 1860s after Hankou was 
declared as a treaty port and the British settled along the Yangtze.2 Hankou, situated at the 
confluence of the Han River and the Yangtze, and a point which could still be reached by 
ocean-going steamers, had long been an important entrepot for river-borne trade.3 Before the 
arrival of foreigners in the 1860s, Hankou had been a narrow strip of land hugging the 
shoreline of the Han River for a stretch of nearly four miles and the Yangtze for an additional 
mile, due to its dependence on waterway commerce. It was clear that powerful waterways of 
the Yangtze and Han were both the arteries for trading. Nevertheless, the swift flow and broad 
expanse of the Yangtze daunted the commercial crafts, the main conveyance tool at that time.4 
The local Chinese people thus had to cluster upstream along the Han for trading activities, 
leaving the broad plots downstream along the Yangtze vacant. Until the 1850s, the eight piers 
                                                 
2 In 1861, Hankou was declared open as a treaty port in pursuance of the provisions of the Treaty of Tianjin and 
the Beijing Convention. At the same year, British Concession was established along the Yangtze in the city. See Pi 
Mingxiu, Jindai Wuhan chengshi shi [Urban History of Modern Wuhan] (Beijing: China Social Sciences Press, 
1993), 33-38.  
3 William T. Rowe, Hankow: Commerce and Society in a Chinese City, 1796-1889 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1984), 53-54. 
4 Ibid.; Pi Mingxiu, Jindai Wuhan, 109.  
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of Hankou had been entirely located along the Han.5 Therefore, for the newcome Englishmen 
who owned the latest steamship and picked upon the Yangtze, the first requirement was to 
make the Yangtze riverside safe and accessible to shipping.    
When completed, the Bund was said to be one of the finest in China, with a length of 
730m, a breadth of 25m, its lofty and noble river wall and fine flights of stone stairs, 
ascending nearly 15m from the Yangtze.6 As the River rose and fell dramatically between 
seasons, it was necessary to construct a stone embankment or bund, at least 12m above low 
water. As remarkably as the Bund, a broad promenade and a carriage-way were configured 
above the embankment, soon lined with trees and furnished with benches. As the old 
postcards (Fig. 6.6) illustrated, the riverfront esplanade was an exceptionally scenic, open, 
and well-planted stretch of public space, embracing modern amenities the foreigners enjoyed 
in their home country, such as gravel or macadam paving, electric lighting and so on. 
Although explicitly excluded from the concession area, the Chinese people were increasingly 
attracted by the elegantly landscaped riverfront esplanade. In the late 1880s, the police of the 
British Concession increasingly took to whipping and otherwise physically assaulting Chinese 
curiosity-seekers who expressed too great an interest in this attraction, or appeared likely to 
attempt a forced entry.7 In the 1890s, the foreign concession area was expanded by the 
German, Russian, French, and Japanese zones (Fig. 6.7), and the splendid Bund and 
esplanade were elongated to 3,600m and further developed (Fig. 6.8).8 Orderly, well laid out 
and in a foreign style, the magnificent Bund, the expansive esplanade, and colonial and 
neoclassical buildings alongside became an icon of Hankou in the early twentieth century.9     
                                                 
5 Pi and Wu, ed. Hankou wubainian, 64.  
6 Isabella Bird, The Yangtze Valley and Beyond: An Account of Journeys in China, Chiefly in the Province of Sze 
Chuan and among the Man-Tze of the Some Territory (London, John Murray 1899: reprinted by Ch’eng Wen 
Publishing Company, Taipei, 1972), 61.  
7 William T. Rowe, Hankow: Conflict and Community in a Chinese City, 1796-1895 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1989), 273.  
8 The British concession was joined by a German concession (1895), a Russian concession (1896), a French 
concession (1896) and a Japanese concession (1898). See Pi, Jindai Wuhan, 58-59. 
9 Bird, The Yangtze Valley, 68-70; Kemp Tolley, Yangtze Patrol: The U.S. Navy in China (Annapolis: Naval 
Institute Press, 1971), 145; Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (7),” 123.  
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Fig. 6.6  The riverfront esplanade at Hankou British Concession, ca.1880s (Source: Fraser, “Hankou,” 
157; Lao mingxinpian, 153) 
 
 
Fig. 6.7  Map of Wuhan tri-cities with foreign concessions at Hankou indicated, ca.1900s (Source: 
Yangtze Patrol, unpaged) 
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Fig. 6.8 Scenes at Hankou Foreign Bund, ca.1920s (Source: Lao mingxinpian, 153; Wuhan zhinan, 
unpaged) 
 
However, in sharp contrast to the stretch of the elegant Bund was the dense mass of ill-
looking houses in the Chinese districts (Fig. 6.9), where thousands of the poorer class of 
coolies lived. The one or two story abodes were propped up on slender and casual poles 
lashed together till the requisite length was gained. Some poles leaning one way, some 
another, while the dwelling they upbore owed their continued existence to their involuntary 
mutual support, and to the pestilent habit which such ramshackle buildings had everywhere of 
hanging together. Underneath the houses, residents dumped ugly and rotten rubbish, till 
summer flood carried them away. Sometimes the flood also swept away a great many of these 
dwellings and caused much loss life.10 Almost below these precarious adobes, on the mud 
slope above the river spread hundreds of mat huts, which had to be removed as the water rose. 
These were kennels of the very lowest and poorest local people like beggars.11 The 
dilapidated huts and unsightly people were not only visually offensive, but also extremely 
hazardous to health and safety. Located along the foreign Bund, they were undoubtedly a 
foremost eyesore for everyone passing by.   
                                                 
10 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanly xing (7),” 123-24. 
11 Bird, The Yangtze Valley, 72-78.  
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Fig. 6.9  A view of Hankou Chinese riverfront from Hanyang, ca.1899 (Source: Bird, The Yangtze 
Valley and Beyond, 76) 
 
What’s more, the riverside thoroughfare of the Chinese city receded to the back of the 
slum huts, but was still liable to be altogether submerged during the summer.12 The road, 
merely 3 or 4m wide and irregularly paved, wound in and out due to the overgrowth of 
buildings at both sides. And heaps of filth accumulated in the native street. Garbage collection 
and street cleaning, which in some eighteenth-century European cities had already begun to 
come under municipal control, were left in Hankou to the neighborhoods. The inevitable 
result was an inconsistency based on the individual neighborhood’s financial capabilities. 
Sewage – removing human excrement from households and the city’s several large public 
latrines – was an even greater problem. In some places the ditches were open and perpetually 
blocked up. Cesspools which had no outlet saved in the bubbles of gas which slowly and 
loudly distilled from the blooding filth and filled the air with their concentrated effluvia.13 
Obviously, the road was in a very bad state of repair, and lagged far behind the urban growth. 
As some visitors commented, one part of Hankou, the concession areas, were standing on 
their dignity, presenting a Western aspect what might be regarded as the Chicago or St. Louis 
of China, while the other half had considerable difficulty in standing at all.14  
This strikingly-contrasted situation persisted till the late 1920s, when the new 
municipality was established under the Nanjing Nationalist regime and political turmoil and 
                                                 
12 North-China Herald, 27 September 1881.  
13 Rowe, Hankow: Conflict and Community, 170-71.  
14 John Foster Fraser, “Hankou,” in China’s Treaty Ports: Half Love and Half Hate: An Anthology, ed. Chris Elder 
(Hong Kong; New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 156-57; Wing Yung, My life in China and America 
(New York: Holt, 1909), 90-91.  
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warlord fighting came to an end. At that time, anti-imperialist feelings were at a feverish pitch 
in Wuhan. The recent recovery of Chinese sovereignty over the British Concession zone in 
Hankou not only won a diplomatic triumph for the Nationalist government at Wuhan, but also 
greatly increased the prestige of the regime and further strengthened the self-confidence of the 
native administrators.15 The new Hankou Municipality was staffed with a number of foreign-
trained, competent administrative and technical personnel. Following Sun Yat-sen’s 
revolutionary objectives,16 they were eager to make clear that the Chinese were henceforth 
able to take care of Hankou’s development as a modern metropolis.17 In their eyes, the 
backward and unsanitary conditions of the Chinese riverfront definitely manifested the 
incapacity and inefficiency of the previous local administration in comparison with the 
foreigners. Therefore, it was really vital and urgent to have an equivalent showpiece 
boulevard along the Chinese riverfront, raised above the flood mark, paved with macadam 
and asphalt, adorned with trees and flowers, and equipped with drains and lamps. As one of 
the first stops on any visitor’s itinerary to Wuhan, the finished Riverfront Avenue would 
unfold a brand new cityscape to visitors.18 This would be a most effective signal that 
foreigners were no longer needed.  
Moreover, the project would not only rival the existing foreign Bund, but would also 
serve as a window on Hankou’s progress towards modernization. As an urban-reform 
advocacy, a finely engineered road was widely taken as an early twentieth-century hallmark 
of modern urbanism. The economic benefits of such objects were touted by no less an 
                                                 
15 Upon the success of the Northern Expedition in 1926, a new nationalist regime under the left wing of GMD was 
established in Wuhan. The most notable success was the recovery of Chinese sovereignty over the British 
Concession zone in 1927. On 15 March 1927, the previous British Council, which had been set up in 1861, was 
dissolved. The administration of the concession area was formally handed over to the Chinese authorities. Under 
the leadership of the new Nationalist government, a Special Administrative District No.3 was established, taking 
charge of the policing of the concession and the management of the public works and sanitation. The concessions 
originally numbered five: the British, Russian, French, German and Japanese. The German surrendered theirs in 
1917, and it became the Special Administrative District No.1. The Russian Concession in 1920 was changed to 
Special Administrative District No.2. The British were forced to give up theirs in 1927 after it was taken over by 
mobs. See Lee En-han, China’s Recovery of the British Hankow and Kiukiang Concessions in 1927 (Perth: 
University of Western Australia, Centre for East Asian Studies, 1980).  
16 One of Sun Yat-sen’s early revolutionary objectives was the abolition of the so-called unequal treaties so as to 
make China appear as an independent state forming part of the family of equal nations.  
17 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (11),” 135.  
18 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (9),” 121. 
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authority than Sun Yat-sen in The International Development of China.19 The relationship 
between improved transportation and local prosperity was quite clear in eastern China. In the 
case of Hankou, the riverfront project would connect the native city straightway to foreign 
concessions, enable mechanized transport, substantially improve transshipment between water 
and rail, and thus greatly stimulate economic development. Therefore, the construction of a 
new Riverfront Avenue, together with other constituent parts, was symbolic of the yearning 
for modernization and emancipation from foreign dominance.  
The local government also managed to find sources to finance the ambitious project. In 
addition to municipal taxes, the Hankou administrators recognized municipal bonds as an 
appropriate means for financing permanent improvements, such as boulevards and parks, and 
hence issued 1,500,000 municipal bonds in 1929. Actually, in late nineteenth-century 
America, urban governments had already raised municipal bonds successfully to supplement 
city taxes, and embarked on massive projects costing millions of borrowed dollars. For 
example, New York funded the development of Central Park, Brooklyn laid out Prospect Park, 
Philadelphia opened Fairmount Park, and Chicago’s park districts purchased the ring of 
preserves surrounding the city, and Boston borrowed millions for street improvements.20 In a 
similar way, municipal bonds were launched in Hankou to finance its urban reconstruction. 
Besides, Wu Guozhen was appointed the head of Hankou Finance Bureau in September 1929, 
and carried out a series of effective reforms on the tax collection system in Hankou. Taxes 
started to be collected on foreign goods such as tobacco and wine, and prosperous urban 
companies were urged to purchase municipal bonds.21 In six months the municipal 
government made up the fiscal deficits and got surpluses,22 so that its energy could be direct 
to the eminent Riverfront Avenue project.  
                                                 
19 Sun Yat-sen, The International Development of China (New York: G. P. Putnam, 1929), 6. It was first published 
in 1919.  
20 Jon C. Teaford, The Unheralded Triumph: City Government in America, 1870-1900 (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1984), 285.  
21 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Caizheng zhi [Wuhan Gazetteers: Finance] (Wuhan: Wuhan daxue 
chubanshe, 1994), 36.  
22 William P. Grey, “‘The World’s Worst Job’ – The mayor of Shanghai rules over a teeming city of adventurers, 
rioters and sensitive firemen,” Life, (21 July 1947): 88.  
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Practically, the work was not taken lightly. Shortly after the removal announcement, a 
challenge was raised from Butterfield & Swire Co. (Taikoo), which ranked as Britain’s most 
proud and powerful company in the China trade. 23 Its Hankou office was located to the west 
of the Jianghan Customhouse, and some of its warehouses were right in the way of the new 
avenue project (Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3). When Hankou’s municipal government noticed the 
company to evacuate in three months and provided compensation, Taikoo refused to pull 
down their warehouses according to the removal schedule.24 At that time, as one of the largest 
foreign trading firms, Taikoo had acquired unchallenged privilege in the Hankou trade. It had 
set up three piers, and eleven storehouses of over 48,500 m2 in Hankou. Its subsidiary 
company, China Navigation Co., almost dominated Yangtze River shipping since the late 
nineteenth century.25 Even under the Guomindang’s anti-imperialism, the company kept close 
connections with the ruling elite of the Nanjing government. For instance, Taikoo offered 
Song Ziwen, the minister of Finance, a share of 30 percent in the China Navigation Co. The 
red, white, and blue Taikoo flags were seen flying over Taikoo buildings and China 
Navigation ships plying the Yangtze, automatically indicated immunity from Chinese 
interference.26 In this vein, Taikoo firmly denied the removal requirement by Hankou’s 
municipal government. 
Certainly the establishment of Nanjing anti-imperialist regime in 1927 helped to quell the 
propensity of foreign powers to interfere in local affairs. Nevertheless, the “New China” 
continued to be, following Lenin, a “semi-colonial” country. A majority of the legal privileges 
secured by the foreign powers during the Qing dynasty remained in force. British nationals 
were still exempt from Chinese jurisdiction – as they had been since 1842. They still had the 
right to uninhibited navigation in China’s coastal and inland waters. Significantly, there were 
                                                 
23 Taikoo was the Chinese name adopted by the company, meaning “great and ancient”.  
24 Xin Hankou 1, no.4 (1929): 321-22.  
25 Started at Shanghai in 1867, Taikoo in 1872 created its own shipping concern, the China Navigation Company, 
which served ports on the Yangtze River and along the Chinese coast. In 1873, the company opened a branch at 
Hankou, and operated four steamships for Shanghai-Hankou trade. In the subsequent decades, the China 
Navigation Co. came to dominate Yangtze River shipping. See Liu Kwang-Ching, Anglo-American Steamship 
Rivalry in China: 1862-1874 (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1962), 112-29.  
26 Jürgen Osterhammel, “Imperialism in Transition: British Business and the Chinese Authorities, 1931-37,” The 
China Quarterly, no. 98 (June 1984): 260-286. 
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no restrictions on foreign residence and trade in places enjoying the status of an open port.27 
Even in the Nationalist capital Nanjing, the municipal government had to observe these terms 
when building the Sun Yat-sen Road during 1928-1929. The Chinese authority was forced to 
modify the path of the road a bit, in part to avoid some foreign missionary properties along 
the original plan.28 Accordingly, upon the official evacuating notice, Taikoo insisted that its 
properties in Hankou were inviolable according to the foreigners’ privileges in China. 
However, Hankou’s municipal government stood in an uncompromising attitude. In 
September 1929, two months after the announcement, the municipal government entitled the 
Police Bureau and Public Works Bureau to pull down Taikoo warehouses by force, so that the 
Riverfront Avenue project could start on time.29 In response, Taikoo demanded Lancelot 
Giles, the British consul in Hankou, to make a formal protest to the Nanjing Government, 
aiming at solving the problem diplomatically. At the same time, the company turned to the 
newspaper press, seeking supports from public opinions. The foreigners’ privileges were 
reiterated, and Hankou’s municipal government was denounced to have no right to deal with 
any of their properties. In front of Taikoo’s heavy counterpunch and the pressure from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hankou’s municipal government rejected to make any 
modification about the original route. Instead, the government allowed Taikoo to build a 
temporary warehouse outside the Riverfront Avenue. Perhaps because Taikoo was 
discouraged by the anti-imperialist fever in Wuhan, or the British company recognized that it 
would benefit much from the proposed Riverfront Avenue, Taikoo accepted the municipal 
government’s offer and moved out (Fig. 6.10).  
                                                 
27 Ibid.   
28 “Road Widening in Nanjing,” North China Herald, 5 January 1929.  
29 Xin Hankou 1, no.4 (1929): 321-22.  
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Fig. 6.10 Taikoo warehouse at Hankou riverfront, 1929 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. Hankou shi 
gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
To a certain degree, the successful relocation of Taikoo paved the way for the following 
work (Fig. 6.11). The Public Works Bureau invoked eminent domain over the property 
through which the parkway was to be built. It required the occupants to vacate within three 
months after the notice, and arbitrarily assigned compensation to the evacuees. Little record 
can be found about the specific compensation rate to the residents, though some of them were 
held in law to be merely squatters. Inconceivably, the sudden, steep, and arguably arbitrary 
decision was accepted without disturbance or even apparent discontent among the vacating 
residents. Probably, through the forced removal of Taikoo, the unprivileged people had 
already realized the municipal government’s resolution. They did not balk at the removal 
schedule, nor the compensation figures presented to them. As Wu Guobing recalled, the 
occupants voluntarily evacuated their houses at a rapid pace, even faster than the engineers 
envisioned. In a tolerant and pragmatic manner, they sold the dismantled tiles and timbers to 
local shops. And since the prices were quite satisfactory, the stilted houses were pulled down 
promptly and with unusual energy.30 In 1930, the first section of Riverfront Avenue was 
completed as planned, bringing an unprecedented convenience and first-class beauty.  
                                                 
30 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (8),” 73.  
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Fig. 6.11  The Riverfront Avenue under construction, ca.1929 (Source: Hankou shi gongwuju, ed. 
Hankou shi gongwuju yewu baogao, no.2-3, unpaged) 
 
 The second phase started from September 1930. The road and embankment progressed 
230m upstream to Minquan Road (Minquanlu), and further 600m to Dakou Lane 
(Dakouxiang) by May 1932. The original schedule of the second phase was to reach Jijia 
Mouth, but the work was interrupted by a dreadful flood during the summer of 1931, the most 
severe catastrophe throughout the last century. In the subsequent four years, financially-
strapped municipal government had to concentrate on repairing the badly-damaged urban 
infrastructure and fortifying the water prevention works, and hence could hardly spare any 
energy to continue the Riverfront Avenue. The project was finally resumed in May 1936, and 
the Avenue was advanced 570m along the Han River to Jijia Mouth by October 1937.31 
Actually, the parkway was planned to reach Qiaokou according to the 1930 road map. 
Nevertheless, the following construction was interrupted completely by the immediate 
Japanese invasion. In reality, the Riverfront Avenue project was ended at only one third of the 
proposed length.  
 
                                                 
31 Wuhan difang zhi, ed. Chengshi jianshe zhi, 214, 221-22.  
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6.2 Dragon King Park 
In 1931 when Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue was under construction, some oppositions 
were raised among local people. They deplored the government’s action of demolishing the 
“sacred” Dragon King Temple (Longwangmiao) for the new parkway. With regard to the 
Dragon King, it was respected as the folktale dragon, and its patronage was sought and 
presumed to be hared by all Hankou people. Historically, the Chinese dragon was a 
mythological product of the hydraulic system. It gained the royal position from the early 
integration of water control and national leadership, started in Xia Dynasty (traditionally 
dated c. 2205-1766B.C.) with Yu as its founding father. The Dragon King, associated only 
with water, was a “full-time” rain-flood god in northern and central China. His very breath, 
condensed, formed the rain – not only the gentle rains of spring and summer, but the fierce 
storms that made rivers overflow their banks. And the Dragon King owned ambivalent 
characters. He might be a great helper, a hopeless spoiler, or at times, a lovable clown, which 
all depended how he exercised his power over water. The Dragon King, as the bringer of rain, 
controller of water, and arch-criminal of flood and drought, obtained credibility with the 
common people of the Chinese hydraulic society. In the imperial days, there erected 
thousands of temples in the Dragon King’s honor.  
In Hankou, the Dragon King Temple was initially built around A.D.1739 at the 
confluence tip of the Yangtze and the Han, the most dangerous place liable to be washed 
out.32 For centuries, the Dragon King was esteemed as a hydraulic magistrate, because the city, 
due to its topographic setting, had been locked in a daily life-and-death struggle with the 
Yangtze and Han flooding. The broad, “Nile-like” Yangtze was a glory of Hankou, but at the 
same time a terror. Nearly a mile wide even in winter, the Yangtze rolled majestically past the 
bund, lashed into a dangerous fury by storms, or careered buoyantly before breezes; its annual 
variations between high and low water were more than fifty feet. Besides, pouring down from 
                                                 
32 Along the Hankou shoreline, a large bulge had built up near the mouth of the Hankou River, forcing the Han to 
make a tortuous detour which accelerated its current and increased its destructive force. See Wuhan difangzhi, ed. 
Chengshi jianshe zhi, 395. 
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the highlands of northwest China, swollen enormously by spring rains and melting snows, the 
Han River was narrow, swift-flowing, and wildly unpredictable. Despite the 1,300-li Han 
River Dike, it remained continually prone to changes of course. One of these, in fact, had 
given birth to Hankou itself, and minor course changes continued to affect the port throughout. 
Roughly one year out of four Hankou experienced comparable inundation, followed by 
streams of rural refugees, food shortage, and epidemics. As a consequence, the rain-flood 
deity Dragon King, was almost appealed to all the Hankou people, and got endless stream of 
pilgrims. When the city was threatened by a severe flood, the local officials or gentries would 
hold intercessory services at the Dragon King Temple lasting several days, during which the 
people often fasted till excess rain stopped and the river water started to decrease. The 
procession occurred again when the water fell down to a satisfactory level, and people gave 
thanks for benefits received since the Dragon King had been faithful to his aquatic duty. 
Similarly, petitions for rain were hold when the city was afflicted with droughts. A 
missionary ever recorded the scene during a flood in 1887: “crackers are let off by the 
thousand, small floating fires are set adrift on the stream to pacify the river god, gongs are 
beaten, and altogether the priests have a busy time.”33 Besides the ceremonies, the Temple 
also accommodated festivals, private meetings and some of the important welfare services in 
the city, and the open space in front of it became one of the most congested points in 
Hankou.34 Both ritually and secularly, the Dragon King Temple was a landmark place in 
Hankou, attracting throngs of persons of all social strata.  
During 1930-1931 when the Riverfront Avenue progressed from Minquan Road to Dakou 
Lane, the municipal government unhesitatingly demolished the Dragon King Temple in the 
way. The engineers and reformers, who had received the training in modern science, thought 
the deity of the Dragon King, the temple and rituals in his honor were unexceptionally 
superstitious. From their scientific perspective, the flood was absolutely not a product of the 
Dragon King’s rage, but a natural phenomenon which could be explained by modern 
                                                 
33 William Spencer Percival, The Land of Dragon: My Boating and Shooting Excursions to the Gorges of Upper 
Yangtze (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1889). 
34 Rowe, Hankow: Conflict and Community, 176. 
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geographical and meteorological knowledge. To prevent a flooding, it was completely useless 
to make petitions to the Dragon King. Instead, what should be done first in Hankou was to 
accomplish systematic water conservation works to deflect the flood away from the city. 
What’s more, in front of the frequent happenings of floods, droughts and epidemic diseases, 
the scientific-minded technocrats attributed these disasters to the underdevelopment of 
modern science in China. In their eyes, the uncivilized Chinese people were not able to 
conquer the natural world via scientific methods, and this further resulted in the poverty and 
weakness in China.35 Therefore, they cleared away the Dragon King Temple, together with all 
the superstitious customs, and reconfigured the riverfront in the most scientific way. The 
avenue was raised at the height of 27.3m, according to the highest flood mark since records 
began in the 1860s. And some modern building technology were employed, such as macadam, 
asphalt and cement paving, underground storm drainage, self-flushing public toilets, electric 
street lights and landscaped median strips.  
Unfortunately, the newly-raised Riverfront Avenue along did not withstand an immediate 
dreadful flood that year. In the July of 1931, the Yangtze rose to the highest water level seen 
since, and the watermark at Hankou reached its peak, registering 28.28m.36 At that time, the 
altitude of the new Riverfront Avenue was 27.3m, in conformity to the highest level of 1870. 
Downstream the Avenue to Fenji Stove (Fenjinlu) spread the foreign Bunds (Fig. 6.7). Built 
by the British, Russian, French, German and Japanese respectively, they were in different 
heights and distinct structural arrangements. Their average altitude was merely around 27m, 
lower than the newly-established Chinese embankment. Further downstream, the 
embankment was the roadbed of the Beijing-Hankou Railway, at an even lower height of 
26m.37 Besides these embankments riverfront, the dikes backwards the city such as 
Zhanggong Dike, were in a similar altitude with the Beijing-Hankou Railway. More 
depressingly, the railway and dikes were built over twenty years before, and most of them 
                                                 
35 Tang Xingtian, “Zhongguo shehui wenti zhi yanjiu,” [Research on Chinese social problems] in Shehui, ed. 
Hankou tebieshi shehuiju [Social Bureau of Hankou Special Municipality] (Hankou: Hankou tebieshi shehuiju, 
1929), 4. 
36 Wuhan difangzhi, ed. Chengshi jianshe zhi, 351-52.  
37 Ibid., 16.  
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were badly in need of repair. Seepages, cracks, and collapses occurred at thousands of points. 
But until 1931 little renovation work had been done because of warlord conflicts and shortage 
of funds. Indeed, the municipal government organized the bulk of materials and human 
resources to build the new riverfront embankment and adopted some methods to alleviate 
periodic flooding. Nevertheless, the old deteriorated water conservation works could hardly 
stand the fury of a large-scale swelling flood.  
The result was the inundation of almost the entire floor of Hankou, half of Wuchang and 
Hanyang with devastation and destruction never before equaled in the century. The populous 
metropolis of Wuhan, the so-called Chicago of China, became the Venice of China. As shown 
on the photos (Fig. 6.12), the Riverfront Avenue of Hankou was submerged, boats plied 
between houses and offices, the foundations of buildings were softened, gardens were 
destroyed, much business stood still, frail native houses were swept away, and thousands are 
deprived of shelter and livelihood. People rendered homeless in the Wuhan area along by the 
flooding were about half a million: Hankou 230,000, Wuchang 50,000, and Hanyang 30,000, 
over 30,000 rickshaw coolie refugees and 100,000 wharf coolie refugees.38  According to the 
contemporary newspaper, the whole districts of Hankou, half of Wuchang, parts of Hanyang 
were inundated completely for 42-100 days. Song Ruhai, the executive director of Hankou 
YMCA, ever described the situation:  
… All the densely populated districts in Hankow are now submerged, making 
further thousands of people homeless and destitute.  
… Looking down from the top of the Turtle’s Hill [Tortoise Hill] at Hanyang, 
one could see a vast stretch of water at the back of Hankow. The Chinese Race Club, 
the Union Hospital, the International Race Club, and the Hankow Race Club and 
Recreational Ground with its trees, factory chimneys and other main buildings in that 
section are well under water. The Chungshan Park [Zhongshan Park] is invisible, all 
its buildings and trees being submerged. On Chisen San Maloo [Zhongshan Road] 
the water has reached almost to the roof of the Hankow Municipal Building. All the 
                                                 
38 Ibid., 351-57. 
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streets have been converted into canals along which sampans or boats and even big 
junks are busily plying instead of rickshaws and motor vehicles. In normal times, 
there are 8685 rickshaws and several hundred other vehicles running on these streets, 
but because of the high flood in their stead over 10,000 boats have been given 
permits by the Boat Commission Office to carry on traffic on these streets. The sight 
of these boats plying on the streets carrying pedestrians is an experience 
unprecedented in the life of the Hankow people. Traffic is seriously hampered.  
Much inconvenience and damage have been caused by the flooding of houses 
and shops. Practically all shops have closed their doors and business is at a complete 
standstill. The electric power companies in the Japanese Concession and S.A.D No.1 
[the No.1 Special Administration District] were put out of commission, throwing the 
city into darkness for about three weeks. Telephone lines have been effected again 
and the Post Office has only able to maintain a skeleton service. Hankow is now a 
city of stark horror. The city will take several years to recover from the extensive 
damage.39  
 
Fig. 6.12  Hankou Bund in flood, 1931 (Source: Lao zhaopian, unpaged) 
 
In the wake of the catastrophic flood, the local people witnessed the burst of the 
embankments, and some of them hence no longer trusted the water prevention methods by the 
municipal government. Instead, they deemed that the recent dismantlement of the Dragon 
                                                 
39 Song Ruhai, “Hankow’s Greatest Flood Catastroph in a Century,” in Hankou dashui xiezhen [Portraying the 
Hankou flood], ed. Song Ruhai (Hankou: Ziyou xibao guan, 1931), 3.   
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King Temple enraged the Dragon King, and he accordingly showed his wrath by flooding the 
whole region.40 Thus, the most effective way was begging the Dragon King for forgiveness 
and help. In this vein, they set up an altar at the site of the previous Dragon King Temple, 
invited Buddhist and Taoist priests, and made ceremonies day and night to pacify the 
outraged Dragon King and pray for his patronage. They promised to rebuild the Temple soon 
after the flood retreated.41 Particularly, some high-ranked military leaders such as He 
Chengjun and Xia Douyin also believed the tale and joined in the petition in person.42 At that 
time, He Chengjun was the Chairman of the Hubei provincial government, and Xia Douyin 
was the Garrison Commander of Wuhan cities. As the highest military officers in Wuhan, 
their agreement and participation resulted in a much wider conviction among the Wuhan 
residents. More and more people accepted the tale, and began to show hostility to the 
Riverfront Avenue project. The rumor even spread to foreigners. An American traveler 
recorded, “During the Great Flood of 1931 we were told that the Foreigners were responsible 
for the disaster which came upon us. In answer to the question as to ‘why’ and ‘how’ we were 
told that our example of wide street and the fine buildings along the Bund had led the Hankou 
Municipality to desire such things, and that the widening of the streets had cut off a portion of 
the temple grounds: therefore, the King of all Dragons was angry and had shown his wrath by 
pouring forth the flood waters.”43  
After the flood finally retreated in October, some Hankou residents submitted a jointly-
signed written statement seeking the government’s support to restore the Dragon King 
Temple. Firstly, they emphasized that through the centuries the Dragon King Temple had 
brought favorable auspices for Hankou, and had reduced disasters such as floods and fires. It 
was indispensable to build the Temple to ballast fengshui (geomancy) and bless the city. 
Secondly, they indicated that the Dragon King Temple had been evolved into a widely-used 
landmark site, and closely embedded in Hankou everyday life. It would bring great 
                                                 
40 Xie Qianmao and Tang Xingtian, ed. 1931nian Hankou dashui ji [Recording Hankou flood in 1931] (Hankou: 
Jianghan yinshuguan), 6.  
41 Ibid., 76.  
42 Wuhan difangzhi, ed. Chengshi jianshe zhi, 356-57.  
43 Latimer, Wuhan Trips, 1.  
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inconvenience to Hankou people, if the Temple was no longer there. Thirdly, they reminded 
that the former mayor Liu Wendao had ever promised to reconstruct the Dragon King Temple 
upon the completion of the Riverfront Avenue. Although Liu was promoted to other position, 
it was still necessary to keep the promise and restore the Temple, so as to answer Hankou 
people’s expectations.44   
To all the criticisms and petitions, the government had to take actions to pacify the 
popular consensus. In addition to great masses of other restoration works, Hubei’s Flood 
Relief Committee (Hubei shuizai shanhou weiyuanhui) cleaned up a plot near the original 
Dragon King Temple, and laid out a small garden under the name of Dragon King Park.45 
Interestingly, the Committee did not reconstruct a sacred Dragon King Temple in conformity 
with the local request, but erected a popular library free of charge for the Hankou people 
instead.46 Upon the government’s sponsorship, the library purchased the Universal Library as 
described in Chapter 3, and supplied a good collection of books, newspapers and magazines, 
including both scientific and popular readings in natural science, social science, literature and 
so on. It also appropriated a reading room for children, and purchased popular scientific 
readings such as Children’s Library (Youtong wenku). Published by the Commercial Press, 
this Series (congshu) comprised 200 volumes, covered twelve subjects such as society, citizen, 
nature, mathematics, P.E., arts and so on, and offered systematic knowledge specifically for 
pre-school children.47 In addition, public lectures were broadcasted in the library periodically, 
and topics included “Science and superstition”, “Principles of science”, etc.48 Although badly 
short of funds, the library gained considerable popularity and success. During weekends there 
came a great many readers so that extra seats were still not sufficient.49 And local newspapers 
also praised its open and modern atmosphere. In essence, the government circumvented the 
                                                 
44 Hubei shuizai shanhou weiyuanhui [Hubei’s Flood Relief Committee], ed. Gongzhen zhuankan [Special issue on 
relieving public works] (Hubei: Hubei shuizai shanhou weiyuanhui, 1934), 155-56.  
45 Wang Changfan, ed. Wuhan Yuanlin, 142.  
46 Wuhan Archives: 9-31-192.  
47 Jia Hongyan, “Minguo jiaoyu congshu chuban shulüe,” [Brief review on the publication of education series in 
the Republican era], Tushuguan zazhi 21, no.4 (2002), 76.  
48 Wuhan Archives: 9-31-192. 
49 Hankou luobinhan, 26 December 1935.  
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petition of restoring the Dragon King Temple, and built the park and popular library, 
disseminating scientific knowledge.  
 
6.3 The Green Network under Conflicts and Compromises  
Like Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue and Dragon King Park, the construction of Wuhan’s 
other parks and parkways also encountered many obstacles and interventions. Taking 
Hankou’s Zhongshan Park as an example, it was widely considered as an unmitigated success 
for Wuhan, helping to establish the city’s stature as a trendsetter in nationwide city 
reconstruction. However, its actualization and development was unexceptionally far from 
smooth. The building of Zhongshan Park was interrupted several times by the governmental 
reorganizations from 1928 to 1932. In 1928, the park project was initiated under the support 
of Li Zongren, Hu Zongduo and other key officials belonging to the Guomindang’a new 
Guangxi Clique. But several months later, the war broke out in February 1929 between the 
new Guangxi Clique and Chiang Kai-shek’s central government in Nanjing, as a result of 
Chiang’s attempts to reorganize the army and weaken the regional power at the end of the 
Northern Expedition.50 The war not only stopped the park construction, but also frustrated the 
main designer, Wu Guobing. Wu was almost to give up and leave Wuhan for Nanjing or 
Guangzhou.51 After two months, the new Guangxi Clique was thoroughly defeated, and the 
Nationalist government in Nanjing controlled Wuhan and Hubei. In April 1929, Chiang Kai-
shek appointed Liu Wendao the position of Wuhan mayor. It was under Liu’s strong support 
                                                 
50 Early in 1926, Li Zongren’s four Guangxi regiments made up the 7th Army of the Northern Expedition at Chiang 
Kai-shek’s command. Later in July 1927 after the Communist-Guomindang split at Wuhan, the Nationalists set up 
a unified regime of their own at Nanjing, called “Nanjing-Wuhan Cooperation” (Ninghan heliu). But Tang 
Shengzhi, the Guomindang military leader at Wuhan, rebelled against the unified regime. The war between Wuhan 
and Nanjing accordingly broke out in late October. Dispatched by Chiang Kai-shek, Li’s forces undertook an 
offensive which on 15 November 1927 succeeded in taking Wuhan. Led by Li Zongren, the new Guangxi Clique 
at that time controlled Guangxi and much of Guangdong, Hunan, and Hubei provinces, and made active attempts 
at modernizing, like founding universities, building over thousand kilometers of roads and extending electrification. 
However, in late 1928 at the end of the Northern Expedition, Chiang began to agitate to reorganize the army so as 
to alter the existing territorial influences among the cliques in the party quickly aggravated the relationships 
between the central government and the regional powers. In February 1929, Li Zongren and the new Guangxi 
Clique were the first to break off relations with Chiang, which effectively started the confrontation which lead to 
the Central Plains War (Zhongyuan dazhan).  
51 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (7),” 121.   
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that the Zhongshan Park could continue and open in October that year. However, despite of 
Liu’s achievement, in 1931, he was edged out by contemporary Hubei governor, He Chengjun, 
due to conflicts between the rival Guomindang factions within Chiang’s government.52 The 
successive mayor, He Baohua, cared little for urban reconstruction, so the park enlargement 
proposal was immediately shelved.53 In the second half of 1931, the Zhongshan Park was 
totally flooded. Till 1932, after Wu Guozhen assumed the role of Hankou mayor, the 
Zhongshan Park started to be renovated from the ruins of the 1931 flood catastrophe.54   
What’s more, during the terms of capable mayors such as Liu Wendao and Wu Guozhen, 
the park project also encountered many interventions. After the formal opening of Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park, considerable people coveted its success, and tried to seize this lucrative 
work as they imagined. Some powerful officials in the Nanjing government kept 
recommending their trusted fellows to take the park director. For instance, Xiang Dao was 
introduced by Ju Zheng in 1929, Yi Juxian was sent to Hankou by certain powerful military 
officer in 1930, and persons with strong backgrounds continuously cut in during the following 
years.55 Unfortunately, most of them learned little in engineering or design, and knew nothing 
about park construction or management. As a result, the ongoing works were often suspended 
and the park went into chaos. The status was hardly improved until these persons were finally 
transferred to other positions and Wu Guobing was recalled after many negotiations between 
the governments at different levels.56     
Besides, another great park proposed, Tortoise Hill Park, existed merely on paper 
throughout the Nationalist period. Early in 1928, the government already planned to 
reorganize Tortoise Hill into a municipal park.57 Nevertheless, the idea was not turned into 
reality till 1937. Firstly, due to its previous strategic importance, part of the Hill was occupied 
by some military barracks. Although Hankou’s municipal government repeatedly advised 
them to relocate, but the barracks were beyond the cognizance of Hankou’s municipal 
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56 Ibid. 
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government and they hence declined the requests. Secondly, the park project was partly 
hindered by family graves, which spread all over the Tortoise Hill under the centuries-old 
custom of mound burial.58 The opening of the Hill as a park would definitely lead to massive 
disinterment and reburial operations. The work would be highly labor-intensive and expensive. 
More provocatively, it was universally considered evil and violative to uproot the dead. 
Particularly in the traditional fengshui (geomancy) belief, the orientation of individual family 
graves in relation to energy flows within the earth profoundly affected the fortunes and health 
of lineage descendants. People at all levels of society accordingly viewed the excavation and 
removal of corpses with utter abhorrence. In the late 1920s, the forcible removal of graves by 
the local government had already caused violent protests while building new Wuhan 
University campus at Luojia Hill.59 Besieged by the military privilege and common 
superstition, the park project of Tortoise Hill thus existed only on paper.  
According to the 1929 Park System Plan, some small parks were to be built in new 
residential districts. However, the new villages for common people were delayed till 1937, 
and drastically reduced in size.60 Upon the efforts of the local government, a couple of 
existing private gardens opened to the public, but they turned out to be vulgar teahouses or 
theaters for making money.  
Although all the parkways was planned to be over 45m broad, some parts of Wuchang’s 
Huancheng Road and Yanjiang Road were built at the width of merely 10m. Certainly the 
financial shortage made a main reason, but considerable local residents also stood in the way. 
They refused to remove even if the government offered some compensation to their losses. In 
sum, the materialization of the green network was never easy or unanimous.  
In addition, the park-and-parkway project was not exclusively promoted by the 
progressive ideas. Along with the modern ideas of municipal administration and planning, the 
                                                 
58 Wang Changfan, Wuhan yuanlin, 26.  
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building process also involved some traditional practices such as provincialism and 
relationship (guanxi), which were deemed feudal and backward.  
Firstly, considerable achievements were made under a powerful provincial tide called 
“Hubei natives govern Hubei” (E ren zhi e). Since the early 1920s, a majority of 
governmental leaders in Hubei and Wuhan tri-cities were Hubei natives. Within the new 
Guangxi Clique of Guomindang, key officers like Hu Zongduo (1894-1962) and Tao Jun 
(1892-1974) were both born in Hubei. They controlled Hubei and Wuhan form late 1927 to 
early 1929, and vigorously advocated “Hubei natives govern Hubei”61. From 1927 to1933, a 
majority of Hubei governors were Hubeinese, such as Zhang Zhiben (1881-1976), He 
Chenjun (1882-1961) and Xia Douyin (1885-1951). Although there were a couple of non-
Hubeiese officials, the province was firmly within the hands of a Hubei native named He 
Chenjun, the director of Hubei Pacification Headquarters.62 In this milieu, Hubei natives such 
as Liu Wendao and Wu Guozhen were intentionally selected by Chiang Kai-shek to 
administrate Wuhan; considerable Hubeinese engineers were attracted to Wuhan and recruited 
into the Public Works Bureau, for instance, Chen Keming, Wu Guobing, Gao Lingmei and 
many others. To a certain degree, their identification as Hubei natives won them indispensible 
supports from the local governments especially at the provincial level.  
Secondly, as described before, municipal engineer Wu Guobing and Hankou mayor Wu 
Guozhen played crucial roles when materializing the green infrastructure. The brothers’ 
accomplishment was not innocent of their family background. Their father Wu Jingming, 
although retired to his home village in the late 1920s, had close connections with certain 
amount of Hubei administrators. Wu Jingming in early 1900s graduated from Wuchang 
Jingxin College, and further studied at the Imperial Japanese Army Academy as the 1906 
class. Both of the two schools were cradles of revolutionary ideas and leaders in the late Qing 
and the early Republic periods. Particularly, the Imperial Japanese Army Academy was the 
principal officers’ training school for not only the Japanese but also the Chinese army. It 
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nutured considerable chiefs of army staff in Republican China, such as Jiang Baili, Cai E, Li 
Liejun, He Yingqin, etc. Even Chiang Kai-shek also personated himself as the 1908 Class of 
the Academy, although he was only a candidate cadet of the 1912 Class. Certain amount of 
Hubei-origin students returned to Hubei after graduation and became powerful leading figures. 
Among the Hubei governors in the 1920s and 1930s, He Peirong (1880-1942) and He 
Chengjun were Wu Jingming’s classmate or junior at the Jingxin College and the Imperial 
Japanese Army Academy,63 while Zhang Zhiben was also educated in Wuchang and Japan. 
Particularly, He Peirong was from the same home village of Jianshi as Wu Jingming, and was 
also a distant relative by marriage.64  
More or less, the senior generation of governors patronized the junior Wu brothers. As 
Wu Guobing recalled, in 1929 when he felt depressed by the political alternation and 
proposed to leave Wuhan, it was Zhang Zhiben who persuaded him to stay in Wuhan and to 
wait opportunities for building Hubei.65 Later when Wu Guobing made some progress in 
Hankou, He Peirong gave him a special family banquet, and introduced Wu to his friends at 
local official and business circles.66 Another uncle (shibo) He Chengjun was quite impressed 
by Wu Guozhen’s outstanding performance on tax collecting. In face of the long ficsal 
shortage of Hubei province, He asked Wu Guozhen for advice, and promoted Wu from the 
head of Hankou’s Finance Bureau to the commissioner of Hubei’s Treasury Department in 
1931.67 It was also under He’s approval that Wu Guozhen took the office of Hankou mayor in 
1932. Thereafter, the agreement between the two blood brothers of Wu Guozhen and Wu 
Guobing considerably facilitated and accelerated the construction works till 1937.68 In general, 
the old “backward” customs also played a role when actualizing Wuhan’s modern green 
infrastructure.  
                                                 
63 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (6),” 124; Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (9),” 124. He Chengjun was 
appointed provincial governor of Hubei in April 1929. 
64 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (11),” 131.   
65 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (7),” 121-22.   
66 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (11),” 131-32.   
67 Wu Shuiping, “Wo suo zhidao de Wu Guozhen” [Wu Guozhen as I know], in Wu Guozhen boshi ji qi fuxiong, 
edited by Zou Haiqing (Wuhan: Xin shiji chubanshe, 1993), 80. Wu Guozhen ever adviced He Chengjun to have 
Hankou Special Municipality downgraded to Hankou Municipality. It meant that Hankou’s tax revenue was no 
longer turned over to the central government in Nanjing, but to Hubei province.  
68 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (11),” 134.   
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Conclusion: 
According to the analyses above, it is clear that the park-and-parkway network was never 
built easily or smoothly, nor completely fulfilled. Behind favorable conditions, the 
construction process met with a wide range of obstacles and challenges. Firstly, the 
construction had to deal with some privileged classes. As described before, the exemplary 
project of Zhongshan Park was continuously intervened in by powerful administrators in 
central or provincial government; the park proposal of Tortoise Hill was stranded by 
privileged military forces, who were stationed there and refused to relocate. Besides, 
foreigners were also embroiled in the park construction. Hankou’s municipal government ever 
planned to transform the existing green tracts of Foreign Horserace Track and World 
Horserace Track into public parks. But within the firm hands of foreigners, the horserace 
tracks kept in operation till 1937, so the efforts of the local government were totally in vain. 
As illustrated by the case of Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue, foreigners like Taikoo rejected to 
remove its warehouse for the new parkway, and even tried to abort the original scheme 
through the central government of Nanjing and international opinions. Based on their 
privileges in China, the foreigners in Hankou claimed that their properties were inviolable, 
and refused to cooperate with the Chinese government in building the green infrastructure. 
Secondly, the construction encountered frequent oppositions from local people, for whom 
the green network was said to be built. Certain amount of them, rather than take the same 
scientific faith as the reformers, stuck to their “superstitious” beliefs. Some of them strongly 
resisted to remove their family graves for the park of Tortoise Hill, because they thought the 
relocation would change the fengshui of their family graves, and accordingly would influence 
the fortunes and health of lineage descendants. Some others openly condemned the Riverfront 
Avenue project, for they deemed that the dismantlement of the Dragon King Temple for the 
new Avenue enraged the sacred Dragon King, who accordingly showed his wrath by flooding 
the whole region. Altogether, these negative voices complicated the task of building the park-
and-parkway system and reforming the local society. 
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In response, the municipal government had to proceed not only by force but also by 
compromise. Unreclaimable as the foreign horserace tracks were, the government managed to 
acquire a small Britain-German court field instead, and rebuilt it into a nursery. Although 
failed to transform Tortoise Hill into a municipal park, the administrators succeeded in 
clothing it with greenage. When building the Riverfront Avenue, the government won a 
triumph in keeping the original route in front of the powerful British, but made a compromise 
to allow Taikoo building a temporary warehouse at riverside. While pacifying the 
“superstitious” residents, the government circumvented their requirement of restoring the 
folklore religious Dragon King Temple, and reorganized the previous temple site into a public 
park ironically under Dragon King’s name. And within the park, a popular library was 
established free of charge for all visitors, acting as a new channel of disseminating scientific 
knowledge to enlighten the general public. Certainly the reformers accused the people of 
being ignorant and backward, but they gave more weight to seek alternative effective 
resolutions. In general, it was through conflicts and negotiations between progress, privilege 
and tradition that Wuhan’s administrators turned the park system blueprint partly into reality.  
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Chapter 7  Conclusion 
7.1 The Spatial Construction of Citizens 
Ten years from 1928 to 1937 was not enough time to expect the completion of the 
ambitious park system plan, given the severe financial shortage and other unforeseen 
problems like the catastrophic 1931 flood. Nevertheless, by 1937, the municipal governments 
in Wuhan had made some real progress. Throughout the study, it is clear that the park 
building in Wuhan cannot be viewed from a singular perspective, for the pluralism of the 
reform discourses and the multiplicity of the functions that the municipal parks were endowed 
with. I have described the efforts mainly from three themes: (1) scientific knowledge; (2) tiyu; 
and (3) political mobilization and discipline. Interrelated and constantly shifting in meaning, 
all the three aspects are closely connected to a broader issue in early twentieth-century China: 
nationalism. 
Firstly, the Wuhan reformers saw the uneducated and uncivilized status of the local 
society, and deemed the development of science would offer an alternative way for progress. 
Accordingly, they launched the urban reconstruction campaign and built municipal parks and 
parkways along scientific planning principles, so as to create a material base from which their 
social reforms could be articulated. They incorporated a range of unprecedented facilities into 
public parks, introducing scientific knowledge and wholesome life styles to the widest masses. 
The placement of the scientific facilities mingled their anti-superstitious stance, positivist 
attitude and national concern. From their perspective, the facilities were instrumental for the 
new learning, not only necessary to overcome superstition and irrational beliefs, but also as 
effective means to improve the moral caliber of the citizens and the quality of their material 
life. Furthermore, the Wuhan administrators perceived useful links among scientific facilities, 
educational reform and national survival, and hence entrusted the facilities to enlighten the 
citizens and ultimately to revitalize the country.  
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Secondly, reacting to the stereotype of the Chinese being the weakly “Sick Man” (bingfu), 
the Wuhan technocrats configured a variety of athletic facilities in the parks, aiming at 
building up people’s physiques, and cultivating the spirit of endurance, cooperation, union, 
and patriotism.  They constructed public athletic grounds, in conformity with international 
standards and also national concerns. These grounds, extensive and open, became a key 
mechanism for mass participation in modern tiyu. Moreover, hosting the municipal, 
provincial, and national Games, they constituted one of the main points of intersection 
between the realms of mass tiyu and high-level competitive sport in Nationalist China. 
Besides, the reformers in Wuhan challenged traditional definitions of women and children, 
provided facilities for females and established playgrounds for children, in order to build up a 
new physicality for women and children as an integral part of nationalism. The variety of 
sports equipments can be viewed as essential means for invigorating the body politic, linking 
individual bodies to the welfare of the nation. 
Thirdly, while popularizing scientific knowledge and building strong physique, the 
Wuhan technocrats also deployed the parks to transform imperial subjects “scattered like 
loose sand” into a united Nationalist citizenry full of politically consciousness. Zhongshan 
Park was constructed in Hankou in order to concretize the cult of Sun Yat-sen, and further to 
unite the masses to complete his unfinished task of the nationalist revolution. The discourse of 
national humiliation was written into the parkland, so as to reframe the past humiliated 
memory, and to arouse people’s patriotism. The municipal government also configured a 
collection of memorial structures, and on the basis of them held a sequence of 
commemorative rituals. These structures, territorially and dramaturgically, constituted a 
spatial syntax of commemoration, articulating the all-encompassing cult of the party-nation-
state to the masses. In addition, a range of concrete settings were materialized in the 
municipal parks for public speaking, a new form of political communication and a effective 
means for mobilizing support. They reached a considerable percentage of the heterogeneous 
audience, visualized and vocalized the new citizenship discourse.  
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From scientific knowledge, tiyu, to political mobilization and discipline, these efforts can 
be summarized into the cultivation of bodies and minds of Chinese citizens. With increasing 
foreign encroachments since the late nineteenth century, Chinese intellectuals and officials 
such as Yan Fu, Liang Qichao, Sun Yat-sen, increasingly advocated the cultivation of national 
citizens in order to develop a collective, and further claim a national space on the 
contemporary world map. Between 1927 and 1937, the Nationalist government gave 
considerable priority on cultivating self-conscious and functioning members of the modern 
nation-state. Under the tight control of the Guomindang, Wuhan’s technocrats shared this 
kind of consideration. They regarded public parks essentially as a kind of mechanism for 
public education, and looked toward them to regulate public life and to reform the local 
society. They introduced the variety of park facilities, and systematically channeled the 
authoritarian agenda of building a nationalist China into activities to make for good 
citizenship, both for individuals and the nation as a whole. Controlled and manipulated by the 
Nationalist government, the municipal parks materialized a new intelligence, physicality, 
morality and political consciousness of men, women and children, as an important part of the 
project to discipline, normalize, and strengthen Chinese society. Correspondingly, the 
municipal parks in Wuhan constituted a spatial manifestation of the body and the mind of the 
citizen as a crucial part of the nationalist project of a strong Chinese state.  
In addition to the three aspects discussed, there are also other kinds of reform efforts 
sometimes beyond spatial constructions, for instance, regulating people’s park-going 
behaviors. Actually, Wuhan’s municipal parks encountered the dilemma of free access and 
vandalism in their use. Different from traditional private gardens with restricted rights of 
entrance, these parks were opened free of entrance fee to all members of the society. In 
addition to officials and elite, the visitors also included common people, certain amount of 
whom were illiterate and uncultivated. When visiting parks, they made all kinds of 
destructions, such as plucking flowers, trampling lawns, relieving themselves everywhere, 
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graffiti, etc.1 These activities became an acute concern for park designers and administrators. 
In response, they formulated detailed regulations item by item to guide and educate crowd 
behavior, and even took many coercive measures, for the purpose of promoting new forms of 
civilized behaviors against urban ugliness, moral decay, and social disorder.2 These measures, 
to a certain degree, were tied to the struggle against imperialism and its cultural construction 
of China. The purpose of transforming park-going behavior was to combat the colonialist 
image of China as a country of barbarism, chaos, and disorder. Indeed, in the context of 
colonialist criticisms of China, promoting good manners made good sense as part of China’s 
nationalist agenda.  
In Wuhan’s municipal parks, new elements were consciously imported, such as 
fashionable American planning principles of park system, English landscape styles, a range of 
novel park facilities combining education with recreation, etc. But at the same time, some 
traditional components also remained. These parks often contained artificial mountains and 
lakes, pavilions, bridges, rockeries, which were essential to classic Chinese gardens. Old 
activities like boating and teahouse-going continued to be popular recreations. Among the 
various memorial structures, traditional Chinese models were invoked, such as Chinese 
archways, tombs and stele pavilions. They hearkened back to an impressive Chinese past, and 
marked a sense of Chineseness. Besides the modern ideas of municipal administration and 
planning, certain old practices also played a role in the actual construction, such as the 
provincialism tide of “Hubei natives govern Hubei”, the Wu brothers’ family background, 
sculptor Jiang Xiaojian’s close connection with the Guomindang’s central governors, etc. 
What’s more, half-hidden continuities can be detected, for instance, in the forms of Dragon 
King Park, memorial rituals, and popular tea gardens. The government reinvented or recycled 
the specific old ingredients to make them relevant for the Nationalist age. New and old, 
traditional and modern coexisted, and at times were woven together in these municipal parks. 
The conceptualization and materialization of the municipal parks was neither a simple 
                                                 
1 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (9),” Zhongwai zazhi 26, no.4 (1979): 123.  
2 Hubei Archives: LS19-4-4959.  
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wholesale transplantation from the West to the East, nor a linear progression of the new 
replacing the old.  
Wuhan’s municipal parks were constructed by the municipal governors mainly in a top-
down style. However, despite the paternalistic air, the process of materialization was far from 
smooth or unchallenged, as elucidated in Chapter 6. The construction had to deal not only 
with the privileged actors such as military forces, senior governors, and foreign companies, 
but also with frequent obstacles from local people. As a result, considerable aspects of the 
park system plan were not realized. For instance, Hankou’s municipal government planned to 
change the three existing horserace tracks into public parks. However, none of them was 
carried out, due to foreigners’ firm hands and local people’s addiction to horserace 
gambling.3 The exemplary project of Hankou’s Riverfront Avenue was planned to reach 
Qiaokou according to the 1930 road map. But in reality it arrived at Jijia Mouth, only one 
third of the original length.4 Although all the parkways was designed to be over 45m wide, the 
breadth of the Riverfront Avenue was 40m, and some parts of Wuchang’s Huancheng Road 
and Yanjiang Road were merely 10m wide. The number of Wuhan’s parks and parkways was 
still too low, in comparison with the extensive densely-populated commercial areas.  
What’s more, the efforts by Wuhan’s administrators to build new citizens were not 
immediately effective. Not all the people shared the same scientific faith of public parks as 
the reformers, and cooperated with the local government in building the green infrastructure. 
Critical voices could be heard at both official and grassroots levels. For instance, Huang 
Jianzhong, the commissioner of Hubei’s Education Department, commented that Hankou’s 
Zhongshan Park guided people to lead an extravagant life, rather than enjoy the necessary 
modern facilities.5 An ordinary resident of Hankou questioned the real benefits of the costly 
Zhongshan Park, and said what Hankou people needed most was low-price residential 
                                                 
3 Fang Fang, Hankou de cangsang wangshi [The past events of Hankou] (Wuhan: Hubei renmin chubanshe, 2004), 
187-93.  
4 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (7) – youxue guiguo hou de gongzuo he shenghuo” [Traveling around the 
country, part 7 – my work and life after studying abroad], Zhongwai zazhi 26, no.2 (1979): 125.   
5 Wu Guobing, “Jiangshan wanli xing (9),” 124. 
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quarters.6 As discussed in Chapter 6, some local residents protested to relocate their family 
graves for the park of Tortoise Hill, while others condemned the Riverfront Avenue project at 
the expense of Dragon King Temple. They stuck to their “superstitious” beliefs, and 
considered the removal of the graves, shrines and temples for parks and parkways as 
catastrophic or deeply offensive. Although park facilities were furnished encouraging women 
and girls to do active sports, the number and participation of females remained quite limited. 
Most of them avoided vigorous physical exercise and open competitions, still conforming to 
the traditional cultural attitudes towards females. In addition, the municipal parks, as 
mediums for participatory politics, were potentially turbulent and anarchic. Some Wuhan 
students, for instance, made public speeches in 1927, 1931 and 1936 at Yuemachang, 
attempting to mobilize the people to protest Chiang Kai-shek’s government.7 Although their 
speeches were quickly suppressed, the setting for speechmaking was clearly a politically 
contested ground.  
In general, when materializing the concept of citizenship, the government stressed 
people’s responsibility to further the development of the nation, but when the people 
themselves used the same concept, they sometimes presented a different emphasis, focusing 
on their own interests phrased in the new vocabulary of citizen’s rights. In other words, the 
municipal parks in Wuhan was basically initiated and planned by the government. But the 
government’s push to establish a new urban landscape and social order had to be balanced to 
some degree by residents’ struggle for their interests in the spaces being transformed. Thus, 
these parks were products of conflicts and negotiations rather than homogeneous visions, 
defined, contested and negotiated by a constellation of promoters, designers, elite and 
ordinary parkgoers, under pressing requirements of state building, enhanced notions of social 
rights and enlarged civic ambitions.  
 
                                                 
6 “Yi wujun laixin” [A letter from Mr. Wu], Xin Hankou 1, no.6 (1929): 202-205.  
7 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Dashi ji [Wuhan 
gazetteers: memorabilia] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1990), 83-96.  
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7.2 Continuities and Changes in Comparative Perspectives  
The park construction in Wuhan was a part of wider agenda of urban reform in Wuhan 
tri-cities, and also a part of broader efforts to remake Chinese cities in the wake of foreign 
encroachments. In the early twentieth century, municipal parks and parkways were also 
opened in a large number of Chinese cities. Like in Wuhan, they were promoted by certain 
new technocrats or professionals, for instance, Zhu Qiqian and Xue Dubi in Beijing, Sun Ke 
and Cheng Tiangu in Guangzhou, Liu Jiwen in Nanjing, Wu Tiecheng, Shen Yi and Dong 
Dayou in Shanghai, Zhou Xiangxian and Shen Jingchu in Hangzhou, Zhou Xingnan and Zhu 
Shigui in Xiamen, Shen Honglie in Qingdao, Zhang Weihan in Kunming, etc.8   
Mostly trained in Europe, America or Japan, these Chinese reformers experienced or 
knew the advancement in Paris, New York, London, Berlin or Tokyo during the early 
twentieth century, which had turned to comprehensive city planning and the application of 
Industrial Age technology to reconstruct their cities. Seeing the efficiency and order in these 
foreign cities, the Chinese reformers greatly appreciated foreign cities as economic engines 
propelling the general commercial, social, political, and cultural development of the entire 
nation, and sought to implant the foreign models into Chinese cities as means of social health 
advancement, commercial and industrial development, as well as nation-state building. This 
appropriation of scientific urbanist ideology constituted a fundamental philosophical shift in 
the conception of Chinese cities and provoked manifold changes in the structure of urban 
space. 
Among the extensive remaking of Chinese cities, municipal parks were widely opened as 
a fundamental part of the urban reconstruction campaigns. As in the West, the construction of 
urban parks was directly reflecting the discourse of the time in its reaction to urban 
industrialization and its consequent problems. Parks were built as the proverbial lungs of the 
city to purify the air of deleterious gases; and as rural oases of a busy metropolis to provide 
                                                 
8 Some of them were aided by foreign experts in architecture and planning. For a general introduction about public 
parks in Republican cities, see Chen Zhi, and Pan Tongzeng, Zaoyuan xue gailun [Introduction to gardening] 
(Shanghai: The Commercial Press, 1935), 177-228; Mo Chaohao, and Mo Chaoying, Yuanlin jihua [Plan for 
gardens and parks] (Guangzhou: Nanhua shizheng jianshesuo yanjiuhui, 1935), 72-107.  
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opportunities for rest and amusement which give fresh vigor to the bodies and minds of the 
people. Furthermore, equipped with a variety of scientific, athletic, and commemorative 
facilities, the parks offered a healthy alternative to the evil taverns, opium shops and brothels. 
Through park building, the municipal governments in Chinese cities intended to order and 
rationalize city’s development, transform the city into a healthier environment for people’s 
newly enlightened life, and in the meantime prove themselves capable of matching the 
advancement in foreign settlements.  
The configuration of parks, to a certain degree, illustrates the particular influence of 
national prerogatives upon the structure of place. As Partha Chatterjee, Prasenjit Duara, and 
others have argued, during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the fantastic 
project/projection of the nation-state became so dominant as to almost constitute the sole licit 
form of large-scale political organization, while also becoming a prime locus of social 
imagination.9 In semi-colonized China, the Western imperialist domination heightened local 
imperatives toward nation building and the inculcation of national consciousness.  
Within the same framework of the nation-state, it is worth noting that the park 
construction took on different forms. For instance, in historical cities such as Beijing and 
Hangzhou, emphasis was placed on reviving the historical urban legacy mainly for tourism. In 
Beijing (Beiping), a sequence of imperial altars, gardens and palaces was opened, and “the 
Plan of Beiping as a Tourist District” was brought forward by Beiping municipal government. 
It proudly claimed that Beiping’s palaces, gardens, and ancient temples were not only the 
ultimate display of East Asian civilization, but also great achievements of the world.10 In 
Hangzhou, where elegant temples, fine pagodas, and carved bridges framed the delicate 
landscape of rolling hills and were mirrored in the placid water of West Lake, a chain of five 
garden-size parks and Lakeshore Boulevard were laid down connecting the new commercial 
                                                 
9 Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1993); Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of Modern 
China (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995).  
10 Madeleine Yue Dong, “Defining Beiping: Urban Reconstruction and National Identity, 1928-1936,” in 
Remaking the Chinese City, ed. Esherick, 122-23.  
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quarter with the scenic Lake.11 Usually, the practices avoided imposing anything out of place 
on the original harmonious architectural and landscape styles. Authenticity of tradition 
became a key term. Aiming at shaping the Chinese cities into modern showcases of Chinese 
tradition, the preservation of historical sites became a type of touchstone of modern urban 
reconstruction and nationalism. 
In cities such as Nanjing, Guangzhou, Shanghai and Wuhan, the local governments often 
showed more eagerness to catch up with the latest planning ideas in the world, than to 
preserve the physical vestiges of China’s cultural tradition.12 Based on their professional 
training and experience in the West, and sometimes with aids of foreign experts, the reformers 
ambitiously incorporated fashionable principles of systematic park planning into the urban 
reconstruction campaigns, such as efficient land-use zones, diversified and widespread parks, 
interconnected multi-way parkways, as well as an underground drainage system.13 At the 
same time, conscious efforts were also made to create a distinctly Chinese identity, as 
epitomized in the magnificent buildings of Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum within Sun Yat-sen 
Memorial Park in Nanjing, Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall near Guanyin Hill Park in Guangzhou, 
Jiangwan Stadium as a municipal park in Shanghai’s civic center, Hubei Library at Wuchang 
Park, etc.  
Besides the similarities, the park constructions in these four cities differentiated due to 
particularities of place. In Shanghai, the jewel of imperialism and colonialism in China, many 
efforts were diverted to claim the Chinese rights to visit the parks in foreign concessions, 
which provided a cosmopolitan style of leisure for the city’s relatively well-off residents. In 
Nanjing, the model capital and ceremonial center, the Guomindang government was trying to 
construct a new legitimizing cultural nexus of power. The Nationalist hoped to use grand 
boulevards, parks, stadiums and other public buildings as places to perform new national 
rituals, which would, in turn, help to mold the new national citizens. Guangzhou, as the 
                                                 
11 Wang Liping, “Tourism and Spatial Change in Hangzhou, 1911-1927,” in Remaking the Chinese City, ed. 
Esherick, 107, 114-15.  
12 These cities underwent a similar set of phenomena: the presence of foreign-administrated districts, 
industrialization and related population growth, and the rise of the Nationalist party.  
13 For details, see Cody, “American Planning in Republican China,” 346-67; Cody, Exporting American 
Architecture, 112-20. 
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Guomindang’s south base, was somewhat tinted with this kind of sentiment. A wide 
collection of monuments were installed in municipal parks for Sun Yat-sen and the 
Nationalist martyrs, not only to glorify the feats of the revolution, set up role models for the 
people, but also to strive for the orthodoxy as the successor of Sun’s ideology. In Wuhan, 
whose political ambitions were quelled after the Guomindang’s internal wars during the late 
1920s, its memorial structures in parkland were obviously dwarfed by their counterparts in 
Nanjing and Guangzhou. In comparison, more emphasis was given on athletic facilities and 
strong bodies in Wuhan’s municipal parks.14  
 
7.3 De-park and Re-park in the Following Years 
In Wuhan tri-cities, the decades after 1937 witnessed a repeated process of de-park and 
re-park by different governors. In 1938 when military struggles with the Japanese dominated 
politics, culture and society, municipal parks in Wuhan were reorganized for drilling, mass 
gatherings, public speaking, donations, choral singings and dramatic performances, saturated 
with intense patriotism.15 There was few new construction, except that a stele pavilion was 
built for Yue Fei in Wuchang Park at the critical moment of Wuhan’s defense battles. Yue Fei 
(1103-1142) was a nationalist military leader who fought for the Southern Song Dynasty 
against the Jurchen armies. He became a standard model of loyalty in Chinese culture since 
his political execution. In Wuhan, Yue’s stele pavilion intended to deploy his patriotism and 
selfless loyalty, to encourage Chinese people to fight against the Japanese intrusion, and to 
actualize his famous expression of “give us back our rivers and mountains” (huan wo he 
shan). 
In October 1938, on the eve of the fall of Wuhan tri-cities, Fuqian Park, together with 
Hankou’s municipal government building, was bombed out by the Chinese soon after their 
official retreat. Subsequently, the Japanese army occupied Wuhan, and parks were abandoned 
                                                 
14 Around 1935, when introducing public parks in over ten republican cities, Mo Chaohao indicated that Wuhan’s 
municipal parks excelled in sports equipments. See Mo Chaohao, and Mo Chaoying, Yuanlin jihua, 101. 
15 Wuhan difangzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui [Committee of Wuhan gazetteers], ed. Wuhan shi zhi: Chengshi jianshe 
zhi [Wuhan gazetteer: urban construction] (Wuchang: Wuhan daxue chubanshe, 1996), 609-10.   
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or re-functioned. For instance, Zhongshan Park was changed to Songtian Barrack of the 
Japanese army. They destroyed the statue of Chiang Kai-shek, who announced the Anti-
Japanese War, and demolished the handrails of Shuanglong Bridge, which was considered as 
a favorable auspice of China. The mini golf course was also rebuilt into a sacrificial altar for 
the fallen Japanese soldiers.16  
Later in 1940, a small splinter group of the Guomindang headed by Wang Jingwei, under 
Japan’s consent and protection, established a pro-Japanese government of China in Nanjing. 
A puppet municipal government was correspondingly set up in Wuhan. Between 1941 and 
1945, it was this pro-Japanese government who resumed the park construction. First in 1941, 
a new municipal park called Li Park was opened behind the Jincheng Bank building in 
Hankou’s Baohua Street. “Li” came from the name of the new mayor Zhang Renli, the 
thirteenth son of previous Hubei-Hunan governor-general Zhang Zhidong. About 1725 m2, 
the park was decorated with geometric beddings, trees, and pro-Japanese slogans.17 At the 
park center, a stone statue of Zhang Zhidong was installed via a ceremony led by his son and 
also Wuhan mayor Zhang Reli.18 Li Park, together with Zhang Zhidong’s statue, was used to 
legitimate the leadership of the puppet mayor and his government.   
At the same year, the Japanese “returned” Zhongshan Park to the puppet government, for 
the purpose of showing the Sino-Japanese friendship. After some renovations, the Zhongshan 
Park was reopened in 1942. Wang Jingwei, the new president of the collaborating government 
in Nanjing, personally inscribed considerable park places and buildings. Essentially, the 
reopening of Zhongshan Park was a joint effort by the puppet government and the Japanese to 
utilize Sun Yat-sen as an instrument of Japan’s imperialist policies in China. During the Anti-
Japanese War, the Japanese invaders and the puppet government proceeded to invoke the 
close ties that for years had linked Sun Yat-sen and his Japanese friends and advisors, in order 
                                                 
16 Lü Xuegan, “Rijun tieti xia de Hankou Zhongshan Gongyuan,” [Hankou’s Zhongshan Park in the reign of the 
Japanese] Wuhan Chunqiu, no.4 (2002): 43-44.  
17 Wang, Changfan, ed. Wuhan yuanlin: 1840-1985 [Wuhan gardens, groves and parks: 1840-1985] (Wuhan: 
Wuhan shi yuanlinju, 1987), 142.  
18 The sculpture was found at Hanyang Iron Works in August 1940. After a ceremony, the mayor Zhang Renli 
moved it to Hankou, first placed it in front of Hankou Municipal Government building, and then to Li Park. See 
Wuhan bao, 13 August 1940.  
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to legitimate their collaboration. They even endeavored to represent Tokyo’s imperialist 
policies of Eastern “co-prosperity” as a manifestation of the pan-Asianism preached by Sun 
Yat-sen. The puppet leader Wang Jingwei in 1941 published a collection of pro-Japanese 
texts by Sun Yat-sen, which he titled China and Japan: Natural Friends – Unnatural 
Enemies.19 Like Chiang, Wang also held ceremonies at the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in 
Nanjing during his term, but they were used to highlight the ideological compatibility with the 
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.20 In this vein, Hankou’s Zhongshan Park was 
reopened to propagate the connection between Sun’s relationship to the Japanese and to 
legitimate their governance.  
In September 1945, when the Japanese was finally defeated, most of the parks were 
returned to the Chinese government under the Guomindang. The Tijin Hall in Zhongshan 
Park was rearranged and became the venue where the Chinese accepted the surrender from 
the Japanese army in central China.21 But soon a civil war broke out between the Nationalist 
government and the Communists. The parklands of strategic importance, such as Snake Hill, 
Grand Hill and Tortoise Hill, were fully stationed by the Guomindang’s forces. Many other 
parks were damaged or neglected during the chaos of 1945-1949. 
Since 1949, especially after the Cultural Revolution, the new government under the 
Communist Party has made great efforts to reconstruct the green infrastructure. In Hankou, 
Zhongshan Park was drastically enlarged from 12ha to 40ha in the 1950s, and the original 
sports area was configured into a magnificent New China Stadium (Xinhua tiyuchang). The 
previous proposal of Hankou’s municipal auditorium was actualized at the Zhongshan Park. 
A grand 10,000m2 assembly hall called People’s Auditorium (Renmin huitang), was built up 
in the 1950s on the site of previous mini-golf course. With a seating capacity of 5,000, it was 
said to be the largest auditorium in Wuhan tri-cities at that time. And it hosted a majority of 
important public gatherings in Wuhan tri-cities, including the great song and dance epic 
                                                 
19 Marie-Claire Bergère, translated by Janet Lloyd Stanford. Sun Yat-sen (Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1998), 
411-13. 
20 Zhou Daochun, Zhongshan lingyuan bo ji [A broad record of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum] (Nanjing: Jiangsu 
renmin chubanshe, 1989), 230.  
21 Lü Xuegan, “Wuhan Shouxiang Tang yu Shouxiang Bei,” [Shouxiang Hall and Shouxiang Monument in Wuhan] 
Wuhan chunqiu, no.4 (1999): 39-40.  
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Dongfanghong [The East Is Red].22 Upon the completion of the Sino-Soviet Friendship 
Palace (Zhongsu youhao gong) to the south of Zhongshan Park, the main park entrance was 
reconstructed and magnified. 55m long and 10m wide, it served as the place where 
Communist leaders oversaw its own military reviews and the masses gathered to celebrate the 
state in the 1960s and 1970s. Besides Zhongshan Park, the broad foreign racecourse in 
Hankou was reconstructed into a 46ha Liberation Park (Jiefang gongyuan) in 1955, as 
proposed in the 1929 park system plan. At Hanyang, Tortoise Hill is finally opened as 
Guishan Park. In addition to a variety of recreation facilities, a monument and a stone 
sculpture were configured for Xiang Jinyu, a Communist Woman Revolutionary who was 
executed in 1928 Hankou at the age of 33. To the southwest of Tortoise Hill, Ink Lake was 
reorganized into a 48ha Wuhan Zoo. 
Across the Yangtze, Wuchang Park is now separated into Yellow Crane Tower Park and 
Shouyi Park. With the historical Yellow Crane Tower rebuilt, the Yellow Crane Tower Park 
becomes a noted tourist attraction of Wuhan. The Shouyi Park continues to commemorate the 
Wuchang Uprising. New monuments and sculptures are added in remembrance of the fallen 
soldiers in Wuchang Uprising, rather than famous figures like Sun Yat-sen and Huang Xing. 
Yuemachang Park is now turned to Shouyi Square. To its north, the historical building of Red 
Mansion is renovated and opened as the Memorial Museum of the 1911 Revolution.23 The 
bronze statue of Sun Yat-sen is repaired, and its front inscription is rewritten from “Spirit 
never dies” (Jingshen busi) to “The statue of Mr. Sun Yat-sen” (Sun Zhongshan xiansheng zhi 
xiang). And several group statues are also installed commemorating the unknown martyrs in 
the Wuchang Uprising. On Grand Hill, while the cemetery for the 1900 Insurgence is 
neglected, the cemetery of the Northern Expedition created under Ye Ting is renovated and 
enlarged by the Wuchang government. A new 12m-high monument, is lofted in front of the 
group tomb, using the original stele as a foot stone. The new concrete monument is inscribed 
                                                 
22 Wuhan shi Zhongshan Gongyuan [Wuhan Zhongshan Park], ed. Zhongshan gongyuan cangsang – Jinian Wuhan 
shi Zhongshan Gongyuan qishi zhounian [Transformations of Zhongshan Park: Commemorating Wuhan 
Zhongshan Park for its 70th anniversary] (Wuhan: Wuhan Zhongshan Gongyuan, 1998), 3.  
23 Tu Yong, ed. Wuhan lishi jianzhu yaolan [An Introduction of Wuhan historical architecture] (Wuhan: Hubei 
renmin chubanshe, 2002), 186. 
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by marshal Xu Xiangqian, who, like Ye Ting, had participated in the Northern Expedition and 
later turned to the left. Further to the east of the Grand Hill, the over 110km2 area of scenic 
East Lake has been developed into a sequence of popular natural parks, including a 70ha 
Wuhan Botanical Garden. With each species labeled with its name, history, uses and country 
of origin, the botanical garden in Wuchang and the zoo in Hanyang brought visitors intense 
and sometimes unprecedented horticultural and zoological experiences. 
Regarding the parkways, Zhongzheng Boulevard has been renamed Liberation Avenue 
(Jiefang dadao) and has been further renovated. The grand Riverfront Avenue in Hankou has 
been elongated in accordance with the rapid urban sprawl. Along the avenue, one of the most 
imposing structures is a 37m-high marble monument. It was erected in 1969 honoring the 
heroic deeds in fighting the 1954 flood, the biggest flood of the past twentieth century.24 In a 
highly emotional style of socialist realism, its front façade is decorated with a portrait badge 
and calligraphic writings of Chairman Mao Zedong, while the other sides are marble reliefs 
portraying people’s valiant struggles against the flood catastrophe.  
Recognizably, the 1929 park system plan has become, in certain aspects, a part of the 
planning concepts after the foundation of the People’s Republic of China, such as the opening 
of horserace tracts and a sequence of natural hills and lakes. In a similar model for park 
development, nevertheless, new names and meanings are given to the old structures, and 
history is erased from and rewritten into space. A majority of the Guomindang’s imprints are 
wiped off, while new monuments, much higher and grander, are created in the parks for the 
Communist heroes and common people, the new “master” (zhuren) of the socialist state.  
In addition, despite obvious differences between ideologies of the Communist Party and 
the Guomindang, the memorial structures for Sun Yat-sen are all retained. Actually, in 
People’s Republic of China, Sun Yat-sen is figured as a “pioneer of the revolution” 
(xianxingzhe). In the 1950s and the 1960s, emphasis was laid down Sun’s alliance with the 
                                                 
24 From June to September of 1954, the Yangtze River Floods were a series of catastrophic floodings that occurred 
mostly in Hubei Province. Due to unusually high volume of precipitations as well as an extra-ordinarily long rainy 
season in the middle reach of the Yangtze River late in the spring of 1954, the river started to rise above its usual 
level in around late June. Despite efforts to open three important flood gates to alleviate the rising water by 
diverging it, the flood level hit the historic high of 29.73m, 1.45m higher than the record of 1931. 
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Chinese communists in 1923-25, and Sun’s collaboration with the Chinese communists and 
Soviet Russia at the end of his life. In the 1980s after Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, most of the 
structures have received further renovation under a renewal of Sunist fever. Different from 
previous decades, Sun is saluted as the promoter of vast plans for economic development, 
plans that called for foreign aid. As a response to the needs of the reformist strategy, the 
exaltation of Sun has correspondingly been designed to provide historical justification for the 
open-door policy, the appeal to private capital, and the priority of developing coastal zones. In 
the long term, the exaltation of Sun Yat-sen is supposed to create the basis of an entente with 
the Taiwan regime and eventually prepare for the island’s return to the bosom of the mother 
country.25 Under this neo-orthodoxy, the Zhongshan Park, the monuments and statues have all 
been kept up for Sun Yat-sen, the model patriot and cosmopolitan modernizer.  
Looking at the de-park and re-park process from the perspective of an architectural 
historian, it becomes apparent that the continuities and changes in spatial layouts revealed the 
varying ideals of statecraft and citizenship in China. The similarities and differences are well 
worth exploring more thoroughly in future research.  
 
                                                 
25 Bergère, Sun Yat-sen, 414-16.  
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Glossary 
Well-known names and terms, such as Shanghai and Beijing, and some personal names cited 
for purposes of illustration only are omitted. Authors of Chinese works cited in the 
Bibliography are not included here.  
 
Baobing laoren 报冰老人 















Chen Qimei (Yingshi) 陈其美，字英士 
Chen Youliang 陈友谅 
chenlieguan 陈列馆 









Dong Daoyou 董大酉 
Dakouxiang 打扣巷 





E ren zhi e 鄂人治鄂 







Gao Lingmei 高凌美 
gengzi 庚子 
gong’anju 公安局 














guishe suo dajiang 龟蛇锁大江 
guo 国 
guochi 国耻 
guochi jinianting 国耻纪念亭 





guojia jianshe 国家建设 
guomin 国民 
guomin tiyu fa 国民体育法 




Hankou tiyu xiejinhui 汉口体育协进会 
Hao Gengsheng 郝更生 
He Chengjun 何成浚 
He Peirong 何佩瑢 
Honglou 红楼 
Hongshan 洪山 
Hou lianhuahu 后莲花湖 
Houhu 后湖 
Huxin ting 湖心亭 
Hu Zongduo 胡宗铎 
Huabei 华北 
Huanan 华南 
huashang paomachang 华商跑马场 
huazhong yundonghui 华中运动会 




Huang Xing (Keqiang) 黄兴，字克强 
Ji 祭 
jiwen 祭文 
Jijiazui 集稼嘴  
jinian 纪念 
Jinian Zhou 纪念周 
jianshu 箭术 
Jianghanguan 江汉关 





Jianghan shuyuan 江汉书院 
Jianghan xianying 江汉先英 
Jiefang dadao 解放大道 
jinhua zhi mu 进化之母 
Jingxin shuyuan 经心书院 
Jingzhao 京兆 
jingzheng 竞争 
Ju Zheng 居正 
Kangle Tang 康乐堂 
Kang Youwei 康有为 




Lianghu shuyuan 两湖书院 
Liang Qichao 梁启超 
Liuduqiao 六渡桥 
Liuqiu 琉球 




Lujun tebie xiaoxue 陆军特别小学 











minzhong chayuan 民众茶园 
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mingzhong jiaoyuguan 民众教育馆 





nei you wai huan 内忧外患 









Qingtian bairi 青天白日 
Quchu dalu, huifu zhonghua 驱除鞑掳，
恢复中华 
 
Quanxue Pian 劝学篇 
rangwai bixian annei 攘外必先安内 
riren gongle 日人共乐 
sanchu xiongfeng 三楚雄风 
Sanminlu 三民路 








Shen Zurong 沈祖荣 




shijie datong 世界大同 
shili fanwei 势力范围 
Shiye jiuguo 实业救国 
Shoudu jianshe weiyuanhui 首都建设委
员会 
 
Shouxiang Tang 受降堂 
Shuanglong qiao 双龙桥 
sifa 司法 
Sigu xuan 四顾轩 
siji 四季 
Song Ruhai 宋如海 
Sun Fo 孙科 




Tang Caichang 唐才常 
Tanghu 汤湖 




Tijin guan 题襟馆 
tiyu 体育 
tiyuchang 体育场 






tiexue jingshen 铁血精神 
Tongmenghui 同盟会 
tongqi caodi 通气草地 
tongsu jiaoyuguan 通俗教育馆 
tudiju 土地局 
tushuguan 图书馆 
Wanyou wenku 万有文库 
wangguo 亡国 
Wanguo paomachang 万国跑马场 
weishengju 卫生局 
Wenhua 文华 
Wenhua gongshulin 文华公书林 
Wuchang shouyi jinianfang 武昌首义纪
念坊 
 
Wu Guobing 吴国柄 
Wu Guozhen 吴国桢 
Wu Jingming 吴经明 




Wuquan tang 五权堂 
wuquan xianfa 五权宪法 
wushu 武术 
wuwang guochi 勿忘国耻 





xin Hubei, xin Wuhan 新湖北，新武汉 




Xue Dubi 薛笃弼 
xuezheng 学政 
Yan Fu 严复 
Yanjiang dadao 沿江大道 
Yanjiang malu 沿江马路 





Youtong wenku 幼童文库 
youzhiyuan 幼稚园 
yuanlin 园林 
yubei lixian 预备立宪 
Yu Bole 余伯乐 








Zhang Boling 张伯苓 
Zhang Jian 张謇 
Zhangmeizhixiang 张美之巷 
Zhang Zhiben 张知本 
Zhang Zhidong 张之洞 
Zhanggong ting 张公亭 
ziyi ju 咨议局 




Zhongguo yingzao xueshe 中国营造学社 
Zhonghua shizheng xuehui 中华市政学会 
Zhonghua tang 重华堂 




Zhongsu youhao gong 中苏友好宫 
Zhong xue wei ti, xi xue wei yong 中学为
体，西学为用 
 
Zhong Yuan 中园 
Zhongzhenglu 中正路 
Zhoujiaxiang 周家巷 
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